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			All happy families are alike.  All unhappy 			families are unhappy in their own way.
							--Leo Tolstoy
				 
			All happy productions are alike.  All unhappy 			productions are unhappy in their own way.
							--Samuel Goldwyn 

	
	Uruapan  
	I was back in Uruapan, a nasty city eight hours west of Mexico City.  Last year, on the first scouting trip, it was just Alain and me in a rented Plymouth.  The guidebooks said to be wary of bandits at night and I was appropriately paranoid about driving back from ParicutÌn to Patzcuaro, two hours away, where we were staying.
	Today, in the heat and the bad air along the highway, there were other things to fear.
	Like Jennifer Aniston.
	The film at hand, not really in hand, was about the Beat Generation, the adventures and misadventures of William Burroughs, Joan Burroughs, Allen Ginsberg, and Lucien Carr in Mexico in 1951.  Jennifer Aniston was being offered the role of Joan.
	Just two months ago, Alain and I had met with Donald and Andrew at a Peruvian restaurant in West L.A. to talk about things.  Donald and Andrew were partners; they were the money producers.  I had brought Alain into the project; he was my guy, the hands-on producer.
	Andrew was shorter than Donald, with curly hair, and a relaxed manner.  Until he got upset.  He lived up near Santa Barbara and wore blue jeans and ranch-style clothes to the office. He was the Beavis half of the partnership.
	Donald and tall and trim, a gym junkie.  He wore out-of-date preppy clothes, and acted like a Eighties hipster.  He was very hyper and could speak at length without saying anything.  He often acted like he'd just snorted a couple of lines of coke in the bathroom--without leaving the room.  He could channel this inner coke demon at will--or rather the coke demon channeled Donald.  He was the Butthead half.
	"Norman's about to break. (Whoís Norman?) I'd hate to think a month from now that we could have signed him but he got too hot, that he got away," I said.
	"There's an incredible buzz on him," Donald said.  "Everybody's high on him, they think he's way cool."  
	"And if he does the Travolta picture, or some other picture like it, his value's going to go up.  Then we won't be able to afford with him.  I met with him.  He really wants to do the movie and he's really, really right for the part.  He plays opposite Nick Cage in this Joel Schumacher film that's opens next month," I said.
	"My friend who's head of casting at Fox says he's going to be a major star," Andrew said.
	"I keep saying the worse thing we can do isin not make films," Donald said.
	"If we sign up Norman, with his heat, then we'll be able to get a great Joan."
	Alain was content to listen.
	"Donald and I have to talk, but I'm inclined to do it.  I really like the script and Norman feels right."
	We left the restaurant and went our separate ways.
	"Well, that was astonishing," Alain said.
	"What?"
	"I think you talked those guys into making a pay or play offer to an actor who can't get the movie financed."
	"I'm just trying to get things started."
	"Astonishing."
	"Is it really astonishing?"
	"If they make the offer to Norman it is."
	They made the offer.  We had a June start date.  They were pregnant.  (pregnant?)
	Alison Elliott wanted to play Joan.  She had been interested in the role for over a year.  Donald and Andrew had agreed that she would be okay if we made the film for two million dollars.  Which was fine with me.
	But in the interim, Alison had taken another job, and couldn't start until the first week of July.
	Norman and his manager had visions of imminent major stardom and major bucks and couldn't bearbare the idea of delaying his career even one week more.  
	That one week delay in Alison's schedule was enough for Norman and Norman's manager and Donald and Andrew to say no to Alison Elliott.  The brief moment when I was allowed to make the film with Alison had passed.

	And I was back in Mexico.
	Facing the Jennifer Aniston dilemma.
	Jennifer Aniston?
	As a Beat?
	With that hair?
	It was three o'clock and it was hot and I found a pay phone outside Casa del Clutches, yes, House of Clutches, and covered one ear against the diesel-spewing trucks that were hauling mangoes and avocados out to the waiting world as I talked to Donald. 
	"Gary, Jennifer really wants to do a role like this.  I've talked to her manager."
	"She'd be terrible."
	"She's a very good actress, she's got a lot more range than "Friends,"" Donald insisted.
	Right, she could dye her hair and go from blond to brunette.  And be convincingly brunette.  The sign of a great actress.
	"I just don't see Jennifer Aniston as an edgy outsider challenging the core values of postwar America."
	"She's flying to Morocco to be with Brad and her manager swears that she'll read the script over the weekend."
	I breathed diesel fumes.  My hat didn't seem to block enough of the sun.  Everyone else was already eating lunch, except Leo, who smoked a cigarette in the shade, a polite distance away.  He stood ready with another phone card, should I need it.
	"Gary, if we don't get a Joan now, Andrew and I will have to take the loss and shut down the movie."
	"I don't know..."
	"You've got to say yes."
	"I just don't know.  Can I call you back?"
	"I need to get the script out in an hour."
	"Okay, okay."
	I hung up and went into the cantina where the rest of the group was eating lunch.  There were seven others on the scouting trip.  Alain, French-American, was my partner in this venture.  Rando, the production designer, was the only other American.  Alain was a bald-with-a-ponytail kind of guy, and Rando was a shaved-head-with-a-beard kind of guy.
	On the Mexican side of this joint venture were: Leonardo, one of the partners of Background, the Mexican production company that we had contracted (although the contract wasn't signed); Alejandra, an associate producer; Braulio, our driver; and Felippe, a delegate with the Mexico City Film Commission.  But after repeatedly demonstrating a stupefying lack of knowledge, Felippe had been relegated to silently sitting alone.  
	Everyone was eating what looked like strange meat concoctions.  I'd never known Alain or Rando to pass up a carnivorous meal, but today was something special: hot dogs with what looked like baloney wrapped around them, washed down with milkshakes.  They were attuned to my suspicious glances.
	"What?" Alain asked.
	"The milk.  Chancy," I said and immediately regretted the remark.  It could only inspire a bit of good-natured French pique.
	"On Palmer's Pick Up, the whole crew went down with the flu.  And I was the last man standing.  I never get sick."
	I shrugged and said nothing.  A bored Parisian-existential kind of shrug.
	Rando laughed.  "I've never met anyone who was worried about a milkshake.  Bar keep, make mine a double."
	"Donald wants to make an offer to Jennifer Aniston," I said.
	Alain nodded as he drank his milkshake.  "Donald's desperate.  He's got a lot on the line."
	"But Jennifer Aniston?"
	"He wants an offer to be out this weekend.  If we can't get a name Joan, there's no movie."
	"But Jennifer Aniston?"
	"Would you rather make the movie with Jennifer Aniston or not make the movie at all?  What did you tell Donald?" Alain asked.
	"I said I'd get back to him."
	"You'd get back to him," Rando repeated and laughed.
	I had pan e avocet, avocado and bread, for lunch and then we drove over to La Tzar·racua, a waterfall that got a good write up in the Frommer's guidebook.  We needed a river location for a key sequence. 
	I rode shotgun, because that was where I could see the most, and that was my job, to see things.  Uruapan was as ugly as anyplace I had ever been.  The center of the city was worn and seedy.  The surrounding sprawl was either dirty-shabby or whitewashed-shabby.  Beyond the sprawl, a fresh asphalt road led through dusty pine trees and raw, red earth.  But I wasn't really seeing the landscape, because superimposed over it like a pop Our Lady of Fatima, I was seeing Jennifer Anniston's saccharine face.  I was imagining Jennifer Aniston in this landscape, Jennifer Aniston in my movie.  I was imagining myself as the director of a Jennifer Aniston film.
	The alternative: to never return here, to never make the film.  Our Lady of Neo-Fatima vanished and I thought about the consequences of never returning.
	Staring out the window of the Suburban I quickly flipped from loathing the idea of Jennifer Aniston to praying that she would say yes.  This rationalization had a built-in safety valve: she would probably say no, just like all the other name actresses that we had offered the role to. 
	The parking lot for the waterfalls was empty of cars.  on this Thursday of the off-season.  But seven mangy horses led by seven mangy guides appeared as we disgorged from the Suburban.  There was a clamor that required no translation--they wanted us to hire their horses to ride down to the waterfall.  We could be a boon to the local economy.
	"Ask them how far it is to the river."
	Leo inquired in Spanish. "One half hour."
	"To the river or to the waterfall?" I asked.
	More Spanish.  "To both."
	"That's too far," I told Alain.  "We've got a camping scene by the river, and we want to have the car there for the scene."  
	The locations we were scouting were for the car trip section of the movie.  In 1951, Lucien Carr and Allen Ginsberg drove down to visit Joan and Bill Burroughs in Mexico.  Bill was off in Guatemala, but Joan, Lucien, and Allen drove to ParicutÌn, where a volcano was erupting.  One of the locations we needed to find was a river with a swift current, but not too dangerous or dangerously toxic for our actors to get into and swim.  A river that, say, Jennifer Aniston would be willing to immerse herself in.
	There was a little tienda covered with palm fronds, ready to serve tourists.  There was pile of coconut husks outside, and two roosters were clucking for dominion of this little empire.  Alain took out his Olympus and started clicking.  "That reminds me, have you called Donald yet."
	I was dreading the call.  I hated to capitulate.  Even Jennifer, Our Lady of Fatima. Or Our Lady of Uruapan.  "What do you think I should do?" I asked Alain.
	"You've got to let Donald make the offer.  He'll freak if you don't."
	Alain loaned me his cell phone.
	"Gary, I made the offer to Jennifer--the script is already on its way to Morocco."
	"I thought you were going to wait to hear from me."
	"Gary, I couldn't wait.  Her manager was leaving for the weekend and I had to have the package out by three o'clock if it was going to make the international flight."
	"I know, but--"
	"Jennifer Aniston is very cool, and she could be very good in a part like this."	
	"Well, I wish you'd waited until I called back."  I was resigned to the inevitable.  I just didn't like how the inevitable had gone down.  There is a protocol even to intractable situations.
	"I'm sorry, I couldn't wait, so just hang tight, it's a good thing.  I think it'll be a really good thing."
	I might never go to Morocco, but at least a script of mine got to make the voyage.
	So we never saw the waterfall.  Just two roosters fighting over who could be king of the coconut husks.
	We climbed back in the Suburban.  I was in the front seat with Braulio.  We communicated by smiles and hand gestures and five key phrases I now knew, the etymological essence of scouting: Alto = stop, Siga = forward, La Recha  = to the right, Izquerda = to the left, Vuelta en U = make a u-turn.
	Leonarado and Alejandra were in the second row.  Alain and Rando were in the third row.  And Felippe, our hapless guide, and relegated to the very back.	
	"Where to?" Alain asked.
	"There's a National Park in town--a river runs through it--the guide book says that it's 'a semi-tropical paradise with jungle paths, deep ravines, deep ravines, and rushing waterfalls'," I read from my guidebook.  Felippe nodded agreeably but said nothing.  At this point in our scouting trip, he had been shamed into silence.
	"Okay, let's give it a try," Alain said.  "Next time we go scouting we need a local contact who we can tell what we're looking for."
	"Yes, of course," Alejandra said.
	The entrance to the Parque Nacional Eduardo Ruiz was eight blocks west of the zocalo.  Like the other towns we'd driven through, the old central streets were narrow.  On a whitewashed storefront, written in black paint was the sign: Armani Clothes -- Factory Seconds.  It was closed for siesta.
	At the national park, Leo hustled up Pablo, some sort of park guide, who took us around.  Pablo had dark curly hair and looked eager to please.  
	"This isn't a scouting trip, this is...ridiculous," Rando fumed as we walked through enormous ferns toward the river.
	"It's beautiful," I observed in my role as conciliator.
	"It's still ridiculous.  This isn't how you look for locations."  Sweat was rolling down the dome of his shaved head.  His white shirt was starting to stick to his body.
	"Well, we've got to do what we can do."
	Pablo led us down to the river.  It was clear and green and cool in the shade.  Paradise in Uruapan, which notched up my faith in the guidebook.  There were concrete walkways along the river populated by busloads of school kids.  Nature, yes, but not exactly the raw slice of nature we were looking for.  I explained this to Leo in English who explained it to Pablo in Spanish.  He talked with Leo and then led up off the concrete walkway, up a steep trail and down to a secluded part of the river.  Very beautiful.  But the water, while flowing swiftly, was about a foot deep.  Rather unconvincing for a near-drowning scene.
	"This is ridiculous," Rando said, articulating the obvious.
	Leo did more explaining to Pablo, who looked like his feelings had been hurt by our rejection of the location.
	When we left the park, Pablo came with us.  "He wants to show you the river outside of the park.  He thinks you might like it."
	Pablo led us around the park entrance and down a steep street.  He walked ahead of our group, much in the manner of an eager dog, anxious to lead its master on, hoping to quicken the master's pace.  At the end of long set of crumbling steps, we came again to the river.  There was a channel of stagnant, toxic smelling water between the houses and river.  You could probably get hepatitis from just looking at this water.  The river was rawer here, and dirty.  And there were houses.  No, I would never bring Jennifer Aniston to this spot.
	"What now?"
	"We've got about three hours of daylight."
	"Let's go to ParicutÌn, Rando should see it," I said.  This was our volcano location, the real thing, the one that Joan and Lucien and Allen had visited in 1951.  It had first erupted in 1943, in a cornfield.  It was the only volcano to appear from scratch in modern times. 	
	We tromped back to the Suburban.  I climbed into the Suburban.  Braulio was listening to a an E.L.O. tape.  At least he had made sensible use of the time.  I saw Leo talking to Pablo then Pablo climbed into the back to sit beside the silent Felippe in the guide section of our expedition.
	"What's going on?" I asked.
	"Pablo wants to come with us to ParicutÌn.  He knows a shortcut to the lava fields."
	I nodded.  We'd left Mexico City before dawn, and had accomplished nothing the entire day.
	We drove back through the funk of Uruapan and into the highlands to Angahu·n, the town closest to ParicutÌn.  We'd seen car tracks at the base of the lava field and we knew that cars could drive down there, we just didn't know how.  Pablo said that he did.
	He directed us past Angahu·n to a dirt road.  It was fine at first, but it gradually got worse and worse, until it was too narrow to turn the Suburban around.  After about forty minutes the concept of "shortcut" had vanished.  Leo exchanged some pointed words with Pablo, then reported, "He says that the roads have gotten worse than last time he was here, because of the rains."
	I nodded.  As I bumped up and down.
	Then the bumps and ruts gave way to smooth soil, deep black from volcanic ash.  Braulio, whose silence was comforting, said something in Spanish.
	"He's worried about the car getting stuck," Alejandra reported.
	I nodded.
	There was no choice but to press on.
	Braulio soldiered the Suburban gamely on.  Until we got stuck.
	The misadventure did have one side benefit.  I had forgotten about Jennifer Aniston for a while.  That was the beauty of each new problem--it pushed the old one aside.
	We all got out of the air conditioned Suburban.  My shoes sank into the soft, black loam.  The Suburban's rear tires were deeply dug in.  Around a bend in the road was the edge of the lava flow and the Church of San Juan, which was half-buried fifty years ago when the volcano first erupted.  I snapped some pictures.  It made me feel like a filmmaker.
	"Braulio needs wood to put under the tires for traction."
	We foraged for pinion branches.  When he was satisfied with the amount of wood wedged under the rear tires he got back behind the wheel.
	"Okay, everybody push."  Seven pairs of hands on that American hardbody, pushing, as Braulio rocked the car back and forth, the volcanic dirt becoming a cloud of gray, seeping into my clothes, my skin, my lungs.  The rocking rhythm built to a crescendo and the Suburban shot out of the hole and Barualio gunned the car in reverse, back to where the ground was hard.
	"What should we do?" Leo asked, with a pained expression.
	"Have Braulio drive back to Angahu·n.  We'll meet him there after we go to the church," I said.
	Leo looked to Alain.
	"Sounds good to me," Alain said.  In his Hawaiian shirt and shades he looked like a happy go lucky tourist.
	I was glad for the exercise and enjoyed the tromp up that black, dusty road to the lava fields.  Rando was less enthusiastic.  	
	Pablo and Felippe, walked together ahead of us.  I supposed that they had bonded as fellow guides.  They disappeared from view around a bend in the road.
	The lava fields were a gnarly brown.  Approaching, we could see the bell tower of the church rising from the jagged rocks.  Climbing the lava, I chose my footing carefully, and even then, the soles of my shredded on the razor-sharp lava.  After a fifteen minute climb, we reached the ruins of the Sixteenth Century church.  Only the baptistery and the belfry had survived, towering above the lava.  
	After our visit a year ago, I had imagined Joan and Lucien sitting on a blanket with the church in the background.  But the archway that had once housed the church's stained glass.
	"There," I pointed, "that would be the perfect spot to stage the scene between Joan and Lucien."
	"Yes, I like the proscenium effect.  It makes the church ruins a stage set for what they have to say to each other," Rando said.
	Rando used the metal handholds to scramble up to the archway.  I follow after.  The view from the archway was of a roiling wasteland of frozen lava.  Even with ferns growing between the rocks, it looked as dead as the surface of the moon.  A perfect and perfectly unforced metaphor for the scene I want to shoot here. I took out my camera.  Rando took out his camera.  We both clicked away.
	Alain appeared near the bell tower.  "The sun's setting.  We should get back."
	"This will be a very difficult location," Leo said.  "To get all the trucks and the crew in.  And when we come back to shoot it will be the rainy season.  It will rain here every day."
	We hiked away from the blasted lava flow, through a pine forest, the trail winding uphill, steepening into a hard-scrabble climb for the last quarter mile.  That last quarter mile was what the Angahu·n ponies were useful for, but we had no ponies today.  We climbed upward as twilight fell and I became contemplative and melancholy.  My thoughts returned to the human condition, namely, my own, the central dilemma of my existence, at least for today:
	"Jennifer Aniston," I said, uttering her name with: regret, astonishment, fatalism, hope.
	"Do you want to come back here?" Alain asked.
	"Do you think I will?" I asked back.
	"If you get a Joan, then you will return."
	"Like General McArthur."
	"No, Gary, he only had to battle the Japanese.  You've got many battles ahead."
	"Hey, I love Jennifer Aniston.  I'm praying she says yes.  In fact, I prayed back there in the church."
	"That was a ruined church," Rando said.  "I'm not sure those prayers count."
	"And you're Jewish," Alain said.
	"Jews can pray."
	"In a lava field?"
	"We're a desert people."
	As we scrambled up that steep hard-scrabble, Rando fell behind, huffing and puffing.  The light was failing.  Soon the footing would be precarious.  Alain and I walked together in a comfortable silence.  It was our second time here together.  Two long journeys to this distant corner and it was still uncertain if the movie would get made.  I looked back and saw Rando's white shirt, faint in the gloom, far below us.
	At the top of the rise, there were guides and ponies.  And the Suburban.  Braulio was behind the wheel, listening to his ELO tape.  Braulio was utterly reliable; he had won my heart and mind.
	"I wonder if Rando's going to quit," Alain said.
	"Why?" I asked, panicked.  Initially Alain's plan had been to use an entire Mexican crew.  He said that it was the only way we could afford to make the film on our small budget, as a Mexican production, shot entirely in Mexico.  If we brought down key personnel from America, then the Mexicans would treat us like a bigger budget production and price things accordingly.    
	But Alain did relent and allow me to hire Rando to be the Production Designer.  We were making a period movie, set in 1944 and 1951, which intensified the art department requirements.  I needed to have someone I knew and trusted in charge of this complex part of the movie production.  Rando would be the only American on the crew.  And now he might quit?
	"Why do you think he'll quit?" I asked Alain.
	"He was really struggling up that hill."
	"Yes...and?"	
	"And...I don't think Rando has ever been on a scout as disorganized as this."
	At the top of the hell I waited; Rando walked slowly toward me.
	"Are you okay?" I asked.
	"I'm fine, just taking it very easy."  He walked slowly over to the Suburban.  He was moving like an old man.  When I saw his pallid bald head in the Suburban's dome light I got worried that he might have a heart attack.  
	"Fucking Mexico--it's a beat place," Rando said, quoting a line from my script.  I hoped he wouldn't die and I hoped he wouldn't quit.

	In the hotel restaurant the next morning, Alain and Rando were the same sickly shade of pale; they had both been up all night with stomach cramps and diarrhea.
	"Did you get sick?" Alain asked me.
	"No."
	"The milkshake," they both said.
	They had their inner turmoil and I had mine.  And which was worse?  A bad milkshake or a bad actress?


	santa Monica
	Monday morning I was back in my office.  
	An altar was accumulating on my bookcase.  From out first scouting trip I had tiles from the building that William and Joan Burroughs had lived in on Orizaba Street, which had been torn down just the week before we visited.  I had a little dish with volcanic ash from ParicutÌn.  And several unopened packs of cheap Mexican cigarettes: Faros, Alitas, Tigres, and Alas.  These were the cigarettes the characters would smoke in the movie.  If there was a movie.
	The rhythm of the film business is structured around the weekend, or more specifically, the weekend read.  The week is spent positioning things so that an actor--or an agent or a manager or an influential significant other--would read the script over the weekend.  
	Monday you heard the news.  Maybe the actor had read the script.  Maybe the actor hadn't.  Sometimes you got a simple yes or no, but it was rarely simple and it was rarely yes.  If the actor hadn't read the script, then you heard loud promises that the script would be read that week or the next weekend, you decided whether or not to let it ride.  Many times we let it ride.  And ride.  And then, in a manner of speaking, we were taken for a ride.  No answer for a month or two.  But there was always a Monday morning assessment to decide whether or not to move on to another actor, and who to move on to.  
	This is what I discussed every day, several times a day, with Donald, of Donald, the Beavis side of the partnership, and Heidi Levitt, the casting director.
	Heidi had been working on casting the movie for over a year and we had yet to have a casting session when an actor came in and read a scene for me.  But we had our phone calls.  
	Donald rambled on the phone.  And repeated himself.  Then repeated himself some more.  I tried to call Donald from my office phone; I had a headset at the office and it didn't hurt my ear as much to endure the endless conversations about casting.  
	Donald went out to lunch at noon, which was a bit odd by film industry custom, where one o'clock was the traditional ringing of the lunch bell.  I called him, which is called being "proactive", at five till twelve, at the cusp of when he was about to leave, to try and keep the conversation relatively short because he got hungry.
	"Have you heard anything about Jennifer Aniston?"
	"She got the script--it was Fed-Exed to Morocco. Jennifer Aniston could be really, really cool.  I asked all my friends this weekend and everybody really, really liked Jennifer Aniston for the role.  Her manager really, really wants Jennifer to do this.  And it's not about the money.  Do you know how fucking rich Jennifer is?  She wants to do a prestige picture--she needs this picture."
	"She needs us," I repeated flatly.
	"That's why it's worth hanging out for a day or two.  And then if we have to move on, we'll move on."
	"But who will we move on to?"
	"I'd rather not think about that now.  Let's think positive.  Let's think Jennifer."
	"Okay, but I'd like to talk about the next actress before Thursday when we get in a panic and we've got to decide in the next fifteen minutes who to make an offer to."
	"We don't get in a panic, Gary.  We don't get in a panic."


	There were four principal roles in the film.  Norman Reedus was already cast as Lucien.  We had an offer out to Adam Goldberg to play Ginsberg, and late Monday he said yes.  The deal was "favored nations" with Norman, which meant that they got the same amount of money.  I had never met Adam, so plans were made, via his managers.
	"Adam really wants to talk to you.  He is so into doing this part, he's read everything Ginsberg ever wrote and he's got all these tapes and he's got a thousand questions that he wants to ask you.," his manager told me.
	"You've got my number, have him call me."
	"He'd rather if you called him."
	"Why?"
	"He'd just feel more comfortable that way."
	So I was having a phone call about making a phone call to someone who wanted to talk to me but didn't want to call me.  Hollywood.  I called Adam.  We made a plan for lunch.  
	We met at Typhoon, a pan-Asian restaurant at the Santa Monica Airport.  It was near my office; the waiters knew me.  Adam studied the menu as if making a life and death decision.
	"The vegetable curry--does it have MSG?"
	"No MSG," the waiter said.
	"Okay, I'll have the vegetable curry, with no green beans and please make sure there's no MSG or I'll have an allergic reaction."
	"We use no MSG in any of our dishes."
	"Okay, but I've heard that before and I've had a an allergic reaction.  And I'll have chamomile tea--for this sinus congestion.  With honey."
	I had a ruthless Hollywood vegetarian on my hands.
	"Spielberg, man, was he a trip," Adam said.  He had played the Jewish guy in "Saving Private Ryan."  "Spielberg always had to be right. Like, we were shooting the scene where we storm the machine gun nest.  I wanted to say You Fuckers! when we caught the prisoners.  And Spielberg wanted me to say You schmucks!  So I did it his way and the crew laughed and he said, see I'm right, it's funnier my way.  Spielberg always had to be right," Adam said, ruefully shaking his head.
	I†detected a healthy ego.
	"What about Mexico?  What about the food?  What about getting sick?"
	"You just have to be careful."  "Just eat cooked vegetables, peeled fruits, bottled water.  It's not complicated.  I did just fine."
	"But what about the microbes, in the chicken and stuff?  I've heard there are very bad microbes down there.  My Dad's a doctor."
	"If you don't bother the microbes, they won't bother you.  They're very territorial that way."
	"And the swimming scene.  I worried about getting hepatitis in the swimming scene."
	"You don't do any swimming.  Lucien and Joan go swimming.  All you do is go running with Lucien along the bank to look for her after she's disappeared."
	"Yeah, but aren't my feet going to get in the water as I'm running."
	"I'm sure we can stage the running scene so you're feet don't get wet and you don't get hepatitis."
	He took a tentative sip of chamomile, looking unconvinced.


	Another Tuesday.  I was in a weird holding pattern.  My whole life was a weird holding pattern.  The movie might or might not happen.  If it did happen, it would happen very quickly.  I felt guilty not spending all my waking hours preparing for a battle--that might never be fought.  Rando agreed to work with me on a storyboard, a profitable use of the waiting period.  I rearranged the desks at my office so Rando could use my computer table.  Because he was so large and the table he was drawing on was no small, he looked like a demented elementary school student.
	"You really should have a real storyboard artist do this."
	"We can't afford a storyboard artist."
	"Then on your next show, SeÒor Gary."
	We talked through every scene, using phantom layouts of ideal rooms since we didn't have any of our interior locations yet.  Instead of visualizing world peace I was visualizing my movie, in the hope that the impossible would come true.  
	Donald called me.  "Courtney Love's agent thinks that Courtney is very interested in doing this part."
	"What about Jennifer Aniston?"
	"She's still in Morocco with Brad Pitt and we still haven't heard anything.  Courtney's agent is very encouraging."
	"Agents always are."
	"Not always.  He's a really, really good guy and he wouldn't be pushing for this if it wasn't real.  She's already got the script.  She's touring the Midwest with--what's the name of her band?"
	"Hole."
	"Right, Hole.  Heh, heh, like her hole.  Her agent says she really wants to do a role like this and it would be so cool to have Courtney Love in our movie, that would be a home run and we could get a lot more money to make the film with."
	"We sent the script to her a year ago, remember?  And she never read it."
	"This is different."
	"Why is this different?"
	"She wants to do it."
	"How do you know?"
	"Her agent is very encouraging."
	"Like Jennifer Anniston's agent?"
	"Gary, we're pulling the offer from Jennifer and making the offer to Courtney today."
	"Okay, but we can't afford to waste a lot of time on this."
	"Believe me, we won't waste a lot of time.  This could be really, really cool."
	He hung up.  
	Jennifer Aniston dropped off my radar of aesthetic disasters.

	
	Wednesday I went to Alain's house to work on the application for Errors & Omissions insurance.  Errors & Ommissions.  I brought along a pile of Beat books tagged with a rainbow of Post-It notes.  I was supposed to annotate the script, citing as many reference sources as possible for every item in the script.  This was particularly crucial for the role of Lucien, because he (unlike William Burroughs, and Joan Borroughs, and Allen Ginsberg) was still alive.  It was an incredibly tedious job, and Alain had graciously agreed to help.  I would look up the annotations and he would type them up.  It would have taken an enormous amount of time to do by myself. 
	"Do we really have to do this?"
	"No E & O insurance, no movie."
	"That's what you said about Jennifer Aniston."
	"Also true."
	Alain and I had a short hand--whoever had the current offer for the role of Joan became the generic Joan.  We wallowed in the absurdity of the process.
	"Those are the key factors.  A name Joan.  And insurance."
	"Yes."
	"That's what it's come down to.  If you want to go back to Mexico and make your movie."
	In one scene, Dave Kammerer, the gay man that Lucien Carr stabbed to death, is described as Lucien's Boy Scout leader.  This was a particularly sensitive issue with Jay, the lawyer that Donald and Andrew had hired to counsel us through the E & O process.  I found two references to Kammerer as being Lucien's "play group leader", but only one reference, undocumented by the author, that Kammerer had been a Boy Scout Master.  The Boy Scouts of America were particularly sensitive to stories alleging that some Boy Scout Masters might be homosexual.  The change from Boy Scout Master to play group leader was quite livable within the universe of changes that happen in a voluntary and involuntary way as the production progressed-- if I was lucky enough to have it progress. 
	When I got home, Donald called.  "You're going to Milwaukee tomorrow morning, an eight A.M. flight on Midwest Airlines."
	"What?"
	"Tomorrow is Hole's day off from their tour.  You're going to meet Courtney Love."
	"Really?"  That was exciting; I liked her music and the demented ballerina look that she plied.  
	"She read the script, she saw your last film, and now she wants to meet you.  She wouldn't want to meet you if she didn't want to do the film."
	"Wow."  After a year of trying and waiting and hearing no's I was finally being summoned into a star's presence.  It made even Milwaukee seem an exotic place.
	"It's all up to you, Gary.  You've got to get her to say yes."
	Okay: if Courtney Love says yes, I get to go back to Mexico and make my movie.  What do I wear to meet Courtney Love?  I stared into the abyss of my closet and selected something black.
	I'd never been on Midwest Airlines or to the Midwest gate.  My fellow travellers were all white, almost all blonde, with that affluent stylessness that is purely Midwestern.  And the people were big.  Not tall, but wide.
	But this wideness had it's consolations.  On board the aircraft, I sat in the roomiest coach seat ever.  As wide as first class.  And got served a good meal.  Midwest Airlines knew its clients needs and took care of them.  Before we were over Kansas I wished that Midwest flew everywhere in the U.S.  It would be my airline of choice.


	Milwaukee  
	Milwaukee.  On a mission.  It was incredibly hot and humid.  July weather, in May.
	The Pfister Hotel lobby was a grandiose relic of the Guilded Age.  When I checked in at the desk I expected some instructions, like "Mission: Impossible."  But there was just a note to call Courtney's agent back in Beverly Hills.
	I went up to the room, on the sixteenth floor.  A corporate hotel, of the chocolate mints on the pillow variety.  I could see Lake Michigan as I dialed Donald.
	"You're supposed to call Elphita at ICM and she'll put you in touch with Courtney.  This is really exciting, Gary.  I know you, I know you're going to close her.  Call me right after you see her."
	I call Elphita at ICM.  A phone call from Milwaukee to Beverly Hills to get the inside dope and how to contact a "star" somewhere in the hotel.
	"Courtney is travelling under the name of Beth Sollway.  She's expecting your call."
	I call the front desk and got voice mail for Beth Solloway's room.  I left a message.
	Then waited.  There was a phone in the bathroom so I took a shower without fear of missing the moment.
	Then waited.  Explored the mini-bar.  I felt sleepy and nervy and I hated hotel rooms where you couldn't open the windows (even if the air was hot outside).
	Went out for coffee.  A rock and roll tour boss was parked across the street.  Courtney's bus.  The blocks were long and heat radiated off the pavement.  I'd come all this way on a random day.  I had Milwaukee's version of an iced latte and called it a day.
	When I get back to the room the message light is blinking.  "This is Wende Martin.  Please call me in 1802."
	I call Wende in 1802.  She was Courtney's personal assistant.
	"Courtney will meet you down in the bar in a half hour."
	Okay, this was it.
	I took another shower (it was easy to get sweaty in Milwaukee).  I put on the black shirt I'd chosen for the occasion.  Across town the Brewers were playing the Braves tonight; I felt like a pitcher ready to take the mound.
	I went down to the lobby a little early and scoped out the bar.  Maybe Courtney was already there.  I thought about getting a drink, but decided I'd rather wander the lobby and seem to arrive at the same time, rather than appear to be waiting for her.  I saw guests arriving in black tie for a banquet.  I read plaques, and learned that the Pfister was built in 1893.  I watched people drinking.  I kept thinking I saw Courtney.  I went to the bathroom.  Several times.
	Then I really did see Courtney.  No make-up.  Blemishes.  A mess.
	"Hi.  I'm Gary."  We shook hands.
	"You've come such a long way to meet me."
	I shrugged like it was no big deal.  I let Courtney pick the seats.  She sat on a couch, then quickly decides we should sit at a table instead, next to the black baby grand piano.  She ordered a scotch and water.  I got a beer--left to my own devices I would order mineral water, but that didn't seem to be the right vibe.  The piano player returned from his break, and started a medley of tasteful show tunes.
	"Oh, God, I can't bear this.  I hate piano bar music.  Let's leave." 
	"Sure.  You want to go have dinner?"
	"Yeah, but I have to go get some money."
	"I've got money.  Let's go," I said.  The key was to get her alone.
	"My body guards don't know I'm leaving."
	"I'll protect you."
	She smiled.  Courtney Love was smiling at me.
	Outside it was twilight and the heat was finally softening.  A handful of autograph hounds descended on her.  They were nerdly guys and they had handfuls of posters and CDs they wanted signed.  One of them brandished a drum skin that he wanted autographed.
	"Okay, one apiece, that's it, then leave me alone," she said as she started signing.  "I said one--only one apiece--and then leave me alone, okay?  Promise?  Leave me alone!"
	I thought about my new duties as body guard.  Maybe because the Pfister was old red granite, it made me think of John Lennon and the Dakota--would I have to thwart an assassination attempt?  
	Then we were walking again.  "They just sell my autograph--I know they have to make a living--but enough is enough.  And I have to be careful what I sign--the stuff might show up someplace like the Hard Rock Cafe.  They've got this size twelve pink dress and a boa they say was mine.  Now if it were a size four, that would be okay--but I've never worn a boa."  We reached the corner.  The "Don't Walk" sign was flashing.  Courtney didn't wait for "Don't Walk" signs.  Luckily, traffic was sparse.
	On the other side of the street was Louise's Trattoria, the same chain they have in Santa Monica.  It was fine with Courtney.  This dinner wasn't about the food.  First she wanted to sit outside and smoke.  Then she wanted to sit inside and smoke.
	It was like a first date.  How much do you really get to know about a person on a first date?  Left to my own devices I would read a menu and mull over my choices.  At a meal meeting like this my strategy was to look at the menu very quickly and decide instantly.  Sort of a preview of my decisiveness in all matters artistic.  And actually I am far more decisive on the set than on a settee.
	"I'll have the Merlot," I told the waitress.
	"What's a Merlot?" Courtney asked.
	I was surprised she didn't know.  "A type of red wine."
	"Oh.  I'll have a scotch and water."  Done with choosing food, she looked at me.  And I looked at her.  Sitting at that table by the window in downtown Milwaukee as twilight was falling, I felt as if I was on a stage.  Improvising an incredibly important performance.  I had to be persuasive without seeming too eager.  Directing myself as an actor--as an actor playing a director--I had to try without seeming to try too hard.  I had to bGaryce authority and submission to cajole her into committing.   
	"So you want to make a film about the Beats.  I had this boyfriend who had me read these Keruoac diaries in The New Yorker and he told me that's how he wanted to live his life.  And I thought it was so pathetic that I dumped him."
	Courtney was challenging; I picked up on that right away.  "People have this idea that the Beat Generation was about riding these cars back and forth across the country, but if you made a movie about that it would be boring," I said.  "I'm not interested in that.  You read the script.  This movie isn't about Keruoac.
	"My bio-dad hung out with all those old Beats--he was the Grateful Dead's drug dealer--I thought they were pathetic."
	"But this movie isn't about Beats or Beatniks. My script is about these people before they got famous.  These were educated, Ivy League people, but they crossed over the line.  They truly lived on the edge.  They killed their friends.  Lucien Carr stabbed Dave Kammerer to death.  And Burroughs shot his wife--your character--in the head.  I know Ivy League people, I went to an Ivy League school--"
	"What school?"
	"Wesleyan."
	"I had a boyfriend who went to Wesleyan.  He wrote a novel about me.  He changed my name, but it was about me."
	I suspected that Courtney had had all kinds of boyfriends--one for any occasion that might come up in conversation.  I continued: "I didn't have any friends who killed any of their friends.  But these guys did.  And people think about the Beats as a bunch of guys, but Joan--your character--was at the center of the group.  They all hung out in Joan's apartment, they treated her as an equal, and these were very misogynistic guys.  It was only later that they wrote the books that made them famous and you get the sense that Joan would have been a great writer too, if she had lived long enough."
	"Here's what I don't get about their relationship.  If Bill takes morphine and Joan takes speed--why are they together?" she asked me.
	I'd never considered this.  "You mean pharmacological compatibility?"
	"Exactly."
	I could tell this was a significant issue for Courtney.
	"They both drank.  And probably the difference in their drugs was part of the strain in their relationship."
	She looked at me appraisingly.  "That's good.  I could use that.  Druggies like Burroughs because he was a successful junkie.  A successful junkie who lived to a ripe old age.  That's why my dead husband liked him." 
	"I'd never thought of that."
	"Because you've probably never been a junkie."
	"You could tell?  I'm wearing a black shirt."
	Courtney smiled.  She looked at me some more.  I met her gaze.
	"You really want Meryl Streep for Joan."
	"No, I want you."
	"Who was your first choice?"
	"You."
	"I heard you offered it to other actresses."
	"We sent it to your agent a year ago when we were first starting."  
	"You did?"
	"We did."
	She nods.  Even if she didn't believe me, she liked what I'm saying.
	"I think I'd play Joan like Meryl Streep, with a New England accent."
	"Joan came from Tuxedo Park, New York."
	"I'll channel Meryl Streep."  She used the coal of one cigarette to light the next one.  "And what about Mexico?"
	"Mexico will be great.  It'll be like Treasure of the Sierra Madre."
	I had brought along pictures of ParicutÌn that I showed her.  The church ruins in the lava field were a compelling image.  "Imagine yourself here, in this doomed landscape, acting out this doomed romance."
	"Wow.  It's amazing."  She looked at the pictures more closely.  "Are we going to be able to film this?  I mean, this is a low budget movie."
	"I'm going to make sure that we have enough money for a wide angle lens.  Just for this scene."
	"Really--we can afford a wide angle lens?" she asked with a smile.
	"Just for this one scene.  And it's where it really happened.  We're going to duplicate the road trip that Joan and Lucien took."
	"Why didn't they just fuck?" Courtney asked, without a trace of irony.  My story was about unrequited love.  I'm not sure how much experience Courtney had with unrequited love.  She didn't seem like the unrequited type.
	"They didn't just fuck because Lucien got sent to prison before they could get together.  And then Joan was married to Bill when Lucien got out of jail.  Joan was loyal to Bill, even though he was gay.  And Lucien, who was a rambling bachelor, was loyal to Bill, who was his best friend."
	"Oh," she nodded thoughtfully, acting like she understood.  Acting.
	"What's Norman like?"
	"He's...impish."
	"Impish," she repeated.  "I've heard good things about him.  I want to watch some of his films.  What time is it?  I've got to call my daughter.  She's got conjunctivitis."
	We'd been at Louisa's Trattoria for two and a half hours.  It was time for an act break.  I paid the bill.
	The autograph hounds were still waiting outside the hotel.  "No--no more, I told you no more--no, no, no!" she said, as if shooing off dogs.
	I held the door open for her and we went back though the Guilded Age lobby, toward the elevators.
	"I have to look beautiful.  Looking sweaty and unshaved in fine for Humphrey Bogart, but it's not for me."
	"No, of course not."
	"But you said John Huston."
	"As a point of reference.  There weren't any women in Treasure of the Sierra Madre."
	"I don't like gritty.  I like glamour.  I'm a Diva, you know.  I need a D.P. who'll make me look beautiful.  I'm very hard to light.  My jaw--see?  I have to look beautiful."
	"You will."  She had taken it to another level, talking more about the specifics of actually making the movie.  It was like she was saying yes without quite saying yes.
	The elevator stopped on my floor, two below hers.  "Do you want to get together later?  For a drink?  To talk some more?"
	"I'll call you in an hour."
	She gives me a wet kiss on my cheek.  The elevator doors closed.  Act One really was over.
	Back in my room there was a message from Donald, fretful and expectant, asking that I call him whenever I get back.  The trip was on his credit card, so I helped myself to a mini-bar Perrier and called him.  It was his dime.
	"Hi, Donald, it's me."
	"How did it go, man?"
	"I just got back from having dinner with her.  I got her alone for two and a half hours.  It went very well."
	"Did she say yes?"
	"Not in so many words, and it didn't feel right to press her.  But she by the end she was talking about D.P.'s and make-up and stuff."
	"She wants to do it.  She wouldn't have met with you if she didn't want to do it.  And she wouldn't have spend that long at dinner.  She's going to say yes, I'm sure she's going to say yes, and it's going to be so cool, we're going to have such a cool cast.  With her we can get a really great Burroughs and then we can get even more money to make the movie..."
	He went on like that for a while.  
	After he finally wound down and signed off, I laid down on the bed and let Donald treat me to a pay-per-view movie.  "Payback" was the most promising of slim choices.  I sipped the Perrier and waited for Courtney to call.
	An hour and a half later she did.
	"I forgot to tell you my William Burroughs story.  Every rock star used to make the pilgrimage to Kansas to meet Burroughs and sit in his orgone box and then he'd change you a thousand bucks and sell you one of his shotgun paintings, which are pure trash.  But my dead husband, Kurt, he went to Lawrence and recorded this album with Burroughs.  It was Kurt fucked up and riffing on guitar and Burroughs droning on top.  Maybe that's why I feel jangly about your script." 
	Now it was my turn.  "I forgot to tell you that I really loved the way you covered "Straight World" on your first album.  I love Young Marble Giants."
	"Really?"
	"Really."  Young Marble Giants was a minimalist group from Australia that put out one album in the Eighties.  A random bit of esoterica.  Courtney had covered "Straight World" on her first album.
	"Wait, I've got another call.  I'll call you back."


	Courtney called an hour later.  "I'm watching Payback."
	"So am I."
	"What about the make-up person?"
	"We'll hire someone you like."
	"Make-up is very, very important.  I'm a Diva."
	"You'll look good."
	"I talked to my boyfriend.  He says I should do your movie because you like Young Marble Giants."
	"That's a valid reason."
	She laughs.  "I have to eat this blueberry dessert now.  Today's my day off and I get to do disgusting things.  I'll call you later.  Maybe we'll go have a drink."


	My hotel room was a luxurious waiting room where I awaited the Diva's next call.  I finished watching "Payback."  It was midnight in Milwaukee and I was tired.  I didn't want to go to sleep and have her call me, so, I took the initiative and called her.  "The person in this room is only taking messages," an electronic voice said.  
	"Courtney, I guess you went to sleep.  Maybe we can together in the morning for breakfast before I leave."
	I was tired, but I couldn't sleep.  I read "No Ordinary Time," a book about Eleanor Roosevelt that I'd brought along.  Yes, it was no ordinary time.


	The next morning Courtney called.  "I'm sorry, I fell asleep last night."
	"It was late. You probably ate too many blueberries."  She laughed.  "My plane leaves at noon," I added.
	"I'll meet you for breakfast.  I'll call you right back."
	I showered, shaved, dressed, packed.  The Midwest Luxe room was not inhospitable but it was claustrophobic.
	Donald calls.  "How did it go?  Did you close her?  You've got to close her."
	"We've spoken a couple of more times, on the phone, but I haven't been able to get together with her.  I'm not going to ask her to say yes on the phone.  It's too uncool."
	"Yeah...you're right.  I'm sure she's going to say yes or she wouldn't still be talking to you--you've got to get her in a room and get her to say yes--you've got to be sure to--"
	I interrupted Donald's nervous ramble.  "I'm waiting for her to call me back.  I should probably keep the line clear."
	"Sure, Gary, right, call me as soon as you have some news, or even if you don't call me--"
	"Got to go now."
	Silence again.  The hiss of the air conditioning.  Courtney didn't call back, so I called her room.  And got her voice mail.  "Hi, it's me, wondering if we're going to have breakfast."  After I hung up I wished I hadn't left the message, afraid that it sounded too wimpy.  I wanted to see Courtney to close the deal, and I also wanted to see tonight's Hole concert.  But I was beginning to feel that hanging around was just that: hanging around.  Which would make me a hanger-arounder, diminishing my directorial authority.  My flight back to L.A. left at noon.
	I called Wende Martin.  "Courtney and I were going to have breakfast, but I can't get through to her room."
	"Sorry, darlin', you need to book things through me.  She's doin' interviews all morning."
	"Are you from Texas?" I asked.
	"Sure am."
	"So am I."
	"I knew I liked you for a reason," Wende said.  "I really like your script and I'm pushin' for her to do it."
	"Thank you much," I say, putting some good ole boy into my voice.
	I could delay my flight and mope around and hope for a last audience with the queen.  Or I could leave.  As planned.  I wanted to get out of the hotel room, out of the hotel.
	Stepping outside the hotel and into the relentless almost June sun, I saw the tour bus and a thick knot of autograph dudes.  I was  thrilled to get in a cab and drive away from the entropic hotel.
	Yes, I came to Milwaukee and saw the star, and saw why the star was a star: intelligence, charisma, relentless self-promotion, a galacticly expanding ego.
	If Courtney said yes I had a movie.
	I almost had a movie.
	Walking from the yellow cab into the terminal I felt a last blast of that hot Milwaukee air.  It doesn't wash me clean.  


	santa monica
	Courtney said yes.  
	It wasn't a quick or a clean yes.  It was the kind of yes that dragged out several weeks, a verbal yes that finally found it's way on paper.  The start date was pushed back to July 14 so that Courtney could complete her "Celebrity Skin" tour.  Then her celebrity skin would be mine five south-of-the-border weeks.  She was canceling her Japanese tour to do the film.  There would be long faces in Tokyo because of me. 
	If I got a star to play Joan, then I got to make the movie.  Right?
	Not quite.
	The film rights were split between domestic and foreign.  Donald and Andrew were looking for two deals.  Avi, an Israeli, was interested in financing the foreign side, in conjunction with Willi, a German, who wanted the German rights.  
	Alain and I went to Donald and Andrew's office, just off Main Street in Santa Monica.  Their office was behind a fish restaurant and the stairs reeked of fish and brine.  Even though their offices were at the beach, Andrew's office was furnished with the heavy, Ethan Allen furniture that a lot of lawyers have.  Maybe because Andrew and Donald were both lawyers, before re-incarnating themselves as producers.
	"Avi and Willi need a male star for their foreign sales.  Courtney Love by herself is not enough," Donald said even before we had sat down.
	"You said that if I got Courtney then we had a go picture."
	"We've got a go picture, but we still need a male star.  With someone as cool as Courtney playing the female lead it's going to be easy."
	"I've talked to the agents at ICM and James Spader is interested," Andrew said.
	"I thought you didn't like Spader.  When I brought him up a year ago you said he was boring."
	"We don't think he's boring now."
	"But there's a catch," Donald added.
	I waited for the other shoe to drop.  Between Beavis and Butthead they could drop four shoes.  A pair of tasseled loafers and a pair of Reeboks.
	"He doesn't want to go down to Mexico."
	"That's where we're shooting the movie," I said.
	"He's got his kids this summer and he wants to be with them."
	"They have nannies in Mexico City."
	"That's not the point.  We asked Alain to look into the possibility of shooting the Burroughs scenes here, and then shooting the road trip to ParicutÌn down there.  We didn't want to tell you about it until we could sit down and talk."
	My mind was reeling.  I had formed this mental image of doing the entire picture in Mexico, and now my mental geography was being torn apart, cataclysmically.  An internal earthquake.
	"But what about the locations?  Doubling up on crew?  Two art departments?  It'll make it much harder to prep the show, and then we'll have this major company move right in the middle."
	"It'll cost us an additional two hundred thousand dollars.  Maybe two hundred and fifty," Alain said.
	"Just because he doesn't want to take his kids to Mexico City?"
	"Right, just because.  We think it's worth it.  It gets the picture made.  It gets your picture made."
	I shook my head.  Woefully.  Ruefully.
	"Hey, he hasn't said yes yet," Butthead said.
	"He's just said that he's interested," Beavis said.
	"If Spader says yes then we definitely have a go picture.  Definitely.  Definitely.  And I've been talking to my friends, they think he'd be really cool," Butthead said.
	"But you didn't think he was cool."
	"Now I think he's cool.  And it's not just what we think--it's also what Avi and Willi think.  We need their money to make the movie."
	"What about other actors?  All those cool actors who want to act with the cool Courtney Love?"
	"We've got to get someone now, and we're already half way there with Spader.  He's read the script and we're talking to his people.  We'd lose too much time pulling the offer and starting fresh with someone else."
	"You were supposed to talk to me and get my approval before you made an offer for a Burroughs."
	"You were in Milwaukee when this started."
	"And you called be several times in Milwaukee.  Day and night. I wasn't exactly inaccessible."
	"Okay, point well taken, but we're playing the Spader thing out.  And we've got other problems to talk about," Andrew said, playing with the model ship on his desk.  "Adam Goldberg."
	"What's the problem with Adam Goldberg?" I asked.
	"He has a favored nations deal with the other actors.  We had a phrase of 'similar caliber" in the deal letter, which we interpret to mean that we can pay Courtney more than Adam or Norman because Courtney Love gets the picture financed but Adam and Norman don't.  She's of higher stature.  Adam and his managers don't share this interpretation.  He wants to get the same money that Courtney is getting."
	"That's crazy."
	"What about Norman?"
	"Norman's manager is slightly more rational.  Norman's not a problem.  He wants to do the movie with Courtney, he realizes that it's good for his career."
	"We thought if you talked to Adam, artist to artist, maybe you could talk some sense into him."
	"You want me to talk to Adam?"
	"If you want him in your movie."

	I called Adam's cell phone.  "Hello, Adam?"
	"Hello?"  The connection was crystal clear.
	"Hi, it's Gary."
	"Who?"
	"Gary.  Beat."
	I heard static on the other end of the line, or rather, what I was sure was Adam imitating static, then hanging up.

	The next day Donald called.  "Adam Goldberg tried to talk Norman into walking from the picture."
	"What?"
	"At the Chateau Marmont, where Norman is staying.  Norman's manager just called me, because Norman is very upset.  Norman really wants to do the picture with Adam."
	"That's outrageous."
	"We're going to sue the motherfucker for tortious interference.  Don't worry.  Norman's going to do the picture.  But you better start thinking about another Ginsberg."
	"There aren't that many name actors who would make a good Ginsberg."
	"If we get Spader, then Ginsberg doesn't have to be a name."
	"We don't need a name?" I repeated.  I wanted confirmation for this assertion.
	"If we get a name Burroughs we don't need a name Ginsberg."


	With Courtney I had a go movie.  In the current budget, Alain was allowing me to bring five actors down to Mexico for the secondary roles.  Which meant that I would finally have a casting session where I watched actors read scenes, as opposed to meeting with actors where I watched them eat lunch.
	Heidi, the casting director, had her offices in the old Technicolor building on Cole Avenue, a mammoth concrete building from the thirties.  A branch of Gold's Gym was on the first floor, and aerobic music often pulsed into the room.  
	Heidi was a small woman with curly blonde hair.  She might have looked mousy if her personality weren't so effervescent.  It was laid-back effervescence.  She could certainly be tough and wheedling--she had to be, to deal with actors and agents and managers all day long.  Monika, her partner, was Danish, without a trace of accent.  She was bigger and a little louder and more of a straight ahead hipster.  Their assistant was Leah, a sweet girl from the Midwest, who wanted to be a casting director.
	The three women worked together in a medium sized office, spaced apart like an isosceles triangle.  They were always talking on the phone and talking to each other in the middle of phone calls as they simultaneously cast six pictures.  If you stayed in that room long enough you could hear the name of every significant actor in Hollywood bandied about.  It was a low key trading pit.
	There were chairs in the hallway and sign-in sheets for the actors.  Several prospective Ginsbergs were already waiting.  I ducked into Heidi's office.  She was in the middle of a phone call.  She put her hand over the receiver, "I'll be there is just a second and we can start."
		I went across the hall to the audition room.  There was a curtain in the back, a neutral backdrop for videotaping.  Heidi would read with the actors.  Leah, barefoot, would do the videotaping.  Heidi hurried in as Leah brought in the first candidate.  "This is Josh Miller."
	We shook hands.  Josh had flaxen hair, a moon shaped face and a look of permanent, woebegone adolescence.  "I have to tell you that I am an enormous fan and disciple of Allen Ginsberg's and your script is absolutely brilliant."
	"Thank you."
	"This is an important film."
	"Well...thanks."
	"I've written a poem."
	"A poem?"
	"To express my feelings about Allen Ginsberg."
	He closed his eyes to clear his head.  Heidi and I looked at each other.

	"Junkie dawn syringe
	Dull light over Malibu ocean
	Haunting hunted
	Deathly cold lonely hour
Madcap joy memory
	Poetry of ash cans and palaces
	More dawn rumors
	On this strange shore
	Junkie surrender
	At first dying light."
	I thought that he was going to go on, but he stopped.  He opened his eyes and looked eagerly for my response to what he must have thought were soul searching words.  But his wasn't a soul I was particularly interested in searching.  I couldn't think of the appropriate response, embarrassed by the whole ickiness of it.  But I had to say something.  
	"I liked your poem.  I appreciate the effort," I said as pleasantly as possible.
	Then Josh read the part.  It was thrilling to hear the words come to life, but he was unconvincing as Ginsberg.
	"Thank you very much.  You did a great job.  It was great meeting you.  And I appreciated the poem.  Thank you."  
	"If there's anything else I can do--anything else that you want to see?  I was born to play this role.  I was born to play Ginsberg.  He's me."
	"He's actually a good actor, in the right thing," Heidi said.
	"But not in this," I said.
	"Not in this," she agreed.  "Let's bring in the next one?"
	Leah brought in John.  He looked a lot like David Kahn, my best friend in High School.  I immediately liked him for this irrational reason.
	"I liked your script."
	"Thanks."
	No poem, thank God.  	
	Heidi started reading with him, playing the role of Joan, and Bill.  John was very good.  He brought the character to life in subtle and unquantifiable ways.  I immediately wondered, is this guy really as good as I think he is?  
	We read the second scene.  Different emotional tone.  And he was just as good.  
	"That was great," I said.  I could imagine John in Mexico.  I could imagine him on the set. I could imagine making the movie with him.  
	"What did you think?" Heidi asked after he had left.
	"I thought he was absolutely terrific."
	"I love John," Leah chimed in.  "I used to watch him on MTV.  He's such a babe."
	"This is exciting.  Thank God we don't need a name actor for Ginsberg," I said.
	"Thank God for small favors.  You've already got Courtney Love," Heidi said.
	Courtney wasn't her first choice.  Or her second.
	"She was pleasant enough in Milwaukee.  Challenging but pleasant," I said.
	"In Milwaukee.  Let's see what she's like in Mexico."
	I shrugged.  "Hey, we're finally making the movie."
	We had eleven more actors read.  Six Ginsbergs.  Three Lees.  And two Kerouacs.  At the casting session I felt like I was making the movie.  I kept telling myself that I was making the movie.  An unreal concept after all these years.


	The deal underlying Beat was a partnership between me and Donald/Andrew.  I provided the script and directing; they were to provide the financing.  We were splitting any profits 50/50.  I had brought Alain into the mix, and was sharing my share of the profits with him.
	Donald and Andrew had sold the German rights to Willi and the rest of the foreign rights to Avi.  Together, Willi and Avi would provide about 70% of the financing.  Donald and Andrew needed to sell the domestic rights to raise the rest of the budget.
	Alain called.  There was still no production money.  Avi and Willi didn't think that Courtney was enough without a name Burroughs and they wouldn't commit any money.  On the domestic side, Donald and Andrew hadn't had any luck making a deal.  But they had pay or play deals to pay Norman and Courtney, which made them (fiscally) pregnant.
	"I just came from a budget meeting.  Spader is definitely out," Alain said.
	"Even if we shoot his scenes in L.A.?"
	"Yes."
	"So we're back to making the whole film in Mexico."
	"If we make the film."
	"If we make the film," I repeated.  The life or death of the movie.  Existence or non-existence. 
	"Donald's going to call you about Dennis Leary.  His agent wants us to make an offer."
	"What do you think?"
	"He'd be fine.  It's an idiosyncratic role.  We've talked about that.  Any number of actors could play it."
	"Do you think he'll say yes?"
	Alain laughed.  "I'll leave the blather to Donald."
	"Dennis Leary it is.  Why don't you tell Donald it's okay by me and save me having to listen to his rambles?"
	"Fine.  I've got to call him back anyway about the budget."
	"So maybe Dennis Leary will say yes, and maybe we'll get to make the movie."
	"Are we still going down to Mexico Wednesday?"
	"Yes.  But it could fall apart at any minute."
	"You said, and I quote, if we got a Joan, then we would return to Mexico."
	"We are returning.  On Donald's American Express card.  But it could all still fall apart."
	American Express to Mexico.  We were now making a credit card movie.


	"What about Paul Rudd as Allen Ginsberg?"  Donald was calling me from his vacation in Florida.  He might have been in Florida but he wasn't on vacation.
	"We already found a great Ginsberg.  You said we didn't need a name for Ginsberg."
	"We don't need a male lead who's a name.  If it doesn't work out with Dennis Leary, Paul Rudd is a name."
	"You caught me in the middle of packing for Mexico.  I'll think about it."
	"Call me back, Gary.  Don't think about it too long.  I need to get back to the agent."
	"What about Dennis Leary?" I asked.
	"Right, Dennis Leary.  I'm all over it," Donald said.  "He loves the script.  His agent wants him to do it.  But he wants to talk to you."
	"He's in New York."
	"No, on the phone."
	"Fine, I'll talk to him."
	"I'm arranging it.  I'm all over it."


	The trip to Mexico City was supposed to be for a week.  I had been pushing to go back as soon as possible to continue the pre-production.  Should I pack for a week?  Two weeks?  Or should I be optimistic and pack for the duration?  I decided to pack for the whole safari.  
	On my last three trip to Europe all I had taken was a carry-on case.  This was different.  I took: a suitcase of clothes, a suitcase filled with research books and notebooks, my computer, my camera bag, and my folding chair.
	There was a rush of details to attend to put my Santa Monica life in suspension: pay the rent in advance, give a surplus check to my credit card, arrange for someone to pick up my mail, stock up on vitamins.
	Despite the continuing uncertainty, I had to proceed as if the movie really was happening.  


	I called up Norman.
	"Adam's not going to do the film?"
	"No."
	"You should talk him into it."
	"I tried."
	"It's really a bummer."
	Not really.  Adam was a pain in the ass ordering herbal tea in Santa Monica.  He would be a hypochondriacal terror in the jungle.  I changed the subject.  I didn't want to spend another second of my life on the Adam Goldberg Question.
	"I've written up an outline that I call 'Emotional Beats' that lays out the emotional arcs of the story."
	"That sounds great."
	"Why don't we get together?  I'd like to go over it with you before I leave for Mexico."
	"Great.  Yeah.  Tomorrow.  Wait, no.  Day after tomorrow."
	"Day after tomorrow."


	Donald called.  He skipped hello and jumped to:
	"Dennis Leary definitely wants to do the movie."
	"When do I talk to him?"
	"He's gone off on a long weekend with his family."
	"To the wilderness?"
	"To Cape Cod."
	"They have phones on Cape Cod."
	"He wants to talk to you first thing next week, when he's back."
	"I'll be in Mexico, remember?"
	"Relax, he's doing the movie.  All you have to do is talk to him."
	"All I want to do is talk to him."  


	I'd had lunch plans with Norman twice before and he had flaked both times.  Completely.  Not even a phone call.  He was a lovable fuck-up--as lovable as a fuck-up can be.  The first time he stood me up I substantially lowered my expectations about his reliability.  That curtailed future disappointment.  Today we were supposed to meet at my office and go to Typhoon, an Asian joint walking distance from my office.  By meeting at my office I was spared the possible annoyance of waiting around a restaurant for a possible no-show.  My plan was to give Norman until two o'clock and then go grab a sandwich if he flaked.
	Norman roared up on his Japanese motorcycle at five after two, just as I was leaving.
	"I'm really sorry, man," and mumbled Excuse #42.
	"No problemo."  I was already practicing my Spanish.  I 
went back into my office for two copies of the "Emotional Beats" outline.
	Typhoon was almost empty; it was a quiet place to talk now that we had missed the lunch hour.  I handed Norman his copy of the notes spread mine out on top of table.
	"It's pretty self-explanatory, but there are some internal things about your relationship to Joan that would be good to discuss."
	"This looks fucking great, man," Norman said, as he folded up his copy into a little square and tucked it in his back pocket.
	"I thought we could talk about it.  Now."
	"Oh, man, I got totally toasted last night.  I went to this dyke bar, shit, I don't know what happened.  I'll read it over when I get home and we'll talk.  Really talk."
	If I could learn anything from this lunch, it would be: never forget that I was dealing with actors.
	"What do you think about my stomach?" he asked me.
	"What?"
	Norman stood up from the table and lifted his shirt to his armpits.  He patted his belly.  Not a pot belly, but not a washboard, either.  "Think I should work on it?  We've got that swimming scene and shit."
	"Your stomach's fine.  Your character was a copy editor at UPI, not a Muscle Beach guy."
	He lifted his shirt higher.  "And what about my tattoos?"  He showed me a little cross on his right hand, a big tattoo that said Norman on his left breast (lest someone forget his name) and some chakra dealie on his back.
	"We'll have to cover them with make-up.  Why did you get all those tattoos?"
	"They were free.   I like free shit."
	When the check came, he waited for me to pick it up.  
	We walked back to my office.  There was a scene in the script where Norman played guitar and sang.  It was a three chord ditty: E, A, G.  I had an old Ovation guitar in my office.  Norman picked up the guitar and played a nifty bass riff.  He was the kind of guy who could play one nifty bass riff and nothing else.  I taught him the fingerings of the three chords.  He was an awkward but amiable guitar student.  I asked for the "Emotional Beats" outline back and drew diagrams of the chord fingering on the back.  It was best to consolidate Norman's paperwork.
	"This is really cool.  Now I've got an excuse to buy a guitar."  


	Suddenly, it seemed, it was time to leave for the airport.  Rando and I lived in the same building so we shared a cab to the airport.  He laughed at my folding chair as we loaded luggage into the taxi.  "Are you going on a camping trip?"
	"An expedition.  To the heart of darkness."
	"With a camping chair?"
	"John Huston said that one of the most important things about directing is to stay off you feet."
	"He seemed like a director who stayed off his feet.  There aren't any chairs down in Mexico?"
	"Not like this."
	"Whatever you say, big guy."
	"Would you do me a favor?  Would you take it on the plane for me?  I've got too much carry-on luggage."
	"You want me to carry your chair?"
	"You could take the camera bag instead."
	"Directors," Rando said and shook his head.
	The traffic on Lincoln Boulevard was atrocious.  Rando and I were late getting to the airport.  Alain and his  wife, Linda, a who spoke fluent Spanish, were already boarding.  We walked down the ramp together.
	"What's with the chair?" Alain asked Rando, who had it slung under his arm.
	"Ask Herr Director."
	"You're bringing a chair to Mexico?"
	I shrugged.  He could razz me all he liked--I wanted that chair on the set.
	"Donald is pissed off at you."
	"What about?"
	"Paul Rudd."
	"Shit.  I got too busy packing.  And I couldn't bring myself to do it.  I showed you John's audition tape.  He'd be better than Paul Rudd for the part."
	"That's not the issue."
	"What is the issue?"
	"Donald and Andrew are very, very nervous.  They need something to clutch at.  You've got to let them clutch."
	"Do we always have to be in crisis?"
	"On this movie we do."
	"It's too late to call him now."
	"I'll call him on my cell phone once we get on the plane," Alain said.
	Rando and I had aisle seats across from each other, so we could work on the story board on the flight down.  Eight rows ahead of us I could see Alain on his cell phone, talking to Donald.  Paul Rudd.  I'd been through the casting drill so many times now.  Think positive: he would probably say no.  
	After we were airborne and the stewardess said, first in Spanish then in English, that it was all right to move around the cabin, I lowered my tray table and took out my script and my shot list.  Rando lowered his tray table and took out his drawing materials.  My reading light was broken.  Luckily I had a flashlight with me.  
	Later, Alain came back to talk to us.  "I talked to Donald."
	"Is he pissed at me?"
	"Donald's piques are brief, like his attention span."
	"Even inattentiveness has its virtues."
	"An offer is out to Paul Rudd."  He pointed to a spreading red stain on my right pant leg.  I fished a leaking pen, a victim of cabin pressure, out of my pants pocket.
	"I planned my wardrobe around four pairs of pants."
	"Now you've got three." 


	Mexico City 
	Leo met us at the Aeropuerto.
	"Welcome back. We make the movie now, no?"
	This was my third trip down.  Each time, the same culture shock driving in from the Aeropuerto.  A zillion green VW Beetle Taxis, an endless swarm of cars.  Air that stung.  And the quotidian surrealism of Mexico City, of an Aztec land colonized by Europeans. 
	The Hotel Calinda was in the Zona Rosa.  The Zona Rose was upmarket headed down: discos and dives, touts and tourists and beggars.  The fancy hotels--the corporate hotels with polished granite--were nearby on the Reforma.
	The lobby was painted maroon, with the gold metal wall molding and lots of mirrors.  At the front of the lobby was a Sanborn's, a mini-department store, and the hotel restaurant, which was informal.  The Calinda was a hotel that catered to Mexican businessmen and tourists.  It was clean and comfortable in its own we-try-harder way, a hundred year old hotel remodeled in the Seventies.  It had a work-out room, so I could exercise indoors, out of the killer smog.  There were typewriters in the lobby, a vestige of the times when public typewriters were an amenity expected in the better hotels.  There was even a Burroughs adding machine, a spiritual progenitor of the Burroughs film we were setting out to make.

 
	That first morning back, I established my morning routine: work-out on the treadmill, shower, then take the stairs down to breakfast.  No sign of Rando or Alain or Linda.  I ate alone: fresh fruit, cereal, huevos blanco.  Through the front window I watched the morning action on Londres Street.  Inside, was the ever changing parade of polyglot tourists and Mexican businessmen.  And the random surrealism of who might wander in from the street.  That first morning, a teenager with a chemical canister strapped to his bank like an oxygen tank came in waving his spraying rod, looking for freelance exterminating work.  	


	Braulio drove us in a combi (a VW Mini-Bus) to Background Productions, eight miles south of the Zona Rosa.  It was a strange building.  A smog-scorched mezuzah guarded the front door.  That and a peephole and an electric buzzer.  
	Every room was small and impractical.  A hallway of crumbling terrazzo led back to the lobby.  The walls were painted either black or white.  At street level was a claustrophobic, bunker-like room.  A plank-like desk ran in a horseshoe around three of the walls.  There were several gaily colored iMacs, their screens dark.  It would house the production staff when--or if--we went into production.  A short flight of stair led to the second level.  There was an L-shaped couch that had water damage from a leaking roof.  The couch faced a large Toshiba TV with a plastic peel-off advertisement that had permanently fused to the screen.  Behind the couch was a neglected courtyard of dead grass and weeds.
	The stairs, with a scarred redwood handrail and vomitous threadbare carpet rose another half level to a small office, where Leo worked.  There was a light well with a rickety metal staircase.  At the end of a narrow hallway was a little room with a kitchen sink.  This was would be my office, the director's office.  The threadbare stairs then rose another half level.  There was a conference room where high windows framed the gray-brown sky.  Nearby were two identically sized offices, an accidental moment of uniformity in the hodge-podge.  These were the offices of Antonio and Victor, the Zavala bothers, who, along with Leo, owned Background Productions.  Black grime coated the window sills and patinaed the crumbling stucco walls.    
	This morning there was a stack of iMAC boxes in the hallway.  Victor Zavala shook hands, all smiles.  He wore a black suit that made him look like a hip banker.  He was the "business" brother.
	"Welcome back.  We make the movie now, no?"  His wet brown eyes had an a sleepy-eyed charm.  He probably practiced in the mirror.
	Antonio gave a second round of handshakes.  He wore a flowing white shirt and white linen pants.  Like his brother, he had an easy smile.  He was the "creative" brother, and a student of the Caballah.  
	The Zavalas had never been involved in a feature film before.  They specialized in commercials.  Alain had researched Mexican production companies, and Background was his third choice.  But they were the only company who would do the film for our budget.  Beat would be a Mexican production.  Except for Rando, and Courtney's make-up and hair team, the crew would be Mexican.
	"We have many meetings for you my friend, much to do to make your movie," Antonio said, and put draped one of those spiritual white sleeves around my shoulder.
	"Alain, we meet about the budget, yes?" Victor said.
	"Sure," Alain said.  They wandered off to the warren.
	"You exercise this morning, Gary?" Alejandra asked and kissed my cheeks in greeting. 
	"Yes."  
	"We call you the healthy director," Antonio said, his arm still around me.
	"Here is your itinerary."  She handed us all dot matrix print-outs of today's agenda.  "Gary, you will meet with directors of photography and assistant directors."
	"I already picked a D.P., from last time.  Ciro," I said.
	"But he has very little experience.  Only shorts and one direct-to-video movie," Antonio said.  I  sidestepped to free myself from his cloying arm.
	"You were the one who brought Ciro in."
	On our last trip I had met with several D.P.s, several of them quite talented.  One of the leading contenders had shot fifteen features, had a great reel, and a good personality.  Ciro had showed me a short film called "Vocation de Martyr"--vocation of the martyr--a piece that began in mystical allegory, but quickly descended into body piercings and flagellations.  At the first labial piercing and blood-letting I covered my eyes, but what I saw of the piece was stunning.
	Based on the tape, I met with Ciro.  He was a small man, in his early forties, with curly hair and beard.  He was serious and friendly and funny all at once.  He wasn't fluent in English and as we spoke he kept pulling out a yellowed paperback dictionary to help him translate.  Alain, who sat in on the meeting, coached me to talk slower.  Ciro made a presentation of imagery that he felt was appropriate to the film, and discussed how he would approach the color.  "Yellow to start in New York.  Young and hopeful.  Then blue and harder in Mexico, in their apartment.  Blue and cold around Bill.  More naturalistic for road trip, when Bill is gone.  Then blue again, when Bill returns."  I had a notebook where I refined my visual, narrative, and emotional ideas for the film.  It was as if he had read my notebook.  
	Despite the language limitation, Ciro and I had managed to communicate.  Alain and I both agreed that while he wasn't as safe a choice as some other candidate, there was something extraordinary about him.
	"Film making isn't an activity where conservatism is a desireable aesthetic strategy," Alain circumlocuted.  I couldn't imagine making the film without Ciro.  Whenever I have that feeling, I know what decision to make.
	Antonio shrugged, sending ripples through is flowing white tunic, pained by my decision.  His melancholy was interrupted by banging on the floor above.
	"Linda can't get out of the bathroom," Alain called down.
	A crowd had gathered on the top landing.
	"The handle's fallen off," Linda said from behind the door.
	"Can you reattach it?"
	We heard some scratching. "No, there's nothing for it to catch to," she said.
	Victor tried jiggling the door, gently at first, then forcefully.  It didn't open.
	"How are you doing?" Alain asked.
	"I'm fine," Linda answered.
	Leo arrived with a screwdriver and pliers.  He was Mr. Hands On, the Fix-It Guy, and Computer Guru of Background Productions.  Rando shook his head.
	Leo shook his head.
	"Can I try?" Rando said.  Leo handed over the screwdriver and pliers.
	Quickly the sunlight faded and rain started drumming along the roof, softly, then harder, then very hard.
	"The rainy season," Victor said with a sleepy-eyed smile.
	"It's broken.  We'll have to take the door off the hinges," Rando announced.  "Except that the hinges are on the inside."
	"I'll open the door," Antonio said.  He gestured Rando aside, like a guru clearing the altar.  "Linda step away from the door?"
	"There's not much room," she said.
	"Go into the shower stall.  Are you in the shower stall?"
	"I'm in the shower stall."
	Antonio assumed a Tai Chi pose, then gave the door what looked like a Kung Fu kick.  He was mixing ancient Oriental arts liked mixed metaphors.  The door cracked but didn't open.  The rain got louder.  There were loud cracks of thunder.  Through one of the high windows the sky looked black.  I flicked on the hallway light.
	"Wait a second, Antonio, let me," Alain said.  Antonio was ready to try another kick.  He was very proud of his kick.  "Antonio, let me," Alain insisted.
	Antonio stood down.  His expression was appropriately serious, but I could tell he wasn't happy about being denied a chance to rescue Linda.  
	Alain rammed the door with his beefy Franco-American shoulder and it cracked open.  Linda, the damsel in distress, was standing in the yellowed shower stall, her arms folded, bemused.
	"My hero," she said drolly.
	The hall light blinked out.  All the power went dead in the building.
	"The rainy season," Antonio said, his white outfit glowed dully in the gloom.
	"How often does this happen?"
	"Often," he said.
	I figured he meant losing power, not busting down bathroom doors.  	 	   


	The rain blew through in an hour.  The power was still out as Alain and I interviewed Federico, an assistant director with French-Mexican dual citizenship.  He had a permanent five o'clock shadow, dark eyes, a compact body, and a French accent.  Alain, a fellow Gaul, liked Federico immediately.  So did I.  We all shook hands and sat down on the couch.
	"I like your script very much, but it is a very ambitious script to shoot in twenty-six days.  And I am worried about the location shooting.  We are now entering the rainy season."    
	I jumped up.  The bottom of my pants were soaked; part of the couch which had gotten soaked during the rain.  "My pants are wet."
	"No, rain happens."
	"You will be saying that every day on location."
	We all laughed; I had found my assistant director.


	Donald phoned me; I took the call in the bunker-like production office.  Even unpeopled, it was claustrophobic.
	"Donald."
	"Hey, man.  We've got a little problem.  Dennis Leary."
	"He doesn't want to do the picture?"
	"He wants to the picture, but he's got a little scheduling problem."
	"Yes?"  I waited for the other tasseled loafer to drop.
	"He wants to do publicity for The Thomas Crown Affair and there's a movie that he wants to do at the end of the summer.  He can do our movie, but we have to shoot him out in a week."
	Okay, the tassel loafer had dropped with a loud thud.  "Burroughs is scheduled for two weeks.  And it's already a stretch shooting this film in twenty-six days."
	"You can rewrite the script, man.  Consolidate scenes."
	"The script's already lean."
	"You've got to make this work.  We already lost Adam Goldberg--"
	"But Adam Goldberg didn't help get the film financed, and you said that--"
	"It's credibility, man.  If we lose Leary now it will look like the movie is falling apart, and if it looks like it's falling apart then it will fall apart.  Leary's got to do the movie.  We have to make it work."
	"One week?"
	"Look at the script.  I know you can make it work.  You're very creative."
	I hung up the phone.  And sat among all those unplugged iMacs.  A good samurai was trained to live with the idea of death.  He thought about death in the morning, during the day, at night--at all times, the better to serve his master.  I had to live with the idea of the death of movie.  At all times.  But what master was I serving? 


	"Gary, you meet now about the locations with Jes˙s, the production manager," Leo said.
	"Very, nice to meet you, Gary."  We shook hands; Jes˙s' palm was sweaty.  He was fair skinned, and looked both anxious and constipated.  He looked very much like a production manager.	
	"And, Paul, our location scout."  Paul had lank brown hair, open face, and he also looked nervous.  "It is a great honor.  I am an enormous fan of the Beats."  His hand, when I shook it, was sweaty also.  "I am also a photographer," he said proudly.
	Paul had pictures pasted to poster boards.  One board had three different train stations, in what looked like arid farmlands.
	"What are these?"
	"The train station."
	"For what?"
	"The train trip to Guatemala."
	"Except for an establishing shot of a train going by, those train scenes are all interiors.  There's no train station in the script."
	Jes˙s shook his head, embarrassed and agitated.
	"And the train scenes are less than two pages.  We've got ten pages at the river location.  That's much more important to find.
	Jes˙s' agitation increased.  He rattled fast and furious Spanish at Paul, then looked at me and shrugged, "Yes, I am sorry, Gary, I know.  I just came on the show yesterday.  I see these for the first time now also.
	Paul spread out the other photos.  "These are for the driving scenes."
	"Not bad.  And were are they?"
	"In Morelia, South of Cuernavaca."
	"The driving scenes we'll shoot near the principal locations.  Like Patzcuaro, or ParicutÌn, or the river.  The only driving scene that needs a specific landscape is the dangerous driving sequence, when Joan gets behind the wheel, driving back to Mexico City.  Rando will show you the storyboard for that."
	"Paul has just started.  Now that he knows what you want, it will go much better."
	"Yes, now that I know," Paul quickly agreed.
	I studied the photographs.  "One thing.  You only have one or two photographs of each location.  I need a panorama."
 	"Yes, I understand."
	I wasn't so sure.  Paul's eyes were wandering, and I suspected his attention was wandering too.  One my key rules for directing was: overstate the obvious.  That seemed to be called for with Paul.
	"What I mean by panorama is this: First, you take a picture.  Then move the camera like this--Paul, look at me.  Thank you.  You move the camera a little and take the next picture so that it overlaps the first photograph.  Then you take another and another photograph, all overlapping, so that when you put the six or eight photographs together, you get a one hundred and eighty degree view.  Then you turn around and take a panorama in the other direction.  With these two panoramas I can see the entire location."
	"Yes, I understand, I am a photographer."
	"Pardon me if I sound a bit simple-minded.  Sometimes I state things very simply.  Our priorities are the locations with the highest page count.  Rando needs the interior locations--the New York apartment and Bill and Joan's apartment as soon as possible because those locations require a lot of production design work."
	"Yes, I understand perfectly," Jes˙s said.  He was eager to spirit Paul away.  "I was a location manager before I became a production manager.  It will be done."
	
	Back in my room, I was grateful for the quiet.  My room, where any noise would be of my own choosing.  I cruised the cable channels and found Midnight Express; Billy Hayes was already in prison.
	There was a knock on my door.  Alain.
	"There's an urgent message from Donald.  Should we call him together?"
	"Now?  I was all set to enjoy a little Turkish torture."  I nodded to the TV.
	"He said it was urgent."
	"Everything's urgent with Donald."
	Alain shrugged.  "Let's just do it."  He picked up my phone and dialed.  "What's with the long phone cord?"  I had put a twenty foot cord on the phone so I could use it anywhere in the room.
	"One of my directorial touches."
	"Good idea," Alain said.
	I turned down the TV sound.
	"Donald.  It's Alain.  I'm in Gary's room.  What's up?  Okay.  Okay.  That's too bad.  No,"
	I watched some silent Turkish torture while I listened to Alain's side of the conversation.
	"Okay.  Yeah, here he is."  Alain handed the phone to me.
	"Hey, man.  Dennis Leary is out.  You can't tell anyone."
	"Who am I going to tell?  I'm in Mexico City?"
	"You could call someone and tell them."
	"I'm not going to call anyone in L.A. and tell them that we've lost Dennis Leary."
	"We've got to find someone fast, or it's all going to fall apart."
	"Do you want to go over names?"
	"I've got the lists.  I need to see who's available, and who works for Avi and Willi.  And I've got to make it happen fast."
	"Good luck," I said, and I really, really meant it as we hung up.  "That's the shortest conversation I've ever had with Donald."
	"He's completely freaked out."
	I shrugged.  Not as eloquently as Alain.  "Surprisingly, I'm not.
	"And why not, pray tell?"
	"The sky falls every day, so it seems. It's "The State of Things."  The Wim Wenders movie about a film crew stranded with no money in Portugal."
	"Yes, Gary, I know the film.  I'm flying back tomorrow to deal with things in L.A."
	"If there are things left to deal with."
	"Yes.  My advice is to hang on to your return ticket."
	After Alain left, I  watched the silent TV.  In silence.  And thought about the state of things.   

	The next day the combi drove Alain and I through the smog-bound Valley Of Mexico, the horizon a featureless gray in all directions.  Claudia Becker Casting was located on a middle-class street of closely-packed, two story townhouses.  
	We walked up a black metal spiral staircase.  Inside, it felt very much like a casting directors office.  A gay receptionist.  Coffee or water was offered.  Actors streamed through for casting sessions.
	"Hola, I am Rogelio, Claudia's assistant, it is a pleasure, Gary," he said in a thick accent and shook Alain's hand.  
	"No, I am Alain."
	"Pardon.  Hola, Alain.  Hola, Gary."
	His sweaty palm shook mine.  Rogelio was in his late fifties.  His gray and black mustache drooped wetly toward the corners of his mouth.  He had either failed to button all the buttons of his embroidered sport shirt, or his stomach had popped the buttons loose.  On closer examination, the powder blue shirt fabric was stained with traces of coffee, or perhaps a light mole sauce.  He looked more like a building contractor than a casting director, but I'm a great believer ins suspension of disbelief.  I gave him the benefit of the doubt.
	"We have a tape for you to watch.  We will go to Claudia's office."
	On Claudia's desk was a big computer.  There were stacks of scripts and casting tapes.  Claudia's office had everything except Claudia.
	"Where is Claudia?"
	"Claudia I hope will join us later.  She is muy busy with a Tele Novella."
	"I thought Claudia was casting my movie."  Claudia Becker was the only casting director in Mexico City.  Not the only good casting director.  The only casting director.
	"She is.  But I am working on the project.  Here, I show you actors we have taped."
	Rogelio put a videotape in the deck.  He sat very close to the TV because there was no remote control.  The videotape started.  An actor siting in front of a drape.  Smeary colors.  Bad sound. 
	"Please tell me your name and information," Rogelio said on the tape, off camera.
	A grizzled man with of enormous girth looked into the camera. "Pablo Escobedo.  Un metro ochenta, cien y vente kilos."  The man proceeded to audition in Spanish, with the florid gestures and intonation of comic opera.
	"Wait a second.  Stop the tape.  What part is he reading for?"
	"The Federale."
	"Does this actor speak English?"
	"Yes."
	"Why isn't he speaking English on the tape?"
	"He prefers speaking in Spanish."
	"I'm going to be directing him in English.  I don't speak very much Spanish, so I need actors who are bilingual.  I want to be able to direct without using as translator."
	"Yes, of course."
	"We explained all this in the fax," Alain added.
	"Yes, of course.  Now I understand everything perfectly.  Here, I show you the English on this tape."  Rogelio fast forwarded to a blonde actor who could have played the role of a Luftwaffe officer.  "This is for the role of Preppie Paul."
	The Preppie Paul character was, per his name, and Ivy league preppie.  It was a two line bit part in the New York apartment scene.  
	"Please tell me your name and information," Rogelio asked off-screen on the videotape.
	"I am Hans Beemler," the on-screen actor said in a thick Austrian accent.  "I am twenty-seven years old.  My height is two meters three.  My weight is ninety fours kilos.  I have lived in Mexico City for three years--"
	"Wait. Stop the tape."
	Rogelio stopped the tape.
	"Okay.  He looks good, but what I really need is an actor who speaks unaccented English.  Just good old Midwestern English.  And I don't need to know about their height and weight.  They can just read the sides, that's all I need."
	"Good.  Very good.  Now I understand perfectly."
	And so it went for fifteen actors.  No one usable.  But:
	"Now I understand perfectly," Rogelio said. "I have another casting session tonight, and again tomorrow morning.  Tomorrow afternoon, what you see is perfect.  Perfect English."
	"Bueno," I said.

	Alain was in the Hotel Calinda lobby, sunk down into one of the purple barrel chairs, drinking a margarita.
	"Sin hielo?" I asked.
	"Con hielo," he answered.
	If the hielo--the ice--wasn't agua purificado, then Moctemzuma would extract his revenge.  But that was Alain's problem; he had made the choice to go con hielo.
	"I'm leaving for the airport after in a half hour.  We've got some business to take care of."  He unzipped his briefcase.  "Here's the bank card.  Here's the code.  You and Rando each get two hundred pesos of petty cash a day.  Fourteen hundred a week.  Here are the receipts Rando has to sign."
	"So I'm a producer now?"
	"In a sense.  You're dispensing what little money we have."
	"I wish you were staying."
	"If I don't go back to L.A. nothing will happen up there.  Donald and Andrew aren't going to send any money down here if I don't stay on top of them.  If they don't send any money by the end of the week, at least ten thousand dollars, then everything is going to shut down.  Then it really will be The State of Things."
	The waiter approached.  "To drink, SeÒor?"
	"Un margarita con hielo," I said.
	Alain smiled.  "Daring aren't we?"
	"Why not?"
	My drink arrived in all its icy danger.  "Hang on to that return ticket," he toasted.


	After breakfast, I meet Ciro in the lobby.  He hugged me like a long lost brother.
	"Hello, Gary."
	"Ciro."
	"We make the movie now.  Yes."
	"Yes."  If he only knew.
	"Did Background give you copies of my shot lists?"  
	"Yes.  I am studying."
	"Come esta?" Rando said.  He was wearing a woven Kangol cap, a white Oxford cloth shirt, plaid shorts, and Birkenstock sandals.  He looked very American.
	"Bien.  Come esta?" Ciro said and they hugged.  Like Laurel and Hardy might hug.  Rando was so tall and Ciro was so small, hat Ciro hugged Rando's waist for a brief, comradely moment.
	"I have storyboards to give you, but Gary and I are still working on them."
	"Good, good."
	Federico, the assistant director, arrived.  "Hello, Gary."  He shifted his cigarette from his right to his left hand and we shook.
	"How are you?" I asked.
	"I like that you ask me that.  I am well," Federico said.
	"Bien," I said.
	Federico laughed.  "I work with this American producer on a commercial, and the first thing in the morning when I arrive, the producer is very agitated and says we must do this, we must do that, rah, rah, rah.  So I say, wait a second.  Good morning.  And the producer looks at me like I am crazy.  She does not even say good morning.  To say good morning is a good thing."
	"Good morning," I said again.
	And Federico laughed.  Again.
	I filed this away as an important lesson. 
	"Federico, meet Rando, the production designer."
	Federico's eyes were friendly but wary.  He was good humored, but also half-French, filling the Gallic gap left in Alain's absence.  "So we go look at locations?" Federico asked.
	"So we go look at locations," Rando said with a smile.
	I liked an assistant director who pushed things along.


	In the combi, Paul, the location scout, rode shotgun.  He looked anxious, eager to please.  Ciro and I sat next to each other in the second row, Rando and Federico behind us.
	"We go to the Centro Historico to see a U.P.I. office, then to look at a New York apartment and a bar."
	The final scene of the picture was set in the UPI's New York offices, in September 1951.  Successfully conveying period on our small budget was one of our biggest challenges.
	As we travelled into the Centro Historico, the streets narrowed to two lanes with narrow sidewalks.  The buildings were old and dirty, with the patina of leaded petrol, smog, wood fires, Indian blood, Aztec ghosts.  I had plenty of time to look because the traffic crawled.  Crawled.
	Finally we arrived at an office building from the twenties.  A man wearing a threadbare blue suit and black cap turned the crank of a boxy organ grinder balanGaryced on a mahogany pole.  The music was both tuneless and gratingly out of tune.  He pumped faster as we walked past, a cacophonous plea for a peso.
	"My grand father used to work here.  This way to the offices," Paul said.
	We walked into a large, modern office space, low rent modern, with a very high ceiling.  Nothing about the space, except for a couple of desks, evoked the Fifties.  Rando and I looked at each other.
	"This would be a lot of work.  A complete redress," I said.
	"I do not like," Ciro said and decisively shook his head no.
	"This is supposed to be New York City, 1951.  We want a space that at least gets us half-way there," Rando said.
	Federico shook his head ruefully and lit a cigarette; in Mexico you could smoke anywhere.
	"Yes.  But my grandfather worked here and I know the owner, so we can make a very good deal," Paul said.
	"It's not just the location rental, it's all the art department work.  All the furniture that we need to bring in."
	I saw a staircase with a terrazzo floor and an old wood balustrade.  "Those stairs, they have the right sort of feel.  What else is on this floor?" I asked Paul.
	"Nothing.  Just a hallway.  What do you think of the office below?  It is nice, no?"
	I shrugged, I hope politely and headed for the door.  Everyone followed.  Follow the leader.  It was all part of playing director, even here in downtown Mexico City.  I walked into the adjoining hallway.  It was part of the office building proper, not the hardware company.  
	The corridor had an elevator lobby with old elevators, and thick glass doors.  There were doors along either side with dark wood frames, frosted glass, and transoms.  The floor was an old seamless terrazzo.  At the end of the corridor, through an open door, the arch of a vaulted window was visible.  The geometry of the curve as seen through the rectangle of the doorway was graphically pleasing.
	"This looks great.  This space already evokes the Fifties."
	"It's perfect," Rando said.
	"You want to shoot in the hallway?" Paul asked, puzzled.
	I looked to Ciro.  "I like very much.  Very much."
	I walked down the hallway, toward the office at the end.  "We can stage Lucien at a desk in the open doorway, and dolly right up to him.
	Federico spoke to Ciro in Spanish.  Ciro looked thoughtfully at the floor and began pacing from the doorway back to the far end of the hall.
	"I ask him, Gary, if we can do the shot without tracks," Federico explained.
	Ciro spoke in rapid Spanish from the far end of the hall.
	Federico smiled.  "Yes.  We shoot without dolly tracks."
	"This is great," Rando said.  "We stencil a UPI sign in the elevator lobby, then all we have to dress is Lucien's office."
	"So this is the UPI location?" Paul asked, astonished, as if we were trying to trick him.
	I looked to Federico and Ciro.  
	"It is quiet, there is plenty of room for staging.  Yes, it is fine," Federico said.
	"I like very much," Ciro said.
	"Lock it," I concluded.
	"It is not part of the hardware company...I will have to talk to the building owner..." Paul muttered.  Federico walked away with Paul, speaking in Spanish.  Rando took out his measuring tape and started doing a detailed floor plan.  I took out my director's finder and walked through my glorious last shot.
	"I don't think Paul gets it," Rando said quietly, now that Paul was gone.  "He wasn't even going to take us up here."
	"Maybe he'll get better."
	"What scares me is if he had just shown us pictures, we wouldn't have seen this hallway."
	"That's the scary part."
	The rest of the scout was a bust.  The combi had no air conditioning, so you breathed horrible air while you crawled through horrible traffic to see locations.  That were all horrible.  With the abysmal traffic conditions, we only visited more four locations that day.

	I swiped the card key and got back into Room 433, my sanctuary.  The message light was blinking.  Call Alain.  I took off my shoes, stretched across my freshly made bed and dialed Norte Americano.
	"Alain.  What's the crisis de jour?"
	"Kiefer Sutherland is in."
	"As?"
	"William Burroughs, who else?"
	"Leary just fell out yesterday."
	"What a difference a day makes," Alain said.
	"He was approached without my approval."
	"He was on your list."
	"It's the principle, Alain.  Donald needs to at least tell me who he is going to."
	"I wouldn't complain.  You're making the movie again."
	"For the moment," I said.
	"True enough.  For the moment."
	"Kiefer Sutherland," I said, mulling over the idea.  And not just an idea, a certainty.  Or was it?  "Is he really in?"
	"As certain as anything.  Hey, the world could end tomorrow.  But the manager is Donald's best friend--"
	"--everyone is Donald's best friend--"
	"--and they've agreed on a price and start date, and there's no bullshit about a phone call between you and Kiefer, or a meeting.  Andrew's already sent them a deal memo."
	"So all that's left is Ginsberg."
	"Donald says they don't need a name now, that John is fine.  So all that's left is the financing."
	"The financing?"
	"They still need the domestic money."
	"And when will the movie be financed?"
	"I'll look into my crystal ball and get back to you."

	Paul had more pictures to show Rando and me.  "These are for a possible Bill and Joan apartment."
	"Too modern.  The movie is set in 1951."
	"Yes, I know."
	"This is a Seventies-looking building."
	Paul said nothing.  He looked both anxious and inattentive.
	"What's off to the side here?"
	"The kitchen."
	"I asked for panoramas, remember?"
	Paul lit a cigarette. "I am a photographer.  I took photographs of KISS when they played here.  I understand."
	"Then why didn't you shoot panoramas?"
	Paul shrugged and lit a cigarette.  "I am sorry.  I will now always shoot panoramas."
	"Let's make sure we're talking about the same thing."
	Paul just shrugged.  "I understand."
	"A panorama is when you stand in one place, take a picture, move the camera like this--Paul, look at me--take the next picture so it overlaps the first--then you take another picture that overlaps."  I mimed snapping a picture, then moving the imaginary camera over a little, and mimed snapping another picture.  "Then we put all the pictures together and they make a continuous strip showing the whole space."
	"I understand."
	"You said you understood the last time, and we have the same problem."
	"Now I understand."
	I wasn't optimistic.


	The driver took me back to the casting office.
	"Hola, Gary, today we have many good actors for you to see," Rogelio said.  He was wearing a different Guyaberra today, beige, but the same stomach buttons had popped open.
	He led me to a room that had been partitioned with a thick curtain.  The floors were terra cotta tile and a sliding glass door opened to a weed-choked patio.  Through a swinging door I saw the kitchen.  Since the last session I had learned that Rogelio was Claudia's husband, and they lived together in quarters attached to the casting office.
	Rogelio led the first actor in.  "This is Enrico.  He will play Preppie Paul."
	I shook the first of many hands and did the polite chit-chat thing.  Rogelio got behind the camera.  He would both read with the actors and videotape.  There wasn't much to read, because Preppie Paul was a two line role, and his big line was, "Patton is only ninety miles from Paris."
	In the script, Preppie Paul was reading this from a newspaper.  Enrico had added an exclamation point.  And a thick Mexican accent.  I explained that he was reading the newspaper and he should say the line casually.
	"Patton is only ninety miles from Paris!" Hans exclaimed again.
	I thanked him for his reading and shook hands good-bye.
	"I need an actor who speaks unaccented English," I explained to Rogelio after Enrico had left.  "Otherwise I'll have to loop the dialogue, and I prefer not to do it."
	I saw four more Preppie Pauls, and unfailing they said, "Patton is ninety miles from Paris!"  Some of them even said, "Patton is ninety miles from PARIS!"    
	"Rogelio, Preppie Paul is a very small part.  Why don't you concentrate on the more important roles first?  Like the children."
	"Yes, we see a Billy Junior next."
	Rogelio brought in a five year old boy, very cute, with his hair plastered back for the audition.
	"Hello," I said.
	The kid smiled shyly but said nothing.
	"What's your name?"
	Rogelio spoke some Spanish to the boy.
	"Ricardo," he said to me.
	"Ricardo.  I like that name.  I think you're very handsome, Ricardo.  Do you like play-acting?"
	The boy smiled at me shyly, then looked at Rogelio.  Rogelio spoke some Spanish to the boy.  And the boy spoke Spanish back to Rogelio.
	"Rogelio, is he shy?  Why won't he speak to me?"
	"He does not speak English, Gary."
	"I need actors who I can talk to."
	"It is summer vacation at the American schools.  I cannot find any children who speak English.  Do you want him to read now?"
	I had to be polite.  I didn't want to traumatize the boy.  "Sure."
	Rogelio spoke Spanish to the boy and the boy said, "I want pancakes!"  It was one of Billy Junior's lines in the breakfast scene.  Ricardo repeated this dialogue phonetically.  And loudly.  "I want pancakes!  I want pancakes! I want pancakes!"  He smiled, quite pleased with his yelling.
	"Great.  Thank you very much."  I shook Ricardo's little hand and Rogelio escorted him out.
	"Rogelio, I need the actors to speak English.  It's important that I'm able to talk to him, and I don't have time to learn Spanish before we start shooting."
	"Yes, Gary, I understand."

     For the Burroughs' apartment in Mexico City, I suggested that we start by looking on Orizaba Street.  210 Orizaba Street, in the Colonia Roma, where the Burroughs' had actually lived, was now a heap of rubble, recently torn down.  But across the street was a courtyard apartment building under renovation that looked ideal.  Federico and Paul spoke Spanish with the workers and we were allowed to wander through the building.  We went into a boarded-up apartment; you could see the rubble of 210 Orizaba from the parlor window.  It was perfect.  My fictional Burroughs' now had an appropriate home. 


	Rando and I went to dinner at guidebook recommended restaurant--El Fonda Refugio--around the corner from our hotel.  The house of refuge.  We had to talk about Courtney's wardrobe.
	"I got a call today from David Cerrichetti," Rando said.  David was the costume designer.  "He brought over the dresses over to Courtney's house for a fitting.  She screamed and threw him out."
	Wardrobe was a very big deal with the Diva.  She had revised and then approved Rando's wardrobe sketches, which he had done in collaboration with the costume designer.  She had also revised and approved the fabrics that had been proposed, which needed to fit the color palette we were using for the movie.
	"David said that she's brought in her own costume designer, a Liz†something."  Rando grumbled.  When he grumbled he always reminded me of Brutus in the old Popeye cartoons.  "I'd like to costume her--with a black velvet gag.  So what are you going to do?"
	"Try and induce some rationality."
	"You are an optimist."
	The food came.
	"No more talk about Courtney."
	Tonight I still had an appetite.


	Most of my pre-production work was outside of the office: scouting locations, casting actors, working on the storyboard with Rando at the hotel, meeting with Ciro to review the storyboard and to discuss and refine the shooting plan.  With no American producer in Mexico City, I went frequently to the Background offices to deal with production issues.
	My first stop was the production room.  The bunker was filling with bodies.  And smoke.  Almost everyone on the staff smoked.  The iMacs were now turned on.  Jes˙s looked more nervous and constipated than before.
	"Hola, Jes˙s."
	"Hello, Gary."  A handshake and a tentative smile.
	"Paul still doesn't understand how to take location pictures.  I keep explaining, but he won't shoot a panorama."
	Jes˙s shook his head, angrily, wearily.  "I am sorry, Gary, I know, I explain too."  
	"We've got to find our principal locations, and very soon."
	"I am talking with another scout to help."
	"Good.  Bueno."
	I doubled back along a narrow passageway to the "director's office."  It was a small square room that opened onto the crumbling stucco light well with a set of rusting metal stairs.  Leonardo's office was directly across the light well.  A telephone line ran, like a clothesline, from his office to mine.  In heavy rains the telephone stopped working.
	Federico was huddled at the small white desk with a pudgy young man.
	"Gary, I wish to introduce you to Oskar, the second assistant director."
	Oscar smiled, stood, and shook my hand.  His skin was fair, his hair curly, and he wore a white Simple Minds t-shirt over his round tummy.
	"It is a great honor, sir."
	"Oscar is working on the production schedule with me."
	There were calendars and print-outs taped up to the dingy white walls.  Federico and Oscar both had Macintosh powerbooks.  Oscar had a little dot matrix printer.  Electrical cables were strung across the light well to power the computers.  I did not want to be in this room when the afternoon thunderstorms started.  Lightning might finally strike our production. 
	On American productions, unless it is an exceptionally big show, a second assistant director comes on staff a few days before photography begins.  On our little Mexican movie, Oskar started a month before shooting.  Apparently in Mexico a low-budget didn't mean a small crew.
	"We have a new schedule for you to look at," Federico said, and directed my attention to the print-outs taped to the wall.  "We have moved the dangerous driving sequence to the first week of the shoot."
	I studied the shooting schedule taped to the wall.  "We can't really decide that until we have a location for the dangerous driving scene."
	"Yes, I know, but we have to put it somewhere for now."
	I thought the location for the dangerous driving scene would have been easy to find.  I wanted a stretch of curving road that had a precipitous drop on one side.  The actual roads that the Beats had driven on through the Sierra Madre's had been improved and trees had grown up along the shoulders so the drive no longer looked dangerous. In addition, we needed a stretch of road that we could shut down for filming.
	Jes˙s appeared in the doorway.  "Gary, Alain is calling for you on line three."
	"Thank you."
	I picked up the phone.
	"We need to talk," Alain said.  "Are you alone?"
	I looked over to Federico and Oscar.  "I hate to do this, guys, but could I have a little privacy."
	"Of course."
	Federico picked up his cigarettes and copy of the schedule and walked out of the door.  Oscar gathered up his computer and a handful of papers and followed after.
	"Okay.  I can talk."
	"We've got a problem."
	"So what else is new?"
	"I was just up a Courtney's house.  She was lolling around in her panties, mulling over her wardrobe choices."
	"How exciting."
	"I brought Linda with me.  Believe me, it was anything but exciting.  She just wanted an audience"  
	"Rando gave me a heads up.  I tried calling Courtney this morning."
	"And?"
	"Left a message, didn't hear back."
	"We're going to go twenty thousand dollars over-budget on her wardrobe.  She has four different outfits are every scene."
	"The movie's not about wardrobe," I said.
	"You can't tell Courtney that."
	"I will when I get her on the phone."
	"It's pointless.  She won't listen, you won't win."
	"Fine, let her wear what she wants, let he fuck-up the color scheme."
	"That misses the point.  You can't just say that.  She wants you to dote.  That's why I was summoned for an audience.  Dote or die."
	I laughed.  "That's a good motto.  Dote or die."
	"And here's the real problem.  Courtney's drug test.  Unless she passes a drug test, we can't get insurance, and if we can't get insurance then we can't make the movie."
	"So now it all comes down to what or what isn't in Courtney's bloodstream."
	"That's the secondary problem.  The primary problem is getting a blood sample.  While I was there a doctor came to the house to take the blood sample and Courtney started screaming at her and threw her out."
	"Why?"
	"Courtney said that the doctor kept poking her and couldn't find a vein."
	"Ah, the sins of youth."
	"That was Courtney's story.  It's a Rashomon-like situation.  Actually, it's Machiavellian."
	"What's Machiavellian about a blood test?" 
	"What's Machiavellian is that Andrew is hoping that she fails the blood test."
	"What?"
	"Then he can sue her and get out of making the movie.  Right now he can't find a domestic partner.  So he's got to put up his own dough to complete the financing.  If he doesn't complete the financing with all these pay or play offers, he's got to fold his tent and go home, and the major agencies won't do business with him again.  But if the movie folds because of Courtney, then it's not his fault.  And she's rich enough that he could probably sue her for damages and get them."
	"Thank God for Nirvana."
	"Yes, say your prayers."
	"Pray that Courtney passes her blood test?"
	"Back up.  Pray that Courtney takes her blood test.  That they draw a vial of the Diva's blood."
	"I can't believe that it's all come down to this."
	"Blood and money.  That's pretty elemental."
	"And Mexico is an elemental place, right?"
	"Hang on to that return ticket."
	I hung up.  The sky had gotten dark.  I could hear voices, Spanish words, talking about the movie, my movie.  Looking across that dreary light well I told myself: don't take anything for granted, it could all collapse at any time, just enjoy every day, every minute, and expect it all to vanish.  Like a samurai, live with the image of your death constantly before you, the better to be a dispassionate warrior.  It was existential filmmaking.  Living moment by moment.  
	I was alone in Mexico. 
	I was alone.  
	It started to rain.  Again.


	As the days passed, and then the weeks, I evolved a routine that was designed to both maximize my pre-production work and get me in top physical condition for the rigors of the film shoot.
	The first few days I let Background schedule meetings as they saw fit.  But they were no model of efficiency.  So I began to impose my own order.
	I woke up at nine a.m.  I had a little snack, usually a small bowl of cereal, using milk that I kept in my mini-bar and a bowl and spoon that I'd purloined from the restaurant.  Thus fortified, I went took the stairs down to the work-out center two floors below.  
	The work-out room was almost always empty at this hour.  I handed my CD of choice to the girl behind the desk and she put it in the sound system, replacing the Mexican pop that played by default.  Listening to Mozart or Beethoven or Hole, I jogged on the treadmill for an hour.  As Courtney's behavior got more annoying, as I heard reports of the unfolding wardrobe boondoggle to the north, I listened to less and less Hole.  Her personality was starting to prejudice me against her music.
	I then climbed the stairs back up to Room 433, took a shower, and then descended the four flights of stairs down to the lobby.  
	The hotel restaurant, where they knew me and my routine well.  I ordered huevos blanco, reuveltos, con cebolla con pan tostada--scrambled egg whites with onion.  There were two TV's in the restaurant, turned on the morning news in Spanish, the newscasters chipper and well-coifed American-style.
	I then went back up to the room and packed by shoulder bag with my camera, my notebooks, my director's finder, my water, my snacks for the day.
	Valerie, the production assistant who was assigned to me, picked me up at 11 AM and drove me to an 11:30 casting session.  She was Mexican-Canadian, about to start her senior year in high school, bright and confident.  She spoke better English than Rogelio, so I had her read with the actors.
	If the afternoon rains came early, the casting session might be cut short by a power failure.  After casting, Valerie drove me to the Background offices for meetings and the daily scouting trip.
	I would eat dinner at Fonda el Refugio, either alone or with Rando.  
	After dinner, in the twilight, I strolled through the Zona Grossa to Java Chat, an internet cafe where I could go on the web and access my AOL account.  It was packed with tourists using the internet.  Java†Chat had computers out on a patio.  Sometimes a summer squall would blow through--lightning, thunder, the rain falling in sheets from the awning, just inches from the computer.  Al fresco internet browsing inches from a tropical rainstorm.  When the water began pooling around my feet, if the lightening was nearby, I would call it quits for the night.  I didn't want to be the first person to die from a lightning strike while checking email.
	After Java Chat, I went back to the Hotel Calinda.  Rando and I would have a drink in the lobby and review various art department issues--locations, staffing, props, costumes, Courtney's wardrobe dementia.  We also reviewed the storyboards that Rando was working on in his "spare time".  It would be a press to complete the storyboards by the time shooting started.
 	At the end of the day I took a hot shower, climbed between the fresh sheets and read some of "Conquest," a fat book about Cortez' misadventures in this very place that I was sleeping.  The book was a knock-out--it always put me to sleep.  And not once did I dream of Conquistadors.


	"The first actor we see today is for the role of Preppie Paul."
	"The role of Preppie Paul no longer exists," I told Rogelio for the third time.  I had eliminating the role because of Rogelio's complete inability to cast the part.
	"But this actor is blond is very good."
	"I rewrote the script.  I told you that.  Twice."  
	"This actor has driven a long way and will be very disappointed if he does not audition."
	"Fine.  Bring him in."  I empathized with actors, with the pain of rejection.  I too was usually a supplicant.  I too was usually rejected.
	"This is Hans Miranda."
	"Hello," he said, blonde and blue-eyed, but with a thick Spanish accent.  
	"Hans will be reading for the role of Preppie Paul," Rogelio announced with all of the authority that he lacked.
	"Patton is only ninety miles from Paris!  Patton is only ninety miles from Paris!"
	For once it was easy to say no.  But politely.  Always politely.


	I wanted to talk to Kiefer, the future Mr. Burroughs, to say hello and welcome him aboard our leaking ship.  He has shooting a film in Toronto.  I kept leaving messages for him at his hotel.  Sometimes he called back.  It became something of a hobby.  Then I got lucky--he was in.  
	"I've been working on the accent.  I've watched some documentaries and I've got a dialect coach who is helping me.  I think Burroughs kept the back of his jaw clenched.  That's part of his speech pattern."
	"That very much fits with who Burroughs was," I said.  I was very impressed with Kiefer's research; it was taking him to the heart of character, which is what research should do.
	"Burroughs' eyeglasses are very important to me.  That's a prop that will really help define his character."
	"I agree.  I'll make sure that we've got some choices."
	"So...I guess I'll see you for rehearsals," Kiefer said.
	"Really?"  That was news to me.  Kiefer was scheduled to work ten days--any extra days would be at a severe financial penalty.  His ten days would be the third and fourth weeks of the shoot.  Alain had said that Kiefer would therefore not be available for the four days of rehearsal before shooting.  "I didn't think we'd get a chance to rehearse because you don't work until the third week." 
	"I'm flying down to rehearse before shooting.  Then I'll come back down to do my scenes."
	"That's great," I said. 
	Finally, I had gotten some good news on the telephone.  It encouraged me to keep answering phone calls. 


	I went with Ciro, Federico, and Paul to scout Las Estecas, a vacation resort that was a possible river location.  Rando had already done a pre-scout and had shot pictures--panoramas, at last--that looked great. 	
	Las Estecas was a half-hour west of Cuernevaca, a low-key resort built along a spring-fed river.  There was a restaurant under thatched palms, a handful of stucco bungalows, and a crystal clear river with paved sidewalks along part of the bank.  The vegetation was thick and tropical.  The resort was developed on only one side of the river, with a footbridge leading across; with judicious staging and camera placement, we could make it seem au natural.  The sequence where Lucien and Joan went swimming would be the hardest sequence to cobble together.  Getting the actors--particularly Courtney--in the water was a big unknown.  
	Ciro had volunteered for test duty and had worn his bathing suit under his trousers just for this purpose.  We found a gentle section of bank.  I held the director's finder to my eye.  "Action," I said to Ciro, rehearsing the basics of the director's vocabulary.
	Ciro waded gracefully into the river.
	"How's the water?"
	"Very nice," he said as he floated away with the current.
	I imagined Courtney floating away.
	I imagined Ciro behind the Panavision camera.
	Would I return and say action again, and for real?

	On the way back from Las Estecas, Federico suggested we drive through Tepoztlan.  "I think it would be a good location for the dangerous driving."  This was the sequence where Courtney's character gets behind the wheel and takes the others on a hell-raising ride.
	Federico had suggested several locations, and they had all been excellent.  Paul smoked and said nothing.
	The village was nestled in a small valley of jagged peaks.  Cobbled streets gave way to a winding two lane road bordered with stone fences.
	"That is an Aztec temple."  He pointed to a small white stone building perched on a seemingly inaccessible peak.  "Tepoztlan is suppose to be a place of spiritual power.  People come here from Mexico City to get energy.  I have come here for the weekend.  It is very nice."
	"Did you feel any energy?"
	"No, but it was a nice weekend."
	The road curved in lazy S's as it climbed.  The road was empty except for a farmer leading his donkey down the mountain.
	"This is it," I said excited, "This is exactly the kind of S-curve I always imagined.  Alto, por favor."
	I laid down in the road with my director's finder and lined up a potential shot.  Federico stayed nearby to make sure I didn't get run over.  I liked his protectiveness and I liked feeling worthy of being protected.  Directing, even directing a location scout, was vastly different from writing--it was not a solitary activity.
	"This is perfect."
	"I thought you would like it."
	"I find Tepoztlan energizing."
	The twilight was waning; wisps of fog shrouded the peaks. We parked on a seeming precipice.
	"This is perfect," I marveled, and held the director's finder to my eye for the pleasure of seeing the image framed.
	"I like it very, very much," Ciro said. 
	"After all this driving, we've finally got the perfect location for the dangerous driving sequence.  It's better than anything I imagined."
	"How well can Courtney drive?" Federico asked.
	"All she has to do is pull the car away.  We'll use a car rig for all the close-ups of her driving.  I should be easy."
	I was optimistic; it had gotten me this far, to a magical twilight in these misty mountains.  


	I had settled into bed for the night.  The Criminal Life of Archibaldo De la Cruz, one of my favorite BuÒuel films, was on TV, in Spanish.    
	The phone rang.  It was Alain.
	"We've got a green light."
	"We've had a green light before."
	"Andrew is putting up his own money to complete the financing.  I went with him to the bank today.  He's not a good actor.  He was very nervous.  He asked me I thought that you could pull this thing off."
	"And what did you tell him?"
	"That you knew what you wanted and could communicate that to the actors."
	"That's a ringing endorsement," I said.
	"Hey, I don't oversell.  It gives me credibility."
	"Donald and Andrew also made an offer to Ron Livingston to play Ginsberg."
	"What about John?  Donald said they were going to make an offer to him.  You saw his audition tape--he's great."
	"Ron Livingston is a name.  They want the added insurance of another name."
	"John would have done it for scale.  Ron Livingston adds another hundred thousand bucks to the budget."
	"Hey, it's Andrew's money, he can spend it how he sees fit."
	"But the protocol is you consult the director before you make an offer.  This is the second time that they've pulled this shit."
	"I wouldn't complain, if I were you.  These guys are very, very nervous.  Do you know how many people in the world are as close as you are to making a feature film?"
	"One hundred?"
	"That's a pretty fair guess.  One hundred people in the world."
	"But Ron Livingston doesn't look Jewish.  And Allen Ginsberg was very, very Jewish."
	"Stick a pair of horn-rimmed glasses on him.  Take my advice and suck it up and tell Andrew how thrilled you are that Ron is going to play Ginsberg."
	"Because I've got a green light."
	"Exactly.  Because you've got a green light.  Nothing can stop you from making the movie now."
	"Nothing?"
	"Nothing except Courtney's blood test.  She still won't let them draw her blood."
	So it all came a vial of the Diva's blood.
	
	
	Life was getting tenser and more frantic as the start date approached and myriad details had to be sorted out.  I looked at actors, at locations, at wardrobe, at casting tapes, at revised schedules, at props, at vehicles, at location photos, at faxes from Estados Unidos, at paint chips, at fabric swatches, at revised storyboards, at revised budgets, at resumes.
	I looked.  It was my pleasure to look. 


	Rando came to my room to drop off new storyboards.
	"Burroughs' eyeglasses are very important to Kiefer.  Is there any way that I can have some glasses to show him when he comes down to rehearse?"
	"I'll try, but we're stretched pretty thin trying to get stuff ready.  It's a good thing that there aren't any sets the first two weeks.  It's been a constant battle getting any money from Victor to fund the art department."
	The phone rang.  It was Alain.
	"Rando's here.  He's showing me some props.  And telling me that he can't get any money from Victor."
	"I told Victor that he was supposed to give twenty thousand pesos to Rando."
	"Alain says that Victor is supposed to give you twenty thousand pesos," I relayed back to Rando.  "Why don't you call after Rando after we talk?"
	"Fine."
	"Rando, Alain will call you."
	"So I heard," Rando said.  He waved good-bye and left.	I sat down on the bed.  "So the actor update."
	"Except for the roles of Dave and Lee, we can't afford to bring any actors down.  The budget's very tight, and getting tighter.  The only exception is Kerouac.  Andrew is willing to spend money for a name Kerouac.  The guy who plays Angel on Buffy the Vampire Slayer."
	"Kerouac is only in one scene."
	"They want you to beef up his role."
	"That's ridiculous.  It'll screw up act one."
	"Once again, let me tell you, Andrew is very, very nervous.  Let's just see what happens."
	"You promised me four American actors.  It's hard finding decent actors down here who speak fluent, unaccented English.  For the pharmacist role all I've seen are American retirees who aren't competent enough to do dinner theater in Peoria."
	"I think I know someone who would be a good pharmacist."
	"I thought you just said that we couldn't afford to bring actors down."
	"We can't.  But we can afford to pay them the equivalent of what we would pay a Mexican actor.  If an actor up here wants to use his salary to fly himself down--which the cat I'm thinking of would do--then we can use them."
	"Heidi knows lots of struggling actors.  If we can do it that way, then maybe she can find some decent actors."
	"No, we can't have our casting director's approach professionals.  We've got to do it subrosa.  Lisa Sullivan.  You remember her?"
	"Vaguely."
	"She came in and read for Sadie."
	"If you say so."
	"She's going to be Sadie."
	"What?"
	"She's Ron Livingston's girl friend."
	"Can I at least see a picture?  To refresh my memory?"
	"Sure, I'll send you a picture.  But Donald's already given her the role."
	"And Donald is very, very nervous."
	"You got it," Alain said, like a proud teacher who had taught a difficult lesson.  "Anyway, we've got bigger problems."
	"Of course.  Donald now has a role in the movie."
	Alain laughed.  "No, Courtney.  Or, rather, Courtney's blood test."
	"What about Courtney's blood test?"
	"She's still refusing to take it.  She claims the first doctor was incompetent and poked her arm a dozen times without finding a vein--"
	"--ah, the sins of youth--"
	"--so now she's giving them all kind of shit about having another doctor coming up to her house in Benedict Canyon to draw blood.  It might just be a delaying tactic while she gets clean."
	"That's believable."
	"But it gets more Machiavellian than that.  On one level, Andrew needs her to pass the blood test to get cast insurance and the completion bond.  Because without the completion bond, he can't get the bank loan to finance the production.  On the other hand, it she fails the drug test, or fails to take the test, then Andrew might be able to get out of the whole deal and sue Courtney for any losses.  That would get him out of a very tight corner.  So you've got a producer with very mixed feelings.  In some ways he would be better off if she failed the drug test and the whole movie fell apart."
	"So we don't truly have a green light."
	"It's conditional."
	"The green light is conditional on the Diva's red blood."
	Alain chuckled.  "You could say that."
	"So I should pray for good blood."
	There were other points to press.  "What about the kids?  We can't find any kids down here that speak any English."
	"I know a little girl who might be good.  I'll get her to read and send you a tape."
	"What about the boy?"
	"You don't need the kids until the third week of shooting.  Let's worry about what you need for the first day."
	"It's not like I'll have lots of free time to do casting once we start shooting."
	"You can watch tapes."
	"I don't like things this unsettled."
	"Hey, it's Mexico."
	"Yes.  That is a true fact.  It's Mexico."
	I hung up the phone.  And sat for a quiet moment absorbing all these new facts and compromises, relayed from a distant place, my home town, to the north.
	I stared at the hotel walls.  In Mexico.


	Background was filled with faces, some familiar, most not, the building abuzz with Spanish.  Today was the production meeting, when all the key production personnel assembled to go through the script, scene by scene, and discuss every aspect of production.
	Victor, wearing his black three-piece suit, gave me his sad sleepy-eyed smile.  "Can I talk with you, Gary?"
	I followed him up the steps to his office.  We walked by the bathroom, the door still broken from when Linda got locked inside.
	Victor's office had two iMacs, a silver briefcase, and stacks of papers on a cheap white laminate desk.  "Please, sit."
	I lowered myself into a creaky wooden chair.  Victor lit a cigarette and turned his wet eyes on me.  He had either been born with or had perfected the art of looking like a hurt puppy dog.  You felt like petting him and telling him that everything would be all right.
	"Gary, we are not getting the money that we requested from the United States.  We ask for forty thousand pesos, and they only send us twenty.  We ask for thirty thousand pesos, and they only send us fifteen."
	"I really don't have anything to do with the money.  I just do the writing and directing end of things."
	"I tell you because if things to do happen as you like, this is the reason, that we do not have adequate cash flow for the production."
	"Well, thank you for telling me, but you need to talk with Alain."
	"Yes, I have talked with Alain."  His eyes looked moister, to the point of tears.
	"Well...I'm glad we had this talk."
	"Yes, Gary," he said mournfully.  
	"Hello, Federico.  Hello, Ciro," I said in passing as I walked back downstairs.  Rando, a bald head taller than everyone else, caught my eye and made a hand gesture we had to talk.  He followed me down the narrow hallway to the "director's office."
	Oscar, in his perennial Simple Minds T-shirt, was perpetually revising the schedule."
	"Hello, sir," he said and rose to his feet.
	"Hola, Oscar.  Do you mind if I use the office or a minute?"
	"Of course not, sir."
	"You don't have to call me sir."
	"What's up?" I asked Rando after Oscar was out of ear shot. 
  	"Okay, Big Guy, here's the sitch.  I talked to Alain.  Victor still won't give me enough money to run the art department.  Alain said that he's going to try and fund the art department directly, without going through Victor."
	"Okay.  The sky is falling.  So what else is new?"
	"I wanted to let you know all this before the production meeting."
	After Rando left I called Alain and reported on my meeting with the sleepy-eyed Victor.
	"Part of the problem is Victor's accounting methods, namely that he doesn't have any accounting methods.  When he sends me a cash flow report, it's one line long--how much cash he wants to flow.  I told him two months ago that he had to give a proper accounting of all money spent.  I even sat down and showed him exactly how to do it.  And I told him that if he didn't give me an accounting, then I wouldn't send any more money down."  
	"And if you don't send money down, we can't finish prepping the movie."
	"That's the catch twenty-two.  
	"But Victor is only part of the problem.  Andrew is the other part.  He's financing the production out of his own pocket until the loan closes so he wants to spend as little money as possible.  And as slowly as possible.  Victor's non-existent accounting aside, whatever money is requested, even the bare minimum, Andrew is going to give him half.  And slowly.  That's why I'm up here.  If I wasn't, you wouldn't be getting any money."
	"And when are you coming down?  Will you be here when rehearsals start on Wednesday?"
	"That's two questions.  I won't be coming down on Wednesday.  Nor will rehearsals be starting that day--because of the Courtney situation.  The current plan is for you to rehearse on Saturday and Sunday."
	"And what is the Courtney situation?"
	"Unchanged."
	"No blood."
	"No blood, other than what circulates in her body.  Unless she's a vampire."
	"Are vampire's insurable?"
	"I suppose, if you're making a vampire movie."
	"I just talked to Rando.  He said cash flow thing is crippling the art department."
	"This cash flow thing is crippling the whole production.  Here's what you do.  Use the bank card to get two hundred dollars today.  That's the max.  Do the same thing tomorrow.  Do you have any per diem saved?"
	"Almost all of it."  
	"Give it to Rando.  I'll reimburse you.  Make sure he signs a receipt for the money you give him."    
	"Okay.  But this is crazy--funding the art department with my per diem."
	"Hey, at least you're making a movie."
	"Am I?"
	"Maybe," Alain said.
	Federico appeared in the doorway.  "Gary, they are ready for you."
	I nodded to Federico.  "Alain, they're ready to start the production meeting."
	"See?  You're making a movie."


	The conference room was filled with people.  Some names I knew.  If we did make the movie--and on this movie if was always if--then I would get to know everyone here, and intimately.
	"Hola," I said.
	"Hola," a dozen voices said back.
	"You've just heard about half of my Spanish vocabulary."  That got a laugh.  Sadly, it was the barest of exaggerations.  "So I hope we can conduct this meeting in English.  Before we start, I'd like to go around the table and have everyone introduce themselves.  I'm Gary.  I wrote the script, and I'm directing the movie."
	Rando, on my right, spoke next, starting a counter-clockwise pattern.  "Rando, Production Designer."
	"Pechke, art director."  Pechke was a small, thirtyish woman, with olive skin and dark hair.  I had met with her several times and she was utterly pleasant.
	"Hugo Reyes, prop master."  I took out a sheet of paper and started writing down names, as an aid to memory.  Hugo was also thirtyish--everyone in the room was--and was wearing a preppie plaid sport shirt.  
	"Ciro Cabello, director of photographer."
	"Noe MuÒoz, first camera assistant."  Noe was dark-skinned, but with the same sort of Young Republican haircut and sport shirt as Hugo.  
	"Pedro Mejia, sound mixer."  Pedro was a small, skinny man, with his long hair tied in a ponytail and wearing a blue flannel shirt.  He looked cool.  We probably liked the same music.  He had the laid-back intensity of a good soundman.  I got a very positive vibe from him immediately.
	"Patricia Delgado, costume designer."  Patricia was tall, well-dressed in a dark blouse and slacks, with friendly eyes and an open expression.  I trusted a costume designer who dressed well.
	"Oscar Ramirez, second assistant director."  His Simple Minds t-shirt in wild contrast to Patricia's elegant clothes.
	"Pedro Gonzalez, key grip."  Pedro was older than the others.  He had dark, sun-creased skin, thick black hair and a bushy mustache.  He was barrel-chested.  He looked like the salt of the earth.  A good man to go into battle with.
	"Jes˙s JimÈnez, production manager."  Jes˙s looked particularly nervous and agitated this morning.
	"Paul Brauns, location manager."  Paul looked equally nervous.
	"Gaby Benito, make-up."  Gaby was deeply tanned and freckled, in her mid-twenties, with long curly hair.  She spent too much time in the sun and was wearing lip gloss and a low-cut blouse.
	"Ana Rebuelta, script supervisor."  Ana was fortyish, with the kind of protruding eyes that folk wisdom attributed to a liver ailment.  She looked both distracted and pained--perhaps distracted by pain.   
	"Federico Henocque, assistant director."  Federico was sitting to my left.  The circle was complete.  I had names to put with the faces.  It would take me a while to remember them all.  
	"Okay.  Let's get started," Federico said.  The assistant director runs the production meeting.  We would go through the script scene by scene and discuss all of the production elements.  "Page one, scene one.  Interior, Pharmacy, Day.  Cast--Joan, Sadie, Marie, Pharmacist, four extras.  Period pharmacy with props.  One and one-eighths page.  Scheduled to shoot on Day 24."
	"We still haven't found an acceptable location.  We'd like someplace that doesn't take too much art department work," Rando said.
	"I have a new possibility, Rando," Paul said.
	"Rando and Paul, meet after we're done," Federico said.  "Scene two.  Exterior, New York Apartment, Night. Cast--"
	Vivian, one of the production assistants, came in.  "Gary, Courtney Love is calling."
	I'd been trying to get her on the phone for a week.  I was sorely tempted to say take a message, but Courtney was the star.  She obviously had a genius for calling at the most inappropriate time.
	"You should talk to her," Federico said.
	"Yeah."  I appreciated him getting me off the hook.
	"You can take the call in Antonio's office."
	I walked past the broken bathroom door to Antonio's office, with its grimy louvered windows.  I closed the door.  	"Hello," I said.
	"Can you talk?" she asked.
	"We're having the production meeting, but I really wanted to talk to you--and we keep trading calls."
	"Are you sure it's okay?" she asked, the model of consideration.
	"For a little while.  All the department heads are here.  This is the final meeting before the shoot."  	
	"I'm finishing this four day juice fast," Courtney said, her voice soft and spacey.  "I'm losing weight for the movie.  I've died my hair dark brown--just like Joan's.  I've got a lot of wardrobe choices.  I've got these red slacks with a peplum for when she leaves on the trip, and these blue linen slacks that I look fabulous in for the drive back.  The hardest thing has been the bra for the swimming scene.  I finally found this great fifties bra--half the teenage girls in America will be wearing it after they see me in the movie."
	"That all sounds great."  Humor her, I thought, she's at the end of a four day juice fast.
	"And I've been rewriting my dialogue."
	"Oh?"  That I didn't feel like humoring.
	"You know that line, 'I had a strange dream, that I gave birth to a large spider'?"  
	"Yes?"  Of course I remembered; I wrote it.
	"I changed that to 'I had a strange dream.  That I gave birth to a large black spider.  Then when Bill asks "what do you think that means" I answer, 'That I want to fuck my father and I want him to be large and black.'  Isn't that great?"
	Instant diplomacy in the face of an idiotic idea was required.  "Joan had a refined, Ivy League sensibility.  What makes the line, the joke work, is the Freudian reference in the phrase "the Oedipal interpretation".  I think you take away from her character if you lose that."
	"I've got to make the dialogue my own," Courtney said, a whiny petulance in her voice.
	"Absolutely.  But all of the dialogue is intentional.  We haven't had a chance to talk about each line--like we're talking about this one--and I think if I explain my intentions that will help you make it your own, the more you understand why I think Joan would say the things the way she does."
	As we talked I looked around Antonio's office.  There was shelf of Hebrew books on the Caballah.  So the creative brother had mystic aspirations.  
	"Mmmm," Courtney said.  "Are you going to be afraid to direct me?" she asked, a non sequitur.  Did fasting cause non sequiturs?
	"I don't think so."
	"Because I really want you to direct me."
	"I really will direct you."
	"Lots of people are afraid of me," she said, a playfulness in her voice.
	"I'm not afraid of you."
	"Lots of people say that they're not afraid of me," she teased.
	"Oh, you'll be afraid of me before we're done."
	She laughed.  
	"I like to direct.  That's why I'm a director."
	"I wasn't your first choice for the role was I?" she asked.
	"Yes, you were," I said.  Dote or die.  "We made an offer to your agent over a year ago.  I'm utterly thrilled that you're playing Joan."
	"Mmmm," she said, satisfied with my re-iteration.  "I should probably let you go," she said, the model of consideration.  
	I looked at my watch; we had been talking for over half an hour.  "Yeah, I should probably get back.  They can't meet without me.  I'll see you at end of the week.  This is going to be great."
	"Mmmm," she said, like the cat who had swallowed the canary.
	"Get something to eat."
	"And be a bad girl?  Never!"
	"See you Thursday."
	"Mmmm.  See you Thursday."
	The line went dead.
	I held the receiver, thinking.  Courtney's obsession with wardrobe was just pre-shoot jitters.  And the blood test insanity, who knew what that was about?  I hoped that everything would be fine once she was down in Mexico and we were working.  They had to be.  They would be.  Everything would be fine.  Please.
	As I stepped outside of the office, Federico was waiting smoking a cigarette.  Everyone, it seemed, was in the hallway smoking.  I felt guilty, having stopped the meeting, but the delay was worth it to keep the Diva happy.  
	"It went well with Number One?"
	"Yes, it went well with Number One."
	On the production board each character was assigned a number.  Joan, who was in almost every scene, was assigned the number one.  As a shorthand, that is what Federico called her.
	Cigarettes were extinguished.  The crew crowded back into the conference room.  The meeting resumed.
	"Scene Number Two.  Exterior, New York Apartment, Night..."

	Three hours later Federico read, "Fade out."  A round of applause.  Scripts were closed.  There was a rush for the door.  Cigarettes were lit.  
	Valerie entered, walking against the tide.  "Gary, Andrew is calling for you.  You can take it in Antonio's office."
	Andrew never called.  What was the disaster de jour?  What section of the sky was falling?  I walked back into the grimy sanctuary of Caballah books.  
	"Hello, Andrew."
	"Hi, Gary.  I just got off the phone with Courtney."
	"I talked to her earlier today."
	"That's what she called me about.  She was extremely upset."
	I was flabbergasted.  "What?"
	"She said that you were defensive with the script, and you that you didn't want her as a first choice.  And you wouldn't even talk to her."
	"Andrew, I'm stunned.  Really.  Absolutely stunned.  She called in the middle of the production meeting.  I stopped everything and took her call.  We talked for over half an hour--very pleasantly, I thought--and she volunteered that I should probably get back to the meeting."
	"I'm not doubting what you say, Gary, but I was on the phone with her for an hour and a half listening to her complain about you.  She said you were going to make her afraid of her.  What's that all about?"
	"What?  She got on this whole kick of telling me not to be afraid to direct her."  Never, ever joke again with Courtney.  No matter how hip and ironic Courtney seemed, assume nothing.  Nothing.  "I was just joking.  She was joking.  She laughed."
	"Not when she called me."
	"She's at the end of a four day juice fast.  I wouldn't say that she's exactly rational, Andrew."
	"Are you going to be able to direct her?"  His nervousness was palpable from two thousand miles away.
	"Yes.  It'll be fine once she's down here and we're face to face."
	"Otherwise, how are things going?"
	"Great," I said unhesitatingly.  Hesitation would be death.  "Absolutely great."
	Andrew seemed satisfied and reassured by the time he hung up.  But the operative word was "seemed."  Courtney had seemed fine too.  
	I stared at the dead telephone.  Courtney had turned it into an instrument of danger.


	In Room 433, I had my suitcases out and was packing.  I would be gone for two and a half weeks.  Luckily, hopefully, when I returned, half of the film would be shot.


	Patzcuaro
	It was after midnight when I arrived at the Don Vasco Best Western, the hotel in Patzcuaro where the production was headquartered.  
	The hotel was dark, except for a couple of yellow lights.  The office was tiny.  No one was minding the store.
	"Hello?" I called. "Hola?"
	Jes˙s appeared.  He looked pale and exhausted.  "We expected you hours ago.  What happened?"
	"The driver got lost."
	Jes˙s hit his forehead and shook his head.
	Finally, a sleepy hotel clerk appeared and Jes˙s got me a key.  The clerk was also the porter; he loaded my luggage onto a trolley and led me back to the room.  There were wide, covered arcades leading back into the hotel, red tiles and white stucco, classic Colonial architecture.  Yellow lamps in octagonal metal lanterns illuminated the archways.  
	"Here is the production office," Jes˙s pointed out.  
	The sign on the door said Salon de Cinema.
	The light was harshly fluorescent.  There were various production charts, stacks of boxes, and one telephone.  And the inevitable pair of iMacs.  
	The hotel was as picturesque as a De Chirico painting, and as empty.  It felt lonely and unexpected, and unreal, to finally be here to shoot the movie.
	My room, with two double beds and a white laminate desk/dresser combo was an American version of Mexico--or a Mexican version of America.  So this was the room where I would wake up and go to the set for the first day of shooting.  John Huston had shot Treasure of the Sierra Madre not all that far from here.  My mind raced until it could race no more and, exhausted and exhilarated, I finally went to sleep.

  
	I stepped out of my room wearing a new Panama hat I'd bought the shoot, closely-woven and wide-brimmed. 	I always wore a hat when I go outside, because I was bald.  Always. (Except once: I went to an afternoon reception for French filmmakers at the Bel Air Hotel.  I thought it was inside, but it wasn't.  My hat that day was black beret I'd bought in Madrid.  I felt too self-conscious wearing a beret among Frenchman that I let my pate get a little fried while I ate patÈ.)  	
	I didn't see any other guests as I made the long walk down the red tiled arcade.
	In the hotel restaurant I saw Donald and his girlfriend, Wendy.  She was wearing a white Mexican blouse, jeans with flowers embroidered along the seams, and was barefoot: a Jewish/Hollywood flower child.  Donald was wearing the tired, Eighties preppie clothes he favored, a Beavis in a strange land.
	Their backs were to me and I had a moment to put on my game face and say, "Hello."
	Handshakes and hugs.  We were long lost friends, we were together, far from home, about to finally shoot the movie.  But in Donald I felt unspoken tension building to Day One of principal photography.
	"What are you doing today?" he asked me.
	"There's a tech scout.  Do you want to come?"
	"No, we've got plans.  We're going to antiquing.  And to see this church that's supposed to be fabulous in whatchamacallit, somewhere nearby.  The actors are coming tomorrow."
	I wasn't surprised that Donald didn't want to review the locations; he was a schmoozer, not a detail guy.
	"I thought they were arriving today.  For rehearsal."
	"Tomorrow.  Saturday," Donald said, his voice instantly agitated."
	"So only one day of rehearsal?"
	"That's better than nothing."
	"I wish someone had told me."
	"We were just leaving, we're running late actually, if we want to see that church and do some shopping before lunch."  Donald was in a tremendous hurry, with that cokehead frenzy that his brain chemistry manufactured, as if he was again channeling the demon of the go-go Eighties.  "But let's have dinner tonight."
	"Sure."  
	Good-byes, a handshake from Donald, a kiss from Wendy, a quick exit to their rental car.  I had expected Donald to be intent, but not upon tourism.  


	We piled into a combi to make a tech scout of all the Patzcuaro locations.  The tech scout was a final review of the location prior to shooting.  This review was made by the director, the assistant director (Federico), the director of photography (Ciro), a line producer (Leo), the location manager (Paul), the sound mixer (Pedro Mejia) the gaffer and key grip (Pedro Gonzalez was both on our shoot).  
	Lago de Patzcuaro, Lake Patzcuaro, was nestled in the volcanic highlands of Michuacan, with a circumference of sixty miles.  We planned to shoot a variety of sequences at different points around the lake.  
	To the west of the town of Patzcuaro, there was a curving stretch of road that was ideal for the sequence where Lucien almost hits a donkey cart.  
	Further west, on a stretch of road lined with yuccas and saguaro cactus we planned to shoot the Federales scene where the travellers get stopped by police and shaken down.
	To the east of town was a valley with striking views of distant mountains where we planned to shoot a variety of car scenes.
	On the last scouting trip we had also found a stretch of dirt of that we planned to double as Guatemala.  My original plan to film Bill Burroughs and his lover travelling by train had been revised to bus travel, which better fit our budget and schedule.
	On the far side of this valley, past the town of Tzintzuntzan, was Ojo de Agua, a section of shore that had an old concrete dock and a spit of land that led out into the water.  We had found it a year ago, on the our first scouting trip around the lake.  
	We got out of the combi.  I put my director's finder around my neck, and with Ciro and Federico by my side, walked through all of the shots.  Federico watched me closely.  "You are not shooting back that way?"
	"No."
	"We can put the vehicles there?"
	"Yes."
	"Federico spoke in Spanish to Paul, carefully explaining what was to be done.
	We walked down to embankment to the shore, muddy with the daily rain.  I saw that the sky was dark and threatening.  There was a crack of lighting across the lake, but no rain yet.  It was very muddy near the campsite location.  Pedro Gonzalez tromped through the mud, testing the soil, and spoke to Ciro and Federico.  Pedro was close at hand, listening, always listening.
	"What does Pedro think?" I asked.
	"Which Pedro?"
	"Pedro the gaffer."
	"He will build a camera platform."
	"What is light in Spanish?"
	"Luz," Federico said.
	"And sound?"
	"Sonido."
	"Sonido," I repeated.
	"Pedro Luz," I said pointing at the powerfully built Pedro Gonzalez.  He smiled.  
	"And Pedro Sonido," I said, pointing to the ponytailed Peter MejÌa.  He laughed, high, and repeated, "Pedro Sonido," amused by the nickname.
	The thunder was getting closer, the lightning brighter, the clouds darker.  "The rainy season, Gary.  Every day we will lose time," Federico said.
	A grim thought.  As grim as the sky.  A thundercrack, loud enough to make me jump.  And rain, hard and pelting.  We ran for the combi, instantly soaked.  Lightning cut through the dark sky and rain pelted the roof of the combi.  The daily storm.  

	I sat with Donald and Wende in a restaurant that overlooked the zocalo.  The walls were terra cotta, the chairs and table hand-crafted in the Patzcuaran style.  It was six thirty, early even for me.  The dining room was empty, but Donald liked to eat early.  The menu was bilingual and nouvelle, fussily listing all the ingredients.
	"The food is fabulous.  We ate here last night. This would cost twice as much back in L.A."
	Which meant that the prices were absurdly inflated for Mexico.  Surely we were sitting in the most expensive restaurant in town.  But that was fine by me--Donald was buying.
	"Are you going to shoot plenty of coverage?  George never shot enough coverage and we were screwed in editing."
	George was the director of three of the four movies that Donald had produced.  I bristled at the comparison.  "I'm going to shoot plenty of film.  Did you get caught in the rain storm?" I asked, to change the subject.
	Our appetizers arrived.
	"Like, how would you shoot us here, having dinner?"
	Shooting started on Monday.  I couldn't believe that he was persisting with this demeaning line of questioning.
	"I would shoot us appropriately."
	"What do you mean appropriately?"
	"For the dramatic context.  Where this scene fits in the movie, if this were a movie."  And it this were a movie, you, Donald,  would be alienating the central character, me.
	"Are you going to move the camera?  I don't want the camera to get too static."
	"I'll move the camera appropriately."
	"What's this appropriately stuff?"
	I was ready to scream.  I stopped eating.  "Let's relax, Donald, and enjoy dinner."
	"I'd just like to know how you'd film us sitting here eating."
	"Donald, I've thoroughly planned the shooting.  I've got shot lists and storyboards for the whole show."
	"I'd like to see what you're going to film on Monday."
	My appetite was gone.  Wendy focused on her on her watercress and shaved parmesan salad, looking embarrassed by her boyfriend.  Donald ate greedily, his hunger fueled by one of his inner demons.
	My resentment over his cavalier casting actions, buried, was resurfacing.  A new rule: never, ever eat with Donald again.  I was tempted to quit the table, get up and walk away from the absurd cross-examination, but the consequences weren't worth it.  "You could have gone on a tech scout today."
	"I'm interested in how you're going to shoot your scenes, not in the tech stuff," Donald said, his mouth more than half-full stuffed with stuffed portobello mushroom.
	I realized then how little that Donald knew.  He had no concept of what a tech scout was.  
	"On a tech scout you review all of the shots with the key production personnel.  If you had come on the tech scout instead of going antiquing, then you could have seen a walk-through of every shot on the first three shooting days, on location."
	"Well, I wish you would have told me."
	"You've produced two movies.  I thought you knew what a tech scout was.  It's fairly basic."
	Donald finished his portobello mushroom.  He was quite devoted to the task at hand.	
	"The antiquing was fabulous," Wendy said.  "I wish you could have come along."
	"I had a tech scout."
	Donald and Wendy were a perfect couple, their cluelessness the glue.
	"You should thank Wendy.  She signed a note to help us secure the bank loan.  She's an associate producer."
	"Really?"  A girl friend credit.  Okay.  Luckily, no one could share the directing credit.  "Thanks, Wendy."
	"I really believe in the project."
	That's all that was left platitudes.  And platters of food.
	The entrees arrived.  I knew I was in trouble.  Donald was ill-informed and nervous and aggressive, a trifecta of dangerous traits.  Yes, I would shoot Donald appropriately if I could--with a tranquilizer gun.


	There was no exercise facility at the Don Vasco Best Western.  I got up early to go running.  The morning light was milky with fog from the lake.  I jogged through back streets and alleys along the lake shore.  
	When I got back to my room, there was a note under my door.  "Donald wants to take a look at the storyboard. He's really looking forward to it! Love, Wendy!"
	If Donald really wanted to review the storyboard then I would walk him through it frame by frame, in great detail, truly explaining the film.  He had the attention span of a Bee Gees song--pick your anthem for those rip snortin' Eighties--and would quickly get bored. 

	The rest of the day was anticipation of the night, when the actors would arrive.  I visited the locations again, by myself.  Like a samurai I tried to imagine all the possible outcomes of battle.

	Back at the hotel it was happy hour.  The ruddy red faces of a Dutch tour group filled the courtyard.  A wooden platform had been fitted over the central fountain.  The Mariachi band struck up a lugubrious tune and out marched six Tarascan dancers in wooden clogs and masks.  The wooden clogs were a big hit with the Dutch, echoing back to the motherland.  The dancers climbed up to the wood platform and performed a bizarre variant of the Mexican Hat Dance.  The hammering sound of their wood shoes had all the rhythmic allure of a very bad headache.  In fact, it was inducing just such a headache in me.  I was about the retreat with my cerveza back to my room when Donald appeared with Kiefer Sutherland, Norman Reedus, and Ron Livingston.   Their eyes were more closed than open.
	"Hello," I enthused.  "I'm Gary."
	"Gary," Kiefer croaked, with as much of a smile as exhaustion would permit.
	"Hi, Norman."
	Norman mumbled too softly to be heard over the clanging wooden shoes.
	"Hi, Ron."
	"Hello."  We shook hands.  
	"We were up all night," Kiefer said.  "Bonding.  Jes˙s, I hope those pictures don't show up in the National Inquirer.  Jes˙s, what is that incredible racket?"
	"Local culture.  When do you have to go back, Kiefer?"
	"His plane leaves from Morelia at one o'clock, so we should leave here by ten o'clock," Donald answered.
	"I was hoping we could do some rehearsing tonight," I said.
	"After a nap.  Sure."
	"When does Courtney arrive?"
	"Later tonight."
	"Let's get together in a couple of hours," Kiefer said and let Donald lead him bleary-eyed to his suite.


	Ron's room was near mine, and we walked together through the tiled arcades to our rooms.
	"I'm really happy that you're playing Ginsberg."
	"Thanks."
	And I was.  I was happy that anyone was playing Ginsberg.  There was the mounting possibility that cameras would roll on Monday, that I would get to finally say action, and have the word be meaningful to sixty some-odd people.  
	"I've been watching documentaries and listening to this set of Ginsberg CDs.  He had a nasally voice."
	"And he was Jewish."
	Ron gave me a look.  "I've been thinking about that.  I can curl my hair.  And this make-up person showed me how to take a baby's milk bottle nipple, whatever you call it, and cut the plastic into strips.  If you put the strips in your nostrils and they flare out."
	"For the Jewish look."
	"I've tried it. I'll show you."
	"You bought a rubber nipple?'
	"Two of them."
	"You are dedicated to your craft."
	Ron laughed.  "I know you're pissed off that we're all hung over, but we really bonded last night.  That's an important part of rehearsal, getting to know each other.  Man, can they drink."
	We had reached Ron's room. 
	"Well, welcome to Mexico," I said.
	Ron yawned. "I feel like I've been here for months."
	"I feel like I'm in permanent exile."

	We would rehearse across the road from the main hotel of crumbling stucco.  The rehearsals had shrunk from four days to one--if I was lucky.  Inside, the cavernous room was damp and cold.  The red carpet smelled of mildew.  A couple of tables had been pushed together. 
	My actors had risen from the dead and were drinking coffee.  Kiefer and Norman were chain smoking.  Ron didn't smoke in real life, but the Ginsberg character did.  I was doomed to inhale a lot of second-hand smoke on this shoot.
	"Here are some cigarettes that I found.  The labels look period."  I took the packs of cigarettes out of my green backpack.  Tigres, with a red and yellow tiger on the pack, Farolitos, with an airplane logo, and Alas, with a deco design.
	"I've smoked Tigres," Norman said.
	"Bill would smoke these," Kiefer said as he seized the pack of Farolitos.
	They were unfiltered cigarettes.  Norman and Kiefer needed no encouragement to light up.  Anything for the cause.
	The opening scenes of the movie take place in Joan's New York apartment.  We rehearsed these scenes, more to get a sense of the character's voices than for dramatic content.  It was less than two days from the start of shooting and I was hearing three of my leads say their dialogue for the first time.  
	They read the scene where Kiefer arrives at the apartment and talks to Lucien and Allen.
	"What do you think, Gary?" Kiefer asked after the first read-through.  "I watched videotapes and listened to CDs and worked with a voice coach."
	"You sound more like Burroughs than Burroughs did."
	Kiefer smiled and blew a smoke ring.  "Do you think it's too much?"
	"I think that a little goes a long way.  Burroughs was very mannered, which was fine for Burroughs, but if you're too mannered then it's going to seem like a caricature."
	"Yes, I agree.  I'll take it back."
	"And Ron, I don't know about that nasally thing."
	"I'm still experimenting."
	"Okay."
	"I know it sucked.  It'll get better."
	I laughed.  At least Ron knew it wasn't working.  His self-awareness and self-criticism were reassuring.
	We read through the scene again.  Kiefer softened the Burroughs twang.
	"What do you think?" he asked.
	"Less.  Less is more.  And Ron, maybe try less of a Brooklyn thing--Ginsberg was from New Jersey--try working more on cadence."
	"Okay."
	We tried the scene again.  I was getting very happy with Kiefer's voice, with his whole performance.  Bill Burroughs was coming to life.  It was a wonderful thing to finally see.
	Norman, meanwhile, spoke so softly that he was barely audible.  The brooding bad boy.
	"Norman--could you speak a little louder?"
	"That changes the performance."
	"Rise to the challenge.  Raise your decibels."
	Norman gave me a mischievous scowl.  And kept speaking softly.
	"I love this dialogue," Kiefer said.  "Every word.  So well crafted.  It's wonderful."
	Aw, shucks.  I was on cloud nine.  Cielo nuevo.

	I sitting under an arcade near my room, drinking with the guys.  Kiefer, Norman, and Ron.  Across the courtyard was Courtney's bungalow, sitting empty, awaiting her.
	"...it's really a question of equality," Kiefer was saying.  "If the girls are taking off their clothes, it's only fair that I take off mine."
	"But it was a strip club.  That's their job," Ron said.
	"Workers of the world unite," I said.  "You have nothing to lose but your clothes."
	Glasses clinked.  I was finally drinking with the guys. In Mexico.
	"Then we get back to the hotel at dawn with the ladies and boom, there's Patricia waiting for us, to do our wardrobe fitting.  So good-bye, girls.  Ay, yi, yi."
	"Que sera, sera," I added.
	I saw a group approaching, an entourage, as if a queen were bustling into the castle:  
	Courtney, in an overcoat, no makeup, looking tired and withdrawn, not a brunette, as she had promised me on the phone, but a rock Diva blonde.  Wende Martin, wearing blue jeans and blue workshirt, straining under a heavy load of hand luggage.  Donald, the preppie Beavis, smiling nervously.  Antonio, in flowing white clothes, a cabalistic celebrity monger, eager to be near her flame.  Two bodyguards, in well-tailored suits.  And porters, many porters, every porter in the hotel bearing luggage: suitcases, trunks, plastic shipping cases, battered metal boxes.  Patzcuaro, the latest stop on Courtney's World Tour.
	We rose to greet her.
	"Kiefer," she said with a little girl smile and gave him a kiss.
	"Hi, Courtney," I said, and got my own little kiss.  "This is Norman."
	She gave him yet another little girl smile.
	"And Ron Livingston.  Allen Ginsberg."
	"Hello, Ron."  She seemed fine.  She seemed charming.  Maybe things would be fine.  Maybe the telephone madness and the wardrobe madness were just pre-shoot jitters.  Maybe.
	"We're just having a drink.  Join us, after you get settled, if you're not too tired."
	The entourage swept along into the bungalow.  The two bodyguards stayed outside.  Guarding.  If anyone knew that Courtney was here.  If anyone cared.  Doubtful.
	"Gary, do you have a second?"  Donald said, and took me aside.
	"Courtney wants me at the rehearsal."
	"Why?"
	"She thinks you're too defensive about the script.  She wants me there."
	"I've never had a producer at a rehearsal."
	"It's what she wants."
	Donald seemed pleased with the idea of being at the rehearsal.  I could tell that he was looking forward to it.  
	"To stick up for her?  Courtney doesn't need anyone to speak for her."  
	"It's what she wants."
	The first curve ball was thrown.  I watched it cross the plate while I was deciding to swing.  I couldn't stand there looking too long or I would strike out.  Could I argue with Donald about this?  Yes.  Could I talk him out of it?  Unlikely.  Should I cancel rehearsal rather than proceed in this compromised fashion?  Maybe.  Or was that too extreme?  Maybe it was nothing.  Maybe.  Donald left, and left me thinking.
	We finished our drink.  And had another.  Two cervezas were enough to get me high.  Courtney didn't come back outside.
	The plan was to have an early morning rehearsal.  The guys crashed early.  I went to my room, put on the headphones, and listened to Beethoven and thought about things.  The actors were in Mexico.  We would rehearse tomorrow.  So what if Donald was there.


	The next morning at seven a.m. I went to the hotel restaurant and got a bowl of cereal and a plate of fruit from the buffet.  The restaurant had windows overlooking the highway; it was gray and drizzly outside.  A beige Volkswagen Jetta pulled to a stop and Alain got out.  I met him in the foyer.
	"When did you get in?"
	"I took the ten o'clock flight to Mexico City, rented a car, and drove here.".
	"You're just in time.  We're rehearsing at seven thirty.  Kiefer has to leave at ten to drive to Morelia to catch his plane."
	"Did you rehearse yesterday?"
	"A couple of hours with Kiefer and Ron and Norman.  They all had hangovers.  Courtney didn't get in until last night."
	"You should see the bills for her wardrobe.  It might cost you a day of shooting."
	"Courtney wants Donald at the rehearsal.  To stick up for her."
	Alain smiled. "So Donald is her ally now.  Andrew was, until the insurance thing."
	"And what's happening with the insurance?"
	"They got a blood sample--yesterday morning--finally.  If they hadn't, we wouldn't have flown her down.  We'll get the results on Monday.  If she doesn't pass, we shut down and go home."
	I had to laugh.  "So we still don't have a green light, even though tomorrow's the first day of principal photography."
	"And we still don't have a completion bond or a bank loan."
	"Why don't you come to the rehearsal?  You can read all the extra parts."  If Donald was going to be there, I might as well have my guy there to.
	"Sure, why not?"
	I looked at my watch.  It was seven twenty-five.  "We're rehearsing across the street; we should get over there."
	We looked both ways, then hurried across the drizzly two-lane highway.
	The rehearsal room was dark, and it was colder and damper than yesterday.  A waiter was setting up a coffee urn on a window ledge.  I turned on the lights and opened the wooden shutters.
	Courtney came in, wearing an overcoat.  She wasn't wearing any make-up and her face was blotchy with pimples.  Wende Martin was with her, in a purple Patagonia coat, toting an unfurled umbrella, a book bag and a thermos.
	"Good morning," I said.
	"Where's Kiefer?"
	"On his way.  There's coffee."
	Courtney turned around and left without a word.
	"Miss Love will be punctual, but she will not wait for others if they aren't," Wende said.  She put the thermos and the book bag down on the rehearsal tale, then followed after Miss Love.
	Alain and I looked at each other.  "By the way, Courtney has all kinds of changes she wants to make in her dialogue."
	"And how are those changes?" Alain said with a sardonic twinkle.
	"Fairly pointless.  A word here and there.  Some of the changes just seem to mess up the rhythm of the speeches, that's about it."
	"My advice?"
	"Yes."
	"Don't argue.  If you argue, she'll fight you.  If you don't argue, she'll lose interest."
	I thought about it. Dealing with a Star and a Star's Ego--in this case, a Rock Star intent on being a Movie Star.  I was in a different country; I was at sea; I was climbing a slippery slope.  I could use Alain's advice.
	Through the window I saw Courtney and Kiefer crossing the street together.  Wende Martin was holding a large black umbrella over them.  They were laughing and smoking.  In Courtney's head it was a sunny day again.
	They came into the rehearsal room.
	The actors.
	Donald.  And Wende.  And why not--there should be a girlfriend-associate producer hyphenate at every rehearsal.
	Four actors.  Three producers.
	Scripts were opened.
	Cigarettes were lit.
	Chit chat was chatted.
	"Kiefer leaves in two hours.  Let's start."
	A cold read in a cold room.  Allen was still struggling to find Ginsberg's voice; it wavered between Brooklyn and New Jersey and some unnamed state of the union or state of mind.  He saw me giving a look.
	"I'm experimenting, Gary.  Trust me."
	"I trust you," I said, and I did. 
	Kiefer stopped after his first big speech.  He had made the character three-dimensional, the tone of voice was almost there.  "What do you think, Gary?"
	"Excellent.  But take the voice back a little, it doesn't make much, otherwise we'll get tired of that twangy voice, it'll seem mannered."
	He nodded.  "Thank you."
	Norman still talked too softly.  The drizzle had turned to rain and it was very hard to hear the mouthings of his sensitive soul above the storm.
	Courtney was all over the map.  Alain was turning in a more coherent performance reading the secondary roles.  She stopped to explain words that she wanted changed.
	In the breakfast scene, before the car trip, Allen said, "I always thought of you as an older sister."
	"No!  I will not referred to as older.  Change that to 'I always thought of you as a sister.'"
	"That's a good idea," Donald said.  A good idea to agree with Courtney or a good idea to eliminate the loathsome adjective?
	Joan was older than Allen and Lucien, but stars don't like their age referred to in a negative way.  So I learned.  Duly noted, but I wasn't about to dutifully take out my pen and revise the script on demand.  In fact, mischief struck.  "What about 'I always thought about you as a younger sister'--let's take the bull by the horns."
	The guys laughed.  Courtney smiled, with a bit of fang showing.  Like a centrist Democrat, Donald was waiting for an official poll before committing to the efficacy of my joke.  The comment wasn't premeditated.  On some level I had to be myself.  There was more than one way to take some air out of the tire.
	Suddenly it was ten o'clock.  Four days of rehearsal had collapsed into two hours.   
	 "Gary--I almost forgot--the eyeglasses?" Kiefer asked.
	"I talked to Rando about them, and the prop man.  We'll have them for you in Mexico City."
	"The script reads beautifully.  See you guys in two weeks.  Have a good shoot."
	Courtney gave Kiefer a wet kiss good-bye.  I gave him a dry handshake.
	And then Kiefer was gone.
	"God, he's good.  I love him," Courtney said. 
	I spent four more hours rehearsing the three remaining actors, concentrating on the road trip scenes that we would spend the first two weeks filming.	
	Having lingered too long in the inner sanctum, Donald had lost all interest in the proceedings.  Hearing the scenes read again and again had become Mexican water torture for him. 
	Ron dropped the floating accent and started projecting a strong sense of empathy and intelligence.  My confidence in him escalated with each read-through.
	Norman kept mumbling, pouting every time I asked him to raise his voice a bit.
	Courtney kept fixing words here and there and smoking cigarettes.  She seemed tense and distracted.
	I offered suggestions about character, subtext, vocal pattern, rhythm.  Sometimes she listened.  I wasn't ready to think the worst, but I was worried.
	The key to the road trip was the romance between Joan and Lucien which goes from unrequited to requited in the course of the long journey.
	"You can be more aggressive.  Go after me more," Courtney said to Norman after the first read of the dock scene.
	"I'm going after you," he said, as quiet as a snake about to strike.
	"But be more aggressive.  Go for me."
	Norman didn't answer.  He was glowering.
	"There's a long build after the dock scene. You need to leave yourself some room, some place to go."
	"I just want to feel it more," Courtney said.
	"Think about the arc, think about where this fits.  Remember, Lucien has doubts at this point.  And hesitancy, because of Bill.  He's conflicted."
	"Exactly," Norman said.
	Courtney frowned and looked pouty.  It was a million dollar performance.  She was worrying about everything other than her own performance.  She was more worried about Norman's performance than her own.  A snippiness had crept into the rehearsal now that Kiefer was gone, now that there was no one in the room that she regarded of equal stature.
	I was attending a graduate level seminar in how to deal with a star.  Taught by Professor Love.  Pass-fail.
	The value of the rehearsal?  Not the dramaturgy, not the honing of language, not the refining of dialect or of tone.  No, from this rehearsal I learned what was waiting for me tomorrow on the set.  The many faces and frowns and fangs of Love.
	What could I do to really get Courtney on my side?  Because we need to be on the same side, we both wanted to make a good film, we both wanted hr performance to be as good as possible.  That was rational.  Or was it a mistake to let underlying rationality be the basis of judgment?  I always got lost when I couldn't trust my instincts.  She already had me second-guessing my instincts and I didn't like that.  Life--directing--should be joyous and vital and uncomplicated.  That was the ideal.  That was why I did it.  For the love of it.  This would be different, navigating her circuitous, opaque, troubled personality.  Different and difficult. 


	"Here, check it out," Ron said.  He took a couple of pieces of soft rubber out of his shirt pocket.  "Baby bottle nipples."  He slid the pieces into his nostrils; they flared out ever so lightly.
	"Does it hurt?" I asked.
	"It's a little uncomfortable."
	"Let's hold off on it until we see the glasses."
	"I've been thinking about the breakfast scene with the kids," Ron said as we walked.  "It covers some of the same beats as the morning scene at the lake.  Allen asks Joan about her relationship in both scenes, and he talks about his loneliness. I'll show you."
	We were in the hotel garden.  We sat down on a bench.  Ron had his dog-eared script with him.  I had my notebook with me.  I always had my notebook with me.
	We sat side by side and he showed me the two speeches.  They did cover some of the same beats.  "You're right.  This is great."
	"Great?"
	"You're into the character.  You can see things that I don't because you're on the inside."
	"Thank you."
	"No, thank you."  
	"What do you think about deleting this speech from the breakfast scene and then adding this line--the one I've underlined--to the lake scene."
	I thought about it.  I compared his script to mine.  "I think it's good."  
	I took out my pen and made the changes to my script.  "I'll read it over later, but it seems fine."
	"Good.  Thank you."  Ron looked very pleased.
	I felt very pleased.
	We walked out of the garden.  The prop van was parked across the street, with the other production trucks. 
	The 1946 Mercury, the car I had picked as Lucien's car, was on a flatbed trailer.  There was activity around the costume truck, the camera truck, and the grip truck, as the crew went over last minute details for tomorrow.  The day was sunny and exciting as I walked across the muddy dirt parking lot, with Ron by my side.
	Hugo was in the prop truck.
	"Hugo, Ron.  Ron, Hugo, the prop master."  They shook hands.  Hugo brought out a tray of glasses.
	Ron tried them on.  Hugo produced a hand mirror.
	As Ron tried on a pair of horn-rimmed glasses, Hugo pulled out a black and white Xerox of the young Ginsberg wearing similar glasses.
	"Bueno," I said, looking from Ron to the picture and back again.
	When Ron put on the horn-rimmed glasses, he removed the last vestige of doubt.  He had become Allen Ginsberg.  "They're you, Allen.  Muy bueno, Hugo."
	"Gracias, SeÒor."
	He produced a tray of writing pens, a tray of wallets, a tray of wristwatches, and a tray of cigarette lighters.
	"These are great."  
	Hugo's professionalism gave me great confidence.  Language was no barrier. 
	Ron carefully considered each object.  I approved all his choices.  He uncapped the fountain pen.  "Does it write?"
	"Ah, si," Hugo said.  He produced a blank notebook.
	"Your journal, Allen.  Try it."
	Ron scrawled his first marks as Allen Ginsberg.  "Thank you, Hugo," he said.
	"Thank you," I echoed, with my own echoing smile.
	"Is that the car?" Ron said, nodding to the Mercury.
	"Yes."
	"It's great."
	We walked over.  "I was planning to do some driving scenes tomorrow, driving and yakking stuff, but what do you think about doing the scenes by the dock?  It'll be a lot meatier than fooling around with the car rig on the first day."
	Ron stroked the flank of the car and thought about it.
	"It's your big speech.  Should we go for it the first day?"
	"Yeah, let's go for it.  That's what Ginsberg was all about.  Going for it."

	I ambled over to the Salon de Cinema at seven p.m.  Antonio wanted to have a rabbi say a prayer, and then have the crew members say hello to each other. 
	The Salon had gotten remarkably crowded and chaotic during the course of the day.  It was as if the whole of Background Productions had migrated to the little rectangular room.  A layer of cigarette smoke had settled above everyone's heads, as if held in place by a site-specific thermal inversion.  Jes˙s, Paul, Federico, Valerie, and half a dozen others were either working or milling or mulling.
	"Mister Director, how are you feeling?" Antonio said, and gave me a hug.  His tunic and is teeth were both a dazzling white.
	"Ready and willing."
	Donald hurried upon us, with Wendy, as always, in tow.  I could see that glittery impatience in his eyes; the inner coke demon was stirring.  
	"I thought you were assembling the crew at seven for am meeting," he said.
	"Yes, Donald, we are," Antonio said in that white flowing robe manner of his.  "The rabbi is not yet here from Mexico City."  
	"It's seven fifteen, man!  You call a meeting at seven you fucking make it at seven!  We can't wait around for shit like this!"
	Antonio was tight-lipped.  I was impressed how he held his tongue.  "The crew is very busy, they are assembling now."  I saw Ciro and Federico and Pedro Luz and Pedro Sonido and others I hadn't yet met.  They averted their eyes, but I could tell they were listening.  It was hard not to.  I felt profoundly embarrassed, by the whole situation, and by the guilt from association as I my fellow American behaved so badly.
	"We're very busy!  You're wasting my fucking time if you don't get this meeting together now!"
	The meeting, which commenced fifteen minutes later, was just a simple hello, everyone assembled in the courtyard, standing and saying their name and what they did on the crew.  
	A rabbi said a simple blessing.  Antonio seemed to be putting a silent curse on Donald.  Maybe the curse was already in place--after all, Donald's main job was keeping Courtney happy.  Today they were best buddies.  But I doubted that the good feeling had much permanence, based on the jagged and inexplicable mood arcs I had experienced since that fateful trip to Milwaukee.
	As I walked back to my room, Donald caught up with me, looking pleased with himself.  "That went very well," he said grinning.  "I'm glad I had a reason to yell at Antonio.  That'll keep him on his feet, he won't pull any of this late shit again, I promise you," Donald said, convinced that he had accomplished some great deed by yelling.
	It made me angry, and not an anger I could express.  Not to him.  So I just nodded thoughtfully.  And I silently thought: for his sins, Donald had Courtney to keep happy. 


the shoot

day 1 
	I stepped out of my room at 7 a.m., feeling great.  It was cold and damp and the light was a soupy pre-dawn blue.  The beginning of the beginning.
	As I turned into the arcade I saw Alain and Wende Martin talking outside Courtney's bungalow.  The bodyguards were guarding their conversation.  Wende had a long face. 
	"Cathy missed her plane from Mexico City.  She thought the plane left at two a.m., not two p.m.," Alain said.
	"Who is Cathy?" I asked.
	"Courtney's make-up person.  She won't be here until ten o'clock at the earliest.  You need to find something to do without Courtney."
	I hadn't even had my morning coffee and the day was already in disarray, different from what I had hoped, from what I had imagined.  "We were going to do the dock scene."  
	"Not any more."
	"Little Sis called me at two in the morning, and then at three, she was so excited about starting the movie," Wende said, hoping to cheer me up.
	"What about Gabrielle?  Can't she do Courtney's make-up, just for this morning?"
	"Who is Gabrielle?"
	"The Mexican make-up person."
	"I don't think so," Wende said.
	So much for Little Sis being a trooper.
	"Go have breakfast," Alain said.

	I rode to the set with Alain in his rental Jetta.  The day was brightening minute by minute as we drove the road from Patzcuaro to Tzintzuntzan.  As we drove, I played through the script in my hand, thinking about scenes without Courtney.  There weren't very many.  "Our two choices are the night scene when Lucien and Allen are driving back to Texas, and the Texas Plains scene, when there car breaks down, but the location we scouted for that is a hundred miles away.  The night driving scene was scheduled for day twenty, back in Mexico City, as Poor Man's Process"  Poor Man's Process was filming a parked car, creating the illusion of motion by raking lights through the car to simulate headlights passing by and by, and rocking the car to simulate motion.
	"Okay, that sounds like a plan.  We'll start with the night driving scene."
	When we reached Ojo de Agua the dirt parking lot was filled with white production vehicles: a mobile production office, a camera truck, a grip truck, a wardrobe truck. a props truck, an art department truck, a camera car, a flatbed trailer for the 1946 Mercury, a bus to transport the crew, Winnebagos for Ron and Norman, a larger camper for Courtney.  I didn't have a trailer; I had my little canvas folding chair.  	
	A group of kids had gathered by the highway to watch the circus.
	Alain and I got out.
	""We scouted this location over a year ago.  I never thought I'd see this day," Alain said. 
	"Neither did I."  It felt miraculous, to finally be standing on location with cast (minus Number One) and crew.  Even with the Courtney Make-Up Snafu, I would still start shooting this morning.  I would finally say action and 35mm film would roll through the big gray Panavision camera.
	The space was utterly transformed by the little village that had sprung up over night.
	By homing instinct, Federico found me.  "I hear that Number One does not have her make-up person."
	"Good morning, Federico," I said.
	He smiled broadly.  "Yes.  Very good, Gary.  Good morning."
	I shook his hand.  "We will start with the night driving scene.  What do you think?"
	Federico had his schedule out.  "Number Two and Number Three.  One page and a half.  Yes."
	I found my way to the production trailer, which is where I would store my things.  The production trailer had two toilets in the back, one for cabelleros and one for damas.  This was the crew toilet.  The trailer proper had two make-up chairs for make-up and hair.  There was a small desk that Oscar sat at, still wearing his Simple Minds t-shirt, typing on his laptop.
	"Good morning, sir," he said, standing and offering me his hand.
	"Good morning, Oscar," I said and shook his proffered hand.
	I stashed my camera bag, umbrella, and tote bag in the little closet, and went back outside.
	Walking across the set, I said many hellos and holas and was greeted with many holas, SeÒor's in return.  I shook many hands and was told many names, too many to remember so quickly, as the crew started rigging for a scene that I hadn't expected to film until the third week of shooting.
	I went over to Norman' trailer.  He was sitting on the steps smoking a Tigres.  He looked like he needed toothpicks to prop his puffy eyes open.
	"Courtney's make-up person missed her plane.  We're going to film the night driving scene when you and Ron drive back to the U.S."
	"What?  How?"
	"We're building a dubitine tent."
	"Shit."  Gabrielle appeared with two cups of coffee, and handed one to Norman.  She was giving him a flirty look.
	"I was all ready to do the dock scene, man.  Gaby can do Courtney's make-up."
	"Courtney's not even here."
	"Shit.  I haven't learned that scene yet."
	"Better get started."
	"Oh, man, what a fucking drag..."
	Ron's Winnebago was parked directly across from Norman's.  Federico was in the doorway explaining the change of plans to Ron.  I walked over just as Federico was leaving.  Ron and I shared a look and a shrug and a smile--and that was all that needed saying.  Federico had his headset on now; it was attached to a walkie-talkie fastened to his belt clip.  My first lieutenant was now on active duty.  "How long until we're ready?"
	"Forty-five minutes."  He shrugged.  "The first day, and now this."  Like an air traffic controller comfortable with crisis, Federico got a distant look in his eyes as he listened to something over the headset, then he pressed his microphone button and turned away from me to reply.  His gain was turned up so his Spanish words were barely audible to me.
	When I stepped out of the thicket of campers, I saw that the work had progressed rapidly.  Pedro and his crew were almost finished building a dubitine tent around the '46 Mercury.  It looked like an over-sized black shoe box.  Cable was being strung from the generator and lights were being rigged.
	Ciro was directing the placement of the lights.  His eyes glittered with an intensity I hadn't seen before.
	"Hola, Gary."
	"Hola, amigo."
	"Come esta?"
	"Bien."
	"No Courtney?" Ciro said.
	"No."  I got out my script and my shot list.  I had only brought along my storyboards for what I optimistically thought would be the first day's shooting.  I hadn't brought along the storyboards for shooting day 20, which had been bumped to the head of the line.  It was a mistake that I vowed not to make again.  I had now learned that anything could happen.	
	"I have my storyboards," Ciro said, and got them out of his shoulder bag.  I took out my director's finder.  I walked around the car, checking angles.    
	I held the director's finder in what I thought was the optimal place for the first set-up.  
	"The 35mm lens, here.  What do you think?"  I held the director's finder in place, but ducked my head out of the way.  Ciro put his eye to the finder while I held it for him.  "Yes.  Yes.  I like very much."
	That settled, I sat down on my folding chair and opened my script to read the scene we were about to shoot.  
	Alain interrupted me.  "Do you have a second?"	
	"What's up?"
	"I just got off the phone with Andrew.  Because he's financing this out of pocket right now and because we're 'partners' he wants us to forego any salary."
	"I understand."
	"I'm not taking any money for the script, and my directing fee is quite, quite small."
	"I don't disagree."
	I looked at the black tent, which now completely enclosed the car.  Pedro and the grips entered and exited through a loose flap as they set the lights.  Beyond the black tent, wraiths of fog lingered on the lake.  It was a windless morning and the mirror-like surface of the lake reflected the soaring cumulus clouds with startling clarity.  We had journeyed to this distant shore capture this magnificent natural light, and instead we were constructing a black box to shut it out.  I needed a sense of irony this morning.
	"Technically, according to the DGA low budget agreement, Andrew doesn't have to pay you anything.  I'm not sure if he's aware of that."
	"Do you plan to inform him?"
	That warranted a smile from Alain.  "Here's what I suggest.  You're budgeted salary is fifty-six thousand dollars.  I'll tell Andrew that you're willing to cut that in half and take twenty-six thousand."
	"What?!"  I had counted on that fifty-six thousand.  It was a figure that I had lived and conjured with for a very long time.
	"Hear me out.  I'll get him to sign a memo to that effect today, locking in the twenty-six thousand.  That's better than nothing, which is what you'll get once he figures out that he doesn't have to pay you anything."
	"What if he doesn't find out?"
	"Don't take that chance.  Just do this."
	I trusted Alain.  "Okay, okay, okay.  Can I get back to directing?"
	"By all means, SeÒor Autuer."
	Alain walked off, punching numbers into his cell phone.
	Ron approached, hair curled, wearing his horn-rimmed glasses.  
	"Good morning, Mr. Ginsberg," I said.
	He smiled and adjusted his new specs.  "The car scene," he said.
	"Are you ready for it?"
	"Yeah, man, I'm ready for it.  The armies of those I love engirth me and I engirth them and charge them full with the charge of the soul," he said in his Ginsberg voice, which overnight had modulated into a subtle variation of his own voice.
	"You sound good," I said.
	"Thanks."
	Federico came over.  "We are ready to rehearse, Gary."
	"Good. Bueno."
	"Do you want anything?"
	"Water.  And a banana.  Give me the primate basics and I'm happy."
	"Water and a banana for the director," Federico said into his headset.
	I stepped through the loose flap of black dubitine, and, like Alice falling down the rabbit hole, I went from a bright Patzcuaro morning into dark, uncharted night.  Ron got into the passenger seat.
	"Holy shit," Norman said he stepped inside the tent.  "This is insane."  He got behind the steering wheel.  With doors closed, Noe, the first assistant cameraman moved the camera and tripod into place.  Ciro framed the image to his satisfaction then stepped aside to let me have a look.
	"The focus?" Noe asked.  "On Lucien?  Or on Allen?"  He pulled the focus to demonstrate.
	I had a visual decision to make.  Norman was in the foreground, in profile.  From a traditionalist point of view, this was "his shot", and he should be in sharp focus.
	"What do you think if I'm asleep at the beginning of the scene and then I wake up when Lucien starts talking?" Ron asked me.
	I thought about it. "I like that."  Ron reclined against the window.  "Let's run through it from the top."  I looked up--Ciro was adjusting lights and taking light readings so I stayed at the camera.  "Rehearse with the focus on Allen," I whispered to Noe."  He rolled the focus, bringing Allen into sharp detail, making Lucien slightly blurred.  As the actors read through the scene I watched and evaluated and thought how this shot would intercut with its matching opposite when we shifted the camera to the other side of the car and placed Allen in the foreground.  The shots cut together well in my head.  
	"Keep the focus on Allen," I whispered to Noe.  A momentary decision that would achieve permanence because this first visual incarnation of the scene was the final one.
	Daniel, the boom man, gave me a pair of radio headsets to wear.  While Ciro tweaked the lights, Daniel wired Norman and Ron with lavalier microphones.
	Then Ciro took his place behind the camera.
	"Silencio por rehearsal," Feerico called.
	"Silencio...silencio..." I heard outside the tent.
	"Action," I called.  And listened intently.  "Good, very good, guys.  Where's the video monitor?"
	"Over here, sir."
	"I'm sorry, I forgot your name."
	"Christian, Mister Gary."  Christian was in charge of the video monitor.  He had curly hair and was always seemed to be smiling.
	"Christian, could you please move it closer to camera.  I like to look at the actors during a take, but I also want to be able to check framing."
	"Yes, Mister Gary."
	Pedro Sonido pulled me aside.  "Norman is speaking too softly."
	"Okay, I'll tell him," I whispered back.
	"What was that?" Norman asked.
	"We need you to bring your volume up."
	"If I say it loud it's different," he said petulantly.
	"You're in a moving car.  There's engine noise.  Good old V-8 engine noise.  And wind.  Realistically you should be speaking up if you want Ron to hear you."
	"It doesn't feel right."
	"Would you rather loop the scene later?"
	"No..." he said unhappily.
	"And the car lights?  You like?  Less or more?" Ciro asked.
	"What?"  Then I saw Ciro gesturing to Pedro Luz who stood off to the side of the left front fender, holding a thousand watt quartz lamp in his gloved hands.  He raked the light across the car, to demonstrate the illusion of a car driving past in the night.
	"Ah.  I'll cue you," I said.  Now I had the passing headlights to think of as dramatic punctuation to what Lucien and Allen were saying to each other.  
	"Ready for picture?" Federico asked.
	"Ready for picture."
	"Sonido."
	"Speed," Pedro Sonido said.
	"Camera."
	"Speed," Ciro said.
	"And...action," I said.  Lucien took a beat and said his first line.
	There I had done it.
	The first take was flubbed.  And the second, also, because of a light reflection that bothered Ciro.  
	"I think you can show a little more regret at the start of the scene, and just a hint of anger at yourself," I told Lucien.  I gave Allen the A-OK sign and he smiled back at me.
	Peter Sonido had his sound cart outside of the tent; he ducked through the black tent flap and caught my eye and pointed his finger upwards at the microphone boom.  "And sound would like it a little louder."
	"Louder?!" Norman said, incredulous.
	"Your delivery's pretty soft," I said.  "Just take it up a little."
	He frowned and said nothing.
	"We go again?" Federico asked.
	Yes.
	I called action again.  
	"Cut.  Excellent.  Print that one."
	"Can I do it again? It didn't feel right," Norman said.
	"It sounded great."
	"Let me do another one."
	"Okay."
	We did another one.
	"Cut.  Good.  We've got two."
	"Print three and four?" Anna, the script supervisor, asked, sitting on her folding stool directly behind camera.
	"Yes," I said.  
	With the hot lights inside the unventilated tent and the rising sun outside, the tent was starting to get uncomfortably hot. 
	"Are you sure?" Norman asked, looking pained.
	"I'm sure."
	"One more."
	I thought about it.
	"I'd like another one," he said insistently.
	Cathy the phantom make-up lady was arriving at eleven an I wanted to be ready to film Courtney the second she was ready.  But Norman was on the set, eager to work.  I didn't want to indulge him and set the wrong tone, but I didn't want to alienate him either.
	"Okay.  One last one."	
	The next take Norman flubbed a line.
	We did another take--Ciro called cut: a light had been jostled out of place. 
	I worried that we might be getting into a Vietnam-like situation.  I had committed to getting one more good take, as an indulgence to Norman, and how long would that take if everything started going wrong?  At a certain point, you get so deeply into it that, like Vietnam, you can't easily disengage.
	The next take there was a motorboat on the river.  I heard it, but didn't know if it effected the sound--until after I called cut and Pedro Sonido came into the tent, shaking his head forlornly.
	Through all this I saw no significant difference in Norman's performance.  
	Finally, we got another complete take.  I didn't think that take eight was any better than takes three or four.
	"Good, let's do the reverse now."
	"That sucked," Norman said.
	"It was fine."
	"Let's do another one."
	Enough was enough.  In fact, it was too much.
	"We've got it."
	"God, I hated it."
	"This isn't the only angle."
	"You mean you'll fix in the editing room?" he said snidely.
	"No.  We've got it.  And I'm intercutting with a shot from the opposite side.  It was great."  Norman would have been content shooting and reshooting this first set-up all day.
	I was excited to have the first shot in the can.  Three or four hundred more shots and I would have a whole movie.
	"It was good," I heard Ron reassuring Norman.  Despite his bravado and devil may care style, Norman was insecure, and he judged his performance by some internal standard that didn't correlate with what I was seeing. 
	I got out my director's finder and Ciro walked with me around to Ron's side of the car. 	
	The black tent flap was opened and a fan was brought in while we re-set the camera for the matching set-up from Ron's side of the Mercury.
	"No, it was good," I overheard Ron tell Norman.
	Ron had the experience and confidence to accept that we had it after the second complete take.  
	"That's it.  We've got the first scene in the can."
	And not a moment too soon.  The black tent had gotten unbearably hot and close.  
	Outside of the black tent, bright sunshine reflected off the lake.  
	Alain sipped a diet coke.  Donald talked tensely on his cell phone, his fingers slicing through the air in pointless gesticulation.
	"Cathy's en route from Morelia.  Courtney's still at the hotel."
	"You better think of something else to shoot before lunch."
	"For the next hour and a half?"
	Federico had joined the conversation.
	"The only other scene with Ron and Norman is the Texas Plains scene and that's three pages--a half day--and we don't have a location for that.  We could shoot moving point of view shots in Tzintzuntzan."
	Federico nodded and started speaking into his headset.  The black tent had already been disassembled.  The Mercury hadn't moved an inch, but it was now sitting in the sun.
	"What's going on?" Donald asked.
	"We finished shooting the night driving scene.  We're going to shoot point of view shots until lunch."
	"And then what?"
	"I don't know."
	"I don't like to hear I don't know."
	"I will use the time as productively as possible.  But I need Courtney.  She's in every scene at the lake."
	"I'm going back to the hotel and try to move things along.  This really sucks, man."
	Truer words were never spoke.
	I went with a splinter crew into Tzintzuntzan, to film point of view shots from the Mercury.  Front view, driver's side view, passenger side view, rear view.  Ciro and Pedro rigged apple boxes and a high hat the hold the camera.  
	I couldn't ride in the car with the camera, so I sat in the shade of a tienda with Federico.  As the car drove away I felt strange and stranded, to be on this back street, far from my actors on the morning of this first day.  I felt oddly abandoned even as I was directing.  I sat in the blessed shade wondering what to do next.  Last night my biggest worry had been myself, whether I would pick the perfect angle, make the right decisions, marshal our limited resources of time and money to the optimal result.  Would I shoot a great movie?  That was the fundamental question, last night.  Now the question was I would I shoot a movie.  Judging from these first few fractured hours, anything could happen.  Or not.
	We filmed point of view shots until lunch. 
	I ate under a maroon plastic awning, at a battered folding table, in a flimsy folding plastic chair, with Federico and Ciro and the camera crew.  Leo, now wearing a headset and walkie-talkie, handed me his cell phone.
	"How are things going?" Alain asked.
	"Lunch is going just fine.  It the only thing today that has gone as scheduled."  I walked with the phone over to a shade tree beside Courtney's vacant trailer.
	"Cathy finally got here.  Airport security detained her because of her air compressor. They thought it was a bomb."
	"And all this means...?" I asked.
	"She's just starting Courtney's make-up.  I'm staying here to try and hurry things along.  I think it'll save time to do here make-up here.  It's two-thirty now so you should have Courtney on the set at four o'clock.  What are you going to film after lunch?"
	"If we're going to do the morning dock scene, I'll do the close-ups of Ron and Norman.  Those are the shots without Courtney."
	"That sounds good."
	"Good?  Does the word good apply?  At least we'll keep working."
	"I do have some good news," Alain said.  "Courtney passed her drug test."
	"That is good news.  If she actually comes to the set then we can shoot the movie."
	I went to the production trailer.  It was air-conditioned and I had a blissful moment of solitude--Oscar and Gabrielle were at lunch.  I got out by tote bag and put on a fresh pair of socks and shoes.  It was a trick that I had learned on my second film, from a producer who had learned the trick from Roger Corman.  The fresh socks felt as refreshing as skinny dipping in Lago de Patzcuaro.
	What I wanted now, more than anything was to wash my face.  I wished I had my own trailer simply to have a place to wash my face.  Actors were guaranteed a trailer by contract; I wasn't, and I was mindful of wasting money.  Courtney's camper was still unoccupied, so I went inside and washed my face in the kitchen sink, using a bar of soap from the tiny camper bathroom, and paper towels to dry my face.  I felt ready to face the rest of this strange first day.


	Cables were strung down to the location, a narrow spit of lake front bordered on one side by the lake, and by  a barbed wire fence on the other.  Pedro Luz and the grips built a wooden platform for the camera.  Pedro had also rigged silks, parachute-like material that diffused the sunlight.  In the confined space crew members had to turn sideways to pass by each other.  With all this human traffic the ground was gotten treacherously muddy.
	The morning scene started with Allen sitting on his sleeping bag, writing in his journal.  He saw Joan sitting on the hull of a beached canoe, and went to join her.  Lucien was asleep, but he woke during the conversation and surreptitiously listened to the conversation.
	I filmed Allen writing, seeing Joan (off camera), then walking out of frame to join her.  I also filmed various scenes close-ups of Lucien sleeping, then waking and listening.  These shots went smoothly.  As we finished at three forty-five, Donald approached.  He had aged considerably since I had last seen him.
	"Courtney's in her trailer.  They're just finishing her make-up."  He shook his head wearily.  "Last night, two in the morning, she calls my room.  She's hungry, the kitchen is closed.  She just wanted something light to eat.  I got them to make her some toast, I had to get the fucking toast myself and take it to her room.  And then she threw it in my face."
	"I'm sorry, Donald."  I felt badly for him.  I didn't like ugly behavior.
	"I better go back up there to keep things happening.  Do you think you'll be able to finish the scene?"
	"That all depends doesn't it?"
	Donald went back to Courtney's trailer.  Ron and Norman went back to their Winnebagos.  
	"Let's have the shot ready to go," I told Federico.  The Camera was set up on the platform.  The stand-ins were brought in.  Alma, a petite redhead who smiled as if in pain, was Courtney's stand-in.  Carlos, who was short, muscle-bound, and good-natured was Allen's stand-in.  As they sat down on the canoe, I pulled Federico aside--as aside as one could get on the narrow slice of land.
	"They're not the same height as the principals."
	"I know, I know," Federico said and shrugged.
	"Then why are they the stand-ins?"
	"Jes˙s made these arrangements and I cannot unmake them."
	Ciro framed the shot and I reframed it and Ciro approved of my reframing.
	Then there was nothing to do. But wait.  
	The crew dispersed.  There was no afternoon rain, for the first time since I had been in Patzcuaro, and the good weather was wasted.  I looked out at the water, brown near the shore, sparkling blue in the distance.  And beyond the water, on the other shore, the green slopes of volcanic mountains.  A beautiful location.  Waiting to be filmed.  Ciro and I sat on the grass beside the camera.  We looked at each other.  "Have you ever had a first day like this?" I asked. 
	Ciro shook his head and laughed.
	Federico wandered back, a faraway look in his eyes as he spoke into his headset.  "I am told that Number One will be ready in fifteen.  Would you like anything?"
	"A banana, a glass of water, and an actress."


	An hour later I wandered back from my enforced idyll with nature, past the brutal concrete dock, past the no man's land of dirt parking lot, and into the thicket of campers and trucks and vans.
	Outside Courtney's trailer, Wendy Martin, wearing a headset, greeted me with a big smile.  Donald was hovering nearby, a cell phone glued to his ear.  Wendy, the girlfriend/associate producer, was hovering near Donald, barefoot, frowning as if at a funeral.  Today there were two new bodyguards.  One was tall, with curly hair and a smile.  The other was smaller, more muscular with a bullet-shaped head.  He didn't smile.  I would hire him to guard my body, if I ever needed such a thing.  They were both wearing suits and ties, adding a weird formality to the anxious scene outside Miss Love's trailer.
	"Hello, darlin'," Wende said.  "Boy!" she said, shaking her head, as if that said it all.
	"Is Courtney almost ready?" I asked.  Lonna, the American hair stylist, had been with Courtney all day.  Cathy, the make-up person and hapless traveler, had been with Courtney since two thirty.  It was now five o'clock.  Factoring in missed airplanes and first day jitters, it was a reasonable time to start filming.  We had light, maybe as late as seven thirty or seven forty-five at this location by the lake, open to the sky.
	"There gettin' there," Wende said.
	"Can I talk to her?  Or would that slow things down?" I asked.
	"Let me see."  Wende slipped into the camper.
	"Whatever you can do to help, man," Donald said, the cell phone pressed against his short-sleeve shirt.
	"That's why I'm here."
	Wende came back outside.  "Go on in, Little Sis would love to see you."
	I walked into the camper.  On the front couch was a chaos of books, videotapes, CDs, and Evian water.  Music was playing.  In the back of the camper, the bed had been removed to accommodate a make-up chair and table.  Lonna was fussing with Courtney's hair which, with the extensions, was twice as long as I had seen it last night.  Cathy, a thin Chinese women in her late thirties, whose face bore traces of a youth spent partying too hard for too long, was fussing with Courtney's make-up.
	"Hi, Gary," Courtney said, as if greeting a long lost friend. 
	Courtney was only wearing a pair of white panties.  She was unappealing at every level: physical, emotional, spiritual.  Her face was a mask of foundation and blush on, an alchemy of flesh-colored unguents, and today's pimples were still in evidence.
	"I think I'm going to wear this lavender shawl.  Lonna, hand me that."  Lonna handed her a tasseled lavender silk shawl; Courtney stood and draped the shawl around herself.  It made her look naked, but in a different way.  It was completely out of character for Joan.  
	"Joan is very demure.  Direct and demure.  Verbally direct, physically reticent--that's what makes her character interesting.  She'd get dressed when she woke up," I said.
	"I love this shawl.  I'd pull it on when I got up.  I look great in it.  When you get into the cutting room you're going to want to see me in this."
	I don't want to see you in this damnable shawl now or ever, I thought.  Daylight was waning as time stood still here in the camper.  I want to see you on the set, in character.  Hell, I just want to see you on the set.  I felt like I had interrupted a make-over party, not an actress urgently preparing to stand in front of the cameras for the first time on a shoot that was already behind schedule.  "What about the white blouse and the blue slacks you wanted to wear to the volcano?  We go right from this scene to driving to the volcano."
	"The blue slacks are for driving to the lake, the red slacks are for driving to the volcano," Courtney explained.
	"The red slacks.  Great."
	"That's what I'll be wearing after this scene."
	"What about wearing the red slacks for this scene and the next one?"
	"I'm not going to wear the same outfit for two different scenes."
	"Norman and Ron are wearing the same outfit for the entire second act."
	"That's because they're guys."
	"And Joan was like one of the guys.  That's why they treated her as an equal."
	"Everybody thinks they know how to dress me.  But I have to dress me.  After I wore that slip in the Live Through This video, everyone was wearing that slip.  So don't tell me how to dress."
	Cathy and Lonna stood to the side, waiting to return to their beautification efforts.  The wardrobe issue was irrelevant if Courtney didn't finish her make-up soon.  I realized that she was panicked, clutching at any excuse to keep from filming--she would much rather argue about her wardrobe than get in front of the camera.  I could only win this argument by not having it.  "Wear the shawl.  I should let you guys get back to work.  How soon?"
	"I'm almost done.  Ten minutes."
	"Great."
	Cathy moved in with an eye pencil.  
	"No.  Don't get any make-up on my shawl, it'll show up on camera."
	Please get make-up on the shawl, I hoped.
	"See you on the set in ten," I said and left the camper without looking back, afraid that I might be turned into a pillar of salt.


	Ten minutes became another ten minutes, and those stepping stones of ten minutes built into  thirty minutes, and then into an hour.  Federico was in communication via headset with Wende Martin.  The crew was on stand-by, like a NORAD jet at the fail safe point, but attention ebbed and flowed as the sun continued its arc toward the western mountains and the inevitable death of this day's light.
	At six-thirty, the word via walkie-talkie was that Courtney was ready and coming.  The crew was hurriedly re-assembled, so that a second would not be wasted.  Ron and Norman were brought down from their Winnebagos.
	I had storyboarded eight shots to complete the scene, but I calculated that I could finish the scene in four set-ups.  If I could get each shot quickly, in fifteen to twenty minutes, I had some hope of completing the scene and staying on schedule.  I was being extremely optimistic.  It put a nicer face on desperation.
	At six-forty five, I saw Federico cursing into his walkie-talkie.  Saw, not heard, because he had mastered the art of cranking up the gain on his headset and seeming to talk as silently as a ventriloquist.  "They keep saying any minute.  Any minute, any minute," he told me, seething with frustration.
	"What is this shit?" Norman asked, as he reclined on the bedroll that was his prop for the scene.
	"The mother of all bad hair days," I said.
	Finally, at seven o'clock a black Lincoln Towncar rolled slowly away from the trucks and campers and traversed the fifty feet of dirt lot to the dock.  The two bodyguards walked quickly alongside the car.  It was like watching a Saturday Night Live parody of a presidential motorcade.  The Lincoln stopped and one of the bodyguards held the door open and Courtney got out, wearing the lavender silk shawl.  She was joined by Cathy and Lonna and Wende Martin who had made the fifty foot journey on foot.
	"Jes˙s fucking Christ," I heard Norman mutter.
	Courtney smiled wanly.  She looked panicked and unapologetic.  "I'm really sorry.  But it's not my fault.  They practically arrested my make-up person because they thought she was carrying a bomb."
	I didn't want to debate the issue.  We'd had a seven a.m. call time.  It was seven p.m. and my lead actress was finally appearing on the set.  Her hair had been fussed with since seven a.m.  Cathy had been working on Courtney's make-up since two-thirty.  Four and a half hours.  It was a bit disingenuous to blame all the delay on airport security.
	I showed Courtney were she was sitting on the canoe.  Cathy moved in to touch up Courtney's make up.  It must have gotten mussed during the car trip from her camper. 
	I showed Ron where he was to sit.  
	"Let's try a rehearsal."
	Courtney was only wearing panties under the lavender silk shawl.  She let the shawl fall open; her breasts were hanging out.  Her legs were spread apart, but luckily that indelicacy was below the frame line.  It looked liked she had spent all night fucking Lucien and Allen in tandem, not that she was contemplating the sadness of her life with Bill Burroughs.
	"You need to pull your shawl a little tighter," I said.
	"God, Gary!  People pay money to see my bod," she said.
	"The character of Joan is a bit more demure."
	She reluctantly covered her breasts.
	"Rehearsing," I said, and they continued.
	Courtney had trouble remembering her lines.  "Did you just come down here..." she paused, trying to remember.
	"Did you come down here to give advice to the lovelorn," Anna, the script supervisor said.  It was the script supervisor's jobs was to help actors with their lines.
	"Don't do that!  If I need a line I'll ask for it!" Courtney yelled.
	"Sorry," Anna muttered.  
	I'd never had an actress yell on set.  I was embarrassed by the ugliness.  "Continuing," I said.
	"Gary, did you just come down here to..."  Courtney still couldn't remember the line.  Anna didn't say anything.  "Line," Courtney finally said.
	...to give advice to the lovelorn," Anna said softly.
	Courtney repeated the line.
	And so it went.  Her performance was dreadful.  I did what I could, "Try to keep it natural.  You're sharing confidences with Allen.  There's an intimacy to the conversation because you think that Lucien is asleep so you can bare your soul to Allen."
	And so it went.  I said everything I could think of to help her.  Except to tell her that she was dreadful.  Which would not have helped.  Rehearsal wasn't doing anything to improve her performance.  "Let's try one," I finally said.  
	Cathy moved in to touch up Courtney's make-up.  "Where's the video monitor?" Courtney asked.
	"We don't have room for it down here.  We barely have room for the camera."
	"Why aren't you using a bounce card?  I need a bounce card?"
	Ciro looked at me.
	"It's twilight.  The light is very soft."
	Courtney didn't answer.  She was worried about everything except her acting.  It was her way of hiding.
	It was seven-thirty.  We would not complete the scene.  But I was desperate to complete the shot.  As a point of pride.
	We tried a take.  Courtney kept forgetting her lines, but instead of cutting, I waited for her to ask Anna for help, and we continued.  Ron was just fine.  He was better than fine.  It was an intimate conversation but Courtney seemed to be playing it alone, just as she played things in her own life, an ego colliding with inanimate objects, colliding with bodies in a way that simulated sex, but not relating to other people.  I saw that in this first miserable set-up.  
	We shot another bad take.  It was a pure waste of film.  I contemplated cutting the scene from the script, but it contained Allen's big speech.  What to do?  
	"The light is very bad," Ciro said.  "It is changing too much to match."
	The actors were looking to me.  I had to say something.
	"The daylight is gone.  We should set up and do the night scene."
	Courtney left with her entourage.
	"What the fuck was that all about?" Norman said.
	Words failed me.  My mind slowed.  As if in a car wreck.  I watched Courtney get back into the black Towncar and take the fifty foot drive back to her camper.    	
     

	In the twilight, we set up from the night shot.  It was an overhead dolly shot in which Lucien, sleepless, turned to look at Courtney and the camera dollied to follow his gaze, passing over Allen, who was asleep, to Joan, who stared back at him.  Then, in close ups, they exchanged smoldering looks and Joan silently declined Lucien's suggestion that they sneak off to be alone together.
	Ciro and Pedro Luz quickly had the dolly and lights set up.  The shot looked great on the video monitor as the stand-ins laid own in place of the actors.
	The actors were called to the set.  It took Courtney a half hour to get there.  She walked this time.
	I showed Norman and Ron and Courtney were to lay on the bedrolls.  With a blanket pulled around her, I didn't care what she wore or didn't.
	"Where's my bounce card?" she demanded.  "Cathy, Wende, check the monitor," she said to the night sky. 
	Ciro and I looked at each other.
	"You can't film me with this kind of light!  I need a bounce card!  See this jaw?  Very easy to make me look bad.  Very hard to make me look good.  I want a bounce card!"
	I pulled Ciro aside, but he spoke first.  "I will use a bounce card, but I keep the lighting ratio the same so it look good to Courtney but is the same for camera," he whispered.
	"So it won't effect the visuals?"
	Ciro shook his head no with a sly smile.  I smiled back.  I had to take my fun where I could find it, scheming in the dark about a phantom bounce light.
	Pedro Luz set up a bounce card and Ciro tweaked it.
	"How does it look?" Courtney called up to the sky, as if addressing the glamour god.
	"It looks good," Cathy and Wende said in unison from the monitor.
	We rehearsed.  We shot.  When the camera completed its move and held on Courtney's face, I talked her through all the reactions I needed.  "Okay, you look at him.  You look away.  You're thinking.  You give him a glance.  And smile.  Do that again.  Glance and smile.  Good.  Now you glance at him and shake your head no.  Do that again, then go to sleep.  Turn away and go to sleep.  Good.  Great.  Cut."
	"I love you talking me through a take like that," she said.  "I feel like a silent film actress."
	"Gloria Swanson?"
	"Hogeye, is that you with the light?" Courtney quoted from Sunset Boulevard."  She was certifiably hip, so I assumed that this was done with irony.  But she was also certifiable.  It was dangerous to assume.
	We did another take.
	"Great.  Print both complete takes.  Now we'll set up for the close-ups."
	Courtney left, with Cathy and Lonna and Wende and the two bodyguards in tow.
	"What shots have you got left?" Alain asked.
	"Two close-ups, from a lower angle, one of Lucien and one of Joan."
	"It's eight o'clock.  We've got turn-around issues with Courtney.  If you want her at eight o'clock tomorrow morning, we need to release her now."
	"But she's only been on the set for an hour!"
	"That doesn't matter."
	"I think you've got enough of her reactions already to cut the scene together."
	I thought about it.  "Okay, let's watch the tape."
	We walked over to the playback monitor.  The crew was moving around with flashlights.  It was dark.  Everything was mysterious, the murmur of Spanish, laughter, crickets chirping, the hum of the electrical generators.
	"Christian, we want to watch the two complete takes."
	"Yes, Mister Gary."  He looked as happy as could be.  I was glad that someone looked that happy on this set.
	"And if anyone else every asks to watch a playback tape you tell them that the deck is broken, there aren't any tapes."
	"Yes, Mister Gary."
	"Getting paranoid are we?" Alain asked.
	"Paranoid?  Do you want Courtney watching every take that we do?  Do you want the watching the videotape to become part of the routine here on our bustling set?"
	We watched the takes. "You've got everything you need.  Just shoot the stuff with Lucien to intercut."
	"I had planned to intensify the scene by going to extreme close-ups after the dolly move."
	"If the day had gone better, I'd say stick to the plan.  But...we are where we are."
	Standing in Mexico in the night secretly watching a videotape.  Standing on the edge of chaos. "Okay, release Courtney.  You're sure this isn't a compromise?"
	"I wouldn't suggest it if it was.  It's an adjustment.  A reasonable adjustment."
	I trusted Alain to tell me the truth.  Without further adieu, he went to wrap Courtney for the night.  Alone, I mentally erased the storyboards, the Platonic ideal of the scene from my head.  The overhead dolly shot looked great.  I had that.  I could live with that. 
	"Ciro," I called, and explained the change of plans to him.  "Do you think it's okay?"
	"Yes, it will be fine."
	"Bueno," I said.  
	He touched my arm.  "How are you doing?" He asked.
	I shrugged.
	"She is crazy."
	I shrugged again.  "The last shot you did was very beautiful."
	"Thank you."
	Quickly, Ciro lit Norman's close-up.  The Lincoln Towncar drove away just as  Norman was brought back to the set.
	"This is your close up," I explained as he laid back down in his bedroll.
	"Where's Courtney?"
	"She's been released."
	"What?!  That bitch didn't stick around to help me do my close-up."
	"She's off camera."
	"This is bullshit!"
	"I released her.  Turn-around.  So we'd be able to shoot with her tomorrow."
	"It's still bullshit.  She still should have stayed."
	"Let's just do the scene."
	Cameras rolled.  I called action, then talked Norman through the shot.  "Okay you look at her.  You smile.  You think about it.  You gesture for her to sneak off with you.  She turns you down.  You try to wave her over again.  You give up.  You look thoughtful.  Disappointed.  You pull the blanket over your head.  Good.  Cut."
	"Can we do another one?"
	"Sure."
	"And don't say anything this time. Just let me do it."
	"Sure."
	We did another take.  Silent this time.  As Norman puled the blanket over his head, a cow mooed, loudly, from the other side of the fence.
	Everyone laughed.  Even Norman.  It was the funniest moo we'd heard all day.
	"That's a wrap."


	Back at the hotel, Alain and I climbed the stairs to Norman's room on the second floor.  He and Ron wanted to talk.  We all drank Negro Models.
	Ron reclined on the bed.  I sprawled on the couch.  Alain sat in the armchair.  Norman paced with beer and cigarette.
	"Fire her fucking ass.  Shut down the production and get another actress up here.  Ann Heche would do this in a second."
	Ann Heche had turned the project down several times, first as a client of CAA, then as a client of ICM.
	"Tons of actresses would do this."
	Tons of actresses had turned me down.  If the movie shut down, it was all over.  It would not come back to life.
	"Fire her fucking ass."
	"It's not good," Ron said.  "I don't know what you guys are going to do, or what tomorrow's going to be like, but it can't be like today."
	"I don't think it will be," I said.  "She got thrown off my the make-up thing.  I'm not excusing her, but that's what happened.  Look, we shot two good scenes today.  Things will get better."
	No one was convinced.
	Alain walked me back to my room.  The schedule was already in disarray.  Tomorrow we would go back to the dock and try again.  
	"All things considered, I think that the first week of shooting went pretty well," I said.
	Alain gave me a puzzled look.  He didn't understand.  Then he did: it felt more like a lifetime ago that I had stepped out of my hotel room, eager to greet the dawn.
	I ordered room service and took a shower.  I thought about what scenes were essential to shoot before we left for Uruapan on Thursday.  I thought about what scenes could be pushed to the end of the schedule.  I thought about what scenes could be cut.  And then I tried to stop thinking.  I thought I might be too wound up to sleep.  But I didn't even think about that.
	Thankfully, miraculously, I slept dreamlessly for nine hours.


	day 2
	And woke.  Expecting the unexpected.
	Alain drove Federico and Ciro and me through the valley toward Ojo de Agua.  We discussed contingency plans, now being in a contingent situation.
	"The Texas Plains scenes are three pages.  But we don't have a location," I said.
	"What about the quarry?" Alain asked.
	"What quarry?"
	"Down the hill."
	"There," Alain pointed, just at the outskirts of a village that made the big wooden crucifixes.  
	Alain drove the Jetta across the highway and pulled to a stop.  We got out. 
	I had always imagined the Texas plains location as being a wide expanse of desolate terrain.  This was compact desolation.  There was a quarry, or more properly, a hole in the ground.  On the other side of this chasm was the raw face of a crumbling hill side.  I got out my director's finder and walked through the shots with Ciro.  There were two scenes, and I had planned to do them both as long, designed shots, moving the camera and moving the actors in relation to the camera.  Two scenes, two shots.  Three pages of script.  It was my favorite kind of filmmaking--choreographing the camera to try and achieve seamless, visual story-telling.
	This was not the location I had envisioned, but it was an evocative piece of landscape.  It might actually work better than the location we had planned to film at on day 14, three hundred miles away.
	"I like it very much," Ciro said, the viewfinder to his eye.  
	Federico looked around.  "It's good.  Plenty of room to park the vehicles and stage the action."
	We drove on to Ojo de Agua, with this contingency plan in place, should we need it. 
	When we arrived, Courtney had already been in make-up for two hours.  Factoring in that it would take an hour to mobilize the crew for the first shot, everyone should theoretically be ready at the same time.
	A funereal group was gathered outside Courtney's camper.  Donald, Wende Martin, Wendy the Girlfriend, Leonardo, and the two body guards.
	"Courtney was pimples," Donald said, as if announcing that she had terminal cancer.
	"Stress," Wendy the Girlfriend explained.
	Wende Martin looked sorrowful.
	"We have sent for a doctor from Mexico City.  He is on his way."
	"We have a doctor on set."
	"She needs a dermatologist."
	Of course, a dermatologist.  Every low budget production in the middle of Mexico should have one on call.
	"He will not be here until lunch."
	I thought about going into the camper to commiserate, but every man should face his own demons alone, and every Diva should face her own pimples.  Alone.
	"Is there something else you can film man?"
	"As a matter of fact, we scouted a Texas Plains location on the road here."
	"That's great."
	I saw Federico standing on the periphery of the Pimple Caucus.  He caught my eye as he spoke soundlessly into his headset.  Without my asking, the army was being mobilized to a different battlefield.
	A convoy was organized and dispatched.  There was a combi for the camera crew, the half-ton with the grip and lighting gear, a van for wardrobe and make-up. 
	What an hour ago had been a neglected patch of dirt now became the focus of organized activity as the Mercury was properly positioned for the first shot and dolly track was laid.
	"Here is a cooler for you with water and bananas.  What else do you need?" Feerico asked.
	"Shade.  How do you say shade in Spanish."
	"Sombre."
	"I'd like some sombre."
	"It will be done," Federico joked.  The sun had risen and the Panama hat that I had bought in D.F. wasn't enough protection in this barren, treeless place.
	Within a blink Pedro Luz was erecting a large umbrella for me.
	"Gracias, Pedro."
	"De nada, SeÒor."
	"Me amor sombre."
	Pedro laughed.
	"Me amor sombre," I repeated.  I'll do anything for a laugh.
	Pedro laughed again.
	"You should be careful, Gary," Federico said.  "He thought you said Me amor hombre--I love men.  Hombre and sombre are similar.
	"Ah.  Me amor sombre."
	"Si, SeÒor," Pedro said.
	No one said a word about Courtney but we were all thinking about her.  Maybe that was the working definition of a Diva--she managed to make herself the center of attention, even off stage.  
	Except for that cloudy premonition, the uncertain fate of her pimples and of our afternoon shooting schedule, it was a joyful morning of pure filmmaking.  High clouds raced across the sky, sending shadows racing along the ground.  I felt privileged to catch this light and shadow on film.  
	We completed the three pages, packed the equipment, folded the umbrella, and went back to Ojo de Agua.
	The dermatologist had arrived and was in Courtney's trailer.  I heard her yelling at someone or something, her words thankfully muffled.  A pimple-ectomy was presumably being performed.  Courtney's complexion permitting, the plan was to film car scenes after lunch.  
	It began drizzling during lunch.  
	The drizzle turned to rain.  The sky darkened.  Lightning flashed and thunder, getting closer.  The rain became torrential, drumming loudly on the roof of the production trailer.  Then the rain was white, and thunderous--hail.  In a matter of minutes the ground was covered with ice, like Christmas in July.  And then the storm passed.  A few last pellets fell.
	After the squall, the sky was a flat light gray, from horizon to horizon, as if twilight had come six hours early.  
	I walked out to the dock and stood alone in the marvelous, strange light.  The lake was calm and dreamlike, as in a De Chirico painting.
	I turned back and looked at Pedro and his crew rigging the '46 Mercury to the camera car for the driving shots.
	Alain and Donald were nowhere in sight.  I thought about talking to them, but the decision was mine to make.  It would be criminal not to use this light, not to film this magnificent lake that we had journeyed so far to capture on film.  
	I gestured to Federico.  "This light is incredible. I think we should film the afternoon dock scene.  We can do the driving scenes anywhere."
	"We have the bus and thirty extras in Cocochucho for the establishing shot, Guatemala Bus, Day."
	"Shit."  That gorgeous shot, I thought.  The kind of shot that you had to plan a day in advance, to rent the bus and hire the extras.  Not the kind of shot that we could plan for on our mercurial schedule, as we dealt with unpredictable conditions of nature--the rainy season weather and Courtney's gyrating inner demons.  "We can't do it.  We've got to get Courtney on film."  
	He looked out at the lake.  "Yes, I will tell them the change of plans."
	I felt at peace.  That I had made the right decision, to use this magical light.  Underfoot the hail was already melting.  And for the first time I felt that I had power, real power, that I wasn't just getting pulled by the chaos of errant make-up artists and crippling pimples.  I could and did change the course of the afternoon's work with a couple of words.  Never, not even making my student films, had I worked on such an improvised, changing schedule.  I knew that this feeling of control was momentary, but I enjoyed it anyway, for a few moments.
	I directed the placement of the '46 Mercury on the dock.  With Ciro and the stand ins, who now stood on apple boxes to match the height of the actors they were standing in for, we blocked out the master.  The light held, a magic hour of seemingly infinite duration.
	Everything was prepared, quickly and efficiently.
	And then we waited.
	For two hours and fifteen minutes.
	Finally, the black Lincoln Towncar glided toward the dock, flanked by the two formally dressed bodyguards.  
	She was on the set and ready to shoot at five thirty.  She had shaved at hour and a half off of her seven p.m. arrival on set yesterday.  You might say that the pace of production was picking up.
	Her face was a bumpy mask.  But she was wearing the white blouse and blue slacks.  At least she was dressed today.
	Even though the light was silky and mysterious, Ciro had a bounce card for Courtney.  It was the most important prop on set.  I went over to the video monitor and turned up the gain, which automatically softened all the skin tones.  "Always keep the gain turned all up, Christian."
	"Yes, Mister Gary."
	"Remember--that's our secret.  Are you making a videotape of the scene?"
	"Yes."
	"No.  Always answer no to that question."
	Christian smiled.  "I understand."  He lifted up a sound blanket.  "I keep the deck hidden, see?"
	"Excellent.  Bueno."
	In real life I was compulsively honest.  Subterfuge was coming easily to me now.  All of my interactions with Courtney so far had convinced me that I could not be honest and open with her.  It went well beyond the maxim of dote or die.  If she lulled you into openness, she would then use that to attack.  And she had a histrionic personality.  If she yelled at me and I yelled back at her, no good would come of that.  If I fought her, she would only increase her resistance.  I made a conscious choice to be passive-aggressive.  I would let her do each scene her way.  All I needed was one take of my way and to cut the film together.    
	A peanut gallery had assembled in front of the video monitor: Donald, Wendy the girlfriend, Wende Martin (The Personal Assistant), Cathy and Lonna.
	Courtney didn't want to lean against the car because it would sully her blue slacks.  I threw the Mexican blanket that was in the Mercury's back seat across the hood like a saddle blanket, so that we could rehearse without worrying about those blue slacks. 
	"Is it okay?" I whispered to Rando, who had just arrived on location.
	"No, but no one will notice it in the bottom of the frame like that."
	"How do I look?" Courtney called out as she stared into space.
	"Great," Cathy answered.
	"Beauty," Wende Martin said.
	"Great," Donald said.
	We rehearsed the master, a two-shot of Joan and Lucien leaning against the Merc, with the lake in the background.
	"Less," I directed Courtney.
	"Less?"
	"Quiet.  Intimate.  Deadpan."
	"I want to do it my way."
	"Okay, let's do a take."
	We did a take.  Her way.  Hammy.  Mannered.
	Cathy and Lonna swooped in to touch up the Diva's hair and make-up, Anna gestured me aside.
	Cathy appraised Courtney's face, like a painter who wanted to take a few more brush strokes to perfect her master work.
	"Great," I said.  I hated myself for pointlessly saying great, but I couldn't stop myself.  "Great.  Let's try one my way."
	We did another take.  Still hammy, but less so.
	"Smaller.  Let the audience fill things in," I suggested.
	"Fine.  I won't do anything."
	"Great.  Try that.  Roll cameras."
	We did another take.  My way.  Or as close as I was going to get to it today.  She did almost nothing.  I was happy.
	"Print takes two and four," I said to Anna.  Take two was Courtney's way, take four was my way.  
	"That sucked.  Can we do another one?" Norman asked.
	"No.  We've got it, let's move on."
	"Really?  You really think we got it?"
	"I do, or I wouldn't say so."
	"Courtney's close-up next, Ciro."
	Courtney and Norman wandered away.  Alma, Courtney's stand-in, returned, bringing an apple box along with her.  I lined up the close-up with my director's finder, and held the finder in place for Ciro.  
	"Too close, I think."  Ciro gestured toward his cheeks with fluttering fingers.  "Her face, not good to be so close."  Never had pimples been so tactfully ben described.
	"It's got to be close enough to cut in from the master.  Do what you think best."
	He chuckled.  "Of course."
	"I need the glam squad," Courtney announced, when the camera was ready and she was back on set.  This close-up, her first on the shoot, brought a frenzy of hair and make-up activity.  Time stood still for her and the glam squad.  Another shooting day waned as powder and blush and eyeliner was applied and re-applied.
	Cathy hurried back to the monitor.
	"How am I?" Courtney asked.
	"Great," Cathy said.
	"Beauty, Little Sis," Wende Martin said.
	We went through the same shooting routine.  First we did it Courtney's way.  I didn't say a word.  Then we did it my way, which was mostly getting her to stop acting and to simply be in front of the camera.  The revelation was that she excelled in close up.  In real life she didn't seem to relate to other people, except as they reflected her, as if she were the Sun Queen.  On film, she didn't relate to the other actors in the master.  But in the close-up, that visual universe of which she was the only occupant, there she came to life.  
	As a filmmaker I preferred letting scenes play out in a master, to give a heightened sense of reality by allowing a scene to unfold in real time.  That had been my visual plan for this film.  Because of Courtney's lack of emotional attentiveness in the master and her inability to match action, I now saw this film as playing out in close-up.
	As this second day, I completed a scene with Courtney, just ahead of darkness.  
	"Missy is very happy with the work we did today," Wende Martin told me as I went back to the production trailer.  Second-hand praise from the Sun Queen.
	I told myself that a corner had been turned.  That we were settling into a working rhythm.  If it was self-delusion, it was still useful: it helped me sleep that night.


	day 3
	Ideally, we would have returned to Ojo de Agua this morning to complete the dock scene from the first day.  But we were driving around the lake in the opposite direction, to Erongaricuaro, because the Federales Scene was scheduled for today, and the two actors playing the Federales had arrived last night, as had the period car they would drive.  
	As I drove with Alain east around the lake, a herd of cattle blocked the road.  It seemed perfectly normal until I thought, I'm late for work because of a herd of cattle. 
	After the cattle, we drove past the location for the Donkey Cart Scene.  To be filmed at the end of the shoot.  Or never.  Most likely, never.  All that writing and rewriting.  Then the hunt for the perfect location.  Then walking through the location shot by shot on the tech scout.  Now driving swiftly past it.
	"That was where we were going to film the donkey cart scene," I pointed out to Alain.
	"You probably would have just cut it out of the picture."
	"It would have been nice to have that luxury later, instead of cutting it now."
	"But you don't have luxury now."
	"No.  I've got Courtney."
	Our trucks and vans lined the two-lane highway outside Erongaricuaro.  Alain drove me past all the trucks, to the patch of road where we would be filming.
	A ribbon of black asphalt ran through a patch of yucca cactus and tall grass.  The lake was hidden from view along this desolate, haunted stretch of road.  Even though it was early, I felt the heat radiating off the blacktop.  There was no wind and the dead air was humid from yesterday's rain. 
	Federico, Ciro, Pedro Luz, Pedro Mejia, and Leonardo were sipping coffee and talking.
	"Hola," I said and shook hands all around.  
	"Number One has not arrived," Federico said.
	"She had a six a.m. call," Alain said.  
	It was eight fifteen.  
	"What's being done?" Alain asked.
	"Oscar has been trying to call the hotel.  The cell phones don't working very well out here."
	"I'll go look into it."  He got into the rental Jetta and drove in reverse back toward trucks.
	The sequence began with a low-angle shot of the Mercury driving past, followed by the Federales car.  Alma, wearing a blonde wig, rode with Norman in Ron in the Mercury.
	One of the key advantages of this location, from a logistical stand point was that a dirt road paralleled the highway that we were shooting on.  Traffic could be held when we were shooting, and then diverted along this dirt road while we were setting up, leaving the black asphalt road free of extraneous traffic.  At regular intervals as traffic was released by the Federales we had hired, a caravan of buses and combis and beat pickup trucks motored past. 
	The next part of the sequence was a driving scene in which Joan and Lucien are Allen see the Federales waving for them to pull over.  I couldn't film Lucien driving without Joan in the front seat, but because Allen was riding alone in the backseat, I could film his angle.	
	We then filmed some point of view shots from the Mercury.  These required no actors and helped sustain the illusion that the film shoot was proceeding apace, even as we again stumbled.  We weren't waiting for Godot; we were again waiting for Courtney.   
	"Number One has arrived," Federico reported.  Then he shrugged.
	Alain appeared.  "Courtney was sent back to Ojo de Agua this morning, on the other side of the lake.  Her call sheet was wrong, that's why she's late."
	"What?"
	"Oscar sent her to the wrong place."
	Federico spoke in French to Alain.  I heard merde, and other words that were probably French for goddamn motherfucker.  
	"It's too big of a fuck-up to even bother chastising him," Alain said to me in English.
	Federico went off to do his own chastising.
	"Federico is very good, but after him the quality of the staff radically deteriorates."
	"Did you calm her down?"
	"Donald and Wendy are back there bowing and scraping.  It's a full time job trying to make Courtney happy.  But she's here.  She's in make-up."
	"Eternally."
	"Sardonic this morning, aren't we?"
	The morning was almost gone.  I had to finish the Federales Scene by the end of the day, and all of the Lake Patzcuaro scenes by tomorrow afternoon.  With nothing left to shoot, I waited with the crew for Courtney to emerge from the black hole of make-up.  Then, finally, she was on the set and we rehearsed.
	The scene was supposed to be scary and then funny: scary because the Federales could do bad things to gringos on a lonely road, funny because Lucien undresses and offers his clothes to the Federales as a bribe.  Courtney insisted on playing it angry.  But it was only a rehearsal.
	Courtney returned to her trailer for make-up.  
	We waited.
	The crew broke for lunch.
	Lunch was over.
	We waited.
	The sky darkened.
	At 3:50 p.m., the black Towncar drove slowly down the black asphalt toward the waiting camera and crew.  The curly headed bodyguard held the door open for Courtney.  She was ready to shoot.  She was wearing the maroon slacks and a white blouse for this scene.  
	I had planned eight camera set-ups to convey the complex interaction of the scene.  I immediately reduced this to four camera set-ups, to give myself a fighting chance of finishing the scene.
	I kept playing the scene in my head, convincing myself that this radical alteration of plans would work.  I tried to think.  I thought that I was thinking.  But I couldn't be sure because, even with the precaution of clinging to shade, I was fried from the long day out on that black asphalt.  My brain was at half-mast--my mind was a mixed-metaphor.  Like a poker player, I had to bluff my way through a complex set of aesthetic and logistical decisions to complete the scene as best I could in the remaining minutes of daylight, under a gray sky, with the rain threatening.
	Courtney insisted on playing the scene angry.  
	I said, don't play is angry.  I used synonyms for anger.  I talked in metaphor.  I tried direct direction, and indirection.  
	It started to drizzle.  Wende Martin and Patricia, the wardrobe supervisor, held umbrellas over Courtney to keep her dry.  Norman and Ron huddled with me under my umbrella.  The air smelled of steam as the drizzle sizzled on the asphalt.    
	I decided that if I shot Lucien in isolated close-up doing his strip tease, and the Federale Sergeant in isolated close-up reacting, then I could keep the emphasis on Lucien and keep Courtney's tone of anger out of the scene.
	"Can we shoot in this drizzle, Ciro?"
	"It's okay.  We can keep shooting."
	The drizzle continued.  Pedro Luz rigged a silk to keep the actors dry.  The sky kept threatening and we kept shooting.
	I finished the angles that Courtney was in and released her from the set.  The Towncar drove slowly away, in reverse.  The mood on the set relaxed.
	Donald watched grimly with folded arms.  "She's a fucking nightmare," he said under his breath.  "After the fuck-up this morning, she was threatening to get on a plane and go home."
	"You've got a tough job," I commiserated.
	"We've both a got a tough job on this one."
	We were comrades in pain.  In the rain.  That fell mainly on the plain.


	day 4
	"After I sign the checks, I'm heading back to Mexico City," Alain said as he drove to Ojo de Agua.
	"I wish you didn't have to go back."
	"The completion bond company is being ridiculous.  They're asking for absurd documentation."
	"I thought they were you're friends."
	Alain shrugged. "No completion bond, no loan.  No loan, no money.  We're running on fumes.  If I don't go back to L.A., even the fumes will dry up."
	"Do fumes dry up?"
	"Pick your own metaphor."
	"Still, I wish you could stay.  You're leaving me with Donald."
	"Hey, he's handling Courtney and her multifarious needs.  He's suitably occupied.  Anything else you can handle."
	As soon as we got to Ojo de Agua, Federico, his five o'clock shadow looking permanent, intercepted me.  "Number One is running late.  When Wende Martin says one hour, that means at least two hours."
	"At best."
	"Yes, at best, which means, perhaps, the worst, no?" Federico said.  Then he and Alain spoke French to each other.  As when the crew spoke Spanish, which was always, unless they were talking to me, I didn't feel excluded.  It was restful, the babble of words I didn't have to even try to understand.  Just sounds, leaving me to think or fret or both.
	"What should we do?"  Federico asked, switching back to English.
	"Establishing shots and car-bys.  Otherwise we'll just be standing around."
	"Yes, exactly, Gary.  A reduced crew, no?"  Federico left to make the arrangements.  
	"I'll say via con Dias now," Alain said and shook my head.
	"Via con Diva, you mean."
	"See you in Mexico City."
	Alain left.  I looked up at the milky white sky, obscured by morning fog, and fretted about the soupy light.
	Twenty minutes later, our small caravan was on the road.  A pickup truck, two combis, and the Mercury.  Soon we were out of radio contact with base camp.  The fog burned away as we prepared the first shot; I felt lucky, for the moment.
	I needed three establishing shots.  One was ten miles away, along a narrow dirt road that wound up a mountainside above the lake.  It would take at least an hour to drive to this distant location, and then continue on a long loop to the valley for the other two establishing shots.  But if I didn't commit to this course, I would live with the ghost of regret.  I committed, directing us to go to the right, through the back streets of Tzintzuntzan.
	But there was no way of knowing when Courtney was ready.  I was absurdly hopeful.  Maybe Wende Martin was right, maybe Courtney really would be ready in an hour.  The previous days had all had extenuating circumstances--day 1, make-up artist delayed because her cosmetics are mistaken for terrorist weapons, day 2, the pimple crisis, day 3, Diva gets sent to wrong location by idiotic 2nd A.D.--today, maybe she really would be ready in an hour, while I was off grabbing beauty shots.  This anxiety kept me from truly enjoying the morning, even as the fog burned away and I captured the gorgeous landscapes that was the point of the long trip here to film.
	Upon returning to Ojo de Agua two and a half hours later, my absurd hopefulness burned away like the morning fog.  Courtney would be ready in a half hour.  It was an Einsteinian conception of a half-hour, an elastic conception of time.  
	Outside Courtney's trailer, Donald paced, cell phone to his ear, radiating bad vibes. 
	I steered clear.
	The crew got everything ready for the morning scene.  Again.  Just as on day one, Pedro Luz built a plywood platform for the camera, and metal frames to hang the silks from.  Noe moved the camera into position.  Alma sat on a half-apple box--an improvement in technique since day 1--so Ciro could frame up the shot. 
	Again, in dread deja vu, we waited.
	For two hours.
	"Number One is on her way," Federico finally reported.  He readied the crew, getting people back to battle stations now that the battle was again upon us.
	And, then, as reward for our long vigil, the black Towncar drove slowly toward us, flanked by the two bodyguards, there suits and ties looking oddly formal among the jeans and sneakers of the film crew.
	Courtney got out of the Towncar, wearing a white blouse and a black skirt with a flower pattern.  A bit overdressed for a bohemian road trip, but infinitely preferable to the lavender shawl sans underwear.
	As the actors assembled, Donald beckoned me over.  I had to snake my way past the crew that was now crowded the narrow peninsula.
	"It's two thirty now.  We'll go into meal penalty so you can get the scene, but you've got to be completely done by three thirty."
	"It's three pages of script.  An absolute minimum of four set ups."
	"I don't care."
	"This is Allen's big scene.  His big speech."
	"We have to wrap this location and drive to Uruapan.  We should be wrapping now."
	"Courtney just got on the set."
	"We have to be done at three thirty."
	"I thought you were worried about coverage."
	"I'm worried about other overtime now.  The trucks won't get to the other location to midnight.  Three thirty and I pull the plug."
	I went back to my place by the camera, my stomach churning with this added note of extreme tension.  I saw Donald standing on the dock, his arms folded, glowering.
	Cathy gave Courtney's make-up a last touch up.  Had the arduous journey by Towncar mussed her up?
	We rehearsed.  At end of the scene, Lucien wrapped a blanket around himself and joined Allen and Joan.  They drank tequila and ad libbed.
	The ending was flaccid.  A moment of inspiration:
	"We're going to do a take.  But this time, don't get up, Norman.  We've got the close-up of you lying in your bedroll, eavesdropping.  That'll play stronger."
	"I like that.  That feels better."
	Everyone liked it.  Even the Diva.
	And it made the scene simpler--and one minute shorter.  Easier to film.  Quicker.  Though that was a bonus, not a motivation.  I tried to be scrupulously honest with myself about that.
	I did two takes of the master.  Some directors believe in perfect masters--get a pristine version of the scene in one great take.  But unless you plan on having the scene play in that one take, it's an academic exercise.  I would be using the master at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end.  Between the two takes I had all the footage I needed.
	It was three o'clock when we moved on to the next set up, Allen's close-up for his big speech.  Film industry convention is to shoot the star's close-up first, out of fealty and deference.  But Allen was more important than Joan in this scene.
	After a couple of false starts, I got two excellent takes.  Both different, both compelling.  It was three twenty.  I took Donald's deadline seriously.  I took all deadlines seriously.  
	We moved on to Courtney's close-up.  Make-up was tweaked.  Hair was tweaked.  Make-up was re-tweaked yet again.
	"Where's the video monitor?  I want to see the video monitor.
	"There's no room for it down here."  I almost fell in the lake as I walked back to the camera, as if to prove the point--Pedro Luz caught me.
	I let Courtney do her own thing before I talked again about the essence of the scene and asked her to do it my way.  Remarkably, she played it low key.  She was bored with the scene after shooting the master and Ron's close-up; her performance was simpler, natural, unforced.  I learned an important lesson: shoot Courtney's close-up last.
	It was ten to four. 
	I had finished.  But I didn't like the duress of Donald's added tension.  I already missed Alain's presence, which kept Donald's tendency to histrionics in check.
	It was time for lunch.  After, the company would move to Uruapan.
	I ate quickly and then went to the production trailer.  Never had I been happier to have an empty, air-conditioned place to myself.  I turned off the fluorescent lights and sat down in the make-up chair.  
	The trailer creaked as someone mounted the steps.  The door opened.
	Courtney.
	"I wanted to talk to you.  You're really nice, but it would help if you yelled at the crew.  They'd really respond because you don't yell.  It really wakes people up."
	"I've got to do things my way."
	"I'm glad we reshot the scene," she said, back to her daddy's lost little girl routine.  She was a baffling mix of the shrewd and the clueless.
	She smiled and left the trailer.
	Rest time was over.  I changed into a new pair of socks and shoes, and gathered op my things for the drive to Uruapan. 
	"Fuck, we shot that thing fast," I heard Norman say as I walked through the maze of trailers..
	"Donald told Gary he was pulling the plug or else.  He said he has to lay down the law to the director or else," I overheard Ron approvingly reply.
	I was angry at Donald--for his manipulative stratagem that had unnecessarily added more tension to my day.  It put me in an unforgiving mood for his inexperience with production.  I didn't mind his inexperience, but I did mind suffering the consequences when he took misguided steps to act decisively.  
	Ciro and I rode together to Uruapan in a dark blue Suburban.  Good-bye, Tzintzuntzan, I said to myself, as we drove away.  Four days into shooting and I had started saying good-byes.
	Christian had loaned me a little Hi-8 player with an LCD screen.  Ciro and I sat in the backseat and watched what we had shot the first four days.  The tapes didn't have sound.  The 35mm film was being shipped back to Mexico City for processing, and we still didn't have any official dailies to see.  But in this crude way, Ciro and I could review the footage from the first four days.  The sky darkened and we drove into a heavy rain storm, which made the LCD screen easier to see.  The rain pounding on the roof was our soundtrack.  
	"Yes, but the little screen is terrible," Ciro said.
	"Terrible," I agreed.  "But at least we can see something.  You're doing a great job, Ciro."
	"Thank you."  He frowned, waved his hands, shrugged.  "It is difficult.  With Courtney.  So much time waiting."
	I frowned and shrugged.
	And looked out at the rain.

	Uruapan was wet this time through, and just as ugly.  Rubin drove us to the Hotel Cupetitzio, near the Parque Nacional.  We had stayed here on the second scouting trip to Uruapan.  
	Ciro spoke Spanish with Rubin, but didn't get out.  "The crew is staying at another hotel.  You and the actors and Donald are here."
	For egalitarian reasons, I didn't like the idea of separating the company into different hotels.  I also didn't like it for practical reasons--it would be difficult to communicate with Federico and Ciro and the rest of the crew if they were across town.  
	"What's the name of your hotel?"
	Ciro conferred with Rubin.  "The Hotel Concordia," Rubin said.
	My things were unloaded.  I thanked Rubin, said good-bye to Ciro, and the Suburban drove away.  I was the first our group to arrive.  For the first time in many days I was alone.
	A bellman took me and my many things up to a room on the second floor.  The room was "nice" in a Holiday Inn or Marriott kind of way, with a few local touches.  A large folk art crucifix hung over one of the beds.  Given my current mood and situation, that was the bed that I chose to sleep in.  
	Dinner that night was in the hotel restaurant.  Donald made a big point of wanting me and all the actors to have dinner together.  I was punctual for dinner; the actors weren't.  Two tables were pushed together.  I sat next to Wendy the Girlfriend/Associate Producer.  Donald sat across from me, next to Wende the Personal Assistant.  Our conversation was friendly but forced.  We talked about the weather, and the menu, and the production.  Everyone said how well things were going, and what a good job I was doing, all things considered.  I evaluated the compliments as being heartfelt but with a note of panic that conviviality could not completely hide.
	Courtney arrived and sat next to me.  She had a lost look, as if she was trying to look in a mirror, but there was no mirror to look into.  She smiled vaguely, as an after thought.
	Norman and Ron arrived soon after, boisterous.  "Man, we found the strangest titty bar in town."
	"A titty bar?" Courtney asked.  "I used to dance at the Pussycat when I first came to Hollywood.  I saved the money for acting class."
	Norman ordered a pitcher of margaritas.  He was acting more like Lucien here at the table than he did on the set.  
	"You shouldn't drink," Courtney told him, sounding like a bossy den mother.  She had come back to life now that she could both flirt with Norman and pull rank. 
	"Oh, yeah?"  Norman said.
	"It'll effect your work.  You'll be fucked up on the set tomorrow."
	Norman took a took drink of the salty-sweet stuff.  "I'm a method actor."
	"You're fucked up," Courtney said and laughed.
	I was pulled between the polite conversation of my left that was not terribly engaging and the face-off between Norman and Courtney on my right.  I tuned the conversation back in and heard "...and Warren went in my bathroom an looked at my toilet and he looked at my sheets and he nosed around everything.  And he did this slug-like thing with his tongue on my neck and it was disgusting but it totally worked.  Warren Beatty..." she said with raised eyebrows and took a drink.  "Warren Beatty," she wistfully repeated.
	"I fucked Warren.  He's not so great," I said.  Dryly.
	Norman and Ron laughed, but Courtney acted like she hadn't heard.  She drank a margarita, and not gingerly.  Was I the only one to notice that the den mother was now knocking one back?        
	It went on like that for a while.  To my left, Donald, the pained hostess, desperately wanting to be hip, to be The Producer.  Wende facing Wendy.  To my right, Courtney matching Norman and Ron drink for drink.  One "did she or didn't she?" celebrity fuck story was pretty much like the next one--it was like the Books On Tape version of the National Inquirer.  Not once did she look my way.  She had to demonstrate her power.  She would never forgive me the power of being able to say action and cut.  Yes, it was a get-acquainted dinner.  I was getting acquainted with my evolving directorial strategy vis-a-vis the Diva.  
	I would not sit passively beside her.
	"Good night," I said, standing up.  Courtney looked shocked.
	Because I was walking out on her.  I already had an image of Warren Beatty licking her neck.  I didn't need any more such viscous imagery in my brain; brain space was precious these days.
	Yes, I walked out on dinner.  Aggressively.
	And stretched out in bed, under that hand-crafted crucifix.  Tomorrow would be another station of the cross.


	day 5
	The crew call was for seven a.m., on location.  It was an hour and a half drive.  I rode with Ron and Norman in a Suburban, departing at five thirty a.m.  Donald saw us off; he would follow in his rental car.
	They both looked hungover.  Ron closed his eyes as soon as he fell into the back seat.  Norman slumped into the passenger seat in front.
	"I should get a fucking Academy Award for all the acting I'm doing with that bitch off-screen," Norman croaked.  "She kept telling me don't drink, don't drink while she kept slugging down margaritas.  Shit.  Like I need her to give me advice."
	The drove the back route to ParicutÌn, along the graded dirt road through the Parque Nacional Pico de Tancitaro.  This was my fourth trip to ParicutÌn, but my first time along this long back route.  But it was the only way to get the trucks and crew bus in.
	The road went up and down through a pine forest as the sky turned pre-dawn blue.  The road got washboard bumpy.  Ron and Norman groaned.  
	The pine covered hills flattened out and then the pine trees thinned away.   Rounding a bend, we entered the lava field.  It was like driving through an angry brown sea that had frozen in a strange pattern of waves breaking and sloshing in every direction.  Ron and Norman had lapsed back to sleep.  In my three previous trips I had never been through this part of the lava field.  The road forked in several places--I how did Rubin know which fork to take?  I feared that everyone would get lost in this gnarled igneous maze.
	But Rubin steered us unerringly to the dirt clearing nearest to the church ruins, filled this morning with our campers, trailers, trucks and vans.  We were the first to arrive. 
	I had two days to film all the scenes at ParicutÌn.  Because it was the rainy season, I had to expect the rain to stop the shooting at some point each day.  And we expected more extreme weather in the highlands. 
	My fourth trip to the ruins was utterly different as boards were laid over the more treacherous patches of lava.  The long shots establishing Joan and Lucien climbing into the church archway were shot without waiting for Courtney's make-up, the equivalent of a miracle, perhaps the boon of shooting on sacred ground.  Courtney oohed and ahhed over the location.  Everyone did.  It was awe inspiring, the collision of tradition and nature, the four hundred year old church caught in hardened lava, melted and toppled like a toy by the only volcano born in the Twentieth Century.   
	After the establishing shots, Courtney returned to her camper, and huge silks were hung from the surviving bell tower and steeple, guyed by ropes like an enormous white sail.  A platform was built for the camera.  The crew was positioned like seals on the jagged rocks that surrounded the one surviving archway.  
	As the crew spoke in Spanish back and forth--nary a word of English--I understand perfectly what was going on, all the rigging and adjustments that occur on any film set--but the Spanish was a restful backwash of sound.  I felt clear, and at peace.  I had a first glimmer that I could get my film shot in the five weeks allotted. 
	Tour groups came through every hour or so--German, then French, the Mexican.  The sky was so relentlessly blue I had no fear of rain.  
	We waited for less than an hour for the bodyguards, in their suits and ties, to lead Courtney from the camper, across the lava, to the archway.  After the interminable delays of the first four days, this qualified as a rocketing pace.  
	"We were watching 'Bullitt' in the camper," Courtney announced.  "I'm going to channel Steve McQueen."
	"I'm going to channel Luis BuÒuel," I said, in deference to the unforced surrealism of the ruined church in the lava flow.
	For once, her performance was quiet and inward turning.  If 'Bullitt" is what it took, then so be it.  She could do doom very well.
	As I walked out of the lava field, with unfettered optimism and a good appetite, Donald pulled me aside.  "You need to finish shooting early, so we can drive back before it gets dark."
	"What?"
	"The road is dangerous."
	"We drove here in the dark this morning.  They drove all the trucks in last night."
	"I don't care."
	Just because Donald had a rental car and he got jittery driving through the lava field, that was hardly enough reason to alter the shooting schedule, when we needed every minute to shoot the movie.  His expression was combative, he had obviously been stewing on this all morning.  He wanted to drive back before dark, so we all should.  I told myself to remember all the hard work Donald had done to get us here and the abuse from Courtney that he now had to endure.  I tried to think only good thoughts.  But I would not end the shooting day early to accommodate his petty fears.
	"I won't jeopardize the crew," he insisted.
	"No one is jeopardizing anyone.  The road is fine.  We need to shoot until we lose the light.  We've only got two days here."
	"I don't like it, Gary," he said, his voice rising.
	I tried another tack.  "It's a half hour hike from here to Angahu·n.  On foot or on horseback.  It's a nice hike.  From Angahu·n, the road is a paved highway all the way back to Uruapan.  It takes two hours to drive the Suburbans back through the Parque Nacional to Angahu·n.  I'd prefer to go home that way, the actors probably would also."
	Donald thought about it.  "That could work."
	I didn't mention the crew bus.  Donald didn't seem worried about that.  I don't know what he was worried about.  Maybe Courtney wasn't giving him enough grief today to fully occupy his time.  Maybe he felt a compulsion to do something producorial, like tell me when I had to stop shooting.  I was glad when he stalked off with aggressive footsteps.  He had a project to attend to.  In his absence, I enjoyed a quiet lunch.
	We shot until dark, completing all the scenes scheduled for the day, a first.  Donald didn't say another word about stopping early.  Maybe his fears had abated.  Maybe he had forgotten--I now regarded his short attention span as his saving grace.
	In the twilight, Donald, Wendy, Wende, Courtney, Ron, and Norman mounted the tired ponies that been procured for them.  Each pony had a ragged Indian kid to lead it.  The gringos looked were puffed up by the cowboy and Indian adventure.
	I walked back with Valerie, talking about movie and music, enjoying the rhythm of putting one foot in front of another in the dark volcanic soil as the path climbed up through stands of digger pines toward Angahu·n, enjoying the exercise.  
	That night I slept soundly under the decorative crucifix, the happiest Jewish boy in Uruapan.


	day 6
	Today's first scene was designed as a single camera set up.  It would begin on Allen leaning against the Mercury, then dolly back to bring Lucien into the frame.  Then it would widen further to include Joan.  The camera would continue dollying back as Lucien and Joan walked past camera.  Allen would then walk forward into a close-up, calling after them.  It's the kind of shot that required precise choreography.  But it took less time to do one complicated shot than to do four static set-ups.
	One of the first problems occurred when the shot dollied back to include Lucien.  
	"Courtney--your hand keeps coming in and out of frame as you smoke."
	"So?"  
	"Sometimes it's only half in--it's distracting."
	"You don't let me do anything!" she pouted.
	"Why don't you rest your elbow on the car."  I stepped forward to position her hand, gingerly moving her by the elbow.  "That look like Faye Dunaway in 'Chinatown.'"
	"Ooh!  I love references like that.  Give me more movie references!  Faye Dunaway's manicurist did my nails--see--"
	She slowed me her blood-red nails, polished to high perfection.
	I went back to check the framing in the video monitor.  "Good.  That's perfect."
	"Gary, you remind me of your guidance counselor when I was in juvenile detention."
	"I mean that in a positive way," she added.  "He was very patient with me.  He was tough, but patient."
	"I've probably got a Calvinist streak--he work ethic--mixed in with the Jewish streak and the Texan streak and everything else."
	"Yes!  You a Calvinist!"  She laughed and smoked.  And I had to reposition her arm--patiently--before we could try another take.
	"Hey, Gary, what are getting me for a wrap present?" Norman asked with charming selfishness.
	"Let's settle down and do a take."
	Things kept going wrong: dialogue flubbed, a bump in the dolly move, a late focus pull.  We were up to eight takes.
	Cell phones didn't work at ParicutÌn.  Donald had nothing to do but watch the filming and fret.  "You're shooting too many takes."
	"I haven't got it yet."
	"It seems like you've got it to me."
	"Well, I don't."
	"Are you going to start shooting ten takes of everything?  We'll never get finished."
	We'll never get finished if I've got to stop shooting to talk to you, I thought--silently.  "Ten takes of one shot takes less time than three takes of four set-ups, which is the alternative.  This shot covers the whole scene."
	"Oh."  Donald had to think about that.
	I left him to do the math while I shot take nine.  I finally got what I needed.
	The crew went back into the lava field.  The carpenters had rigged a wooden catwalk for the actors.  The sky was darkening as the camera was wrangled into position.  
	Federico called down to the trailers for Norman and Courtney as it began to drizzle.
	"Hurry them up," I pleaded, "and we can get the shot before it really starts raining."
	But it started raining harder.  I stood on the catwalk and shared an umbrella with Anna and Federico.  Noe unfurled the blue plastic sheeting that he kept close at hand and covered the camera and the stack of aluminum camera cases.  There we stood, the core crew, under an umbrella and a sheet of blue plastic.  
	My back was getting wet; there wasn't room for three of us under the one umbrella, and the rain was angled, blown by the rain.  
	"I'm going to make a run for the tarp," I announced, and got wetly pelted before I was safely under the blue plastic with Ciro, Pedro Mejia, and the camera crew.
	There was lighting, a bright flash in the gray, and thunder.  Another bolt of lighting, brighter, and a thundercrack, closer.  The rain beat harder.  We were caught now.  The footing was treacherous in the lava field  when it was dry, in sunlight.  In this fierce rain it was impassable.  We had to wait out the storm.  I sat down on one of the metal camera cases, the blue plastic against my head.  It was cold and wet.  
	A flash of white illuminated the church and then a thundercrack made me jump up from reflex.  The rain got louder and heavier.  Hail bounced off the boulders and piled at our feet. 
	As I sat on the metal camera cases, I wondered: has a film director, ever been killed by lightning?  If no director had ever been killed by lightning, were the odds were in my favor?  Or had all the good luck been used up and it was finally time for a director to die by lightning bolt?
	These thoughts distracted me a bit from the raging storm.  I was wet and cold and had been huddling like this for over an hour.
	Federico yelled something to Ciro from the umbrella he was pinioned under.
	Ciro nodded and took out his light meter and held it near the ground.  Then he pointed the Panavision downward, and Noe measured the distance as carefully as preparing one of the divas close-ups.
	"What are you doing?" I asked, loudly, to be heard above the hail and thunder.
	"A picture for the insurance."
	"Oh?"
	"For proof of hail."
	I had come here with a Fordian vision of filming nature, dramatic weather.  But this weather was too extreme to film, except for an insurance claim.  More thoughts to distract me from the terrifying lightning.
	Finally, the thunder was moving away.  The hail became rain again.  And softer.	
	Two hours had passed.
	Now it was gentle rain, under a slate gray sky.  Clouds blowing past, an endless procession of flat wet clouds.  
	I stood up, stiff from two hours of crouching under the blue plastic.  Ciro and I smiled at each other, as if we had survived a dangerous ocean crossing together.  
	I gingerly climbed down out of the rain-slicked lava.  At the edge of the lava field, the water had puddled into a shallow lake blackened with volcanic mud.  Remarkably, the old lady with the taco stand was open for business. 
	I was soaked from head to toe, so I stomped through the middle of the puddle like Gene Kelly in 'Singin' in the Rain.'  The rain was still coming down.  I saw Patricia, the costume designer, standing with some of the crew under the awning in front of the production trailer.  Everyone looked shell-shocked from the storm.
	"Patricia, do you have some dry clothes?"
	"Of course, Gary.  Come over to the wardrobe truck."
	"I'll be right over."
	I went into the production trailer.  Donald was sitting in the make-up chair.  He looked shaken.  "That was a fuck of a storm."
	"You should have been up in the lava.  We couldn't move for two hours."
	"And the lightning!  Fuck, man," Donald said.
	Wendy the Girlfriend came in and handed Donald a drink.  "Here's another one.  God, Gary, you're soaked.  Do you want a shot of mescal?  From the old lady?"
	Donald took a sip and let out a breath.  "It'll warm you up."  Donald drinking mescal during filming?
	"No, thanks."
	I hurried over to the wardrobe truck.  Patricia had a towel for me.  "The storm was...incredible...the hail on the roof...and the lightning."  She sized me up with knowing eyes and selected clothes from her racks.
	"So that was a bad storm?  Even for Mexico?"
	"Terrible.  Frightening."
	So.  A memorable cataclysm.  Other than Courtney.  Actually, the fury of the nature put the Diva in perspective.  A reminder of the smallness of human folly.   
	Standing behind a rack of dresses I took off my wet clothes and put on a pair of drawstring GuatemGary pants, a cotton shirt, and a serape.  
	"You look good," Patricia said.
	"For a Few Dollars More," I said.
	"What?"  She asked, not understanding.
	"A Clint Eastwood movie."
	And I felt like The Man With No Name as I went back into that gray drizzle wearing a warm serape, a high plains drifter.  But in my brain, where thunder and hail still reverberated, words form another movie echoed--a war movie--Patton--"I always dreamed of leading a large number of man into battle, against hopeless odds," Patton had said on the field of battle. Those words echoed I walked in the rain, alone, back to the production trailer.  
	Norman, in his own serape, was standing under the awning.  "Fuck, man, I'm ready for my close-up," he said with a smile.  Alejandra hurried over, a shot glass in each hand.  She handed one to Norman and offered me the other.  "Mescal?  It is good for you," she said.
	"No, thanks."
	Donald came outside.
	She offered him the other shot.  "Donald?"
	"Sure."  
	"The hail is very good," Alejandra said.
	Donald sipped his drink, slowly.  "Thank fucking God for the hail," he agreed.
	"Why?" I asked.  I was apparently the only one not drinking.  
	"In Mexico, the insurance company always pays for hail.  For rain never, for hail always.  We will get money for an extra day of shooting."
	"Isn't that great?" Donald beamed, and finished his drink.
	Had lightning struck the production trailer and fried Donald and Alejandra's synapses?  They were acting happy.  Like this was happy hour.  I glared as fiercely as Clint, as fiercely as I could, but my fierceness was lost on them, lost in the glow of mescal.
	"I'm going to check on Ciro."
	Ciro had made it back to the camera truck.  The camera was dry.  Ciro was wet.  But he wanted to look at the storyboards with me.  If the rain cleared, we would shoot Joan and Lucien crossing the lava field, and as many other shots as the remaining daylight permitted.  
	As I returned to the production trailer, I saw a posse of urban cowboys riding away:  Courtney, Norman, Ron, and Wende.
	"What's going on?" I asked.
	"It will rain like this all day," Alejandra the said.  "They are going back to the hotel."
	Federico appeared.
	"Did you release the actors?" I asked.
	"No," he said, agitated. 
	"Who released the actors?" I asked.
	"Donald," Alejandra answered, "because it will rain the rest of the day, and anyway the insurance is paying for a whole extra day of shooting."  She smiled.  She had a pretty smile; she was accustomed to her smile being persuasive.
	"Where is Donald?"
	"He has left in his rental car."
	Before scary darkness descended, as was his wont.
	"Only the director can release the actors.  Or the assistant director--with the approval of the director."
	Federico nodded that he agreed, his eyes darting to Alejandra.  He was clearly unhappy with the breach of protocol, but he had worked with Alejandra before, and he wanted to work with her again.  So he sucked unhappily on his cigarette and said nothing.
	The horses had already disappeared around the bend.
	Gray rain fell steadily from the gray sky.  "And with the insurance money, we get a whole extra day of shooting.  It is good," Alejandra said and hurried away; I was the last person she wanted to talk to.
	The rain was getting softer.  Looking up, I saw a few ragged seams of blue in the sky.  The only water drops were falling from the pine trees.
	Could the weather really be clearing?  And so soon?
	Alejandra had said again and again that it would rain all day.
	But Alejandra had been drinking mescal.  With Donald.  
	If the weather kept clearing like this, we could resume shooting.  If I could catch up with the actors and bring them back.  I checked my watch.  It was a quarter till five.  We had two and a half hours of daylight.  
	I hurried onto the muddy trail that led away from the lava field and up to Angahu·n.  
	Walking.  Then jogging, my body warming as the trail climbed.
	I kept up a steady pace.  A forced march.  They couldn't be that far ahead.  Stealing a glance up--the sky was still gray--but clearing.  Clearing.
	The trail steepened the last two hundred feet.  My calves burned.  Aerobic.  Aerobic for a reason.  Chasing down the actors.  Norman and Ron were getting twenty thousand a week.  Courtney was getting fifty thousand a week.  How much was that an hour?  Banish the thought--forget the math--onward--upward.
	At the top, a gaggle of horses, the reins held by Angahu·n boys.  No Suburbans.  Where were the actors,  I asked in English.  And tried Spanish--"Donde esta Gringos?"
	Laughter from the boys--"Aja! Aja!"--they pointed down the road that led to the town square and the highway beyond.
	Gone. 
	Fuck.
	Fuck I was angry.
	And depressed.
	I looked to the heavens.  They were cooperating.  Clearing.
	I was really sweating as my body caught up with what I've just done.  The fast climb.
	They were gone.  But I could still shoot.  With Ciro.
	Reins were pushed in my face.  Did I want a horse?  I could hustle down faster on foot.  I started back down.  At a quick, steady pace.  Fast walking.
	Thinking.  I've got Alma and Gustavo, my surrogate Courtney and Lucien.  Photo doubles.  Keep shooting.  Shoot something.  Use the light.
	As I reached the lava field, I was feeling pretty good.  The endorphins were kicking in.  I had a plan.  The clouds were breaking up, blowing away, more and more of the sky reclaimed in brilliant blue.  
	The afternoon sun glowed through a scattering of clouds as I reached the trucks.  I hurried to the production trailer.
	Locked.  Why?
	I walked to the camera truck: closed and bolted.
	Where was everybody?
	Then I saw Jes˙s.  "Gary?" he asks.  He always looked worried about something, and now he looked worried to see me.  "What are you doing here?"
	"We're supposed to be shooting a movie, that's what I'm doing here.  Where is the crew?"
	"They just left?"
	"What?!"
	He gestures to where the bus was parked.  Was.  It's gone.
	"How long ago?"
	"Ten minutes."  
	The crew was always so slow to wrap things up and leave location.  Until today.  Until now.  Gone.
	"You went to Angahu·n.  I thought you were gone."
	"Can you get them on your cell phone?"
	He took out his cell phone and dialed.  "It does not work here so well."  Jes˙s looked worried now about his cell phone.
	"Can you send a van to catch up with the bus and get the crew back?"
	"There are no drivers.  They have gone too," he said, the cell phone still to his ear.
	"But you have no actors," he said, hoping to make me feel better by demonstrating the unfeasibility of shooting.
	"I'll use Alma and Gustavo.  Or I'll shoot beauty shots.  Landscapes.  Something."
	"Ciro and Federico went back in a combi, long ago," Jes˙s said, intent on proving how impossible my hopes were.
	The light was so beautiful now, it ached to look.  I ached.  And it was so quiet.  No voices.
	No crew.
	Alone.  Except for a production manager with a dead cell phone.
	I stared out at the beautiful sunlight, glistening now on raindrops still hanging from the leaves.
	All that beautiful light.  For my eyes only.  Never to be on film.
	Leonardo appeared.  The size of the crew instantly doubled.  With the useless cell phone still to his ear, Jes˙s talked to Leonardo in urgent Spanish.  Their voices raised, as in operatic duet, and then subsided.
	Leonardo walked over to me.  "Donald released the actors."
	"And Alejandra swore up and down that it would rain for hours and hours."
	Leonardo said nothing.
	I saw Jes˙s lower his cell phone, like an E.M.T. lowering the de-fibrillation paddles, writing the patient off as dead.
	"I'm going back to Angahu·n."
	"The combi can drive you back," he said and pointed to the last combi left.  I was in no mood for two bumptious hours in a mini-van.  I was in no mood for any more unpleasantness just now.  I'd rather walk up to Angahu·n and take my chances.
	I started walking up the hill again.
	"I go with you."
	Leonardo joined me.  Soon, I was sweating again.  I took off the serape.  We made small talk.  And then no talk.
	At the end of the trail, at the top of the hill, all the horses and the horse boys had gone home.  I was sweat-drenched.  
	We walked into town, a long dirt road that led past poor farmhouses into the poor town.  I thought better of my fate, compared to the Mexican dogs we passed, too starved to bark.  The temperature was dropping.  I was wet and cold.  And miles to go before I sleep--I don't think General Patton said that.
	Twilight.  The magic hour as we reached the town square.  In a town that seemed to rise out of the earth, mud bricks and rough wood planks.
	The idea of a taxi cab in Angahu·n was laughable.
	I laughed. To myself.  Leonardo probably thought I was mad.
	"I find us a car."
	I sat down on a concrete bench.  The town square was tiny.  No beggars.  No one to beg from. An old woman was selling tortillas from a galvanized tub.
	Alone.
	I thought about where I was sitting, here, so far from home, and marveled at the mystery of it all.  In the twilight I felt the mystery more than the anger.
	An ancient Chevy pickup truck with a camper shell, a mossy green color in the few places were it wasn't rusted, pulled to a stop.  Leonardo got out.
	"Our ride," he said.   


	When I got back to the hotel I went straight up the stairs toward my room.  Donald was walking downstairs, in a fresh plaid shirt.	
	"Hey, man."
	"You released he actors without asking me," I said without preamble.  
	He looked shocked by my tone.  "It was raining."
	"The rain stopped."
	"It stormed the whole rest of the day.  The lightning when we got back to the hotel was unbelievable."  His eyes were starting to glint; his inner, underground cocaine plant was starting to manufacture. 
	"It wasn't raining at ParicutÌn.  That's where I was.  We could have shot for two more hours."
	"Bullshit!"  he yelled.  "Alejandra said it was going to rain all day--"
	"She was wrong."  
	"She was right!" he screamed.  I was cold and tired and he was yelling at me.  In the stairwell.  "And anyway, we can finish everything on Monday," he said quietly, trying for a tone of normalcy.
	"We're supposed to be filming in Las Estecas on Monday."  
	"Alejandra says it will cost too much overtime to travel tomorrow.  Tomorrow's supposed to be a day off."  Suddenly Donald had decided to believe and agree everything that Alejandra was telling him--now that it was convenient, or suited his view of things.
	"Tomorrow was always supposed to be a travel day.  That was Background's idea.  Get Alejandra over here.  And anyone else you like.  We need to sort this out now, because we're supposed to be making a company move first thing tomorrow morning."
	"How can we?  We didn't finish shooting the scenes here!" his voice rising again, a preppie contralto.
	"I need a couple of establishing shots of Joan and Lucien for the beginning and the end of the archway scene.  I can come back with a reduced crew at the end of the shoot with Norman and Courtney--no lights, no sound, no grip and electric, no Mercury.  Second unit.  The Angahu·n scenes we'll shoot somewhere outside of Mexico City."  I walked past him and headed for my room and a hot shower.  "Call me when Alejandra gets here."
	Back in my room, blessedly alone again, arguments buzzed in my head as I got out of my wet clothes.  If we stayed and filmed here on Monday it would push the schedule back three days--tomorrow would be idle, instead of a travel day, and if we filmed here on Monday, we would have to make the big move to Las Estecas on Tuesday.  To finally start filming on Wednesday.      
	Instead of singing in the shower, I yelled--at Donald--a heated argument that I won, handily.  You should never lose arguments with yourself.
	Donald and Alejandra were waiting for me in the lobby.  They had margaritas.  They asked me if I wanted a drink.  I declined.  
	Alejandra gave me her spiel about taking tomorrow off and resuming shooting at ParicutÌn on Monday.	"The Mexican insurance company is going to pay for an extra shooting day because of the hail," she said brightly.
	"We've got to be back in Mexico City on Thursday or the whole schedule is jeopardized," I said.
	"And what about the missing shots?" Donald asked.
	I decided that he either wanted to take tomorrow off, or he wanted to make an executive decision--simply to feel like he was the producer, calling the shots, making the big decisions."
	"I already explained how I could come back with a second unit.
	Donald took a thoughtful sip of his margarita.  "I'm not sure I like that, having to come back."
	"I don't like it either.  This is my fourth trip to Uruapan.  I don't crave a fifth, but it's what we have to do."
	"I really want to stay Monday and finish here," he said.
	"You should have thought about that before you released the actors."
	"Alejandra and Federico said it was okay to release the actors."
	"Releasing the actors is like calling in an air strike.  You don't do it without checking with the commanding officer.  The director."
	"I'm a commanding officer.  I'm the producer.  It rained the rest of the day!"  
	"No it did not.  I was there."
	"Yes, it did!  I'm sure!"  He was revved again.  I didn't feel like a deja vu scream fest.
	"You two were drinking alcohol on the set today.  During shooting hours."  They held there margaritas poised in their hands, reluctant to sip now.  From Donald's startled reaction I don't think he even realized the enormity of his inappropriate behavior.  Until now.  In this pleasing pocket of silence, I went in for the kill.  "You made the decision to wrap early while you were drinking alcohol.  We're not going to jeopardize the entire shooting schedule by staying here tomorrow and Monday.  We're making the company move, as planned, tomorrow."
	Alejandra put her drink down and lit a cigarette.  	Donald defiantly held his margarita--but did not sip.  "Okay," he said quietly.
	I ordered room service and spent Saturday night in my room.  Just me and the crucifix.  I couldn't have asked for better company.

	Sunday
	After an eight hour drive east across Mexico, I arrived at the Hotel Cocoyoc.  A courtyard of ancient stone walls.  A sprawling resort beyond.  Swimming pools, tennis courts, golf courses.  Bourgeois Mex vacation scene.
	I settled into my new room, then went for a swim.  
	As I was toweling off, I saw Donald and Wendy.  I hoped he wouldn't see me.  But he did.  He came over, looking edgy.
	"I talked to Ciro.  He said that you couldn't have done any more shooting."  After last night, and the simple fact of being here today, at my insistence, and not in Uruapan, he had to score what he thought were points.  Donald was the only man I knew who got facials.  And admitted it.  He had to save face.
	"The crew was gone at five-thirty.  I was the only one still there."
	"That's not what Ciro said."
	Ciro doesn't speak English very well, I thought, but didn't say anything.  There was no argument to win with Donald.
	"You and I are on a collision course," he said.  
	That sent a shiver.  Donald was inexperienced in production and with Alain back in L.A., he was the only American producer on the set.  Yes, he could make my life miserable.
	"You don't explain what you're doing.  I have no idea what you're shooting tomorrow."
	"Okay.  Let's sit down and go through the shot list."
	Donald looked pleased.  Not enough to smile, but the muscles around his mouth and eyes relaxed a little.
	"When do you want to do it?" I asked.
	He looked at Wendy.  She didn't look at him.  He couldn't review shot lists and fuck her.  He faced a classic managerial dilemma, the need to prioritize. 
	"We can ride together to location in my car.  That'll give us plenty of time."
	"Okay.  That sounds good," I said, even though riding to location with Donald could be a tense start to another tense day.  "Donald, I know how tough it's been for you, dealing with Courtney.  You too, Wendy.  I want you to know how appreciative I am."  There, was that so hard to say?   
	"Thank you," they both said.
	They talked about what a monster Courtney was.  They were now experts on her monsterhood.  Everyone talked about Courtney.  And that was her genius.  Here, in an ancient stone courtyard, there was no Courtney, but she was still the center of attention.


	week two 
	shooting day 7
 	I rode with Donald in the front seat of his rental Ford.  Wendy sat in the backseat.  We never got around to talking about the shot list.  He had no interest in the shot list.  He wanted a little fealty, a little comradeship from a fellow stranger in a strange land.
	Once we get to the Las Estecas location, Donald gets sucked back into Courtney Problems.  There are always Courtney Problems.  The drivers had parked her trailer in the wrong place and there had been no electric power to start her make-up.  Because Courtney's make-up took a minimum of three hours, we were already three hours behind the minute I arrive.
	We had ten pages of script to shoot over the next three days at this location.  One of the joys of being at the river location was that I again had several Lucien-Allen scenes I could shoot.  I was freed, for the moment, from the shackles of waiting for the Diva's make-up.
	We began filming a two page scene of Lucien and Allen on the riverbank talking about Joan.  Then Joan joined them.
	So we'd reached the point--the abyss--where we needed Number One.  The crew call had been ten-twenty.  Number One was on the set and ready to shoot at one-forty-five, not too far past the three hour estimate we now gave her.  The abyss wasn't too deep this morning.
	The scene called for Joan to be wearing one of Lucien's shirts over her bra and panties.  Courtney wore a cantilevered bra she was enormously proud of.


	My father and sister, Janet, were arriving at the D.F. Aeropuerto at eight p.m.  I had asked Alejandra and Jes˙s again and again about arrangements.  With all the logistical fuck-ups I wanted to be sure that they weren't forgotten at the airport.  Alejandra has re-assured me that my family would be at the Hotel Cocoyoc no later than ten p.m.
	At ten p.m. I went down to the lobby; I didn't feel like waiting in my room.  My dad had come to the first screenings of my films--he flew from Houston to Toronto for the premiere of my last movie--but no one in my family had never seen me on the set, directing.  Optimistically, I checked the hotel driveway.  A few cars.  Fewer people.  Nobody, really, except the guy behind the desk  
	I went out into the courtyard.  Except for a few dim bulbs feebly illuminating the stone arcades that ringed three sides of the courtyard, it was utterly dark.  And I felt utterly alone, a delicious feeling because it was finite--my father and sister would be here soon, any minute.
	A crack of thunder.  I jumped, startled.  Remembered the thunder and hail at ParicutÌn.  More thunder, that echoed, once twice, three times.  Rolling thunder.  The thundercracks came at my ears from three directions, like over-mixed surround sound in an action movie.  I paced the classically proportioned courtyard, alone except for Courtney's bodyguards standing in drowsy vigil outside a bungalow.
	Then, finally, the rains came, and I hurried back inside.  I saw Norman and Alejandra leave the hotel bar, but they didn't see me--my brief glimpse at the other side of the production: drinking every night, a carefree hundred proof adventure.
	At midnight, Janet and Dad arrived, in high spirits.  Janet had started the day in Philadelphia and Dad in Houston.
	"What took you so long?" I asked.  "Was your plane on time?"
	They looked at each other and laughed.  "You can't believe what it took to get here."
	"Oh, I can."
	"Antonio picked us up at the airport.  He took us to the company offices.  Just for a second," Dad said.
	"And we sat in the lobby for about an hour watching people go up and down the stairs.  Nobody seemed to be doing anything," Janet said; she was a management consultant. 
	"So finally we got back in the car and drove out of the city.  We drove into this dark field with a bunch of trucks.  It was spooky."
	"In the middle of nowhere," Janet added.
	"And Antonio got out and talked to this man who was sitting in a truck.  All you could see was them smoking cigarettes."
	"That was the location.  Those were probably the production trucks you saw."
	"At this point we wondering if we were watching a drug deal or something strange.  That went on for about a half hour."
	"You guys sat in the car a half hour?  I'm sorry,"
	"It was something," Dad said shaking his head.  "It was awfully peculiar."
	"Then he finally got back in the car and drove us here."
	"Did you ask him what was going on?" I asked.
	They looked at each other and laughed again.  "We were afraid to."
	"Gary, it was very strange," Janet said.
	"Well, now you've seen what it's like.  You eventually get where you're going, but not in the way you quite expected."
	"That is the strangest ride form the airport that I've ever had in my life."


	day 8
	We had a late crew call--10:20 a.m.--because we were shooting the campfire scene tonight.  After a leisurely breakfast at the hotel, I drove with Dad and Janet to Las Estecas.  They would finally see the Great White Leader side of me.
	We got to location.
	And no one was there.  Except Jes˙s.  "The crew bus is late," he explained.
	We walked back to the mango grove, where all the camping scenes would be shot.  Eventually the crew arrived.  And the actors.
	I had chairs for Janet and Dad next to mine, close to the video monitor.  I introduced them to the crew.  Norman came over and said hello to my visitors.
	Courtney was on the set at 1:45p.m.  A mere three and a half hours after call.  This was now accepted as normal.  Or, rather, as predictable.  She noticed that there were visitors on the set but that was extent of her interest.  She didn't invite introductions.
	Dad, an engineer, marveled at how efficiently the grips using ropes to hand canopy of silks from the tall mango trees to soften the daylight.
	We shot the Morning After scene first.  Joan and Lucien woke in each others arms and had a long conversation as they laid together.    
	The mechanics of a movie set, the parts that to be are either second-nature or tedious, fascinated Janet and Dad.  The crew was good natured and tired of the Diva's abuse and Donald's posturing--they seemed grateful to have a couple of polite visitors, and took my family under their wing.
	We completed the scene right on schedule, just in time for lunch.
	"Everybody does what you say," Janet said in awe.
	"It's called directing.". 
	As we ate lunch with the crew under the maroon awning, I saw Courtney standing in the doorway of Norman's trailer, talking.  I pointed this out to Janet and Dad.  "That's the first time I've seen Courtney out of her trailer, fraternizing.  Maybe we've finally turned the corner."
	Right after lunch Norman found me.  "Courtney came to my trailer during lunch."
	"I know.  I saw."  
	"Gabrielle was there.  So Courtney said what you are guys doing, smoking pot in there?  The bitch.  That goddamned bitch.  Do you think I'm smoking pot?"
	Wrong corner.
	"That fucking bitch--she's got every drug in the world in her camper--and she's trying to ruin my reputation."
	"She's an unhappy person," I said, a serviceable platitude, given the situation.  Next up was the big love scene between Norman and Courtney.  How was I going to salvage that?  
	"Where does she get off, accusing me of taking drugs?  That's why she says my eyes are red?  My eyes are red because of my allergies.  And I'm supposed to act like I like the bitch?  Like I fucking love her?  She pulls this shit right before we have our love making scene."
	"Norman, you're giving a great performance.  You've got to act.  You're a great actor.  You can't descend to her level.  You've got to act."
	"I swear to god I should get an Academy Award for acting like I love that bitch."
	"And the Nobel Peace Prize too."
	"Fuck."  He lit a Tigres cigarette.  "Let's just shoot the motherfucker," he said and paced, waiting for Courtney to come to the set.
	Janet and Dad had been watching from a discreet distance.  I went over and explained what had happened at lunch.  "I thought things were going too well," Dad said.
	"Yes.  When things go well, start expecting a crisis.  There's one every day.  This is today's crisis de jour."
	Courtney arrived on the set, wearing a robe.  When she didn't see Norman she immediately turned around and walked back toward her trailer.
	"Courtney's contract says that she's the last actor on the set.  She doesn't like to wait," Wende the Personal Assistant explained.
	I could see Norman, hardly a hundred feet away, standing by the river smoking a cigarette.  I pointed him out to Wende.  "But there he is."
	"He's not on the set."  Federico heard what was happening and hurried to get Norman.  Courtney continued back to her trailer, and Wende followed.  All this was happening in a grove of mango trees, in the jungle.  I felt as if I was witnessing primate behavior.  The hierarchy of monkeys.

    
	day 9
	All the swimming scenes were scheduled for today.  The Diva would go into the water.  I tell Janet and Dad to expect the unexpected.
	We picked Las Estecas because it is a spring-fed river.  The water is clear, sparkling green.  When we began the hunt for the river back in the Jennifer Aniston days, and our Socratic question was, would Jennifer go swimming in this river?  Las Estecas was a family resort--kids are frolicking in the river.  Scuba enthusiasts came here from Mexico City to get their diving certification.  And the river had a strong current--not so strong as to be dangerous--but enough to pull a swimmer down stream, ideal for the scenes we want to film of Joan drifting with the current.  
	The two bodyguards were in bathing suits today, treading water just outside of the frame line, to protect Courtney--from drowning?  From piranha?  
	When Norman dove in for a swim, Courtney followed, swimming by his side.
	"The current's pretty strong, Courtney.  Save some energy for the takes."
	She gave me a look like and kept flirting with Norman. 
	I positioned Courtney and Norman a hundred feet upstream from the camera.  The current pulled them downstream toward the camera as they said the dialogue.  I had planned six set-ups, back in the glorious anything-is-possible storyboard days.  As Courtney got crankier and filming slowed to a crawl, that got reduced to two camera set ups.  
	The last shot I needed was of Courtney sinking underwater.  It was a crucial image, her deliberate decision to submerge herself.  
	"What do you mean sink underwater?  You can't sink underwater, Gary," Courtney said shrilly.
	"Sure you can.  You just let the air out of your lungs.  It's the air in your lungs that makes you buoyant.  Just exhale, close your mouth, and let gravity do it's thing," I explained.
	"That's ridiculous!  You cannot sink underwater."
	"Not if you're lungs are full of hot air," Wende Martin whispered under her breath, a rare deviation from the party line.
	I went through the explanation once more, slowly, patiently.  "Exhale.  Close your mouth."  Perhaps the biggest challenge for the Diva.  "Relax your muscles.  Sink."
	Exasperated she said, "Okay, I'll try it.  Roll the camera.  I don't want to rehearse.  Just do it."
	Yes, ma'am.  Roll, camera.  Roll, sound.  "Action."
	She exhaled.  She closed her mouth.  She went under water.
	Then shot to the surface.  Spluttering.  The bodyguards swam to her, but she batted them away, impatient with attempted rescue.  "I told you I can't sink!  I was supposed to sink to the bottom of the bathtub in Larry Flynt and it took all day and everybody hated me!"
	Federico pulled me aside.  "We are getting into meal penalty."
	"Let's break for lunch," I said.
	I looked at Dad.  He shook his head in amused amazement.  	As the crew walked off to lunch, Federico lit a cigarette and shook his head.  "What do we do?"
	"Teach Courtney to sink."
	"Many people on the crew would like her to sink," Federico said.
	"Just so we get it on film."
	Sinking lessons.  Who would have thought?

	During lunch a demonstration was prepared.  Chano, the second assistant camera, and Ishmael, the dolly grip, gladly volunteered for aquatic duty.  They each had ten pound sand bags from the grip truck.  With Courtney watching, Chano let the air out of his lungs, and for added measure, held a sand bag in each hand, and sunk underwater. 
	The plan was to film Courtney in close-up.  Chano and Ishmael would be just out of frame.  After the camera rolled they would hand Courtney the sandbags, underwater.  Hopefully--and everything was a hope at this point--she would be pulled underwater.  This was as close as our humble production would come to sinking the Titanic.
	Courtney was channeling the brave little girl.  The bravest little girl in the whole world.  Who needed all of our love so very, very badly.	
	"Are you ready Courtney?" I asked solicitously.
	She nodded bravely.
	The camera rolled.  I called action.  Sandbags changed hands out of sight, underwater.  She sank.  Stayed sunk. Then burst to the surface.  Coughing, swallowing water.
	"How was it?" she asked.
	"Good.  Great.  Thank you, Courtney," I said as the bodyguards helped her out of the river.
	"Did you get the shot?"
	"We got the shot."
	"I can do it even better.  Maybe we can shoot it again back in L.A.  I've got a swimming pool at my house."
	Now, strangely, she was obsessing on perfecting the shot.  Making plans in the dead light at the end of the day, as the crew was packing to leave.

	As I was getting into the Suburban with Dad and Janet for the drive back to Mexico City from location. Alejandra hurried over. 
	"You can't leave."
	"Why not?"
	"No one can leave."
	"Why?"
	"The production does not have any money."
	It was twilight in a muddy field beside the river.  I was done with the river.  If I could envision a nightmare scenario it would be pointlessly waiting here for hours before making the two hour drive back to Mexico City.
	"What do you mean, no money?"
	"We owe the location money.  We owe everyone money."
	"You mean that we're being held hostage."
	"Yes, they will not let the trucks leave."
	"Will they let the suburban leave?" I asked.
	Alejandra looked away, as if deciding what to answer.  Finally:  "There is no money for the tolls."
	"I'll pay for the tolls.  I'll pay for the gas.  I just want to leave here.  Now."
	"I will go see," she said and hurried off, her cell phone pressed against her ear.
	On our scouting trip to Patzcuaro, Alejandra had asked for me to pay for my own meals, while she paid for the Mexican crew.  Alain had dressed her down for this breach of etiquette.  But now she had perverted his logic to hold me hostage.  It was better that I wait indefinitely in a muddy, gloomy field than pay road tolls out of my own pocket.  	
	Alejandra returned a long twenty minutes later.  "It is okay for you to go."
	I got into the Suburban, as glad as hostage being released from Beirut.

	Back at the Hotel Calinda.
	Back in Room 433.
	Back home, sort of.
	I went through the ritual of unpacking and putting all my things back in their proper place.  I filled out the laundry forms and put my dirty clothes in a laundry bag for pick up.
	I had returned from the road trip, alive.  Later, Dad and Janet came up to my room.  I gave them some of the black and green Tzintzuntzan pottery.
     After they went back to their room I felt lonely.  Or maybe just having them in my room made me notice the loneliness for the first time.


	day 10  
	In the morning I started crying in the shower.  A funny place for tears.  Because Dad was leaving today, Janet tomorrow.  I wished I'd spent more time with them.  We did spend time together, but I also kept my distance, as a protective device.  The siege mentality of production.  And as I got older and Dad got older I couldn't help calculating how many days will we spend together--a week every year?  Two weeks?  He was seventy-two years old.  I did the math; it was pretty grim.  Not that much time left to spend together. Every moment precious.
	Like film production.
	Breakfast in the front restaurant with Dad and Janet.  Back to a familiar routine.
	A combi picked us up in front of the hotel and drives us to the Orizaba Street location, ten minutes away.  The Burroughs lived at 211 Orizaba, torn down last year.  We were filming at 211 Orizaba, across the street.  
	We had five period cars that would be placed strategically on the street.  That and careful framing would create the illusion of 1951.  
	But Paul failed to place orange cones on the street (a basic of location work) to keep contemporary cars from being parked on the block where we were filming.  Now all the owners of the post-1951 cars had to be found and then cajoled or, most likely, bribed to move their cars.  A logistical nightmare, to be spearheaded by Paul, who had created the problem with his logistical ineptitude.
	"At least we're getting the crisis de jour out of the way early," I explained to Dad and Janet.  
	Then Wende reported that Courtney had been up all night vomiting and diarrhea-ing.  Courtney blamed her "illness" on the water she had swallowed in her heroic efforts to sink.
	Maybe she really was sick.  Maybe.  But she definitely was not on the set and Wende said not to expect her today.  So, as Paul scrambled to get the contemporary cars off the block, I scrambled to figure out what to shoot.  It was hard work filming the Joan Burroughs story without Joan Burroughs.
	In the middle of this I met Georgianna, who was to play Joan's daughter, and Mona, Georgianna's real mom.  Georgianna was the daughter of a Los Angeles-based Romanian production manager whom Alain had worked with.  Georgianna spoke English and seemed charming.  If only her fictional Mom were on the set.
	I decided to shoot the establishing shots of Lucien and Allen arriving in the Mercury.   
	I pointed out the license plate to Dad: New York A12628.  His birthday--1/26/28.  A subtle homage to my patrimony.
	A small man in a baby blue Guyberra came onto the street, yelling and cursing.  A small man with a small man's complex.  As he yelled he made his way to me.  Maybe he was drawn by the director's finder dangling from my neck.  He looked like he wanted to strangle we with it.
	Federico interceded, then Jes˙s.  Federico pulled me aside.  "The man is angry because Paul moved his car without his permission."
	"How could Paul move his car?  Did he hot wire it?"
	"He and Morocco and some of the grips picked up the car--a Volkswagen--and carried it around the corner?"
	"They carried the man's car away?" I said in disbelief.  But I should have been beyond disbelief by now.  My disbelief was a sign of naivetÈ.
	"Yes, Gary, that is why he is upset."
	"What will happen?"
	"Jes˙s will pay him some money."
	Jes˙s led the grumbling man away, negotiating the price for little Napoleon's wounded pride.  We resumed shooting.
	Briefly. 
	A group of thuggish looking men in suits soon appeared.  First Paul was talking to them, then Jes˙s, then Victor joined the fray.
	Federico pulled me aside, glumly smoking a cigarette. Even his five o'clock shadow looked glum.  "They are city officials.  We do not have a permit to block traffic."
	"What's going to happen?"
	"We will pay them money and they will go away."
	Yes, the men went away.
	The period cars were in place.  I called action.  As the Mercury came down the street, all the hassles dropped away, and enjoyed the miniature re-creation of 1951 Mexico City, as it might have been--on this very street--when the real Lucien Carr and Allen Ginsberg drove a battered, dusty car down to visit.  A brief and pleasurable conjuring of magic.
	Eventually I ran out of scenes to do without Courtney.  Today we had planned to shoot the long scene in which Joan, Lucien, and Allen return from the car trip, and Lucien and Allen try one last time to get Joan to go back with them to New York.
	Like a football quarterback with his game plan in disarray, I threw out the playbook and called an audible.  I would film every set-up that Joan wasn't in. 
	Leo handed me his cell phone.  
	"Hello," Alain croaked.  "I'm in Cuernavaca.  I got her last night--I had bail out the production trucks."
	"You sound terrible."
 	"I've got some kind of viral infection.  I had a hundred and three fever, and hallucinations.  The doctor gave me something that revved by heart up to two hundred beats a minute."
	"Is anyone there with you?"
	"Linda.  I'm better now."
	"You sound terrible."
	"Yesterday I couldn't even talk.  This is much better.  But I need to rest before I travel back to Mexico City."
	"How do you think you got sick?"
	"That milkshake in Uruapan."


	Too soon it was two o'clock.  Time for Dad to leave for the airport.
	Everything was too soon.  I had anticipated his visit for weeks and now it was over.  
	"I'm very impressed.  Keep up the good work."  Not platitudes.  I kissed Dad good-bye.  On the lips.  That was how we had always kissed hello an good-bye.
	Janet was staying until tomorrow.  She was more naturally gregarious than me and had already made many friends on the crew.  She'd always had fantasies of being a photographer and she went about happily snapping photographs on the set with the diplomatic immunity granted to the sister of the director.
	That night she slept in my room.  She didn't need her own room when I had two double beds.  She would leave tomorrow afternoon.  I had anticipatory loneliness as we watched a re-run of "Seinfeld" before going to sleep. 
	       
      
	day 11
	The bad news was that Courtney was still "sick."
	The good news was that Kiefer had arrived early in Mexico City.  His first scenes were scheduled for Monday, but he had agreed to come work today.
	Across the street, Donald was having a violent argument with Victor.  
	Then Donald stalked toward me, an angry Beavis this morning.  "Victor and his brother Antonio are fucking thieves.  We give them money and it goes right in their pockets.  The unions haven't been paid and they're going to shut down the movie.  Those fucking thieves.  Alain acts like he knows everything and he's the idiot who hired these guys.  Your friend Alain really fucked things up--for you--he and Victor have royally fucked up your movie."
	I nodded sympathetically but noncommittally.  It was a hall of mirrors.  He ranted for awhile and I nodded thoughtfully for a while.  "I've got to keep things moving," I said, an unassailable exit line.
	I saw Rando on the way to Kiefer's dressing room.  "Do you have the Bill Burroughs' glasses?  I know Kiefer's going to ask about them."
	"No," he said, sounding pissed off.  When Rando was unhappy, with his shaved head and his beard he reminded me of Brutus from "Popeye."
	"Why not?"
	"Because we weren't supposed to shoot Kiefer until Monday.  Whatever lead time we had has evaporated because I don't have any cash to run the art department.  We got to this location a week late.  I've been financing things out of my own pocket and now I've run out of money."
	"How much do I need?"
	"How much do I need?" Rando laughed.
	"I've got fifteen hundred bucks in my room.  Do you want it?"
	"Yes."
	I gave him the card key to my room and explained where the money was hidden--in an envelope, inside a notebook, inside a stack of production reports.  
	"What about the glasses?"
	"We've got them picked out, at an eyeglass shop in the Centro Historico.  I can send someone to pick them up after lunch."
	"We're shooting a Bill scene this morning."
	"Maybe Bill doesn't wear glasses all the time."
	Kiefer was in his dressing room, playing chess, looking muscular in his tight-fitting white t-shirt, a barbed wire tattoo ringed his left biceps, a cigarette dangling from his lip.  We hugged like long lost brothers.  
	Kiefer introduced me to his chess mate, Maurice, a middle-aged Brit with the kind of salt-and pepper hair that can only be called distinguished.  Maurice wore a blue blazer and a red rep tie.  "Maurice is my assistant."
	I shook hands with Maurice.  He was a character out of P.G. Wodehouse.  We now had a Jeeves to supplement the Mexican crew.
	"It's great you could come work today.  I really, really appreciate it."
	"I hear that Miss Love has been a nightmare."
	I nodded and said, "I'm thrilled to be shooting scenes with you today."
	Rando knocked on the door.  He had worked with Kiefer before, on an American film.  A normal film.  "I've got some lighters and wallets for you to chose from."  Rando proffered a tray.  
	"Where's the prop guy?  I want to see my glasses." 
	"We won't have the glasses until this afternoon."
	"Jes˙s Christ!  What kind of show is this!?"  
	I could see Rando reddening in anger underneath his tan.  "We didn't expect you on set until Monday."
	"The only thing I ask for is glasses--two weeks ago--and you don't fucking have them!"
	"I'm working my ass off to stay hours ahead of this show--not days ahead!" Rando said and stormed off.
	Kiefer did a slow burn and stormed off after Rando.  Fearfully, morbidly, I followed after.  Kiefer ran after Rando and caught up with him crossing the street.  He laid a hand on Rando's shoulder and Rando spun around.
	Okay, I thought, I'm going to watch Kiefer punch Rando out.  Or vice versa.  I'm going to lose Kiefer.  Or Rando.  Or both.  After a couple of weeks of survivable crises, I was watching a real car wreck unfold.  Fearfully, morbidly, I walked toward them.
	"...I'm sorry, man," I heard Kiefer apologize.  "I know it's not your fault.  I'm not used to working like this."
	"Neither am I."
	They commiserated and bitched about the common enemy.  The producers--Mexican, American, both.
	Rando and I went back to Kiefer's trailer.
	Then, just for the hell of it, Rando had Hugo, the prop master, show Kiefer the eyeglasses that he had on hand.  There was a pair of green-tinted glasses, horn-rimmed on top, wire frames on the bottom.  	
	"These are great."  He donned the glasses and a gray fedora and was transformed.  William Burroughs was in the building.
	One crisis solved.
	We could now shoot out first Burroughs scene, the Knife Sharpener scene.  As Bill descended the stairs into the courtyard, I planned to dolly back with him, eventually bringing the knife sharpener and his bicycle-powered sharpening wheel into frame.  Then we would break into coverage: a close-up of Bill as he started crying from a sense of impending doom, a close-up of the knife sharpener, a close-up of the knife being sharpened.
	But first I introduced Janet to Kiefer and she instantly forgot that she was happily married, with three children.  She took lots of stills of me with Kiefer.  And lots of stills of Kiefer with Kiefer.
	Then it was time for her to leave.  I hadn't had time to feel lonely.  That's the thing about a constant state of crisis, which today had so far been--there's not much time for introspection.
	Under the enormous time pressure created by the deviant Diva, I had gotten into the bad habit of laying out a shot before the actors rehearsed.  Because to get Courtney to rehearse took her out of make-up.  The journey to and from her trailer automatically tacked on a half hour of delay.  And she might forget to return to make-up and start watching "Bullitt" or "Sunset Boulevard" or "The Usual Suspects", depending on whether she was planning to channel Steve McQueen or Betty Davis or Kevin Spacey that day.
	But with Kiefer I was able to properly rehearse.  Seeing the first run through, the planned dolly shot felt wrong.  So I tried reversing the movement in the shot: I started with the knife sharpener in the foreground, and had Kiefer walk toward camera.  This was the kind of Fordian shot that I loved, with the movement of the actor in the frame changing the nature of the shot.  When Kiefer came to stand in front of the cart, I then dollied into a tight close-up as he was overwhelmed with emotion.  
	"Do you want to shoot the rehearsal?" Kiefer asked.
	I was flattered that he asked.  After the Diva, politeness and respect were a shock to the system.  "No, let's rehearse with camera."
	Kiefer was perfect in rehearsal, unlike Courtney, who never matched action from take to take.  I'm not sure that she even grasped the concept of matching action, which is essential to smoothly piecing a scene together from the many takes and angles that are shot.  For a pure narcissist, the ego is the only continuity that is necessary.  
	It was on this first set-up that I learned to shoot the rehearsal with Kiefer.  He only needed to be shown action once to match it perfectly every time.
	We did a take.  At the appropriate moment, he cried, not as something to be done on cue, but as something rising out of the character.
	I felt lucky for what I caught on film.  I felt lucky that Kiefer was playing Bill Burroughs.  I hadn't felt lucky in a long time.


	And, as in Vegas, luck has its limits.  Donald sought me out.  "Avi's coming down to visit the set a week from Monday."  Avi was financing two-thirds of the movie.  He had bought all of the foreign rights.
	"Great," I said.  I wanted to meet him.
	"Avi's got a girlfriend," Donald said, without a trace of irony.  Maybe lack of self-awareness was his defense mechanism against being a clichÈ.  "If you put her in the bar scene, he'll give us fifty thousand dollars."
	"You want me to put Avi's girlfriend in the movie?"  At this point, I felt like making a list of all the calamities and plagues and indignities that could befall a film director on a film production.  That way I could check them off as they occurred.  Maybe it was like measles and mumps--each illness brought it's own immunity.
	"Fifty thousand dollars, man!  We need the money.  And it can't be some bullshit walk-on, you've got to give her some dialogue, make her feel important.  Avi wants to get laid."
	Spoken like a true pimp.  "You mean I have to write a part for her?"
	"Write something you can cut out.  But write something good.  She'll know if you're blowing her off."
	"I'll think about it."
	"Don't think about it," the inner coke demon had stirred in one quick snort back to contentious life.  "Do it.  We fucking need that money if you want to finish you're fucking movie."
	"Fine, Donald.  But right now I'd like to do the next fucking shot."


	day 12
	Donald intercepted me as my combi arrived on Orizaba Street the next morning.  He said, "She's in her trailer screaming.  If we don't fire Gabrielle, Courtney says she's on the next plane back to L.A." 
	So Courtney was back on the set.  And threatening to leave.
	"Gabrielle doesn't have anything to do with Courtney.  She does Ron and Norman's make-up."
	"Courtney says that Gabrielle's giving Norman pot.  Fuck, I don't know...Courtney feels like getting someone fired today."
	"What about Ron and Norman?  Have you talked to them?  Gabrielle's their make-up person."
	Donald walked blankly back toward the trailers, a Beavis brooding like Hamlet.
	I went to get coffee from the draft service table.  There were long faces and swirling rumors.  Courtney had hit on Gabrielle and been rebuffed.  No, Courtney had only acted like she was hitting on Gabrielle--it was all a mind fuck.  Gabrielle had called Courtney a bitch.  No, Gabrielle hadn't said a thing to Courtney.
	I heard screaming coming from Courtney's trailer.  The karmic abyss.  On the sidewalk Donald was talking to Gabrielle and Gabrielle was crying.
	Today we were scheduled to shoot the scene where Bill took leave of Joan to go to Guatemala with his boyfriend.  This was the first scene we would shoot inside the Burroughs apartment.  It would also be the first time that Kiefer and Courtney would act together. 
	Courtney stepped onto the set smiling.  Firing Gabrielle, and calling Donald on the carpet, did wonders for her disposition.  
	Yesterday's scenes with Kiefer didn't involve dialogue. Today, he was using the Burroughs voice for the first time.  After each take we talked and made adjustments.  Doing Burroughs' voice was a tricky thing.  Less was more. The voice had to be the proper blend of Kiefer and Burroughs, of actor and historical figure. 
	This careful calibration of tone was further complicated by all of the physical business that Kiefer performed in the scene.  He entered the room, took a page of writing from the typewriter platen, tacked it to the wall, fired an air gun at it, sat down, lit a cigarette, stood up, took off his sweater, put on his jacket and hat, and left.  "Why did I give myself so much fucking business?" he asked once we were deep into trying to film the master.  
	The number of takes mounted.
	I went to the corner room where he was waiting to make his entrance for take ten.  It was our first double digit take on the shoot.
	"I'm so sorry, Gary.  It's hard getting this thing right.  But this is going to set the tone for everything I do for the whole show.  It's got to be absolutely perfect."
	"I know.  I agree.  You're doing great.  Relax.  We're going to get it."
	Take ten.  Take eleven.  Take thirteen.
	Kiefer was profuse in his apologies for so many takes.
	I was profuse in my appreciation for his seriousness, his politeness, his professionalism.
	Take fourteen.
	"Cut.  Great.  Print it," I said.
	He looked at me.  "I feel really good about that one. Do you?"
	"Yes.  That's it.  You've got it."
	"Fucking great," Courtney said.
	"Thank you for indulging me," he said.  And to the room, "Thank you everyone."
	"Okay, moving on to the close-ups," I said, and got out my director's finder.
	"Gary, we have a situation," Federico said.
	I lowered the director's finder. 
	"The union requires a meeting.  The crew has not been paid in two weeks.  And they must decide whether to continue to work or not."
	I heard murmurs in Spanish as the crew left the third floor apartment set and walked down the age-patinaed staircase to the street.  "You mean we have a strike?"
	"A labor situation."  Federico shrugged and left with the others.
	The crew was gone.  Courtney and the glam squad decamped for her camper, trailer trash heaven.
	I looked out the window: two stories below, tinted a warm orange by a Wratten gel, the crew was gathered in a semi-circle on Orizaba Street, listening to a union representative. 	
	This morning had started with as an evil "All About Eve."  Now it was The Battleship Potemkin.  
	Kiefer and I were the only ones left.  The room was as quiet as if Federico had called "Silencio, por favor!"  It was a very eerie moment, alone with a star in the middle of a shooting day.
	Kiefer lit a cigarette and got behind the Panavision to take a look through the lens.  "Is it like this every day?"
	"No.  We have bad days sometimes."
	Kiefer laughed.
	"We could rehearse your soliloquy while we wait."
	"What soliloquy?"
	"I could write one.  There's probably time."
	Kiefer laughed again.


	"I'm going to make a speech to the crew," Donald said to me.  He was as excited as a bit player suddenly cast into a leading role.  I stood at the back of the crew.  The street theater borne of union fracas was amusing until I remembered that my precious shooting time getting eaten up.  They were irreplaceable minutes given our utterly precarious financing, I would be given no make up time for the loss.
	"Hello, everybody."  Donald Zuckerman Goes to Mexico City wasn't quite the same as Mr. Smith Goes to Washington.  "The good news is that our CPA has conducted an audit and we've found that no money is being stolen by Background Productions."
	My jaw dropped open.  Literally.  It was an insane thing to say, with Victor and Antonio standing nearby--not to mention the rest of the crew.  
	"We have money in the account to pay all of your salaries immediately.  You will be given checks tonight.  So let's get back to work and make a great film."
	Donald stopped speaking.  The crew didn't move.  It was as awkward as a stand-up comedian delivering the punch line and the audience not laughing.  Street theater--theater of the absurd--Waiting for Godot--Waiting for The Dough.
	Closing ranks in muttered Spanish, the crew dispersed, and desultorily returned back to work.  
	Donald came over to me smiling, his eyes glinting with pride, as if he had just delivered the Gettysburg Address.  He said, "I think that went great."
	I said what I always do after a screening of a bad movie, when you've got to say something to the filmmaker, neither insult nor lie, functional words to get out of a sticky situation without any bad feeling.  "You've done it again."


	Saturday night.
	I went back to my room at the Hotel Calinda.  The second week of shooting was done.
	The last three days of shooting with Kiefer brought home truths I saw the first minutes of rehearsal: he was going to steal the movie.  
	The script had been written with Joan at the center of the movie.  The key scenes between Joan and Lucien at the volcano and the river had been good, but their chemistry wasn't such that it would carry the movie.  When Courtney stopped "acting", she was very good.  But she was not an empathetic actress.  There was a tragic dimension to Joan Burroughs that Courtney wasn't delivering.  Maybe it was the distraction of her hair, her make-up, her bounce lighting, etc.  Maybe it was her innate limits as an actress.  I knew that I had to shoot close-ups of her--particularly sense she sleepwalked through the master shots--but every time I tried to talk myself out of it, dreading the two to four hours that each close-up would entail.  Because of her inability to match action and her impatience and disregard for technique, I had to limit her movements, and limit the cameras movement, and visually isolate her from the other characters.  I had originally intended to shoot the close-ups of Allen and Lucien and Bill with a piece of Joan in the foreground--a shoulder, an arm, a profile--to have Joan's visual presence and point of view permeate the film.  That plan, sadly, was abandoned the first day of shooting--and for good reason.  Only those few scenes that Courtney was not in could I shoot according to my original visual plan.
	There were currently three scenes of Bill travelling with his boyfriend, Lee.  These were intercut with the scenes of the road trip to the volcano.  If I added two or three more scenes of Bill and Lee, then I would have a subplot that could be woven into act two, significantly increasing Bill's presence.
	Saturday night.  The mental luxury of knowing that I had tomorrow off.  I could stay up late, and I could sleep late the next morning.  
	The other major issue I had to confront was cutting scenes.  Given the snail's pace the Diva had forced on me, I couldn't shoot everything and stay on schedule.  We had scheduled five days of shooting on Orizaba Street and Courtney had been in absentia for two full days.  We had managed to keep shooting, but those two days created a debit, beyond the shot-to-shot time costs of her hair and make-up, and the wasted minutes and hours of getting her to make the journey from her trailer, where time stood still, to the set, where time marched relentless, inexorably.
	Reviewing all of the scenes on Orizaba Street, the most logical cut was the four page breakfast scene, when Joan and Allen talk, with the kids listening as they eat breakfast.  As Ron had already pointed out, this scene covered some of the same ground as the scene by the lake in the morning when Allen and Joan talk.  In fact, fortuitously, some critical dialogue had been shifted from the Orizaba breakfast scene to the lake scene.  Also, Courtney had to walk to and from the kitchen serving breakfast as part of the scene.  Not exactly a complex action scene, but she had a genius for making something simple inordinately difficult.  Looking at the schedule, if I dropped this scene, we could finish the Orizaba on the two days left.  Just barely.  Looking at the script, the story seemed to flow smoothly without it.  In fact, I told myself, trying desperately not to rationalize, that it was the kind of scene that would maybe--probably--get cut in the editing room.  All I was doing was pre-editing.  By necessity.  To get the film finished.  The key was to get the film finished, with the limited resources of time and money at hand. 
	The telephone rang: Victor, on his cell phone.  "I pick you up and we go to the Sheraton bar, no?  Then we go out to a club?"
	"I'd like to," I lied.  "But I've got some work to do," I said truthfully.
	"It is Saturday night.  Please come."
	"Maybe," I lied.  "Call me when you're leaving the Sheraton."  It would probably take them hours to get to the Sheraton, have some preliminary drinks, and leave for a club.  
	Two hours later, I was in the middle of the rewrite, and nursing my second Cidral, when Victor called again.  
	"We leave now for the club."
	I looked at my travelling alarm clock.  It was one thirty a.m.  They would get to the club at two and stay until five or six.  Or later.  So late that later meant earlier.
	"No, thanks," I said.
	"Kiefer and Ron and Norman are going.  It will be fun."
	"I'd really love to go, but I'm tired," I lied.
	"I will miss your company," Victor lied.
	"Good-bye," I said truthfully.
	And got cell phone static in reply.
	Work is more fun than fun, Cole Porter said.  It was a fun Saturday night.  That the kind of fun that I couldn't explain to the sleepy-eyed Victor.
	When I finally went to bed I dreamed about doing the first camera set up of the day.  A slow motion dream.  Nothing happening.  And the anxiety of nothing happening.  Everything so slow. So painfully slow.  A dream, not a nightmare.  Because I could wake from it.

	
	week three

	Day 13 
	I felt incredibly tired in the morning.  A most unpromising way to start shooting.  Maybe because I was dreaming about the movie, the nights were not a relief.
	We filmed two night scenes in the apartment.  Day for night: black dubitine was hung from the windows to create the illusion of night.
	The first scene was Bill Burroughs coming home from drinking.  He walks through the front door and walks toward the camera, into close-up, where he pauses to ponder getting into bed with Joan, and all that entails.  We would be filming the next scene, of Bill and Joan together in their bedroom, in one of the rooms at the next location, on Friday.
	The camera was on sticks in a small room at the end of the hallway.  Ciro and I were cramped together in the narrow doorway.  With the windows covered, the air was stagnant and close.
	We walked through the shot.  Ciro and I showed Kiefer where to stop and stand, and what his eyeline should be for the bedroom.  We shot one take.  Then I asked for a variation, for Kiefer to walk a bit quicker, and register more weariness than he showed in take one.
	We did take two.  I now had two excellent takes, both different, giving me a choice in the editing room.
	The second hallway scene was between Joan and Lucien.  The camera remained in exactly the same place.  In this scene, Joan exits the children's room and walks toward the camera.  As she approaches the camera, Lucien steps out of the bathroom, on his way to bed.  They flirt with each other and Joan offers Lucien an opportunity to kiss her.  But he is reluctant, and after she exits, conflicted and regretful.  
	This second scene was more complex, because it involved two actors, doing a dance.  And the Diva never danced the same way twice.  Even with marks on the floor and rehearsal, sometimes she stood out of the light, other times she swayed out of the frame.
	Norman was better with hitting his mark, but didn't think through certain choices.  He spontaneously decided to exit the bathroom carrying a towel.  Not a bad idea.  Except that the towel had a logo for "The Little Mermaid" on it, which somewhat undermined the illusion of 1951.
	It took twelve takes to get two usable versions.
	As Courtney decamped with her entourage, Ciro looked at me.  "Kiefer's scene, Courtney's scene.  It is the difference of night and day."


	Back outside, standing in between the crumbling ochre walls of the courtyard, the sky above darkened with the threat of rain.  
	While the crew was setting up for the next scene, I went to talk to Ron.  It was a conversation I had been dreading.  He was in his Winnebago, sweating.  The air conditioning didn't work.
	"We've got to be out of this location tomorrow night, and we can't shoot everything scheduled.  My plan is to cut the breakfast scene.  But I wanted to talk to you about it first."
	Ron had been nodding while I talked.  He gave a last nod after I stopped.  "I understand why you have to do it.  But it sucks."
	"I know it sucks.  But I've got to do a lot of things that suck to get the film shot."
	"It really pisses me off that I'm losing this scene because of Courtney."
	"It pisses me off too.  But I've really thought about this and it'll work."
	"Yeah, it'll work..."  His voice trailed off.  Not his thoughts.  He was so reasonable that it hurt.
	

	I went back to the courtyard.  Back to unreasonableness.  The scene we were about to film was of Joan saying good-bye to the kids as she leaves them with a neighbor.  Lucien and Allen walk through frame, headed for the car. As Joan leaves, the camera dollies back with her, until she too exits the frame, leaving the upset kids behind.  Once again, we were fighting against the diminishing daylight to get the shot.      
	The first problem was the actress playing the neighbor.  She was going on vacation to Acapulco and didn't want to stay to do the shot--which is what she had been cast to do, fully aware of the production schedule.  She let me know the great sacrifice she was making, missing her train to do the shot.  
	The second problem was that Courtney had to walk as the camera dollied back, at a speed slightly faster than the dolly, to exit the frame near the end of the dolly move.  I knew this would be hit or miss depending on what synapses were hitting or missing in her head when we did a take.  I would probably get something usable, but not in a predictable fashion.  I had learned that much the first two weeks of shooting the Diva.
	The third problem was getting Georgianna, the little girl playing Joan's daughter, to look unhappy at her mother's leave taking.  The little boy did just fine.  Anna the script supervisor explained to him in Spanish that he was supposed to look unhappy.  He frowned in an aesthetically pleasing manner and I told him, "Bueno.  Muy bueno."
	Georgianna had a toy wooden puppet that pleased her, as did all the attention she got from the film crew.  She was having the time of her life.  I got down on my knees and talked to her, explaining how her make-believe Mommy was leaving, that she was lonely and unhappy and sad, that she should try and think of something sad.  Mona, Georgianna's mom, came over to help, talking to her daughter in Romanian.  When Georgianna finally frowned I said "Good, that's it," and she smiled at my praise.  I worked her back to a frown, with Mom's help.
	We tried a take.  Georgianna couldn't help but smile; she was having too good of a time.  The wisdom of cutting the breakfast scene was reaffirmed, but that wasn't helping me get the shot.
	Ciro took a reading with his light meter and frowned. "We have very little light."
	"Remember Georgianna, you are every unhappy.  You're Mommy is leaving.  You're very lonely.  You don't want her to go."
	Mona, who was standing near the camera, sighed in exasperation and then began talking loudly in Romanian.  It was a brusque sounding language to begin with, and Mona's words were almost barked.  Georgianna replied softly in Romanian.  Even untranslated I was frozen by the nastiness of the words.  Georgianna started crying, her words choked by tears.  Everyone on the crew was appalled.  
	I felt terrible.  But we were losing the light.  I called for one last take.
	It was usable.
	"I didn't ask you to do that," I old Mona.
	"But she was ruining everything," Mona said.
	Mona's Romanian softened with praise, but Georgianna kept crying.  
	With the dying light came drizzle. 
	"Talk about a fucked up stage mother--that's twenty thousand bucks worth of therapy right there," Courtney said to me in passing, as she and the glad squad decamped.
	I hurried over to Georgianna.  "You were great Georgianna.  You are a wonderful actress."
	Mona hurried over and hugged her daughter.  "Mommy just wanted you to be good."  Mona has upset by what she had done.  We all were.  No shot was worth that cruelty, that pain.
	The rain came.  The crew was used to the rainy season.  Pedro Sonido instantly had a plastic cowl over his sound cart.  Noe covered the Panavision with the blue plastic he always kept with the camera.  I ran into a crumbling stairwell to get out of the rain.
	Ciro and I talked about the next set-up in the stairwell, the impromptu office of the moment.  Oscar appeared with the maroon umbrella for me. When I opened the umbrella the nylon tore along one of the furls.  

	
	Donald found me.  His umbrella was big and white and had the Sheraton logo on it.
	"Hey, man, I've got something for you to sign.  For the completion bond.  It's an inducement letter."
	Under a streetlight, under the unraveling maroon umbrella, I leafed through a curling, thermal-paper fax.  As I read, Donald ranted and rambled.
	"Alain really fucked us up.  He said he was friends with the vice president of the completion bond company but these guys are assholes they want all kinds of documentation no one else ever wants and all this fucking bullshit is keeping us from getting the bond and the bond is keeping us from getting the loan which is why Andrew has to keep selling stock to keep things going.  Fucking Alain, he acts like he knows everything.
	"This says that if we go into the contingency fund, then I relinquish all my cutting rights."
	"That's just a formality," Donald said.
	"Hey, it's in this contract.  We don't know where we are with the budget, I mean Background isn't doing an ace job of accounting.  We might already be using the contingency fund."
	"That doesn't matter."
	"You called these guys thieves."
	His inner demon had a wake-up snort and was alive.  "Look, man, if you don't sign this fucking thing we're shutting down production."
	"Hey, it's not unreasonable to be a little concerned about losing my cutting rights over a budget and accounting issue that you yourself have said is all screwed up."
	"This inducement letter is a fucking formality.  It's meaningless.  And if you don't sign it, we won't get a completion bond and we're even more fucked than we already are."  
	"I want my lawyer to at least look at it."
	Donald glared at me as if this was the height of unreasonableness.  I wished that Mona would shout some Romanian at Donald and make him cry.
	"You need to sign this thing tomorrow."
	"Fax it to Frank right away.  I'll call him."
	Donald kept glaring at me.
	The rain was getting heavier.  The nylon loosened from another furl of the shoddy umbrella I was holding.
	"I am not signing a document like this without Frank looking at it first."
	Donald was a lawyer who wanted to be a producer.  Andrew was a lawyer who wanted to be a producer.  Frank was a lawyer who wanted to be a screenwriter.  I was a filmmaker who got assailed by legal documents.
	"I'll get it faxed to Frank.  But you've got to sign it tomorrow."  If Donald couldn't have the last word with Courtney, we damn well wanted it with me.  
	I walked off, alone again, the damp and onerous fax in hand, whistling "Singin' in the Rain."


	Day 14 
	I woke up early.  Early enough to exercise on the treadmill.  I was excited by a treadmill--what an odd state of affairs.  One day Gregor Samsa awoke to find that he had been transformed into a giant cockroach.  I had awoken one morning to find that I had been transformed into a giant squirrel.  A Calvinist squirrel.
	A combi picked me up at the hotel.  Ricardo, a new driver, seemed to get lost in the short mile between the Calinda and location.  Was the lesson that every journey, even one taken a dozen times, was uncertain and perilous?
	It was our last day on Orizaba Street.  Courtney was an hour late.  Even cutting the four page breakfast scene, it would be a horse race with a horse's ass to finish today's scheduled scenes.  We had to complete the long scene where Joan says good-bye to Lucien and Allen.  It was a jigsaw puzzle; we had already shot all the set-ups that didn't have Courtney in them.  I was thinking about the whole thing fit together, and feeling tired, when Donald appeared, an avenging angel in Izod.
	"Can you please sign the inducement letter?"
	"I haven't talked to Frank."
	He handed me his cell phone.  I pulled my copy of the inducement letter out of my backpack and wandered down the street as I dialed, trying to get some privacy.
	"It's onerous," Frank said.  "I've never seen a completion bond ask for anything like this.  I talked to Andrew, and he's livid.  He's pissed at the completion bond company and he's pissed at Alain for suggesting them.  Have you talked to Alain about this?"
	"I haven't seen Alain since Patzcuaro.  He's been really sick with some kind of viral fever.  But Linda says he's better.  Look, Donald is pressuring me, that if I don't sign this thing he says that production will shut down."
	"What a lousy situation.  I'd suggest signing the thing under duress.  The language is awful, but the reality is that a completion bond company doesn't want to step in and take over.  But if Alain knows these guys, you should try to talk to him first."
	I called Alain at the Sheraton.  His voice was ragged but punctilious; he was recovering.
	"Frank is right; it's an onerous document," Alain said.
	"You suggested that we used this company."
	"It was a mutual suggestion.  Andrew participated in the decision."
	That was as close as Alain would ever come to admitting that he had made an error in judgment.
	"Donald says that the completion bond won't close if I don't sign this thing."
	"I don't disagree."  
	"What would you do?" I asked.
	"What would I do?  Okay.  If you repeat my advice to anyone, then I will stop working on the film."
	"What would you do?"
	"I wouldn't sign it."
	"Given the consequences?  Shutting production down?"
	"I said I wouldn't sign it, and I repeat that I am not advising you to either sign or not sign the inducement letter.  But since you asked, I'm telling you what I would do."
	Alain was being Alain.  Even if the production was going through it's daily cycle of falling apart, he was getting better.  He said, "I'll come by the set later."
	"If there still is a set."
	"Morose today, aren't we?"
	"Just another glorious day, watching the sky fall."
	I called Frank back.  Donald was eyeing me from the corner.  I avoided eye contact and wandered further away.  I told Frank what Alain had said.
	"Alain wouldn't sign it?" he repeated, in disbelief.
	"That's Alain."
	"I talked to Andrew again while you were talking to Alain, and he's absolutely livid.  I don't know what to tell you.  It's a bad situation.  But here's the thing--what they are asking for in this letter violates your DGA agreement, in which you have final cut.  If a conflict arose, this inducement letter would most likely be thrown out because the DGA agreement which is your underlying employment contract supersedes this." 
	"So I'm protected?"
	"Yes."
	"If you didn't have final cut per the DGA contract, it would be a different matter.  But you do."
	"But final cut isn't standard, is it?"
	"No, but Alain got Donald and Andrew to sign agreement the DGA Deal Memo, which gave you final cutting authority."
	"So I've got Alain to thank for final cut?"
	"Yes."
	"Alain who is not willing to advise me to sign this inducement letter?"
	"I don't think Alain fully understands the protections you've got via the DGA."
	"Not that Alain would ever admit that."
	"No," Frank laughed.
	"Okay, I'll sign the thing."
	"And I'll draft up a letter for Andrew to sign, expressing how you signed the inducement letter under duress."
	"Andrew agreed to sign a letter about my duress?"
	"Yes.  By the way, how's the shooting going?"
	"Courtney's make-up takes so long that I've got plenty of time to talk to you about this.  That's how well it's going."
	I wandered back to the courtyard and handed Donald his phone back.  "Will you sign it now?" Donald nudged.
	"Under duress."
	"I promise you that this letter is meaningless.  You're going to have final cut.  I promise."
	"You promise?"
	"I absolutely promise.  You're going to keep creative control."
	"You can thank fucking Alain for fucking this whole thing up."  Donald looked sleazy.  
	I felt queasy.
	I signed, uneasy.
	He hurried away with my signature, a happy man.  That my signature could bring such happiness.
	A strange day, and we hadn't even started shooting.
	When Courtney finally breezed onto the set, she was perky.  "I'm into the Gary-ness of it all," she announced.  She moved on to her mark and Ciro adjusted the obligatory bounce card.   "Ciro, I finally saw the dailies.  Beautiful.  Now that I've seen your work, you can do whatever you want."
	"Lose the bounce card," I said, dryly.
	Courtney gave me a dirty look.  How dare I out hip the hipster.  She frowned at me and placed an index finger along either side of her nose.  "See these?"  She traced the lines short diagonal furrows that ran from her nostrils to the corner of her mouth. "Labial folds.  I'm too young to have labial folds.  They're from smoking," and she took a drag of her Alas cigarette, to make her point. "To collagen or not to collagen, that is the question."
	That was as close as she got to Shakespeare all day.
	An hour and fifteen minutes later, after the ministrations of the glam squad, we had Courtney's close-up in the can.
	"Gary, we have a situation," Federico said.  Whenever Federico said that we had a situation, we truly did.
	The lunch break was called an hour early because the union representatives had called another meeting.  The crew still hadn't been paid.
	It was a sequel last Saturday's union crisis.  The crew was again gathered around in a semi-circle on the sidewalk around Donald and Victor.  I was prepared to enjoy the street theater of Donald and Victor squirming.  Even if the boat was sinking, why not enjoy those last few dry minutes of the cruise? 
	Federico touched my arm.  "Gary, we have another situation.  Number Four is in his trailer, and he is very unhappy about being called on the set too early."  Number Four was Kiefer.
	"Why is he here?  We don't need him for six hours, at least."
	"At least," Federico repeated. "Oscar made a mistake."
	"No.  Oscar made another mistake."
	Federico shrugged and unhappily rubbed his five o'clock shadow.  "I am very embarrassed."
	"You didn't fuck up.   Oscar did."
	"I am still embarrassed."
	"I'll got talk to him."  So much for watching this morning's re-enactment of the Mexican Revolution.  I dismayed yet again in how precipitously the quality of the staff declined the further one got from the camera.  Federico was excellent; his support staff was worthless. 
	Kiefer had a different trailer today.  Bigger than Courtney's.  He was playing chess with Maurice at the trailer's kitchen table.
	"Kiefer.  I'm really sorry you got called so early."
	He fixed me with his pitiless blue eyes.  I was glad that he wasn't mad at me.  He said, "It's not your fault."
	"I don't think we're going to get to your scenes until tonight. You can go back to the hotel."
	"I'm already here.  How's it going?"
	"Courtney was late.  Again.  Then it takes a minimum of an hour to shoot her close-up."
	"That fucking bitch."  He took one of Maurice's bishops.  "I'm hungry."
	"What can we eat down here?" Maurice asked.
	"Meat," Kiefer answered.  "Cooked meat."
	The crew came back to work.  I didn't ask the whys and wherefores.  You don't look a gift horse in the mouth.  And wasn't each shooting day a gift?
	Once again, an absurd rush to finish the farewell scene before dark.  In younger, idealistic days, I had dreamed of closing the sequence with a shot of Joan in close-up.  The camera would then dolly back, retreating from her, visually echoing the car she is watching leave, her loneliness accentuated as her figure became smaller.
	That was a shot that we didn't have time to get.  We could come back to Orizaba Street the last week to pick up this last, crucial shot of Courtney.


	It was dark on Orizaba Street with the mystery of another night, our last night here.  Norman was smoking a cigarette and smoking with Alejandra.
	"Tomorrow's the first scene in Heard's apartment."
	He nodded uncomprehendingly.
	"Your musical debut. D - G - A.  Remember?"
	"Shit.  Tomorrow?"
	"You haven't been practicing," I surmised.  Norman was making twenty five thousand dollars a week.  Obviously not enough to bother with a little homework.
	"That fucking scene is tomorrow?"
	"That's why I had the art department got you a guitar."
	"Yeah.  Fuck."
	The guitar was procured.  Norman an I sat in folding plastic chairs on the sidewalk.  I tried teaching him the three chords again, singing along, and then with him, teaching him the melody.  His voice was terrible.  His guitar playing was awful.  It would have to work on the level of rough charm.  But there was a long way to go to get to even an acceptable level of rough charm.
	Impatient with ineptitude created by laziness, I took the guitar from Norman and played through the song a couple of times, in part to give him a better feel for the song, but also because I missed playing the guitar--it was something that I did at home to relax.  
	Pedro Mejia dropped a couple of pesos in the guitar case.  So did Hugo.
	It was my first bonus money since my salary had been slashed in half the first day of shooting.
	Federico threw in a five peso coin.
	I was having as good time.  We were having a good time.  Even today.  	
	Alain appeared on the set.  He'd lost weight and he was smiling.  "Are you a street musician now?"
	"Anything to keep the production financed."
	When Alain came to the set, he rarely brought good news.  Because there rarely was good news.
	"The video company, New Art, transferred the first week's dailies wrong.  They did it without flex files, despite my specific instructions."
	"What are flex files?"
	"Flex files are what let you correlate the video to the film, so you can go back and cut the negative after you finish editing."
	"That's essential."
	"Exactly.  But Victor told them not to make flex files."
	"Why?"
	"Because it costs more money."
	"But all the money is wasted without flex files."
	"Exactly.  So the first week' dailies are worthless.  And there won't be any more dailies."
	"Why?"
	"Why?  Do you really have to ask?  Money.  No do-re-mi.  We owe the transfer house money and we owe the lab money.  The lab will keep processing because they know that we'll pay the bill to get our negative back."
	"What about editing the film?  I was hoping that Steve could start editing the film while we were still shooting."
	"There's no film for Steve to edit.  We won't be able to get the film back to L.A. and properly transferred until after we finish shooting.  We can't afford the extra editing rental anyway."
	"Well?  Is there any good news today?"
	"Good news?"  Alain laughed.  "You're still shooting.  I suppose that's good news.  And now it's time for me to get producorial."
	Alain retreated into the courtyard with Rando.  He placed his foot on a cinder block and unfastened a money belt that fastened to his ankle.  There was a thick sheaf of peso notes in the money belt. He counted out a wad of cash and handed it to Rando. 
	It stared to drizzle, ending the concert.  I went to the production trailer to grab my umbrella.
	Oscar was busy typing on his PowerBook.  I hoped he was writing a note to himself: Don't bring Kiefer to set six hours early.
   	

	Shooting just one close-up of Courtney made for a long night.  And we had several to shoot.
	"Where's my lighter?" Courtney yelled, to no one in particular.  She was in the habit of speaking loudly to a wall or to the wind and having a human being appear to fulfill whatever need she had verbalized.
	"Line," she said when she wanted Anna to give her a line.
	"Lonna," she said when she had her hair fussed with.
	"Wende!" when she needed a cigarette.
	I heard Hugo, the prop man, mutter "la perra" under his breath as he brought the lighter to Courtney.
	"What does la perra mean?" I asked Federico quietly.
	"Bitch.  It is what the crew calls Number One."
	"La perra," I said, rolling the rrrrrs.
	"SeÒor," Hugo said to Courtney as he handed her the prop lighter.
	"Did he just call be SeÒor?" Courtney asked as Hugo walked away.  No one answered.
	"SeÒor is the other name for Number One," Federico whispered to me. 
	As the hour grew later, Rando appeared on the set.  He looked steamed.  Courtney, who hand a wardrobe change for nearly every scene, was wearing a blue dress well beyond the budget of the impecunious Burroughs household. But the Diva was undeterred by issues of character and realism.  She both enjoyed arguing and was immune to it.  I pulled him aside.  "You know the scene where Courtney sits at the table drinking, after the guys have left?"
	"Yes?" he asked.
	"You know the one where the camera dollies back from her?"  This dolly back stylistically echoed the dolly back from Courtney as the car drives away--the shot that I had not been able to filmed.  
	"Do you think we really need it?   Maybe I can just cut to the next day."  I was trying to convince myself to cut the scene, and I was enlisting Rando's help in rationalizing this.
	"I think you need the scene," Rando said.
	Not the answer I was hoping to here.
	"Well, what if it's a static shot?  And the camera doesn't dolly back?"
	"No, I think you need the shot that we storyboarded.  She's alone at the table drinking.  You dolly back."
	"But it's so fucking late."
	"Hey, you've got to get what you need.  And that's that."
	I fell in love with Rando.  Again.  In a Platonic way--via my nagging Socratic method.  Left to my own devices, my own guilt about running late, I was inclined to simplify, to cut things.  Today we were running late because of union unrest, a new problem, and because of Courtney, which wa the ongoing and underlying problem of the entire shoot--or, more accurately, with every shot that she was in.
	Buoyed by Rando's tenacity, I did the shot. As a dolly.  Give the devil her due, give the Diva her due--she played the scene of despair very well.  I talked her through the shot, "Okay, you take a drink.  You're thinking about Lucien and Allen--you drink again--head in hand--drunk--sleepy--still--very still.  Cut."
	"I love that!" she said.  "I love when you talk me through a shot.  I wish I could be a silent film star."
	I wished she could just be silent.


	day 15 
	Today the crew moved to Oaxaca Street, only six blocks from the Hotel Calinda.  This was the location of Heard's Apartment.  The call time was 1:30 p.m., to accommodate the night scenes that were scheduled.  
	I had cut a four page scene on Orizaba Street, the equivalent of a full day of shooting, to keep us on schedule.  It was as if I was building a house, and to keep construction on budget, rooms were being erased from the floor plans.  The trick was not to erase any essential room.  I didn't want to be building a hacienda without a baÒo.
	I set about getting the first shot of the day, the next station of the cross.  This was a shot of Joan and Bill walking up the stairs to Heard's apartment.  It was followed by a second shot of them walking down a dark hallway and knocking on Heard's door.  After these simple establishing shots were out of the way, we would spend three days inside of the apartment filming two scenes: the first, Lucien and Joan's visit to the apartment before he road trip: the second, the fatal drinking party where Bill plays a fatal game of William Tell with Joan.
	Courtney had chosen a clinging black dress for her death scene.  It needed pinning or hemming.  Or hawing.  The Diva had a wardrobe problem, real or imagined.  The consequence: she wasn't on the set.  After the camera and lights were set I went outside, I saw Patricia, the wardrobe supervisor standing in Courtney's trailer doorway, and heard Miss Love's fucking this's and fucking that's.  Patricia frowned as she carried the black dress away.  
	I fell into step beside Patricia.  "Patricia, you're doing a great job.  Please, please, please, don't quit."
	She didn't say anything.
	"Please."
	"She is crazy.  Mean crazy," Patricia said.
	"La Perra," I said.
	Patricia smiled.  "Your Spanish is improving."


	While we waited for Courtney and her black dress, I walked through the shots in Heard's apartment with Ciro and Federico.  Federico took a genuine interest in the aesthetics of the movie, and was part of these conversations.  
	There were two bedrooms in this apartment.  One was dressed to be Bill and Joan's bedroom.  The other, which opened onto a strange courtyard, was to serve as Bill and Lee's Guatemala bedroom.
	Alain came on the set, to dispense money from his ankle belt to Rando.  "Why aren't you shooting?"
	"You have to ask?"
	"But what's the reason today?"
	"Wardrobe."
	"So many outfits, so little time."
	"Exactly."
	Federico was constantly calling own for status reports.  A half hour, he was promised.  Thirty minutes later: Courtney would be on set in fifteen minutes.  Thirty minutes later: Courtney would be on set in fifteen minutes.  Thirty minutes later: holding steady at fifteen minutes.
	I talked with Alain about the plan to beef up Bill in Guatemala scenes.  To help him steal the picture.  Or save it.  Either way, to play to a known strength.  Alain volunteered to write a couple of new scenes.  I gratefully accepted.  I could edit the existing script, but to write brand new scenes required a different mindset.  
	While we waited, Norman frantically rehearsed his song.   Caterwauling and twanging.  It reminded me of cracking the books the night before finals.  The same mood of urgency and panic.  Except that they were my finals that he was ill-prepared for.  The scene would be filmed once, today, for all eternity.  And his off-key singing was making it hard to think on the set.
	Courtney appeared on set, smiling, in her black dress.  With the camera on a tripod, I filmed her and Kiefer walking up the stairs--a simple establishing shot that had only taken four hours.
	Next, it was time to film the scene of Norman serenading Courtney. His singing had thankfully achieved a level of rough charm.  But he kept inverting the lyrics.  I had written:
			Abuse me,
			Confuse me,
			Say you didn't chose me.
	Norman sang:
			Abuse me,
			Chose me,
			Say you don't confuse me.
	His dyslexic inversion radically changed the meaning.  I let the take play through to the end before calling cut.  "Norman, you reversed the words.  It's not abuse me, confuse me, it's abuse, confuse--"
	"Fucking let him do his own thing!" Courtney shrieked.
	I was stunned.
	"Just let him sing the song his own fucking way!  You never let anybody do anything."
	The whole crew was looking toward me.  I preferred to avoid conflict.  I preferred to avoid Courtney.  But she could not be avoided.
	"I'd prefer if he got the words in something like the right order.  That's why I went to the trouble of writing them."
	"Fuck," she muttered and stomped off the set.
	Norman hung onto the guitar, embarrassed.  Everyone looked embarrassed--except she who had done the embarrassing.  "I got the words backwards?  I'm sorry."
	He rehearsed the song.
	We waited.
	She returned.  Unapologetic.  
	We did another take.  Norman got the words right.  
	The end of the fifteenth day of shooting.  The halfway point.  I remembered awakening for the first day of shooting, hopeful.
	Tonight I was too tired to remember falling asleep.


	day 16 
	Today the William Tell scene was scheduled.  The crew call was two p.m.  I woke at nine a.m., ate breakfast, then went back to sleep until two.
	Unaccountably, Courtney was on time, pleasant, and professional.  Whoever she was channeling, I hoped that the channel stayed open.
	Between set-ups, Kiefer provided the accounting. "We've got the same agent at ICM.  I called him and told him to tell Courtney to stop fucking everything up."
	"Thanks."
	"De nada, Jefe."


	A woman with clear skin and a blissed-out smile floated past in flowing white clothes.  She could have been Antonio's soul-mate.
	"Hello.  Who are you?"
	"Courtney's yoga teacher."
	Every set should have one.


	Later in the day, Alain came to the set with the two new Burroughs' scenes.  With a little tweaking, they were just fine.  One was set in the churchyard location scheduled for tomorrow.  I thanked Alain.  So far it was a thankful day.
	"It's a good thing that you signed that inducement letter for the bond company."
	"That you secretly advised me against."
	"I turned out to be a magnanimous, if meaningless gesture.  The bond company asked Andrew for yet some additional indemnification and he finally snapped.  He went to another bond company.  So the original company said no, no, no, that's okay, we don't need that, come on back.  But Andrew said fuck you even though it's going to take at least a week to get a bond from a new company.  Which means that we won't get the production loan for at least another week."
	"You say that gleefully."
	"No," Alain said, even his denial gleeful.  Was it shaden freude if you were the one feeling the pain?  "So you were a good guy to sign the inducement letter and now it's meaningless."


	After "lunch", which was at 8 p.m., Alain was on the set with a little digital camera.  Today he had gone from a ankle-wallet-peso-dispensing producer, to an uncredited additional scenes writer, to a baseball-cap-on-backwards videographer.  He crouched unobtrusively behind me with the little camera.
	In front of he camera, Courtney calle Wende Martin over.  After some deliberation Wende circled around to me.  "Miss Love doesn't allow any filming on the set."
	"What?" I said.  "That's what we do on the set, film."
	"No video filming," Wende said, nodding at Alain.  She and Alain had talked many times, and were friendly, but Wende had her game face on now, and glared at him as if he were a paparazzi, though Courtney had never struck me as publicity shy.
	"It's for the Electronic Press Kit.  I'm just panning from the set to Gary behind the camera," Alain explained.
	"Miss Love doesn't want any behind the scenes footage."
	Alain looked at me and shrugged.  In a ridiculous cosmos, what was the flickering of a ridiculous star?  He turned off the camera and put in down.
	As Ciro and I were adjusting with framing the shot, I half-noticed Wende going back to talk to Courtney then returning to Alain.  "Miss Love would prefer you not to be on the set."
	"I put the camera away," Alain said.
	"She would prefer you not on set."
	"Fucking exploitation shit!" Courtney said.  "I can't act with someone doing this fucking shit on the set!  They're going to show me getting shot in the head and this shit's going to get on the internet!"
	"I'm sorry.  I put the camera away," Alain said.
	"Get the fuck out of here!" Courtney yelled, and by way of demonstration, stormed off the set.  The storm stormed away.
	Alain followed after her, leaving the digital camera behind.  
	Courtney screamed from the hallway.  Shrieked.  Nasty sounds too echoey to recognize as words.
	I wondered if Alain was going to quit the film.  I imagined him going right from the hallway to his hotel room to the airport.
	Courtney returned.  Calm.  Nothing like a good screaming fit to settle the nerves.  She was ready to die on film.
	We were re-creating the death of Joan Burroughs.  Two blocks from where it had really happened, forty-eight years ago.  Joan and Bill had dared each other into playing a game of William Tell.  Bill had aimed a Star .380 Automatic at a shot glass on her head, and missed, drilling her in the forehead.
	"I don't want to die like Jason Lee," Courtney said.
	I didn't think that her life was in danger, even though everyone on the crew had unkind feelings toward Courtney.  
	"There is no live ammunition on the set.  We are using every safety precaution," I said.
	The protocol was for the prop master, Hugo, to check the chamber and the clip prior to every take, and to show these to both the assistant director and the actors involved to confirm that only blanks were in the gun.  This was standard operating procedure.  But Courtney, as she often did, had different ideas.
	"I want Kiefer to check the gun.  I trust Kiefer."  Kiefer was indeed handling the little silver-plated automatic with a sure hand, but an actor, any actor, particularly the actor charged with discharging the gun on-screen, wasn't the best choice of safety expert.
	I walked off the set and down to the street between set-ups.  I didn't see Alain but I did see Rando.  Yelling at Victor.  "...that's a bunch of crap!"
	"Do not ever contradict me in front of the crew again," Victor said with sleepy-eyed dignity.  "We are making a movie.  You are not making anything."
	"You lie about paying money to locations!  You lie about when we can go in and prep!  My crew is sneaking around with flashlights at the next location!"
	Victor patted Rando on the back.  It was a bit of a reach because Rando was a foot taller.  "You can go back home now, Rando.  You don't have a work permit."
	"Take your hand off my back or I'll punch your dim lights out."
	Victor patted Rando again.  "Go on home, Rando.  Go home."
	Rando shoved Victor hard against a metal security grate.  Victor's eyes opened wide, and he scurried away, frightened.  He started to speak again, but thought better of it.
	Rando saw me.  I could almost see the cartoon steam rising from his ears.  "I'm sorry I lost my temper...but that son of a bitch..."


	I went back to the make believe of Bill shooting Joan.  Three a.m.  A bullet hole and a rivulet of blood painted on Courtney's forehead as she reclined on the floor, in her black dress, not just any black dress, but a perfectly hemmed, perfect black dress to die in.  She rested on one elbow, the glamorous undead, smoking a cigarette between takes.
	That was a snapshot that I wanted.  But it wasn't worth the screams.  So, a snapshot memorized, in my head, nowhere else.
	Nowhere else but a strange room in Mexico City in the middle of the night.


	day 17 
	Today the crew call was again 2 p.m.  And again I woke at nine a.m., stumbled downstairs for breakfast, then went back to sleep.  
	This afternoon the first scenes of Bill and Lee in Guatemala were scheduled.  Permission had been secured from a priest to film in the churchyard of Iglesia San Jacinto.  It was a reduced crew--no generator, no lights, no dolly, no video tap, no trailers.  And no Courtney.
	The crew has happy to be back outdoors, and happy to be free of Courtney for a day.  She had taken the red eye back to Los Angeles.  He daughter was having a birthday party Saturday, and the schedule had been arranged to allow her a three day weekend stateside.  
	The churchyard had ancient stone walls, towering trees, tropical flowers.  In the first scene, the camera tilted down from the church steeple to reveal Bill and Lee strolling past; Lee petulantly parried Bill's unwanted attentions.  The second scene was the one that Alain had just written.  In it, Bill flirted with a little boy, then discussed holding Lee to the twice-a-week sex that they negotiated before taking the journey.  The priest was not shown the pages for this new scene.  I walked through the churchyard with Ciro looking for a place to shoot this new scene.   We finally decided upon a set of steps, that offered a good view of the churchyard behind.  The camera was on a tripod and we laid out the shot to show the little boy in the foreground holding out his hand to Bill for money as the shot began.  As the little boy exited frame left, Bill slid over ot his left and the camera planned with him, revealing Lee also sitting on the steps.
	As we began shooting the scene it evolved.  First Lee cringed at the prospect of sex with Bill and left.  On the next take, Bill followed after Lee, leaving an empty frame.
	With only a simple pan and having characters enter and exit frame, I shot the whole scene in a single master, without coverage.  To me, this scene was the essence of good filmmaking: simple, well-designed story-telling.  Today I was shooting a scene that had only been written yesterday and that I had no clear plan for until I got on location.  It was exhilarating.
	I had learned, again, not be afraid of the creative process.  At some point you had to trust your instincts.  This could happen at the script stage--or the storyboard stage--or the shooting stage--but to do inspired work, there has to come a moment when one is inspired.  That's the cold hard truth of it.  Ideally, life would be an endless string of creative moments.
	Ideally.
	Not always.  But this afternoon, yes.  A small crew, a found location, and two excellent, cooperative actors.


	We went back to Oaxaca Street, back to the trailers, the lights, the dolly, the video tap.  I had a laundry list of close-ups to complete the William Tell scene, plus the Bill-Lee bedroom scenes to film.
	Alain came to the set.
	"I'm sorry that Courtney yelled at you," I said.
	"There's nothing for you to be sorry for.  You didn't yell."
	I shrugged.  "Still, I got you into this thing..."
	He shrugged back.  "Anyway, here are the new Candy pages."
	"Candy?"
	"The character to be played by Avi's girl friend."
	These new pages were to be inserted in the bar scene we would film on Monday.
	"Donald says that I just have to shoot the scene, but I'm worried that it might find it's way into the picture."
	"You have final cut," Alain said, "per the DGA Deal Memorandum giving you final cutting authority."
	"And I thank you once again."
	"Hey, Andrew's the one who signed the contract."
	"But you put it in front of him."
	An appreciatively nod from Alain.
	I would read the Candy Scene later.  Thank God I hadn't had to write it.


	Rando had decorated the bedroom that opened onto the building's strange courtyard as Bill and Lee's Guatemala bedroom.  I started the shot looking across the courtyard up at the twilight sky.  The camera then panned and tilted to reveal Bill and Lee in bed, enjoying a lingering, post-coital kiss.  The camera then dollied into a tight two-shot of them in bed.  One scene, done as a single designed shot.  After a blocking rehearsal, we shot a take.
	The first take was flawless.  For protection, we did it again.  It was heartening and saddening.  Heartening, to shoot the film as I had envisioned, in the style of the long, designed shots that I favored.  Saddening, because I could only do this with the Bill scenes, not the Joan scenes.  Because Joan was being played by Courtney, and the Diva forced deviation.  


	day 18 
	By the time I got back to the Room 433 and fell asleep it was five a.m., but I woke at nine a.m.  My body clock's failure to re-set for night shooting was pushing me further toward exhaustion.  And I was awash in a delirium of details.  Not just the vast complex of facts that I had to hold in my head as the writer and director of the movie, but all those sensations of the movie set, and Mexico, and me.  Each day it's own strange lifetime.
	Crew call was for one thirty p.m., in the Placa Santa Domingo, to shoot the Pawnshop Scene.
	The Pawnshop Scene had originally been written as a pawnshop that Bill visited in Guatemala, where he found a Boy Scout knife just like the one that Lucien had owned back in New York City, and had stabbed Dave Kammerer to death with.  When all the pawnshops that Paul showed us were either unsuitable or ugly or unsuitably ugly, I had the idea of placing the Pawnshop Scene in an outdoor market.  
	The Placa Santa Domingo was near the Zocalo in the Centro Historico.  On Saturday the traffic on the narrow two-lane streets was impenetrable; it took over an hour to travel the three miles from the hotel to location.
	The square was noted or it's printers.  It was the place to go for things such as wedding invitations.  And fake identification.  There was supposed to be a heavy Mexican Mafia presence.  Next to the church was a covered arcade, with a row of kiosks were ancient linotype machines were still used.  With the judicious placement of a few period vehicles, this courtyard would look like 1951.
	I had talked to Jes˙s about scheduling the Interior Guatemala Bus scene for after the pawnshop.  We would already have the extras on the set.  
	I planned to do the Pawnshop Scene in a single take.  I was working with Kiefer--all things were possible.  The shot would begin outside of the arcade, with Bill and Lee in the background, walking through the market, browsing as they walked toward the camera.  The camera would move laterally into the arcade as Bill drifted on a parallel course.  Inside the arcade, Bill would walk into a close-up just as the camera came to a stop.  As he looked down at something off screen, the camera would tilt down to reveal a close-up of the Boy Scout knife that had caught his eye.  Bill's hand would then reach in and pick up the knife.
	I was allotted three period vehicles as per our budget.  I asked Jes˙s where the bus was.  He pointed to a station wagon, one of the vehicles that I had been given to "fill the frame."
	"That's not a bus."
	"No, it is a bus," he insisted.
	"No, it's like a combi.  It only holds six passengers."
	"It looked much bigger in the picture," Jes˙s insisted.
	"I need a normal sized bus.  Like we had in Patzcuaro."
	"It is too late to get one for today."
	"So we can't film the bus scene today?"
	Jes˙s shrugged.  
	"The pawnshop scene is it?"
	"Unless you use this bus."
	"It's not a bus," I insisted.  
	Jes˙s shrugged again and hurried away.
	I went back to rehearsing the pawnshop scene.  After one rehearsal, Kiefer knew his marks.  
	After a couple of false starts we got two good takes.
	I hadn't planned any coverage because the scene was designed to work as one shot.  There wasn't anything else to do but call a wrap.
	The crew cheered.  It was four o'clock.  The shooting day had lasted two and a half hours.
	A typical shooting day was twelve hours.  Anything beyond was overtime.  Because I had thirty days to shoot the film, including travel days, the goal to make maximal use of the time available, incurring the smallest possible amount of overtime.  I had just waved good-bye to nine and half hours of shooting time.
	Because Jes˙s had gotten a bus that was not a bus.
	Suddenly, I faced an unexpected expanse of leisure time.
	I walked to the Zocalo and bought a gray fedora at Tardon, the oldest hat store in Mexico, according to my Fodor's.  Buying a new hat always made me feel better.
	Tonight I would go out drinking with the gang.  I was determined to do that, to take that pleasure in the dwindling days of my brief empire.  I had heard stories of nightly drunken revels.  Stories of Kiefer dancing naked, inspiring even a staid production accountant to shed her clothes.  It was an ideal night for a drunken revel, and no danger of Courtney intruding, since she was a thousand miles a thousand miles to the north in the hills of Beverly.
	Valerie picked me up at 11:30.  Night life started late in D.F., and continued on to the dawn.  I had read that in Fodor's too.
	Tonight's club was Acantu, located on a lake in Chapultepec Park.  We had scouted the lake as a potential location for the murder in Riverside Park, but rejected it.  
	The club had velvet ropes, doormen, Generation Mex rich kids.  The universal language of Eurotrash, transplanted to old Aztec stomping grounds.  
	Outside, Patricia and Alejandra caught up in the drama of sneaking a pair of leather shoes out to Norman.  He was wearing dirty sneakers, as befit my $125,000 bad boy, and sneakers were taboo to the Acantu dress code.  The inheritors of the Aztec code proscribed Nike.
	Inside, everything was silver and white and black--the club, the clothes, the night, the lake.  In the air, the universal language of thumping dance music.  In the bloodstream, the universal language of alcohol.  Victor, in his imitation Armani suit, presided over three tables against a glass wall that overlooked the lake.  
	I said holas and hellos to Kiefer, Norman, Sam, Alejandra, Patricia, Cathy, and Gabrielle fired by Courtney but still part of the movie's party scene).
	The tables littered with bottles and glasses.  I asked for a cerveza.  At the beginning of the evening I felt as at the beginning of a film shoot: the absurd hopefulness that anything could happen.  ANYTHING.
	"I want to work on another movie with you, man," Kiefer said with a hug hello.  "Not a movie like this.  A fun movie.  That is, if you want to."
	"Yes," I yelled in his ear.  Everything had to be yelled over the music.
	"We should make a western together."
	"Yes!"
	Everyone was dancing with everyone, crowded in the aisle beside the tables.  Kiefer unbuttoned his shirt and ground his hips with Gabrielle, with Patricia, with Alejandra.  I didn't matter who he was dancing with, he was dancing with everyone.  He started lowering his shirt from his shoulders, in the seductive manner of a chanteuse--a chanteuse with a barbed wire tattoo encircling his biceps.  One of the club managers came over and warned Kiefer to put his shirt back on--it wasn't that kind of club.  
	Kiefer, back in his shirt, gestured for me to join him on the deck.  Outside the air felt cool and clean; Kiefer lit a cigarette. 
	"I am going to get very drunk.  I'm into alcohol and strippers.  That's who I am.  Because I am not a happy person on this planet."
	I nodded appreciatively.  I was always appreciative of self-knowledge.  
	"You're brilliant.  You're a brilliant, director," he said and kissed me on the cheek, almost on my lips.  
	My Saturday night validation, how many miles from home?  A fine mist started falling from the sky.  Was it acid rain?  Was it acid raining on my parade?  I sensed people looking at Kiefer, and looking at me because I was talking to him.
	A girl and a guy approached.  Rich kids, fans, cool and uncool.
	"I want to shake your hand, man.  You are fucking great."
	Kiefer smiled.  "Thank you."  They shook hands.
	"The Lost Boys and Young Guns.  The greatest.  I love you, man."
	"I love you too," the girlfriend said.  She offered her hand for a shake.
	"No, let me give you a kiss."  He put his arms around her and started leaning into a deep kiss, but the girlfriend stepped back.  This was a little too friendly for her.
	"I need a kiss from a fan," Kiefer said.  He wasn't so much that he was persistent or undeterred as that the usual boundaries between self and desire and the world were permeable for him.  He gave her a kiss on a cheek and a benign smile, forgiving of the hopeless, the clueless, the ordinary prisoners of space and time.  
	"The Lost Boys was so awesome...that's like my favorite film ever," the boyfriend was saying.  And Kiefer was smiling, his blue eyes seeming to see into the fan's soul.  And I knew once again that I never wanted to be famous, what a burden it was: intrusion, and chit chat, and the self melting across soft boundaries and borders, like the limp watch faces in Dali's painting "The Persistence of Memory."
	The mist got heavier, and Kiefer got drunker, in a smiling and solemn way, and we had said so many things to each other and it was already three thirty in the morning--
	"Good night, Kiefer," I said.
	"Why are you leaving?  Are you steamed?" he asked.
	"No.  Not at all.  I'm tired."
	"I'm very insecure when I'm drunk," he said.
	I'm not a happy person on this planet echoed in my head as we hugged good night.
	
	 
	Week Four

	Day 19 
	I slept fitfully, knowing that we had a seven a.m. call.  It made me anxious, knowing that I had to get up early in the morning.  The night's rest became finite, like a life span, and the idea of finitude became a prison unto itself.  I was also nervous about meeting Avi Lerner.  And his girlfriend, the titular Candy.
	The two bar scenes were scheduled for today.  One was with Bill and Heard, the bartender.  The other scene was with Joan, Lucien and Heard.  
	Pedro Luz had built up black dubitine tents around the doors and windows of the Esperanza Bar to turn day into night.  Our trucks and trailers lined one of the narrow streets of the Centro Historico.  It was a poor neighborhood.  
	That was graced with an absurdly elongated white limousine.  On a street of junkyards and dingy mescalero bars it looked as strange as a flying saucer.
	Courtney had returned to Mexico.
	We filmed the Bill Scene first, I reveled in the pleasure of working with such a talented, personable person as Kiefer.  But there were sound problems--barking dogs that drove Pedro Sonido mad.  Chihuahua owners were bribed; canines lapsed into silence.
	When I stepped through the black curtains, I saw Donald bird-dogging a tall man with an easy smile, who wore blue jeans and running shoes.  Avi, the Israeli, who was the principal financier of Beat.  I said hello to him and his girlfriend, Heidi, who was not Israeli.  Heidi who was my newest star.
	"Don't fucking blow her off, man," Donald told me in a tense aside.  "You can't just do some bullshit shot, she'll know it."
	"I've got a whole scene written."
	"Don't fucking blow her off, make her feel important," Donald repeated as if he hadn't heard me.  Maybe he only listened if the words came over the cell phone.  In fact, he had a cell phone to his ear.
	Avi had a cell phone to his ear.
	And Victor, sleepy-eyed on the morning street, had his cell phone hoisted.
	The production needed money.  Somehow, over the air waves dollars and shekels and pesos were being called forth and cajoled.
	Bergman's The Seventh Seal was one of my teenage inspirations to become a filmmaker: Death as a man in black, playing chess on the beach
	Today death arrived in a long white Cadillac.  The Kiefer scene done, it was time to descend again to the nether world of dark Diva.
	The Joan-Lucien Bar Scene was their first time alone in seven years and they have a catch-up conversation about old loves, new love, unrequited love.  Their flirting was interrupted by a gunshot as a fight broke out in the bar.        
	Courtney stepped on to the set and, in the manner of Blanche DuBois saying I have always depended upon the kindness of strangers, told me, "You've broken my spirit."
	I felt I had accomplished something because Courtney's best acting was when she got still and quiet and stopped acting.  But I wasn't naive enough to think that I had broken her spirit.  Like Kiefer and Maurice, Courtney and I had our own chess game.  I had perhaps provoked her into making that statement.  From which she expected a calculated denial, ideally "no, please, show me some spirit, your special spirit, warm me with your flames, your passion, your talent, your gift."  Maybe I had made some headway in our relationship.  But I needed to keep my perspective: I had taken a pawn, not a queen.
	The rehearsal was terrible.  The Diva didn't know her lines.  
	"You're the only director that hasn't adored me," she said in mid-game gambit.
	"Oh, no I adore you," I said in flat dull deadpan.
	She shoved aside the lost little girl persona and we tried another rehearsal.  There were benefits to a limited attention span.  Fixations unfixed.
	"Help me," she said.  "Give me something."
	As if directing a matter of adding salt or pepper.  "Try sardonic when you ask him about prison."
	She lit up.  "My inner Kevin Spacey.  I'll channel my inner Kevin Spacey."
	Better than channeling Satan and projectile vomiting ala The Exorcist.  Not on Monday morning.
	As I slogged through the master, line by line, feeling like McArthur retaking the Philippines rice paddy by rice paddy, I thought about the end of the scene.  A gunshot.  the stunt work of a scuffle.  A dolly shot as Heard and his buddy Dwight pushed the brawlers out on to the street.  I liked the idea of a gun going off, like a staring pistol for Lucien and Joan's relationship.  But the narrative function of the gun was simply to interrupt the conversation at the bar, at which point Heard invited Lucien and Joan upstairs to his apartment.
	I asked Federico what he thought about losing the gunshot.  I asked Rando.  I asked myself.  I soon had a quorum.  And a consensus.  
	The gun shot was gone, part of the phantom movie assembled from lost lines and lost moments these lost days in Mexico.  


	Courtney was always watching movies in her trailer.  When she wasn't getting a message.  (Unless she got a massage while she watched a movie.  An intimate detail I wanted no knowledge of.)  Or was talking about movies.  Any movie except our movie.  Like becoming aware of a radio playing in the background I heard Courtney say "...like in that Paul Schrader film Star 82..."
	"Bob Fosse directed Star 82," I said.
	"No.  Paul Schrader."
	Okay, this wasn't a question of the green dress versus the chartreuse dress.  "Bob Fosse.  I'll bet you."
	My assertiveness required counter-assertion.  Of that I had little doubt.
	"Okay," she said.
	Okay, now I can get back some of my pay cut.  "A thousand dollars?" I bid.
	She thought about it.  "A hundred dollars."  How it must have hurt her to back down.  How it must have broken her spirit.
	"One hundred dollars," I said, loud enough for Norman and Federico and Pedro Sonido, via the boom mic, to witness.  "You say that Paul Schrader directed Star 80.  I say that it's Bob Fosse."
	We shook hands.  I had proved that I was a betting man.  As if further proof were needed.


	Once I had finished the Courtney scene it was time for the Candy Scene, aka the Avi's Girlfriend Scene.
	"Don't worry, the scene will never be in the finished movie, I promise," Donald insisted in a suspicious manner.
	"So what are we going to do with the extra fifty thousand?"
	"We're not getting an extra fifty thousand, we're just getting fifty thousand sooner, and believe me it's a huge help since we still haven't closed the loan--because of your friend Alain and that fucking bond company.  And you better not just shoot a fuck you scene, you better do the real deal."
	"I'm going to do the real deal," I said flatly, in no mood to appease a blustery Beavis.  It should have been the end of a long day and it wasn't.  With the inner peace that his blustering sometimes seemed to bring, Donald left the location.
	Ciro and I carefully set up a shot of Heidi, in character as Candy.  She sat at a table with two gentlemen friends, commenting on the gunshot that had never been fired, and making lascivious comments about pisotolas.  Alain had written the dialogue so that it would have to be cut for foreign censorship reasons, further guaranteeing its planned obsolescence.
	I appropriately fussed with Heidi's hair and lighting and line readings as she earnestly delivered surrealistically inappropriate, censorious dialogue.  After officiating Heidi's real deal, I called it a wrap.  I thanked Heidi graciously, as I would thank any actor.  Her next performance was scheduled for later that night, at the Sheraton.  It was the first time that I had earned a blow job.  For someone else.


	day 20 
	This mornings drive was to Bosque las Lomas, where we were renting a gloomy mansion that had once belonged to some politico.  Or to his mistress, depending on who told the story.  He were using a selection of rooms as Joan's New York apartment.  Because the location fees had not been paid until the last minute, Rando's art crew had been sneaking around with flashlights at night to prepare the location.  This could be blamed on Victor for not dispersing the money in a timely fashion (which Donald did), or blamed on Donald and Andrew for not providing the funds as needed (which Victor did), or blamed on Alain for his complicity in the completion bond debacle which had delayed getting our production loan (which Donald also did).  
	Our trucks and trailers were parked along the street in front, the new home of our travelling circus.  After I shook hands with the crew and said all of my morning holas and Buenos Dias', I walked to the production trailer.
	"Kiefer is very angry," Oscar told me. "He was here exactly at seven o'clock and no one else was here."
	"What was his call time?"
	Oscar consulted his call sheet and his computer.  "Seven o'clock."
	I waited for some moment of revelation to set in.  Oscar would have to have his own epiphany about his latest scheduling blunder; I couldn't force one on him.  
	Kiefer had a new trailer this morning, larger than Courtney's.  Alejandra stepped outside, adjusting her blouse.  She was apparently looking after all Kiefer's needs.  "Good morning, Gary.  Courtney is sick, Wende says.  We do not know if she will be on the set today."
	Today we would begin filming the scenes in Joan's apartment.  Having Joan to grace the set was an apparent luxury.  But the beauty of this new location was there were several scenes to be shot here that didn't require Joan, so we could keep shooting without her, at least for a while. 
	I ate lunch with Federico and Alain reviewing what was left to do this and next week, our last week of filming.  The piper had to be paid for Patzcuaro and ParicutÌn and Orizaba. All those missing shots, all those missing scenes.  What could be cut?  What could be consolidated?
	I was living in a strange world where the ordinary was deemed miraculous.  Such as: Courtney had finally arrived on location.  My lead actress had appeared, her mysterious illness in remission.
	We were scheduled to film the Bathroom Scene. Joan was in the bathtub drinking gin when Bill returned from Guatemala.  Bill came in and sat on the closed toilet and they had the kind of conversation from which there is no turning back, a verbal reckoning that led to the fateful game of William Tell.
	I had hounded Paul to make sure there was hot water for the bathtub--it was the duty of the location manager to see to such things.  Then as I checked the camera angles one last time with my directors finder I had a revelation: with a low camera angle I could film the bathtub scene without any bath water.  Considering the miserable combination of Courtney and water at Las Estecas, this was a liberating concept that would save me hours of production time.
	When Courtney to the set I gave her some good news: she had been trying to get some nudity into the movie since day one, and now she could finally take her clothes off on camera, because it was appropriate for the scene.
	Her reaction was predictably perverse.  
	"You can shoot my breasts, but you can't show my nipples."
	"What?"
	"Stars don't show their nipples."
	She talked as if she was reading from the Diva's Bill of Rights.
	"No nipples?"
	"A star needs to keep a sense of mystery."
	"How can you show breasts without showing nipples?"
	"That's your problem."
	It was a visual conundrum I didn't care to solve.  It was now the Bathtub Scene without the bath water, and the bathtub scene without visible breasts.  I didn't miss their absence.  The nipple ban was a blessing in disguise--nipples and breasts and anything to do with the Diva's chest would have distracted from the drama of the scene.
	Kyle Secor had arrived in Mexico City, and he came to visit the set.  Kyle was the only American actor that I had cast based on a reading.  In other words, the only actor who had been cast in a rational manner.  And he was a rational, pleasant person to boot.  He would be playing Dave Kammerer the irrational and unpleasant man who obsessed over Lucien--obsessed to the point of provoking Lucien to stab him to death with a Boy Scout knife in Riverside Park.  My fictional Dave was slated to die in Talplan Park on Saturday night.
	We hugged and shook hands and were hail met hardy in this foreign land.  As he watched me film Courtney's close-up, on one of her better days, but still tedious with make-up tweaking and Courtney calling to Cathy to check on how she looked in the video monitor, I stepped back and saw the situation with fresh eyes, with Kyle's eyes.  He quickly excused himself to return to the hotel.  I decided that I had become inured to inanity and insanity.  But the scene seemed good; the scene was good.  I really believed that.  Didn't I?  I made sure, I tried very hard to be sure that I wasn't deluding myself or trying to lazily persuade myself of things that were not true.  I was struggling moment to moment to remain alive and honest, to keep my eyes open and clear.  It was all so very much harder than just calling action and cut. 


	day 21 
	I felt the finitude of the remaining days of shooting and the finitude of hours in the Las Lomas house.  Jes˙s and Leonardo and Alejandra had made the point, again and again, that filming had to stop and the crew had to be gone by 8 p.m. or else the police would come.  It was a rich neighborhood and the rich people didn't want a movie crew around at night.  Overtime was not an option.
	In the script as it existed on the first day of shooting, Lucien returned to the New York apartment after the murder of Dave.  In Joan's bedroom, he told Joan and Allen what he had done.  Joan and Allen then followed Lucien to a park, where Lucien buried Dave's broken eyeglasses.
	My new idea was to have Lucien return to the apartment and find Joan and Bill in the living room.  Lucien confessed his crime, then handed Bill the cigarettes that had been in Dave's pocket.  Bill then smoked the last bloody cigarette and flushed the cigarette pack down the toilet.  Both burying the eyeglasses and Lucien giving Bill the bloody cigarettes had actually happened.  By revising and rewriting, I thought that I accomplished several things.  First, I brought Bill more into the plot, and helped set up the relationship of Bill and Joan for the second act, when they are married and living in Mexico City.  Second, I eliminated the scene in the park with Lucien and Joan and Allen.  Unfortunately, Allen was eliminated from two more scenes.
	The other looming problem was the scene in Joan's bedroom when Bill and Dave arrive at the party.  The scene opened with Lucien and Joan lying in bed together flirting.  Allen came in and interrupts the intimacy.  Then Bill and Dave arrived.  Joan joked about the similarity to the stateroom scene in "A Night At the Opera", with all the dramatis persona crowded into one room.  Originally the scene had been scheduled for a half day.  But Courtney was at the core of the scene and it would be filmed in a confined space.  Based on the first twenty days of filming, it was reasonable to expect that this scene would take at least a full day.  And we didn't have a full day on the schedule.  What if the scene were transposed to the kitchen?  That would make it easier to film.  Alain would take a first pass at transposing the scene.  
	Courtney appeared on the set after lunch.  My expectations were so diminished that I was grateful to see her five hours late.
	"You've broken my spirit," she announced.  Was this her new entrance line?  
	She proceeded to try and break my spirit by making her close-up and agony of endless tweaking.  She insisted that the video monitor be turned so she could see it.  She insisted on more bounce light.  I had the gain on the video monitor turned to max, to enhance her illusion of perfect celebrity skin.  
	I pulled Ciro aside, concerned that the lighting would not match the master.  "I make everything brighter, then stop down, so contrast ratio is same.  It will look the same.  It is all a show for Courtney."  Then he shook his head and fluttered his hand in a gesture of frustration.  "Is crazy.  She is crazy, fussing with the face.  It is not filmmaking."
	Yes, we had a film camera.  And yes, it was not filmmaking.
	After we wrapped for the night I couldn't go back to the hotel because I had to go with Ciro an Rando to scout a potential pharmacy location.
	When we finally found the Pharmacia, after Paul got us lost, it was absurdly ugly and unsuitable.  I wondered what I was doing there, why I had been dragged along.  Other than the time pressure, the need for a decision now.
	But I had my own time pressure: to rewrite or cut scenes so that I could finish filming the movie by the end of next week.
	Time pressure to get a good night's sleep.
	Pressure to relax.
	That phrase gave me pause.
	Pressure to relax.  An oxymoron.  From the internal monologue of a moron--me--who had dreamed of making this movie.  


	day 22    
	I woke up early, before the alarm, with a new idea.  About the Pharmacy Scene.
	We would never find a period pharmacy, nor did we have the proper budget to dress an existing location to a convincing version of 1951 New York.  Rando was an early riser.  I dialed 416, his room, just down the hall. 
	"What if we shot the pharmacy scene in close-up?"
	"In close-up?"
	"The whole scene in close-ups.  Maybe a tight two-shot when Joan talks to the Pharmacist.  But we'd never show the whole pharmacy.  We'd just see it in pieces.  Well?"
	"I'm thinking about it."
	"It's the beginning of the movie.  The whole scene would play very, very tight, with an implied sense of space, and then widen out when we get to Joan's apartment."
	"I like it.  We could even do it in one of the offices off the UPI hallway, that way we'd save a company move.  When did you have this idea?"
	"Sometime in my sleep."
	Rando laughed.  "Keep sleeping.  I'll talk to Alain about the pharmacy."
	"The pharmacy that isn't a pharmacy."
	"Go back to sleep, big guy."
	I went back to work.  


	Today's extra drama was videoing interviews for Entertainment Tonight.  Antonio, the artistic and cabalistic half of the Zavala Brothers, would be directing the interviews.  I was to be interviewed at lunch, in front of a stone Olmec God at the Museo Nacional de AnthropologÌa.
	"It's going to be really, cool.  Really, really, cool, we're going to get coverage on national television."
	"Just so it doesn't eat into our shooting day."
	The only thing worse than not having Courtney on the set was:
	Having Courtney on the set.  Hair and make-up had become the center of the filmmaking process.  Cosmetics rather than cinema.  Her close-ups were now clocking out to an hour and a half minimum.  Instead of shooting a close-up of my female lead as a matter of course--because she was most effective in close-up--I now had to weigh the decision as carefully as if I was deploying fifty extras or an elaborate special effect.  Did I really need it?  Was it worth the time?
	The fate of a film is largely sealed by casting decisions.  Because of what the actor will bring to a given role.  Adjustments can be made, but the parameters are limited by persona and personality.  I felt that the fate of my film was sealed by my female lead's insanity, the solipsistic, subjective reality that ground production to a halt.  We were dying, minute by minute.
	Alain brought the first pass of the Joan Bedroom Scene without Joan and without the bedroom onto the set.  The bedroom scene that was now the Kitchen Scene.  I had plenty of time to read the pages while Cathy fussed Courtney's lipstick into perfect vogue.  I took a pen and started rewriting.  
	I was troubled about losing the flirting between Joan and Lucien at the beginning of the bedroom scene.  I was nagged by doubts that act one would be unbGaryced by this change.  But these contemplations were colored by the fact that production had again shut down because of Courtney's ridiculous primping and posturing.
	No, Courtney had to be written out of the scene if we were to get a completed scene on film.  The Bedroom Scene with Courtney was transmuted into the Kitchen Scene, inserted by Federico as Scene 4A into tomorrow's schedule.  Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow.
	While waiting for Courtney to finish her Entertainment Tonight interview, I went into Joan's Bedroom, which Rando had nicely decorated, and laid down on the bed.  I enjoyed the furnished room that would now never appear on film.  It was as if I finally had my own dressing room. 	
	Federico came in with an update from trailerland:  Courtney had thrown a shoe at Antonio and refused to answer his questions.
	My own interview was canceled.  E.T. wanted Courtney and Kiefer, not me.  Courtney refused, and I was refused.  I erased the fantasy of waxing philosophic in front of a giant Olmec head.  I took off my shoes and reclined on "Joan's bed" and contemplated the script and the shot lists and the schedule.  What jigsaw pieces were essential to complete the puzzle?  
	"You're cutting the bedroom scene?" Donald came in and asked.
	"Revising it."
	"Andrew and I are afraid of losing the romance."
	"I'm afraid of not having a picture to cut together."
	"What do you mean?" he asked, with a glimmer of coke panic.
	I knew how to deal with Beavis by now.  Explain, in great detail, the production limitations I was working under.  Explain production problems to a nominal producer so he could understand the decisions I was forced to make as a director and as a writer to finish shooting the movie.
	"I've got to finish all of the scenes at this location by the end of the day tomorrow because I've got to finish shooting Kiefer and Sam Trammel and Kyle Secor on Saturday.  Kyle's got a Sunday a.m. flight back to L.A. and another job that he's starting on Monday.  I've also got to shoot the Guatemala bus scene that I couldn't shoot last Saturday because of a production fuck-up--Sam Trammel is leaving Saturday evening, also for another job that starts on Monday.  The bedroom scene would taken a full day to shoot, and with uncertain results.  Kiefer and Kyle are part of the scene, so it's not a scheduling decision that can be made independently of them."
	Donald shook his head, as if he understood.  "What about the volcano scenes?  I'd really like to do a helicopter shot so we can show how massive it is."
	So it was Expansive Coke Demon time, money was no object time.  A helicopter shot was stylistically inconsistent with the rest of the film and at odds with the concept of taking a skeletal second unit crew back to ParicutÌn.  "I'll have to think about that," I said, confident that Beavis would soon forget the proposal.  There were virtues to a limited attention span.
	Finally, Federico reported that Courtney was walking toward the set.  We could filming the last living room scene.  The dawn scene, when Lucien returned, battered and bloody, and told Bill and Joan that he had stabbed Dave to death.  Cathy had made Norman look battered and bloody and he had worked himself into an inner state to match.
	 Alejandra was also walking toward the set, a sandwich in hand.  
	"What's that?" Courtney asked Alejandra.  
	"It's a hamburger for Kiefer."
	"Where's my hamburger?"
	"I'll go get you one."
	"I want that hamburger."
	"Kiefer asked me to get this for him.  He wanted it plain, with nothing on it."
	"That's fine, I'll take it."
	"Kiefer is waiting for this one."
	"I want that fucking hamburger, you cunt!  If Kiefer gets a fucking hamburger then I get a fucking hamburger too!  You can't treat me like shit, you fucking spoiled rich kid!  All you fucking Mexican producers do is steal money and treat me and my people like shit!"
	Alejandra started crying.  I was a frozen witness to this eruption of ugliness.  Maurice, a polite Englishman, sat motionless in front of a chessboard, equally appalled.
	"I've dealt with cunts like you all my life!"  Courtney grabbed the hamburger from Alejandra.  Alejandra left crying.  Courtney took a disinterested bite of the burger, not out of hunger but as a sacrament of victory.  All in a day's work for the Diva.


	day 23 
	Federico came over to me.  "Number One is asking about Scene 12A.  She wants to see it."
	I felt a shiver of anticipatory dread.  I envisioned Number One throwing a fit that because a Joan-Lucien flirting scene had been written out of the script.
	"Don't give it to her."
	"What if she asks again?"
	"I asked you to give her Scene 4A, you told Oscar to do this, and with this typical incompetence, he bungled the task.  That's the party line.  Once again, Federico, we have been sabotaged by our staff."
	Federico smiled, "Very good, Gary."
	"Let's have incompetence work to our advantage for once."
	Federico listened to a message over his headset then announced: "We only have twelve hundred feet of film left."
	That was approximately twelve minutes of film, a pittance for what remained to be shot today.
	"Why?"
	"You must ask Victor that."
	"Or Donald."
	"Or Alain," Federico volunteered.  "But for now, that is all we have."
	Would I run out of film before Courtney found out that I had written her out of a scene?  What would happen first--a disastrous lack of materials, or a tantrum?
	The crew moved into the kitchen for the one officially scripted kitchen scene, a Bill and Joan scene.  I walked through the camera set-ups with Ciro, Federico.  Pedro Luz was close by Ciro's side, as lighting and grip issues were discussed.  With my director's finder I indicated the camera position for the master two-shot.
	"Kiefer is primero?" Pedro asked.  
	"Si," I said.  Even when I thought yes, I was now saying si.  It was as close as I would come to being bilingual.  I shared a smile with Pedro Luz--he was a smart man.  He was hip to the fact that given the choice, I always put Kiefer closer to the camera than Courtney.  For aesthetic and practical reasons--if it was still possible to honestly separate the two tangled issues.  If Courtney was in the foreground then the success of the master would depend primarily on her performance, and her narcissistic talents blossomed in close-up.  But, pragmatically, if Courtney was in the foreground then her make-up would downshift to the glacial pace that the Diva's close-up grooming required.
	As Ciro prepared the lights, another drama was unfolding across the foyer.  Courtney had decided to do her own interview, asking herself questions, for Entertainment Tonight.  Courtney wanted Ciro to light the scene, and Donald insisted that production stop while Ciro did this.  Because of the crucial importance of publicity.
	"It will only take ten minutes," Donald insisted.
	"When has anything with Courtney ever taken ten minutes?"
	Donald didn't answer.  He suddenly had an urgent phone call to make.
	Production stopped again so that Courtney could interview herself.  The queen passed through the foyer, muttering, "Antonio's just a fucking rich kid with stupid rich kid questions..."
	He led me into an empty room at the back of the mansion where his sound cart was parked.  He took out a copy of La Reforma, the Mexico City's major daily newspaper.  On the front page of a second section was the headline: La Perra un El Cabellero, with publicity photos of Courtney and Kiefer as Bill and Joan.    
	"What does the article say?"
	"It is an interview that Antonio gave to the newspaper.  He says that the crew calls Courtney La Perra--the bitch, and Kiefer El Cabellero--the gentleman.
	"I don't think anyone else has seen the paper yet."
	"Just six or seven million people."
	"No one else on the crew yet."
	Yet.
	I had been afraid of Courtney blowing up about cutting the Bedroom Scene.  But if she saw this article before I filmed the Kitchen Cocktail Scene then there won't be a Kitchen Cocktail Scene.  
	It was now seven o'clock.  Courtney had been interviewing herself for an hour and a half.  Even if she ran out of questions to ask herself, I still had to film both The Kitchen Cocktail Scene and Scene 4A in only an hour.
	Then, a minor miracle: Courtney finished interviewing herself.  
	Kiefer was on the set. Courtney was on the set.  I placed Kiefer in the foreground.  Courtney was more interested in the props involved in mixing the martini than in noticing that I had again placed her in the background.  "I've never mixed a martini--I've always wanted to."  
	"It's too crowded in here!" Courtney said to a spot on the wall.
	Federico cleared the set.  
	"Line," Courtney said when she couldn't remember her dialogue in rehearsal.
	She really liked shaking the martini shaker.
	"Be careful, it's bad for sound."
	"What?"
	"The noise."
	"Oh."
	"Only shake between dialogue."
	"Cathy!  Check my face."
	Cathy checked her face.
	"Lonna!  Look at me in the monitor."
	Lonna checked her in the monitor.  "You look great."
	"What's taking so long?  Why can't we shoot a take?" the Diva asked.
	Kiefer rolled his eyes at me.  Standing in the background, the Diva missed the moment.  She missed most moments that weren't about her.
	I had planned on a master and two close-ups for this scene.  I decided that a master was enough.  Again, the aesthetic jostled with the pragmatic.  Again, I thought that I was making the right decision, that I was not persuading myself falsely.
	"We've got the scene."
	The Diva didn't ask for a close-up as she headed for her trailer; maybe she was satiated from interviewing herself.  	The clock was racing, the clock was roaring towards eight o'clock as I rehearsed the master for Scene 4A.  It began with Lucien pouring a drink as Allen came in.  Then Bill and Dave arrived at the apartment; Dave crowded Lucien, and Bill look Lucien aside to have a serious talk.
	I rehearsed with all four actors.  First, Norman wasn't happy with the blocking.  Then, after some changes,  Dave wasn't.  Then after some more changes, everyone was.
	The actors left the kitchen so Ciro could get the scene lit.
	Out on the mansion steps it was a gloomy blue twilight.  Maybe I could have Joan necking with Lucien at the beginning of the scene to keep the romantic interest heightened.  Could I explain this to Courtney and get her behind this new version?  Dare I risk it?  It was now or never.  
	As we walked toward Courtney's trailer, I heard "MOTHERFUCKING ANTONIO!" boom through the sheet metal.  
	I stopped shy of the trailer door.  So she had seen the newspaper.  So forget enlisting her help with Scene 4A.
	Back on the set, it was eight o'clock.  I was thinking about the ghost of what might have been.  There were sparks as one of the electrical cables shorted out.  The counter top was metal and I had visions of an accidental electrocution to cap the day.
	A light exploded.  The kitchen filled with smoke.
	Then Norman looked at me and started laughing.  A deep soulful, laugh.  Why, I wondered.
	"Gary, you looked like you wanted to strangle someone, collapse, and run away all at once."
	So.  That was my unguarded reaction.
	The light was fixed.
	"Is this a one-er?" Kiefer asked.  
	"The later is gets the more likely that it's a one-er," Ron answered him.
	I would have dearly liked it to have been a one-er, a scene that required only a master shot.  But with four characters, undertaking such a complex interaction in this confined space, it didn't all play in the master.  At least not in the master that I had cobbled together under duress.  I decided that I could complete the scene with two two-shots, and with Lucien and Dave trading placed in the two shots as Lucien sidestepped Dave's effort to crowd him.  Even then, it bothered me not to shoot a close-up of Bill Burroughs, as this would be his first appearance in the movie.  My game plan, in the innocent and hopeful days of the storyboard, was to have a close-up to introduce each of the major characters.  I tried to justify tonight's deviation by telling myself I would cut to a big close-up of Bill in the very next scene as he counseled Lucien.
	It was inching toward nine o'clock as we worked on the two-shots.  Would the plug be pulled before I finished?  I saw Alain in the pantry.
	Finally, feeling frayed, living on borrowed time, I called a wrap.
	"Good news and bad news," Alain said in greeting.
	He had my full attention.
	"The bad news is that the lab ruined some of the bar footage.  One of their water valves broke.  The good news is that it was the only scene that was ruined was the one where Kiefer goes to sell the gun.  You don't have to reshoot any of Courtney's stuff."
	"That's good news?"
	"Do you want to shoot a whole extra scene with Courtney?"
	"No."  Perish the thought.  
	"We're going to re-shoot the scene first thing Monday.  I've already told Rando and we've secured the location."
	"What about the scenes that we've already got scheduled?  UPI and the Pharmacy?"
	"We'll reshoot the bar scene in the morning and start the other scenes in the afternoon."
	"So I've lost yet another half day of shooting."
	"Have you seen today's paper?" Alain asked.
	"Si--La Perra un El Cabellero."
	"Courtney's threatening to get on the plane."  I shrugged; the sky was falling--so what else was new?
	"If she gets on the plane, she gets on the plane."
	I couldn't imagine a future.  Beyond tomorrow.  Or even tomorrow.  Other than waking up, feeling my way along the border between order and chaos, as if probing a bruise to feel if it still hurt.  The movie--what would the movie be like tomorrow?--would there still be a movie?--those were the questions that I asked myself alone, when I still asked questions.  


	day 24 
	Today's call time was ten-thirty.
	Victor called.  "We are having a press conference at ten o'clock."
	"It's ten o'clock now."
	"Things start late here."
	As if I needed a further explanation of Mexico City time.
	"The press conference has been called because of the newspaper article about Courtney."
	"I don't think that anyone wants to talk to me."
	"Yes, the press very much wants to talk to the director.  The director is most important in Mexico."
	Though not to Background Productions, I thought.  "No, I've got to get the set."
	"The press conference will not take long."
	I finally said yes.
	Though only four blocks away from the Hotel Calinda, this was my first time visiting the Sheraton, the never, never land where Courtney and Kiefer and all the other "name" actors were staying, along with Donald and Alain.  It was a big Americano hotel, with a brass and marble lobby that spelled Classy with a capital C.  I was glad I wasn't staying there.
	Kiefer stood in the middle of the lobby in an impeccably tailored gray suit, looking stranded.  
	"Nobody told me where to go for the press conference.  It's so fucking typical."
	"It shouldn't be too hard to find."  
	I went to the front desk and the desk man pointed me toward the concourse level.  I led the way up a "grand" marble staircase, with gold-painted banisters and mirrored walls.
	A few photographers and reporters were milling outside the ballroom.  Victor came up to me, smiling as if I was his long lost brother.  Did that make me an honorary Zavala Brother?
	"This is Mister Sanchez, the manager of the hotel.  He would like a picture with you."
	"For the hotel magazine," Mr. Sanchez explained.
	Mrs. Sanchez was living with the illusion that I was a staying at the Sheraton.  I shook his hand and smiled for the camera.  The flash left white spots in my eyes.
	Inside the ballroom there were over a hundred reporters.  On the a raised dais were Ron, Norman, Sam, Kyle, and Kiefer.  And there was my name card at the end of the dais, taped to my own microphone.
	I took my place and looked out at Mexico City's Fifth Estate.  There was a carafe of coffee.  I poured myself a morning cup.  I very badly needed my morning cup.
	Victor stood in front of the dais and explained in Spanish, and then in English, that the press conference had been called in response to the article in yesterday's Reforma.  Courtney would not be attending the press conference.  And there were to be no questions about Courtney.
	There was a clamor of hands and Spanish and Victor directed the question to me.  A question about my inspiration for the movie.
	The next question was for me, about William Burroughs.
	The next question was to Kiefer, about William Burroughs.
	The next question was for me, about the Beat Generation.  I drank my morning coffee while facing a hundred questioning faces.  Was this my fifteen minutes of fame?  And if it was, why did it have to come first thing in the morning?
	Victor reminded the press to ask the actors questions.
	The next question for me, asking how I liked shooting a film in Mexico.  I said that I did.  It was not a lie.  I liked shooting a movie anywhere.  
	I was prepared to me ignored.  I was not prepared for an endless stream of questions.  
	And it was getting late.  I needed to be on the set.  That's what counted--shooting the movie--not answering questions about it.
	Another question for me, about Bill Burroughs and his attitude toward the police state.
	"Bill Burroughs like to call himself El Hombre Invisible," I said. "And now I shall become El Hombre Invisible, because I need to return to the set.  Buenos Dias."


	Back in Bosque Las Lomas, an old diesel bus for the Guatemala Bus Scene was parked in front of the mansion.  Not the illusion of a big bus, like last Saturday, but the real thing. 
	"Gary, we have a situation," Federico said in greeting.  "There is a political demonstration on the Reforma, so there are no extras."
	"Why?  Are the extras demonstrating?"
	"Traffic is blocked."
	"When will it get unblocked?"
	Federico shrugged.
	"Do we have the Guatemala costumes on the wardrobe truck?"
	"Si, mon director."
	"Let's dress up the crew as extras."
	"Very good."
	While the bus was being rigged with generator and lights, I sat with Maurice in the shade.  "How long have you worked for Kiefer?" 
	"For ten years.  I worked for Donald for fifteen years before that."
	So he had been a Man Friday, for decades.  "You've been on a lot of movies.  When was the last time saw a production like this?"
	He thought for a moment, and took a thoughtful drag on his cigarette.  "The last movie that was comparable was "Kelly's Heroes.""
	""Kelly's Heroes"?  That was, what, 1971?"
	"1970.  We shot in Yugoslavia for five months. Donald got meningitis.  Another actor died of a heart attack.  There had to be a doctor on the set at all times.  I've been on the set with Elizabeth Taylor at her worst.  And Faye Dunaway.  And I must say that I've never heard one human being talk to another the way that Courtney flailed Alejandra about that hamburger.  I've never had the misfortune to witness that type of behavior before."
	Witness and record.
	Witness and survive.


	After filming the bus scene, the trucks and trailers decamped for Talplan Park, which was doubling for Riverside Park in New York, the place where Lucien stabbed Dave to death with a Boy Scout knife. 
	When we got to the park, twilight was hanging in the trees.  The crew began setting up in clearing of trees on a slope about the production trucks.  It started to drizzle. Flashlight beams danced in the trees.  And when the H.M.I. lights came to life, an unreal brightness emanated from the woods above.  Soon, though, the slope was slick and slippery with mud.  Pedro Sonido quickly built a tent for his sound cart.  Noe had his reliable blue plastic over the Panavision.
	Movie work is always slower in the dark, and the pace was further dampened by the drizzle.  I put on a sweater and a rain poncho, but it was a wet cold.  After a long shot establishing Lucien and Dave alone in the park, we moved in or closer shots of their conversation.  
	I went back down to base camp.  "Which trailer am I using?" I asked Alejandra.  "Courtney's or Kiefer's?"
	"We sent them both back."
	I was shocked.  "You had them this afternoon."
	"We only have Norman and Dave tonight."
	"And me."
	She said nothing.
	"What about Sam's trailer?"
	"We also sent that back."
	"We're going to be shooting here all night.  It's wet.  It's cold.  I'd like somewhere out of the rain."
	"I thought we only needed trailers for the actors."
	"You know, if I'm not functioning well, it effects the whole production."
	"I'm sorry.  The trailers are gone."
	I had felt guilty about our under-financed production.  But this wasn't a budget issue.  There had been three trailers on the set just an hour ago, and they had all been sent back.  We would be shooting all night.  It was wet.  It was cold.  Certainly I deserved a little corner of warmth and quiet and light to review my notes.  Just a little trailer.  Any trailer.
	"Can you get one of the trailers back?"
	"No.  It is too late."
	It was a breaking point.  Maybe I had been reluctant to ask for things because I had seen Courtney ask for too many things, and that had appalled me.
	"Okay.  There's a new rule: I am always to have a trailer.  For every remaining day of the shoot."
	"It is not in the budget."
	"Talk to Alain.  This is not happening again."
	The slope was slipperier and wetter climbing back up.  The drizzle had decided to become rain.  But indecisive rain that stopped and started.  And when it wasn't raining, water fell from the water-laden branches above us.  
	Pedro Luz had rigged a silk above the rocks where Lucien and Dave were to sit and talk.  But as the silk got waterlogged, water puddled and dripped through the semi-porous cloth.  Pedro had also erected an umbrella, but it was tricky standing under them in such a way that the water didn't drip down my back.  Already my shoes were wet and muddy and the pants legs unprotected by the poncho were soaking wet.
	These were the physical conditions that I had to put out of my mind to concentrate on the scene at hand.  First, there was the conversation between Lucien and Dave, in which Dave confessed his love for Lucien, and Lucien tried to get Dave to act reasonably.  Then there was Dave's unreasonable lunge for Lucien, and the forced affection that followed, which ended badly, with Lucien stabbing Dave to death with a Boy Scout knife.  
	The first part of the scene would be part of Act One.  The act of killing was to be used as a flashback at the volcano as Lucien sat alone in the church archway.
	I placed Norman and Dave on the rocks and called for rehearsal.
	"There's dialogue?" Norman asked.  "I thought this was just the stabbing scene."
	"There's two pages of dialogue before the fight."
	I took my script over to Norman to show him.
	"Since when?"
	"Since the first time you read the script."
	"Holy fuck."  He saw the words on the page.
	One hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars, I thought.  Which works out to about five thousand bucks a day.  After the rehearsal, Norman rushed down to his trailer to learn his lines.
	Luckily, he was a quick study.  
	We filmed the conversation in two over-the-shoulder shots.  The fight, which was intensely physical, we rehearsed in broad strokes.  Lucien wanted to improvise; Kyle didn't.  To complicate matters further, they only had one set of clothes for the long night of tussling.  The shots would have to be shot in order, with no going back.
	It was eleven o'clock.  
	The scene was a messy, bloody bit of business.  
	They wrestled on the ground, punches were exchanged, there was stage blood and stabbing.  
	Norman was intent on stabbing and stabbing like a crazed maniac.  
	Even with a rubber knife and a protective pad under his shirt, Kyle's chest was soon too bruised to take any more.  
	It kept raining, dampening and complicating the shoot.  
	As the hour grew later it became harder and harder to think straight.  
	The shots changed from what I imagined, because of the physicality of what was happening between the two people.  
	Was I making good decisions?  
	Was I making decisions?
	At two-thirty Alejandra approached, her expression serious.  I had never become one of her drinking buddies.  "How many shots left?"
	"Twelve."
	"Twelve?!  We must stop shooting soon.  It is double overtime and it is Sunday now, so it is extremely expensive."
	"I've got to finish shooting the scene."
	"I do not have approval this expense."
	"I approve it."
	"You are not a producer."
	"Call Alain.  He'll tell you exactly what I'm telling you--I've got to finish shooting the scene."
	Indeed, where was Alain?  Where was Donald?  They were conspicuously absent.  But who in there right mind would want to spend all night in the rain?
	Alejandra went away.  I reviewed the twelve remaining shots in my head.  I studied my shot lists.  What could I live without?  What did I really think about this shot or that?   What did I really think?
	I drank some coffee.  It didn't help.
	There was hardly any food on the set.  No hot meal.  The catering budget had cratered.
	I drank a Coca Cola for the first time in years.  The burping helped keep me awake.
	Alejandra returned to the set.  She sat in a canvas chair, frowning.  Whenever I turned, her eyes were unhappily upon me.  I felt her staring at the back of my head.
	I wished I was asleep in bed back at the hotel.
	The crew moved like somnambulists around the brightly lit clearing in the vast darkness of the park in the vaster darkness of the night.
	It was five in the morning.  We were down to the last close-up.  Dave's bloody glasses, falling in slow motion to the dirt.  When had the rain stopped?  What was that gray in the sky?  How hard could it be to drop a pair of glasses and have them land in frame?  Too hard.  Too many bad takes.  Then a good take.  Did I have everything on my list?  I thought.
	Would it all cut together?  A question that had never troubled me.  Now I wasn't sure.  I felt tired and lost.  I thought it would be okay.  I tried to play the shots in my head.  They wouldn't play.  No movie would play in my head.
	Time to go home.  No traffic on the Mexico City streets at five in the morning.
	Back in Room 433.  Would I be too wired to sleep?
	No.  I traded one oblivion for another.


	Sunday
	I woke at ten.  I wanted to go back to sleep, but my body wasn't willing.  I had reached a level of exhaustion where my mind and body had separated, like church and state.


	Day 25 
	Because we had finished so late on Saturday night--Sunday morning, actually--we couldn't call the crew until three thirty in the afternoon.
	It was raining when Alain came to the hotel to pick me and Steve Hedden up.  Steve was going to play the Pharmacist.  He was a friend of Alain's, yet another actor I met for the first time on the day of filming.  Steve was willing to do the role for airfare down to Mexico City and a room at the Calinda.
	"This week my big job is getting the film shipped back to the U.S.," Alain said.
	"We've got money now, right?  The loan has closed."
	"The loan has closed but I've got to get the money wired down here, converted to pesos, and then use those pesos to pay our bills, particularly our lab bill, to get the film released, and the transfer house, which has the DATs.  Then I've got to make sure than the film is properly packaged and shipped through customs.  It's not as easy as it sounds."
	"It doesn't sound easy."  I was glad I wasn't a producer.  But, was I still glad that I was the director?  


	We were back at the Esperanza Bar.  An unfortunate deja vu.  With one difference--today I had a trailer, a Winnebago in fact.  And to think, all I had to do was demand it.  Given time, perhaps I might become a Diva too.
	Kiefer stalked down the street cursing.  He had left his guitar in his trailer on Saturday, and now it was lost.  Alejandra walked quickly to stay by Kiefer's side, apologizing for the latest screw up.
	Outside the bar, Pedro had rigged the dubitine again, to turn day into night.  Inside the bar, everything the same, except for Alex's hair, covered now in a blue watch cap.  Just like Jack Nicholson's in One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest.
	I liked what we had filmed before.  We just did it again.  On this shoot, when the filming went smoothly it wasn't boring.  It was a relief.  There was some comfort in repetition.  Freedom from the need to make decisions.  And then it was over.
	Kiefer's last shot.  Cut.  Print.  He was through playing William Burroughs.  A loud round of applause from the crew.
	The company moved to what we now called the U.P.I. Building, only a dozen blocks away.
	I saw Patricia, the wardrobe designer, come out of Courtney's trailer with a pained expression.  As the door closed, I saw a man fussing over the Diva.
	"What's wrong?" I asked.  "Did she yell at you again?"
	Patricia nodded emphatically and pulled me aside.  "You must promise that you won't tell anyone."
	"Of course not."
	"Promise, Gary."
	"I promise."
	"Courtney was making me so unhappy that I asked my Grandmother to put a curse on her, to make her too tired to fight."
	I nodded sagely.  It was first directorial experience with a curse.  Unless someone had put a curse on me. 
	"The doctor is in with Courtney now.  Because she is feeling so tired."
	I smiled.  "You've got a powerful Grandmother."
	"But now I am worried that Courtney is really sick."
	"Wednesday is her last day of shooting.  Have your Grandmother take the curse off Wednesday night."
	"Yes, I think so."

	 
	Upstairs, a UPI sign in the hallway.  At the end of the hall, all the accouterments of a 1951 office.  An embossed sign bearing Lucien Carr's name on the oak desk.  I marveled once again at the transformation into make believe.  And walking down the corridor, I traced the path my camera would soon take.  To my right was another office, with oak cabinets, a magazine rack, medicine jars, a counter with an old National Cash Register.  All the bits and pieces†of the pharmacy.  Looking closer, the magazines were all from the last week of August 1944.  The exact week of Dave's murder.  The room wouldn't have been convincing as a pharmacy with a wide angle lens, but in the close-ups that I planned it would be perfect.
	"This was the right way to go," Rando said as he dressed the pharmacy set.
	"Yes," I agreed.  I had three close-ups of Courtney to shoot for the Pharmacy Scene.  I had three more days of shooting with her, period.  I was counting the days, the hours, the minutes, and the close-ups.  The shoot was no longer an open-ended adventure, but something finite and survivable.
	The plan was to do all the shots with Courtney first, then to complete the scene tomorrow morning without her.  Another bonus from fracturing the scene into close-ups.
	The first shot was an extreme close-up of her lips illustrating the Diva Principle of Relativity: as the camera got closer to the Diva, time slowed down.  To a crawl.   I got comfortable in my folding chair with an old "New Yorker."  I let the unnatural take it's course. 
	"Glam squad!  Cathy!  Check the monitor!  Turn it this way!  Lonna!  I want some water!  Cathy!" 
	Eventually her lipstick was deemed perfect.  Her dialogue in extreme close-up: "I dare you."  
	"Gary!  Direction!"
	I said I dare you in the tone of voice I wanted.
	Her huge red lips said I dare you one time, a dozen times, hypnotic lips, strangely dissociated from her face, repeating the line, mimicking my line reading until I got what I wanted.
	The next close-up: the Diva, full-face, talking to the pharmacist.
	"Gary!  Direction!"
	"You're conning him, wheedling him for drugs."
	"Wheedling I do very well."
	And she did.
	Three close-ups.  Micro-managed as pores and veins and labial folds fell into cosmetic submission.
	At two a.m. it was raining in Mexico City and I was through chasing the phantom of beauty for the day, or the phantom was through chasing me. 


	day 26 
	Standing in the hallway, a moment of quiet on today's battlefield, while the troops were still downstairs at the breakfast truck.  To my left, Lucien's office, to my right, the pharmacy.  The opening scene and the closing scene side by side.  It was pleasing to see both the beginning and the end in front of me.
	First, we finished the Pharmacy Scene, all the shots sans Courtney.  The shooting was swift, orderly, and unmemorable (disasters were memorable).
	We then began setting up the UPI Scene.  This was the longest dolly shot in the movie.  The camera would travel the length of the hallway bustling with office life, ending on a close-up of Lucien as he received the teletype news of Joan's death.  Ciro got the massive scene lit and ready for a final rehearsal when we broke for lunch.
	But I didn't get to go to lunch.  Because Courtney was scheduled to record voice over, part of my master plan for completing the movie.
	We had planned to spend Tuesday and Wednesday filming the car scenes, but that was thrown off by the need to reshoot Kiefer's bar scene.  I now had only one day left to do car scenes with the actors.
	My plan now was to record voice over for most of the driving scenes.  I could put this dialogue under the long shots and point-of-view driving shots that I had gotten at Patzcuaro.  I would supplement this visual material with more second unit driving shots on Saturday.  Tomorrow, Wednesday, would be devoted to the utterly essential driving scenes.
	Pedro Sonido set up for sound recording in one of the empty offices.  The Diva was forty-five minutes late.  A penultimate tardiness; tomorrow was her last day.  Norman and Ron joined us on the set.  They joked around with Courtney; they were actors, better actors than me.  The first scene that we would record as voice over was the beginning of the volcano trip when Joan quoted Walt Whitman.
	"We're doing this as voice over?  I'll stay extra days to shoot scenes."
	Which would have been a reasonable offer.  If it had come from a reasonable person.  	
	We kept recording voice over.  The Diva was wearing no make-up.  Her hair was a mess.  She was almost relaxed.  She was a palatable version of herself.  If I could shoot her without make-up, without hair-styling, without waiting, well, that might be a reasonable proposition.
	The voice over was done.
	"Norman says that you're going back to the volcano."
	"Just to shoot some close ups."
	"I'll go.  I want to get the film right."
	The trip back to Uruapan was with a stripped-down second unit.  No trailers.  No honey wagon.  No catering.  I thought about explaining this, but she might try and refute my explanation and delude me with an illusion of reasonableness.  So I said nothing.  Never had saying nothing felt so good.  	
	When we finished recording, Wende led the Diva away, back to her black Lincoln Towncar, back to her suite atop the Sheraton.
	I was done with the Diva for the day.


	After lunch, we rehearsed the long dolly shot.  I had always made a token appearance in my films, and this was my last chance.  I would call action, then walk across the frame, past the camera, and take my place by the video monitor to watch the rest of the shot.  As we began shooting this big canvas shot, I felt the ineffable thrill of seeing a scene that I had first written years ago,  a vision of a 1951 New York, being realized beyond my wildest imagining, in Mexico City's Centro Historico.  It was magic.  I was completely absorbed and transformed by that magic.  A shot that ended with Lucien's grief.  Lucien's grief that ended the movie. 


	day 27 
	I woke up at 5 a.m. for the drive out to Huitzalac, a small village outside of Mexico City.  It was dark when I stepped out of the Calinda.  When we arrived in Huitzalac, the sky was going from black to gray.  The combi was diverted around the tents and dormant Ferris wheel of a down-at-the-heels fiesta.  On the far side of the hard-scrabble town was the Beat caravan of trucks and trailers.  Courtney had been given a 5 a.m. call,  to give a two hour head start on her make-up.  Exhaust plumed up from the idling Towncar.  
	Wende approached, in a serape.  "There's no power in the trailers.  We've been waiting here for two hours."
	"Shit."  There was nothing that I could do.  I suppose that I could have apologized to Courtney for the fuck-up of others--if Courtney had ever apologized for fucking up my movie: some last thoughts on my last day with the Diva.
	I found my trailer, glad that I at last had a trailer.  It had a bed.  I took off my shoes and went back to sleep.
	When I awoke it was daylight.  In that strange Winnebago I felt like I had taken a long, strange journey through the night.
	When I stepped outside into the morning, Federico and Ciro and Rando and Pedro Luz had already scouted street corners for the first scheduled scene, which was to double for Angahu·n, which the hail storm had prevented us from filming.
	The street corner they had picked was at an intersection of cobblestone and dirt streets, ancient stone walls bordering cow pastures.
	In the scene I originally envisioned, Joan got directions while Lucien and Allen waited in the car, then explained the directions to the volcano as the car drove away.  There was to be one shot while the car is parked, and two shots from inside the moving car.
	For this shot, I needed a street corner location, three actors, and the Mercury.  And where was the Mercury?  In retrograde?  Federico spoke into his headset, to the production trailer.  Calls were made to Jes˙s in Mexico City.  The Mercury was supposedly en route.  
	Undone by something other than the Diva.  What else could we do?  I needed to shoot a tight close-up of Lucien waking up and secretly listening to Joan and Allen talk on the shore of Lake Patzcuaro.  Arrangements were made to use the front lawn of a shack across the road.  Norman laid down on the bedroll and we filmed him in the act of waking up.  For once he didn't ask for an extra take.  
	We'd had a seven a.m. call.  Give the Diva her due, she had had a five a.m. call.  It was now noon.  I had only filmed a close-up of Lucien waking up and staring.  The shoot was far enough along and I was far enough gone to regard this as just another day of misadventure.
	The Mercury finally arrived in Huitzalac.  The actors and crew assembled on the chosen street corner.  A group of Huitzalacans, with baskets bGaryced on their heads, gathered to watch.  The glam squad did the inevitable fussing with he Diva's hair and make-up.  The sour brass sounds of the Huitzalac Philharmonic drifted from the town square.  Pedro Sonido gave me a thumbs down--it was too noisy to record.
	My plan of three shots had, of necessity, collapsed to one shot.  Joan would get the directions and get in the car.  Instead of cutting to an angle inside the moving car, the camera would stay at the street corner and pan to follow the Mercury driving down the bumpy street, and we would hear their conversation in voice over.  This visual simplification actually pleased me.  There was a mountain at the end of the street and fog was pouring over the peak.  The distant trumpets and trombones fell silent.  I hurried over to the Diva and the glam squad.  "Look at that fog--isn't it magnificent?"
	"Mmmm," the Diva said.
	"If we hurry we can get it on film."
	"Mmmm."
	"It'll be like something in a John Ford film."
	That got the Diva's interest.  References to film history got her pulse racing, perhaps because she dreamed of her place in it.  A quick fix of her lips--and then--
	The sun came out.  The wraith of fog vanished.  I had no choice but to shoot.  After all those lost hours, to miss something extraordinary, by only by a few moments.  One lost moment to tally against dozens of others.  An image from that wondrous, unshot movie to haunt me.  And how could I feel so haunted, so soon, before the shoot was even over?
	More lipstick fussing.  A second take.  Sound problems--trumpets again.  A third take.  The car wouldn't start.  A fourth take.
	The fog returned.  A reprieve.  It curled magnificently, malevolently down from the crest of the mountain.  Oh, glorious gloom.  The camera rolled.  The Diva said her lines and hopped in the car.  The fickle car started and drove away.  The elements had conspired in my favor; I had my fog on film.
	"We need to record wild lines for sound," Pedro Sonido said.
	Federico called for quiet.  Sound rolled.  As the Diva opened her mouth to speak, fireworks screamed and exploded.
	We waited for quiet.  Sound rolled.  The Diva started to say her lines.  More fireworks exploded.
	"What genius found this location?" the Diva asked.
	A different genius than cast you.  All part of that collective genius that brought us all together on this street corner in Huitzalac.  
	The fireworks stopped again.  Federico called for quiet.  Sound rolled.  The Diva said her first line.  Fireworks exploded.
	"Fuck this!" she screamed.
	Yes, fuck this, I thought.
	"We now have a meal penalty," Federico told me.
	"Okay.  Lunch."
	Lunch, the one thing everyone agreed on.  
	"We'll record the sound later," I consoled Pedro Sonido.
	"Incredible--there are fireworks only when she speaks--she is haunted."
	There were no more fireworks.  None.  In the constellation of lost opportunities, a few lines of clean dialogue ranked fairly low.  I was more worried by all that needed to happen after lunch.  The second act of my movie was a road trip and I still didn't have any driving scenes.


	After lunch the caravan crawled out of Huitzalac.  Another patch of earth I would likely never see again.  
	In the sheep field that was now the production's temporary home, Pedro Luz attached the Mercury to the camera car, which was basically a sophisticated tow truck.  The Mercury would be towed, freeing the actors from any driving duties.  An apron surrounded the car, on which the lights and the camera tripod were mounted where Ciro could operate the camera, with the help of Noe.  Wearing headphones, I would ride in the bed of the camera car, watching the action on a video monitor.  Pedro Sonido, Federico, and Anna would also be in the truck.
	A mile-long stretch of road needed to be cleared of traffic.  Federales would be directing traffic.  Unlike the Federales in the movie, the real Federales looked like a Hispanic Starsky and Hutch.  
	I watched as their late model Chevrolet coasted off the road and bumped nose down into an irrigation ditch.  Pedro and his grip crew hurried over to help.
	"These guys are supposed to be protecting us?" I asked Federico.
	"He said his brakes are bad."
	"That's reassuring," I said as we watched the film crew use brute strength to hoist the now dented Chevy out of the ditch and back on to the road. 
	I had three essential scenes to film.  In younger days, a long six weeks ago, I had storyboarded a subtle visual progression that would take place during the car trip, a rhythmic alternation of camera angles that got increasingly claustrophobic.  Now the plan, if necessity can be called a plan, was to keep the camera in one place and use a couple of different lenses.  For the first scene, as Lucien and Joan react to the Federales following them (the fictional Federales, not the hapless movie crew Federales), I would use a 35mm lens to compose a two-shot.
	The road was cleared.  The glam squad gave the Diva a last tweak and we set off down the road.  Once the camera car reached a speed that properly simulated real driving, I called for the cameras to roll.  I was wearing headphones to listen to the actors dialogue, and had an open walkie-talkie to communicate with them.  The scene was slated, and a take was performed.  But instead of cutting, I kept the camera rolling and gave my reactions and directions over the walkie talkie--and called action again, and the actors went right into another take.  In this way we shot five complete versions of the scene before we ran out of the section of traffic-free road and ran out of film.
	For the second scene, the tense dialogue between Joan and Lucien and Allen as they leave the unsatisfying visit to the volcano, we switched to a 25mm lens and slightly altered the camera position to compose a three-shot.
	The camera car made a cumbersome u-turn.  Drizzle was now falling.  In the back of the truck, we huddled under blue plastic.  In the Mercury convertible there could be no such huddling.  The next scene was filmed, again and again, as much as the finite stretch of road and finite roll of film permitted.
	Twilight was upon us, along with the rain.  Gone were my plans for the Dangerous Driving Scene, the perfectly cinematic stretch of road that we had found not twenty miles away, in the mountains high above Tepoztlan.  Now, in the last of the light of Day 27, at the end of an era of diminished expectations, all I wanted was a tight two-shot, looking over Lucien's shoulder to Joan.
	The Diva's ladies in waiting held an umbrella over her to keep anointed coiffure dry as the camera was reloaded.  The Federales, careful not to drive back into the ditch, led us back onto the road.  The camera rolled and over the walkie-talkie, I called action.  Over and over Courtney said, "I never realized how boring it was, driving mile after mile, just to get back to where you started from."  As the sentence was repeated, like a tape loop it took over my consciousness.  Until we once gain reached the end of the road.
	So.  I had my driving scenes, or at least a frugal handful of driving shots.  
	A blue and wet twilight in a sheep field and I was down to the last close-up of Courtney, an extreme close-up of her smoking a cigarette, part of a montage of close-ups as the car trip got underway.  A shot so tight that it could be filmed with the car parked.
	Action was called.  We got the shot.
	"Miss Love is now finished," Federico announced, as he had when Kiefer's last shot was completed, a movie set tradition.
	No one applauded.
	Then I applauded.  Because I felt sorry for her silence was that so sad.  But one lone hand-clap was sadder than silence.  Everything was sad.
	Courtney gave Ciro a kiss, and me a kiss--more movie set proprieties being observed.
	It was all so unbearable sad.  That surprised me.


	day 28 
	Today we had to get the missing shot that would complete the Good-Bye Scene on Orizaba Street.  Then a reduced, second unit crew would travel back to Uruapan, where we would film the missing lava field shots tomorrow.  
	When I got to location, at 8 a.m., Donald was pacing the sidewalk, fuming.  "I fucking told Alejandra not to have a party last night.  I didn't want the actors and crew hungover and tired today, but she had a fucking party anyway.  Well, she just lost her producing credit.  She's not going to get any fucking credit now."  He fumed his way down the sidewalk.
	As in a one act play--and wasn't this street theater?--as Donald exited, Alejandra appeared, cell phone in hand, her eyes looking Bloody Mary bloodshot.  
	"I need to get my passport back."
	"Your passport?"
	"Victor got it from me weeks ago.  He said he needed it for some work permit."
	"I will see."
	Norman and Ron arrived on Orizaba Street, looking wasted.  "The party was lame," Norman said.  "Courtney's tube top came loose when she was dancing with Kiefer.  Whoop-de-do.  Like her tits are some big deal."   With Kiefer and Courtney off the show, and with the remnant of the crew heading back to Uruapan, there would be no wrap party.  Other than hearing this sidewalk report.
	And there was still the matter of getting the last shot that we needed on Orizaba Street. 	
	The missing shot, as originally envisioned, was to have started on Joan's face and then dollied back from Joan, the camera retreating from her as the Mercury drove away in the background.  I intended the retreating camera to be expressive of her abandonment as her last chance at love drove away.
	But because of the potential for trauma and delay with the Diva, I reversed the logic of the shot.  Instead of filming Joan, I would film Joan's point of view and show the Mercury driving away.  I could intercut this with the close-up of Courtney that we had already filmed.
	With the usual niggling travails we got the shot.
	"Ron Livingston is now finished," Federico announced.  Applause from the crew.  Handshakes and good-byes.
	Alejandra came up to me.  "Victor says that your passport was returned to your hotel last week."
	"I didn't get it."
	"It was sent back by driver."
	"Could you please find out what driver took it to my hotel?  And who exactly it was given to?"
	"I am sure that it is at your hotel."
	"I check my box everyday.  I didn't get my passport back."
	"Are you sure?"
	"Yes.  I am sure that my passport was not returned to me.  And what about the photo double for Courtney?"
	"You will have to ask Jes˙s about that."
	Alejandra was getting testier now that her drinking buddies were going home.
	I saw Jes˙s over by the trucks.  "Where is my photo double for Courtney?"
	"She is supposed to be here by now."
	"Well, she isn't."
	"I will call and see."
	"I asked you about a photo double over two weeks ago, when we knew that we had to go back to ParicutÌn. I said that I wanted as choice.  A choice means looking at more than one person."
	"This photo double is very good."
	"Well, I'd like to see her."

	
	Alejandra re-appeared.  "An envelope was sent last week to your hotel, addressed to Mr. Gary."
	"Mr. Gary?  Why didn't Victor use my last name?"
	Alejandra nodded, as if absorbing an unfair criticism.  "I have checked with the front desk and the concierge and they can not find the envelope."
	I had thought today would be easy.  Get one shot of the Mercury driving away, then relax until I flew to Morelia with Norman in the afternoon.  What a fool I was.  "This is outrageous."
	"I'm sure they will find your passport."
	"You guys lost it.  You find it.  And now.  I want that passport before I leave this afternoon."
	Jes˙s came over, a cell phone in hand.  "It is Alain."
	I wandered away from the trucks, down the sidewalk where Bill and Joan had once walked.  
	"I'm getting the run around from the transfer house.  I went there to pay off the bill and collect the DATs, and they wouldn't take the cash.  When someone won't take cash, something fishy is going on."
	"Hey, at least you've got a passport.  You can leave the country."
	"Look, I need to see you before you fly to Morelia this afternoon.  I need to give you some pesos."
	"I've got plenty of petty cash."
	"You're going to be the only Americano on this trip.  Donald's gone away to San Miguel de Allende for a vacation."
	"How nice for Donald."
	"And I've got a lot of shit to deal with here.  I'm going to give you forty thousand pesos to pay for the hotel, meals, gas, per diems--everything.  
	"So now I've got to dole out the money too?"
	"Hey, it's your movie.  I've got to go the bank now.  I'll probably be there for three hours.  That's about the average visit.  I'll meet you at your hotel at two with the money."
	I hung up.  I was staring into the courtyard, where we had once filmed a movie, a long time ago.
	I walked back to the corner where the trucks were parked and handed the dead cell phone back to Jes˙s.
	"The photo double will be here at ten thirty," he told me.
	It was ten thirty. 
	"I would suggest calling Alma to see if she will continue her duties as Courtney's photo double for another day."  Alma wasn't much of a match for Courtney, but she was better than nothing, and nothing was what I was staring at on that street corner.
	I needed to get a new passport--if I wanted to go back home on Sunday.  And I very badly wanted to go back home.
	Back at the Hotel Calinda I stopped at the front desk, the message desk, and the concierge desk.  There was no passport, no envelope for Mr. Gary, nothing in my box.
	From my room I called the American Embassy.  They told me that to get a new passport I needed photos, my driver's license, and fifty dollars.  The passport office closed at 1 p.m..
	I called Background.  Victor wasn't in.  Rodrigo, the production coordinator, told me same story about the missing envelope for "Mr. Gary."
	I went to a photo store on Liverpool Street and had passport photos taken.  The pictures would be ready in thirty minutes.
	I went next door to Fonda El Refugio.  Like a condemned prisoner, I was granted the wish of having my favorite meal one last time.    
	Thirty minutes later: I looked so tired in the passport photos.  Were these the pictures that would accompany me around the world for the next ten years?
	Gustavo drove me to the American Embassy, which was next to the Sheraton.  Two aspects of the film production, two aspects of America, side by side.  As we drove across the Reforma, Gustavo's cell phone rang.  It was Victor.  
	"Good news, Gary.  We have found your passport."
	"Good."
	"So you do not need to go to the Embassy."  
	"No.  I need a passport."
	"You have a passport, Gary."
	"I have a passport when I am holding that passport in my hands."
	"I will bring the passport to your hotel."
	"Good."
	"So you do not need to go to the Embassy."
	"No.  I need to go to the Embassy unless I am holding my passport in my hands right now."
	"This is not necessary."
	"Perhaps not."
	So.  I had learned something.  At last.  At least.  The me of a week or two ago, would have gone back to the hotel and waited for Victor.  But the passport office was closing at one.  It was now or never.  Or, rather, it was now or wait until Monday.  And trust Victor.
	I went past the Marine guard, through the security checkpoint, and upstairs.  
	There I was with two college girls whose passports had been stolen.  It was a haven of sad stories and tourist disasters.
	I explained by situation to the Mexican clerk.  She summoned an assistant ambassador, Thomas Danes.  I explained my situation to him, how I was shooting a film in Mexico and the production company had "lost" my passport.  I was careful to put quotation marks around the word lost.
	"You're shooting the movie with Kiefer Sutherland and Courtney Love?"
	"Yes, that's me.  I'm the director."
	"I read about that in the paper."
	The La Perra article.  
	"We just received a call from somebody, saying that they found your passport," Mr. Danes said.
	"I don't believe them."
	He explained that to get a new passport, the old passport had to be canceled.  I requested that he cancel the passport that was no longer in my hands.
	Usually a new passport took four days, but Mr. Danes said could expedite it for me.  It would be ready on Saturday.  He was interested in me because I was a film director, and he was being unusually helpful.  Maybe this was my fifteen minutes to enjoy the benefits of fame, as conveyed by a Mexico City gossip column.
	"I'll be filming in Michuacan on Saturday.  Can the American producer pick up the passport for me?"
	Thomas assured me that was no problem.  I left Alain's name and information with my passport application.
	As I walked out of the Embassy, feeling very good about having accomplished something concrete, a finite, definable task.  I remembered that Lee Harvey Oswald had made a misguided visit to this same American Embassy.


	Back at the hotel, Alain arrived with a Manila envelope full of pesos, and petty cash receipts.  Forty thousand pesos.  When was there so much petty cash that it was no longer petty?
	At the Aeropuerto Norman and I went through security and made the long trek to the gate.
	"I'm glad I'll get a chance to do that dialogue with Courtney again."
	"How could we?  You knew that Courtney's not coming."
  	We were at the gate; he lit a cigarette.  In Mexico, you can smoke anywhere.  He looked pouty; poutiness was his daily bread.
	"You mean we're going all the way back there just to do pick-up shots?"
	"They're not just pick-up shots.  They're establishing shots.  We need them to complete the sequence, to set up the scene in the archway."
	"Why do I have to go, and Courtney doesn't?"
	He was making $125,000.  He was contractually obligated to go.  But still I had to properly cajole him.
	"The scene is about you.  I need shots of you watching Courtney walk away, and shots of you remembering the murder of Dave.  Powerful stuff.  That's why I need you there."
	Norman was still pouty, but he got on the plane with me.
	Airborne in a small plane, the commuter run from Mexico City to Morelia, lawyers and businessmen.  And Norman and me.  Norman drank beer and listened to Icelandic heavy metal. I drank club soda and listened to "Nixon in China."


	Arriving back in Uruapan at night, the town wasn't quite so ugly; the darkness was forgiving.
	We were staying at the Hotel Victoria, on the main square.  The lobby was an early Sixties time capsule, completely functional, utterly unironic: brown Formica and blue Naugohyde built-in furniture, planters filled with plastic flowers, a ceiling decorated with a symmetrical array of banister knobs.
	When we arrived at nine, Leonardo and Federico were there, but the trucks and the rest of the crew were still en route.  Norman went straight to his room, while I stayed in the lobby to sort out tomorrow. 
	"What about the photo double for Courtney?" I asked.
	"Valerie's younger sister is going to be Courtney's double."
	"What?!"  To my own surprise, I was still capable of being stunned.  "Why?"
	"The photo double never showed up.  Jes˙s asked Alma, but she did not want to be Courtney's stand-in any longer.  So it is Valerie's sister."
	"And how old is Valerie's sister?"
	"Fifteen."
	"And she's doubling for Courtney?"
	"Yes."
	"And can I see her?"
	"When she gets here."
	I nodded thoughtfully, though I didn't feel thoughtful.  Call it a force of habit.  I hoisted my luggage and went up to my room.
	And slept well.
	Until a car alarm began bleating insistently at 3:15. 
	I went to the window.  Down below on the street were the camera trucks.  Like a kid looking out at falling snow and anticipating a morning filled with sledding and snowballs, I smiled: the crew had arrived and tomorrow we would again be filming.  Yes, even as I was eager for it all to end, I always wanted to keep shooting, forever.


	Day 29 
	Four-thirty came quickly.  
	Rubin drove Norman and me to Angahu·n in the Suburban.  It was still dark when we arrived; the horses and their handlers were still asleep.
	At the first hint of light, we began the hike down to the lava field.  Dawn of the last shooting day with an actor.
	Down at the lava field: one pickup truck, one panel truck, and two combis.  The production was a shadow of its former self.
	I met Christine, Valerie's fifteen year old sister.  She was wearing the red silk pants and white blouse that Courtney had worn.  She held the blonde Courtney wig in her hand.
	"Christine hates Courtney Love," Valerie explained.
	"Why?"
	"Because I love Nirvana, and Courtney killed Kurt," Christine said.
	"Do you really think she killed him?"
	"She made him suicidal."
	I could relate.


	We hiked into the lava fields with the camera, back to where the hail storm had last stopped us.  First, I would try a long shot of Joan and Lucien walking into the lava field.
	We rehearsed.  With the blonde wig on, walking on a lava ridge, Christine looked like Courtney, but her walk was a little stiff.  "Courtney sings a little more when she walks--her arms, and her hips."
	"I know," Christine.  Christine instantly changed her carriage and gait--she was the incarnation of Courtney.
	"That's great," I yelled up to her.  "How did she do that?" I quietly asked Valerie.
	"She hates Courtney; she knows her enemy well."
	So.  I had lucked into an excellent photo double.  Who followed direction perfectly, without complaint.  An impersonator of Courtney who was the antithesis of Courtney.  I wish I could have shot the whole movie with Christine.
	And we had lucky weather.  Not a cloud in the sky.  Norman napped on the rocks like a lizard between set ups.
	With a small crew, and no generator, and no lights, we moved quickly.
	I thought of new shots, extra shots.  I had visual ideas.  New visual ideas.  I felt that I was directing, truly directing, unfettered by politics or compromise.  It was elemental: rocks, sky, sun, camera, minimal crew, car.  No trailers, no trucks, no hair and make-up.  Just enough people to do what had to be done.
	Soon, I had shot everything that I needed with Norman.
	"We're done," I said.  It was a hard thing to bring myself to say.
	"Today was the best day," he said.
	"It was."
	"If someone asked you: what's that guy Norman like to work with, what would you say?"
	"I'd say he's just fine.  Just so he doesn't have to do any love scenes with Courtney Love."
	"Because I sucked?"
	"I was just kidding, Norman."
	We hugged good-bye.  Leonardo had a horse for Norman to ride back up to Angahu·n.  
	He rode the horse away.  That would take him to the Suburban.  That would take him to a little plane to Mexico City.  That would take him on a bigger plane to Paris.  And another plane to Copenhagen, sometime tomorrow.  A great journey beginning with a single step.
	Norman was gone.  The last actor.  Next, came lunch.
	Leonardo had brought down meat and onions and tomatoes and tortillas by horse from Angahu·n.  A fire was built in old fire pit in an abandoned lean-to.  The meat was hacked into strips with a machete and cooked with the onions on an upside down garbage lid.  The crew that was left rounded out to a dirty dozen.  We all gathered around the fire, squatting like tribesmen in the acrid wood smoke.  Each one of us staked out a piece of meat that we turned with our fingers.  And burned our fingers picking up the meat to eat on tortillas with our fingers.  We were a hungry tribe, on our knees, eating, reduced to the basics.
	It was the best meal that I had on the shoot.


	I went to bed early.  I wasn't even halfway through "Conquest," my bedside reading for over two months.
	I was asleep when the phone rang.  It was Alain.  It was after midnight.  
	"Things are getting seriously weird.  First, the transfer house wouldn't let me pay the bill in exchange for the DATs.  Now Background has all the DATs--and the film from the last two days of shooting, which they never tuned into the lab--and they want ninety thousand dollars before they'll give us back our materials."
	"The accounting on this film is an absolute disaster, because Background doesn't do any accounting, and Donald has put over a hundred thousand dollars of charges on his credit card.  That's why I had to stop the cash flow--when we did have cash flow--because their was no accountability.  I'm going to try and reach some settlement with Victor and Antonio.  And while all this is going on, Antonio pulls me aside and tells me that he wants to get paid his fee even if Victor doesn't, so the two Zavala brothers aren't exactly acting brotherly.  In the meantime, you need to make sure that all the film is in your possession when you come back to Mexico City.  And the DATs."
	"Anything else?"  I was tired of the details of today's crisis.  I was just plain tired.
	"Things with Background are getting sticky.  I've got a friend who's an ex-Navy SEAL.  We might need a spook like that to move in and get the film back."
	"Alain, this is an art film, not a spy movie."
	"Things are getting weird.  Just make sure that you bring back the negative."
	So.
	The weirdness didn't end with Courtney.  The weirdness didn't just get on a plane and fly away.
	The paranoia and intrigue and dispiriting news that Victor had control over the DATs and some key rolls of film was enough to make me sleepless.
	For a few minutes.  Maybe more.  But I didn't clock my sleeplessness.  I was too tired for that.


	day 30 
	I woke up and immediately thought: it's the last day.  Much like waking as boy and thinking: it's my birthday today.
	I showered and started my shaving routine.  That always made me feel awake and alert, no matter how little sleep I'd had.  
	I lathered my face.  
`	I picked up the razor and stared at myself in the mirror.  Something felt wrong.  But what?  Soap all over my face, that was the correct first step of shaving.  Then, as I put the razor to my forehead I realized that something was most definitely wrong.  I had confused washing my face with shaving.  There was shaving cream not just on my cheeks and chin, but on my forehead as well.  
	This was definitely a warning sign: I was tired.  But I didn't feel that tired.  And prone to confusion.  But I didn't feel that confused.
	I washed the shaving cream off my forehead and temples and cautiously continued my shave.
	Alain called while I was dressing.
	"I've changed rooms.  If you want to reach me, I'm in room 1412, registered under the name of Mousier Cochon."
	"So you've got an alias now?"
	"I've got to be careful."
	Alain sounded like he was wearing a trench coat and sunglasses.  Maybe the spirit of Lee Harvey Oswald and skullduggery had migrated, like a poltergeist, from the American Embassy to the Sheraton.
	Not to say that things weren't more dramatic in Mexico City than the point of view shots that we would film as we drove from Uruapan to Patzcuaro and back to Mexico City.
	I needed many point of view shots, a whole catalog of them, to connect the episodic road trip and expand the illusion of my actors were driving across Mexico in the Mercury.  I planned to shoot views over the hood, out the driver's window, out the passenger window, some with the car in the foreground and some with no foreground reference.  On this rock I would build a church.
	It was a day of no actors and no dialogue.
	It was a day of landscapes and last images.
	Like McArthur returning to the Philippines, I went back at Patzcuaro and Tzintzuntzan for missing pieces of the puzzle.  At the end of the day we were in Erongariquaro.  The last of the sun glowed on the white-washed walls.  I wanted one last shot of the Mercury, cruising through the colonial town.  If we could just find a street that passed for 1951.
	"Gary, we have a situation," Federico said.
	"Yes?"
	"Juan says that it will take six hours to drive the Mercury back to Mexico City.  He wants to leave now."
	"So he is refusing to let me use the car?"
	Federico shrugged.  It was an end of the road, last battle of the war kind of shrug.  "It is a situation."
	"You mean it's a revolt."
	"If you like."
	"Well, since I have no choice, I have decided not to use the Mercury in the next show.  We'll shoot point of view shots from the pickup truck."
	"A good decision.  I will tell Juan he can take the Mercury away."
	So we drove up and down those narrow streets, filming white-washed walls, bathed first in the rosy light of sunset, then blue with the onset of twilight.  Like wiping up the last crumb of dinner, hoarding calories against famine, I wanted to keep shooting because when would I next get to direct?  Maybe soon, maybe never.  Something like living each day as if it were your last.  And this most certainly was the last day, the hour, the last minute of filming Beat.
	When the light was gone, we were done.  Not by choice, but by circumstance.  By necessity.
	Now came the hard part.  The next thing always seemed to be the hard part.  I asked Ciro to put the film we had shot today in the Suburban we would be riding in back to Mexico City  Then I went to see Leo.
	"I need money for gasoline back to Mexico City."
	"And I need the film that we shot yesterday."
	"Victor told me to bring all the film back to the office."
	"I'm going to take it back to L.A."
	"Victor told me that all the film is to come to the office."
	"Listen, Leo, Victor stole my passport."
	"What?" Leo asked.  He was a nice guy  He was probably innocent of all of Victor's machinations.
	"Victor refused to return my passport to me on Thursday and I had to go to the American Embassy and get a new one.  Stealing a passport is a Federal offense in our country.  It is very, very serious.  Now I know that you didn't have anything to do with this, but if Victor stole my passport, which is a felony, I can't trust him with my unexposed film.  And I'm not letting you take that film back to him.  It's not going to happen."
	Now that the actor's were gone, I had filled the void and started doing a little acting myself; I was determined to take that film with me.
	Unhappily, Leo relented and gave me the film cans.
	And I gave Leo gas and toll money from my bag of pesos.  It was dark.  Except for Ciro and Federico, who were riding back with me, the rest of the crew had gone while I was filibustering Leonardo.
	They were all flying to Guadalajara early tomorrow morning to start work on a TV movie that Avi had moved down to Mexico to avoid some union problems in El Norte.
	No wrap party.  No good-byes.  I missed the closure.  I missed shaking hands with Pedro Luz and Pedro Sonido and all the others.  I missed a celebratory cerveza.
	I stood under an arcade as the twilight died its own death in the western sky.  A hard rain started to fall.  A VW drove past; on the car roof was a loud speaker blaring an incomprehensible message, and a monkey.  What was a monkey doing chained to the roof of a Beetle?   A last gasp of Tarascan surrealism as I got into the Suburban for the long drive back to Mexico City.  


	Sunday
	The rituals of the last day.  The last hour on the treadmill.  The last shower.  The last breakfast.
	The last breakfast didn't have quite the same ring of finality as The Last Supper.
	As I packed, it was like leaving college, never to return to campus.  What to leave, what to take.  Finally, I had a neat pile of bags, the rest of the room chaos.
	I took a taxi to the Sheraton, carrying the rolls of film from the road trip.  On a secret mission, to see Monsieur Cochon in Room 1412.  It didn't take a password to get in.
	First, I handed Alain the Manila envelope.  "Here are the receipts, and the change."
	"You brought money back?"  he asked, impressed.
	"Ten thousand pesos.  We spent thirty."
	Alain took the box from me.  "And now I will show you the salient feature of this hotel room."
	He led me into the bathroom and opened the safe.  Inside, there were DATs and dollars and documents.  He added the film cans to the horde.  And then extracted by new passport from the documents.
	I examined it:  Issued by the American Embassy, Mexico City.  Just like Alain, part of me was living in a spy movie.
	"Getting that passport was a real hassle because Victor called the Embassy and told them that you didn't need the passport."
	"What, do they listen to anyone who calls the Embassy with a story?"
	"I had to spend two hours jumping through various hoops to get them to give it to me.  So, now you can leave the country."
	"Thank you.  Once again, for all that you have suffered, thank you."
	"And, more significantly, I got Victor to agree to give us the DATs once he is paid sixty thousand dollars."
	"So it's extortion."
	"We, and by we I mean Donald and Andrew, definitely owe them money.  Not sixty thousand dollars, but certainly more than forty.  As I've told you, the accounting is a shambles.  It's a reasonable enough settlement to get our materials back.  And what do you care anyway?  As long as you've got your film to edit, then your happy.  Right?"
	"Right.  My happiness is quantifiable.  And achievable."
	Alain laughed.  "Remember what I said before we started shooting?"
	"You said many things."
	"I said that if you got back to America with your film, then you should get down on your knees and kiss the ground."
	"I would kiss the ground.  If we had the DATs back, but right now we've got a silent movie."
	Alain smiled, with a glint of malice.  "You can always loop.  Imagine having to loop Courtney's entire performance."
	I shivered.  As if staring into the abyss.
	"Where should we go for your last lunch?" Alain asked, now that my appetite had been suppressed.


	Good-bye to Room 433.
	Good-bye to the Hotel Calinda.
	Good-bye to Mexico City.
	Even before I had left, the city was moving into the precinct of memory.
	And I was a ghost.  A tired ghost sitting in the Aeropuerto.  
	A director who had finished shooting his movie.  And was going home.  


	SEPTEMBER

	Santa Monica
	Everyone said that I needed a vacation.  But I had just spent months out of the country; I didn't feel like traveling.  I was tired, but I was too impatient to rest.  I had some glimmer of what it must have felt like to be a vet returning from Viet Nam.  
	I would edit the film with Steve, a close friend.  We had written two scripts together and sold both of them, and he had helped with the editing of my last picture.  My writing/directing fee had been slashed in half right before shooting, and collecting an editing fee helped make up the shortfall.  
	We pushed the office furniture aside and converted my little office at the Santa Monica Airport into an editing room.  The editing machine, a Media 100, was rented from Christopher, a director friend of Alain's.  Alain said that we were getting a great deal.  Nick, who had edited Christopher's last movie, but who now worked full time as a High School teacher, helped Steve and I set up the machine.
	I had edited my last film in these offices on 35mm film; this was my first time editing a feature on a non-linear machine.  It required that the film and sound be telecined, or converted from film to Beta tapes, and then digitized into the editing system.
	Alain called from Mexico City.  It was a good connection.
	"Victor reneged on the deal.  I went over to their office with a cashier's check for sixty thousand dollars and he wouldn't take it.  Now they want a hundred thousand dollars."
	My heart sank.  I muttered something.
	"We've paid a retainer to Sigfredo Miranda, Valerie's father."  Valerie's father was a hot-shot criminal attorney.  "Valerie's working for Background on that TV movie in Guadalajara, instead of finishing her senior year in high school, and Sigfredo is really, really pissed.  The plan is to file criminal charges against Background for illegally holding our materials.  The way that Mexican law works, they can be found guilty even after they return the materials to us.  This is how Donald and Andrew want to proceed and I don't disagree."
	"But I need the film back now.  The deadline for submitting to Sundance is October 14th.  That's only five weeks away."
	"I think the Zavala Boys will cave once they get a subpoena."


	I thought the craziness would end once I was through with Courtney and back in Santa Monica.  Yes, I had shot the film, but Victor held in his clutches five rolls of film and fourteen DATs, five percent of the film and eighty per cent of the sound.
	We had a video transfer of sound and picture from the first week only.  All the rest of the film footage would not be telecined to video until we had the sound that matched up with the picture--the words that were supposed to come out of Kiefer's and Courtney's and everyone else's mouths. 
	So.  We had only a scattering of scenes from the middle of the film to edit with.


	"Alain really fucked everything up," Donald said.  He sounded close enough to be in Santa Monica.  Because he was in Santa Monica.  "He thinks that he fucking knows everything.  What the hell was he doing own there?  He never should have let Background get their hands on our DATs.  It's fucking insane."
	If I had been in the mood to argue, I would have argued.  Donald had his version of reality, as did Alain.  There was no point in arguing with Donald.  All I cared about was that Background had my DATs, and I needed them immediately if I wanted to edit the film for Sundance consideration.
	And Sundance was the perfect venue for showing and selling the film.  There had been a documentary about the Beats at Sundance last year that had gotten a lot of attention and had just had a very successful theatrical run.  A lot of films had been bought at Sundance last year, including The Blair With Project.  And previously Courtney had had a highly publicized run-in with Sundance over the documentary "Kurt & Courtney" and would certainly get a lot of attention if she attended the festival.  
	So.  That was my dream.  To have my film premiere at Sundance.  "I need that film back now if we're going to submit to Sundance."
	"I know, I know," Donald.  "Fucking Alain...fucking Victor..."
	"I wish we could just go down there and grab it back."
	"Yeah," Donald said.  "It's our fucking film."


	Steve and I edited the scenes of camping at Lake Patzcuaro, the Federales scene, and Lucien and Joan's conversation in the lava field.  Then we tweaked the scenes.  And tweaked what we had already tweaked.  The latest curse of Courtney was having to stare at her face hour after hour as we struggled to edit her footage in to a coherent performance.
	We were tweaked out.  The Sundance clock was ticking.
	Donald called.  I monitored my answering machine for his calls.  They were never shorter than twenty minutes.  Each point needed to be made at least three times.  But I might as well talk to him.  There wasn't much else to do, except fret.
	"I've taken some action.  About what we talked about," he said.
	"Oh?"
	"But we shouldn't talk about it on the phone.  Meet me tomorrow at the office."
	"Okay."  It was the shortest conversation that I had ever had with Donald.  And the most cryptic.

	Donald and Andrew had offices just off Main Street, behind the Enterprise Fish Company.  The stairway still smelled like rotten fish.  
	Earlier in the year, Andrew had moved to Santa Barbara; he only came into office on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday.  Today was Friday, so it was just Beavis, not Butthead.
	"John's meeting us at the Ale House," Donald said, as he led be back down the stinking stairway.
	"Who is John?"
	"He's one of the fighters from my show.  But he's smart, not stupid, like the other guys."  As a transitional step between running a night club and being a film producer, Donald had produced a pay-per-view show called "Extreme Fighting"  It featured various forms of  hand-to-hand combat--fisticuffs, kung fu, karate--with the combatants fighting until someone was knocked unconscious.  Donald stressed that there were doctors monitoring the mayhem, that no one suffered permanent brain damage, but the show was eventually banned from all fifty states, and ended its brief broadcast career in wild and woolly Montreal.
	"You want to send this guy John down to Mexico City to get our DATs?"
	"With you."
	"With me?"
	"You should that you wanted to go down and grab the DATs back."
	"I said that I wished that we could go down there and get the stuff.  I didn't say that I wanted to go down there."
	Donald held the door to the Ale House open to me, looking disappointed.
	John was waiting us.  He was a buff, compact man who didn't smile much.
	Donald laid out the caper.  "These motherfuckers are extorting us.  They've got our DATs, and their probably in their production office.  I know this wrestler down in Mexico City and can help you guys out."
	"And you know the layout?" John asked me.
	I felt like I was living a chapter in a bad Elmore Leonard novel.
	"I'll be glad to draw you a map.  But I don't know if I want to go down there myself."
	"Why not?" Donald asked.  Within micro-seconds his look had shifted from being disappointed to being pissed off.
	Because I don't feel like going to jail in Mexico.  That was one fate worse than Courtney.  "I just barely managed to get out of Mexico.  Those guys stole my passport, remember?  You've been to their production offices, Donald.  You're welcome to go back down there."
	Donald didn't say anything.  Which was a rare thing or Donald.
	"I'll go down there, and do this job for you," John said.  "But I'm going to need some help."
	Donald looked toward me.  "It's your film, man.  You yourself said that the clock is ticking if we want to go to Sundance."
	Other clocks tick.  Prison clocks.  And they tick slowly.
	"I'll have to think about it," I lied.  This was one thing that I didn't have to think about.


	Steve and I kept editing the footage that we had.  It was like fussing with the second floor bedroom of a house that lacked a first floor. 


	Alain was back from Mexico.  "How's the editing going?"
	"The four scenes that we have to edit are going just fine."
	"Sardonic, aren't we?"
	"I've got to fill the time somehow.  How's getting the film back going?"
	"Sigfredo has hired a criminal lawyer to handle the case."
	"I thought that Sigfredo was a criminal attorney."
	"He is, but he wanted to remove himself from any direct participation in the case.  So now we really have a lawyer on retainer who will really be pressing our case."
	"So when are we getting our DATs back?"
	"First, they've got to make a petition to the Magistrate.  Then he'll get depositions from Victor and Antonio.  But before they do that, we have to give them affidavits."
	"And when are we giving them these affidavits?"
	"As soon as I finish filling then out and faxing it back to them."
	"And when will that we done?"
	"As soon as I finish talking to you."
	"It's three weeks until the Sundance deadline."
	"Hey, Mexican justice is slow."
	"So I noticed."
	After I hung up, I felt terrible.
	When we had started shooting, I could hold the whole movie in my head.  I could play the entire script, and the entire storyboard in my mind.  Once we started shooting, the storyboard became mostly irrelevant.  But I had still held the movie in my head, an overall concept that got realized or compromised on a shot by shot, minute to minute basis, on the set.  And those compromises I had tried to keep within intelligent, acceptable parameters.  I had worked to maximize my control--visual, emotional, narrative--in every shot we did.  It was hard to even keep the four scenes that we were cutting and recutting clear.  
	Never--making student films or directing television shows for hire--had I been separated so cruelly from the footage that I had shot.  Details were slipping away.  Blame it on exhaustion, or depression, or pressure, or denial.  I felt like the pilot of a Strategic Air Command jet, holding at the fail safe point in my plane, awaiting orders.  But pilots made their flight, then landed, went to the officers club, had a beer, slept, and flew again. I was stuck in that damn jet, circling endlessly at the fail-safe point.  And as the Sundance deadline pressed ever closer, it was the failure point.  My big opportunity was slipping away, minute by minute.


	"Alain makes everything so fucking complicated," Donald complained.  "He sent this affidavit back to Sigfredo Miranda that is totally self-serving and confusing."
	"Really," I said in a neutral tone of voice.  I didn't want to get in the middle of anything.  Any more than I inevitably was.
	"What's happening with getting the DATs back?"
	"You had your chance.  Now let us handle it."  
	
	I got a call from George Gale.  He was head of post-production for Millennium Films, Avi's company.  George was the first man I had worked for in Hollywood.  Under his tutelage I had edited low-budget outdoor films and psychic mysteries for television syndication.  Then the genres had merged, and I had edited outdoor psychic mysteries for him.  
	George was calling to see how the editing was going.
	The editing wasn't going, and I explained why: we didn't have our DATs, the footage couldn't be telecined.  Sundance was looking unlikely.
	"Terrible, that is just terrible," George said, with his thick Hungarian accent.  He said he would talk to Avi to see if anything could be done.


	Donald called.  Of all the human beings on earth, I least looked forward to talking to him.  
	"Why did you fucking complain to Avi?" 
	"I didn't complain to Avi."
	"You told him that we can't edit the picture because we don't have our DATs."
	"No.  I told George Gale that."
	"And George told Avi."
	"I can't control that."
	"Let Andrew and me handle it."
	"I am."
	"Let us handle it.  We're getting the fucking DATs back."
	"When?"
	"Soon."
	"What happening down there?"
	"Things are happening.  Trust me things are happening."
	"Have they taken the depositions yet?"
	"I said things are happening!"  The inner-coke demon had sprung back to life.
	"We don't have much time."
	"I know we don't have much time!"
	I tried to get off the phone, but we went through it all one more time.  Maybe we was trying to get me to feel guilty, but I was feeling increasingly blameless.  I had suffered plenty to get the film in the can.  And now the can was out of reach.  The can was still down in Mexico.


	Alain stopped by the editing room.  Steve and I were editing a trailer for Avi to use at a sales market.  Because we couldn't edit much of a trailer from the four scenes that we had sound for, we had received authorization from Avi to do silent transfers of selected footage.  It was thrilling to see new footage.  It was as if I had been living in a one room apartment and had received permission to punch a hole in a wall.  On the other side of the hole was a mansion that I could wander about in.  Maybe that was a tired metaphor for how I felt, but I was very tired, and a tired metaphor was accurate and appropriate.  Escaping from Mexico no longer felt like an escape.  I was still trapped in the twilight zone of the movie.  Only the language of the other twilight dwellers had changed.  On the whole, I think that I preferred being in a land where I didn't understand most of what was being said.
	"Donald and Andrew don't want to pay Background the sixty G's that they owe them."
	"Why not?"
	"Because they're pissed off.  And because the money is coming out of their pockets."
	"What does that mean to me?"  I had entered a childlike realm where I needed the basics explained.
	"It means that they're hoping this legal action will scare the Zavalas into handing the DATs back for free."
	"Getting the DATs back for free is more important than getting the DATs back quickly?"
	"You got it."
	"Have they taken the depositions yet?"
	"Not yet.  They want another affidavit from me.  In the last affidavit they didn't ask me about the underlying contract with Background and..."
	Alain went into a very long and very French explanation of various contracts and affidavits.  There was clarity at the beginning, that got obscured and overwhelmed with a wealth of details and qualifiers.  I nodded as if I was following what he was saying.  But, really, I didn't need any more explained.  Andrew and Donald didn't need the film back soon.  I did.  Andrew and Donald were trying to act like the problem was under control. It wasn't.
	"Why has Avi hired Background to produce a TV movie for him while Background is fucking up a production that he's financed?"
	"Perhaps because Avi has been charmed by the sleepy-eyed Victor.  And perhaps because Avi isn't fully aware of the problems that Victor created when he reneged on the deal he made with me in the hopes of getting even more money."
	"You mean even now Avi doesn't know what's going on?"
	"Andrew and Donald need to seem that they are in control."
	"But they aren't!"
	"That doesn't lessen the need to seem so."
	I was beside myself.  All kinds of games were being played out, and slowly, while I suffered.  "What if I called Avi?"
	Alain smiled his mischievous French Rationalist smile. "I can't stop you."
	"Do you think it's a good idea?"
	"I can't stop you," Alain repeated, in the careful language of someone who was in the habit of giving depositions and affidavits.


	I called Avi.  And explained that Victor was had reneged on a deal for sixty G's, and was holding our DATs, and I therefore couldn't edit the film in time for Sundance.
	"That is news to me," Avi said.  "I will see what I can do."


	"Why in the fuck did you talk to Avi?" Donald yelled.  But I held the phone away from my ear and the yelling wasn't so bad.
	"I didn't know that I wasn't supposed to talk to Avi."
	"Now you've fucked everything up!"
	"What did I fuck up?"
	"Getting the film back."
	"Really?  When were we getting the film back?"
	"It was happening.  Getting Avi involved doesn't help anything."
	I hadn't seen anything helping anything.  Freedom's just another name for nothing left to lose.  That was how I felt.  These were not feelings that I explained to Donald.
	I just wanted my film back.
	I just wanted a chance to edit my film.


	I even called Avi again.  The telephone was one blunt instrument that I was not afraid of.  I was waiting.  Waiting to get the film back.  Waiting to finish the film.  Waiting for my life to begin.


	At Alain's suggestion, I called Victor.  I paced my apartment with the portable phone, talking to him on his cell phone in Mexico City.  The miracle of modern communication, except that we weren't communicating.
	"Victor, you know that I like you very much and it upsets me that there is a money dispute.  But if Donald and Andrew don't get the DATs back soon, then they are just going to loop the movie."
	"Yes, but they owe us very much money."
  	"They've already drawn up a budget and looping will cost less than thirty thousand dollars, so they would save money.  And if they start looping, then they won't pay you anything for the DATs."
	"Yes, but they owe us the money."
	"Victor, I'm just the director.  For artistic reasons I would like to have the sound that I recorded on location.  I can't control what these guys do.  I wish that I could."  
	"Avi likes Background," trotting out his most potent argument.  "We are already making another movie for Avi."
	It was hard to persuade Victor to relent if Avi was rewarding Background with more work.
	"I will talk to Avi," Victor said.


	Everyone would talk to Avi.  Alain said that Avi blamed Donald and Andrew for various financial screw-ups on the movie, and for not paying Background money owed.  Alain blamed Background for reneging on a fair settlement.  Alain also blamed Donald and Andrew for trying to manipulate the situation to avoid paying Background anything, including money that was legitimately owed to them.  Donald and Andrew blamed Alain for letting Background ever get their hands on the DATs.  Alain blamed Background for lying and not taking the DATs to the lab, which they were bound to do by their contract.  Victor was to blame or holding on to the DATs illegally and for charming Avi.  Avi was to blame for liking Victor and giving him more work, thus encouraging his recalcitrance.
	It was Balkan politics, circa 1914: we could have started a little war over our conflicting interest.  But we had all started out to make the same film--hadn't we?


	October
	I had a birthday room, in the community room at the Farmer's Market, at Fairfax and Third.  Donald gave me a book of Edward Weston photographs that I recognized from the remainder stack at Border's.  "You really screwed things up, talking to Avi," he said as he handed me the present.  "It slowed everything down."
	Maybe Donald really believed what he said, but I had seen no discernible movement toward a resolution and return of the DATs.  
	Alain was at the party.  He and Donald barely nodded hello and stayed on opposite sides of the rooms.
	Birthdays usually led me to self-reflection--what didn't?  Where had I been, where was I going.  I had lived through the Mexican shoot as an exhilarating prison sentence.  When it was over, when I had the film shot, then I had hoped to edit my film, in my editing room.  My editing room.  My film.  Final cut.  That was my dream.  Which now felt like fiction.
	What birthday present did I want?  My film back.  If I had that, then my life would lead in a straight line forward, up, onward.  That was a dream that seemed real.  Would be real.  Could be real.  If I could just get those DATs back.


	We finished editing the trailer, then returned to the finite, entropic universe of four scenes.  I stocked the office refrigerator with Bohemias and Negro Modelos and got in the habit of drinking cervezas.  Drinking a beer during working hours was my version of the hard-drinking life. 
	"We've reached a settlement with Background.  Seventy G's.  I'm flying down there tomorrow night to pick up the DATs and the five rolls of film they've got."
	"So this whole imbroglio was over ten thousand dollars?  We wasted all this time over ten thousand dollars?"
	"Apparently so."
	"Insane."
	"I won't disagree," Alain said, in a not atypical fashion.


	I called Cooper at the Sundance Institute.  My first film had won the festival, my second film had premiered there.  It was one of the few places in the world where I was known.  The official deadline for submitting to the festival was October 9th.
	It was October 7th.
	I told Cooper a believable fiction--not that my DATs were still in Mexico, but that our editing machine had broken down, and I had lost all my data.  Sundance was expecting several thousand submissions.  Cooper graciously gave me a two week extension, until October 25th.
	All I needed were the DATs back.

    
	Philadelphia
	I flew to Philadelphia for my niece's Bat Mitzvah.  I got on a plane, I got off a plane, I was in another city, the weather was hotter, I saw my family, I stayed in a hotel, I ate hotel food.  But it did not seem like a trip.  It did not seem like I was traveling.  Because I was so entrenched in my head, in the siege mentality of the film.
	I imagined Alain in Mexico City, back among the million green Beetles.  


	Saturday night, when I got back to the hotel, Alain called.
	"I'm back in Santa Monica.  It's all up to you now.  No excuses."
	Right, no excuses.  I had two weeks to edit a feature film to submit to Sundance.
	"So you got the DATs back, no hitches?"
	"I got the DATs back, in a very strange fashion.  As strange as everything else on this movie.  I took the red eye into Mexico City, checked into the Calinda--room 416--and then went over to Background to get he DATs.  There were escrow papers that the Zavalas' lawyers in Los Angeles had drawn up.  But Victor had crossed out the seventy thousand and handwritten in eighty thousand.  I told him that I couldn't sign any revised escrow papers because I wasn't a principal--only Donald or Andrew could do that.  So I thought the whole deal was off.  But then I told Victor that I could sign a receipt that said I had taken possession of the DATs.  And to my astonishment, he agreed to that, so I wrote up a receipt and signed it.
	"Now, this receipt is legally meaningless.  But Victor is acting very guilty, apologizing for making me come all the way own to Mexico City to get the stuff.  I've got a box with the DATs and the five film cans and I'm thinking, is this guy really going to let me leave with the stuff?  And I'm wondering, am I going to get out of here before they stop me?
	"Donald was calling me every five minutes to find out what was happening.  When he found out that I had left Background with the DATs and without signing the escrow papers, he was out of control. You've got to get on a plane before they stop you, you've got to FedEx the DATs back to the States before they can stop you at the airport. You can imagine the blather.
	"See, it turns out that the bank had filed to deliver the money to the bond company and it was the bond company that was going to transfer the seventy thousand dollars to Background.  Once Donald found out that I had left the office without signing the escrow papers, he stopped the bank from making the payment.  The bond company would have paid Background the money even with the escrow papers not being signed.  So because of a screw-up between the bank and the bond company, and the fact that Victor had stupidly altered the escrow papers, Donald and Andrew were able to get the DATs and the film back without paying anything."
	So after all this costly arguing over money we got the DATs back for free.
	

	Santa Monica
	Finally, on a Sunday afternoon six weeks after the shooting had finished, I was watching dailies.  Steve and I divided up scenes, and edited in overlapping shifts.
	As I had struggled on the set to see what was really in front of the camera, not what I hoped or dreamed was there, now I struggled to see what I had really on film.  But super-imposed on the images on the video monitor was my whole complicated history with the movie.  First, as the writer.  Then as the director, trying to get the film made, choosing actors, or accepting actors that had been chosen for me.  As the director planning shots and finding locations and making thousands of small and large decisions, but all of them cumulative, all of them leading to the specific and finite universe of the film that I now had to edit.  As the person who had been on location in that lava field and by that river, and who had experienced all the emotions of production that colored my judgment, but which would not color the judgment of someone coming cold to the film.  I had to both use my experience and overcome it, rise above it.
	And my hopes.  My evaluation of the footage and of the edits that I was making were also colored my hopes and aspirations for the film.  Life was much more complex than just deciding when to cut from a long shot to a close up.


	A hard drive crashed.  Nick came from his day job as high school teacher to the editing room, but couldn't solve the problem.
	Then a real tech support guy made a house call.  The hard drive had failed, utterly.  All of the footage had to re-digitized and re-inputted into the computer.  Then we had to re-link the media, which meant manually entering the first and last frame numbers of every edit.  It was as if every shot were a puppy dog, and they all had to be house trained again.
	It was a vast, tedious, mind-numbing task that had to be accomplished quickly, under duress.
	I stayed until 4:30 a.m. re-digitizing.  This meant inserting a source tape, hitting a start button, then baby-sitting the machine.  
	I couldn't do any editing while the editing machine was engaged in this process.  And I couldn't do much thinking.  Since what I needed to think about was the edits.  But I actually preferred not to think.  That was my mental vacation as the clock spun toward dawn: an enforced respite from creative thought.
	

	I called up Peter.  He had edited my previous film.  That had ben his first feature credit--a solo credit--and his career since had been an upward spiral.  He was now editing NYPD Blue on the Fox lot.  I explained the Sundance situation to Peter: two weeks to do a rough cut of the film.  If Peter would help Steve and I for two weeks I would give him a full editing credit on the film.
	"I like the idea, in theory.  But I'd only be able to come in the evenings and on the weekend."
	"I'd be grateful for anything.  For any help."
	"For a full credit?"
	"A full credit."


	So.  It was nine days until the Sundance deadline.  We fell into a working rhythm.  Steve edited during the day; I hovered behind him, saying yea or nay.  There was a changing of the guards at dinner, when Peter came over from Fox.  He worked until eleven or so.  Then I put in however many late night hours I had left in me.


	"You don't show enough of Courtney," Peter said.  "It's her film."
	He had fresh eyes.  He was right.
	It was film about Joan and we were avoiding Joan.
	He was worth every penny I wasn't paying him.


	"It really warped my perceptions, spending the first month editing those Lake Patzcuaro scenes," Steve said.
	My perceptions were warped not just by the month we had spent editing those damnable four scenes, but by the months I had spent in Mexico shooting the movie.  It was like looking at family photographs of a picnic, and remembering the sunburn and the ants and the bee sting and the car wreck and the incest and...

	
	We had a first assembly of the picture.  This was a hack it out, here it is version--the whole movie, for the first time, beginning to end.
	Typically, the first assembly was viewed the first week after principal photography.  We were viewing the first assembly a week before it had to be submitted to the Sundance Festival.
	An old editor's adage was that a film never looked so good as when you first saw the dailies, and never looked so bad as when you saw the first cut.  That was because dailies held infinite promise.  It was like a first date.
	The first cut was the morning after.  With a hangover and a stale taste in the mouth.  This was where you saw all the problems of pacing, coherence, structure, performance.
	During the screening we invoked the Code of Silence.  No one said a word; we all scribbled on note pads.
	After, we all groaned with he crushing load of work to do get a good cut of the film.
	Big questions, big worries: would the overall film work?  Did I even like the film?


	Sometimes when I went home I realized that I had no personal life.  The usual clichÈs: empty refrigerator, full clothes hamper, empty bed.  No personal life because I was supposedly making a personal film.  And how was Apartment 2 at the Tiki substantively different from Room 433 at the Hotel Calinda?  


	I had a bold new idea for opening the film.  Start with Joan putting the shot glass on her head, Bill pointing the gun at her, an exchange of tense looks, then Joan says "I dare you."  A title card: Seven Years Earlier--New York City--August 1944.  Then cut to the Pharmacy Scene that was originally Scene One.  Joan's giant red lips fill the screen and she again says "I dare you."
	This was an idea that had occurred to me on the boundary of sleep.  It survived the light of day.  I liked the tension of Bill pointing a gun at Joan.  I also felt it would give the end of the film resonance, as the opening images were again played out, but in their final context.  Seven brief shots, with a total running time of twenty-three seconds could alter the meaning of all that came after.


	There were big tweaks.  And little tweaks.  And in-between tweaks.  


	I brought some friends into the cutting room to show them the cut, to get some feedback.  Three viewers gave me the full gamut of opinion, just like the three bears: this porridge is too hot, this porridge is too cold, and this porridge is just right.  Take your pick.  How easy it was to erect yet another hall of mirrors.


	Final tweaks.  Last tweaks.  The day was upon me.  The deadline.  
	The Sundance Institute was in downtown Santa Monica.  I felt like I was turning in my blue book after taking the hardest final of my life.  It felt like school was over.  It felt good.  Better than when I had finished shooting.  Cleaner.  A decisive, defining moment: I handed over the videotape.
	I felt good because I had given it my best shot.  Therefore, no regrets.  No second-guessing.  Ten days after I had gotten all the picture and sound, I handed over a cut of the film, with temp music and sound effects.


	The next day, I showed what was now called the Sundance Cut to Donald and Andrew.  Steve had taken the day off to deal with neglected aspects of his life, so I was alone in the editing room when Donald and Andrew arrived.  They were both quiet, expectant.
	I seated them in front of the editing machine.  My plan was to play the film directly from the computer.  If they didn't see a videotape, then maybe they wouldn't ask for one to take with them.
	I started the movie.  Joan put the glass on top of her head.
	"What's this?" Andrew asked.
	"A new opening.  Just watch."
	I adjusted the sound.  Watched for a few moments, and left the room because I didn't want to sit there and watch the film again.  I wanted day away from watching the film, and this was that day.
	I had eighty-nine minutes.  I went outside.  It was fall.  My favorite time of year.  The rest of the world was enjoying the fall.  I had an eighty-nine minute holiday.
	I decided to drive to Target in Culver City.  Santa Monica had none of the big discount stores that occupy the rest of America.  For me, Target was an outing, an adventure.  I needed socks and underwear and sundries. The more socks that I had, the less often I had to do my laundry.  
	With all that, I was back at the Santa Monica Airport with minutes to spare.  
	I walked into the editing room just as the movie ended.  With an expert touch I turned off the machine.
	Silence.
	"I was very surprised by the beginning.  What was that?"
	"An idea that I had."  I explained my various theories, intuitive and intellectual, about what the teaser did for the film.
	"It surprised me.  But I liked it," Andrew said.
	"Yeah, man, it was really cool," Donald said.
	"I've got to say that you've captured in he film what I always liked about the script," Andrew said.
	"Thank you."
	"You've got a very good eye.  He should direct another movie for us," Andrew said to Donald.  "Maybe the James Ellroy thing."
	"Yeah, the film's really good, man, or my partner would say something.  He's not shy about making criticisms, believe me."
	They looked stunned.  And relieved.  It went on like that for a while.  A few questions, a few platitudes.  Then handshakes good-bye.  
	"Congratulations."
	"Good work, man."
	And then I was alone again.  With the silent editing machine.  Alone with my movie.  


	"They were expecting it to be a disaster, a complete write-off," Alain explained.
	"Thanks for the vote of confidence."
	"That was their expectation, based on all the horrors of production.  You defied their expectations by making a coherent film."
	Okay.  So I had been praised in a context of diminished expectations.  But they had really liked the film.  Really.  Not a single criticism.
	Not that it mattered.  I had final cut.  But it was nice that everyone was happy.  Yes.  Happiness was a nice thing.

	Now.  I had to finish the film.  And wait to hear about Sundance.  We wouldn't hear from the festival until sometime before Thanksgiving.  I had to finish the film as if we were going to the festival, which was the third week in January.  Even if we didn't go to Sundance, our budget was so tight that I couldn't afford to dawdle over the editing.  
	The schedule was planned backwards from the third week in January, which was three months away.  By the end of Thanksgiving weekend I had to lock the picture, which meant finalizing all pictorial editing decisions.  I also needed to have hired the composer by that date.
	We also needed to make a deal with a sound house to do all the sound editing, and reserve time to do the final sound mix.  The earliest we could do the sound mix was the first week of the new year.  
	We also come have our titles completed by the beginning of January.  This meant conceptualizing and executing some sort of opening title sequence, and organizing and getting the end titles shot.  Making sure that everyone received the proper credit, with the proper spelling of their name, would, in itself, take time.
	We had three CGI shots to make the ParicutÌn volcano belch smoke.  A budget CGI house had to be hired--again, on our budget--and the work overseen.
	And a frame accurate EDL (edit decision list) had to be out-putted from the editing machine so that the film negative could be cut in absolute conformance with the version we had electronically edited.
	So there was a lot to do.
	The person who coordinated all this activity is the Post Production Supervisor.  Alain recommended Michael, who had supervised his last movie.  I met Michael and we got started.  But Donald had a friend who had supervised his last movie, Joe.  Donald and Andrew were paying the bills.  Michael was fired and Joe was hired.  Joe told me he didn't like Alain and didn't trust him.  Alain didn't like Joe but didn't distrust him.  Donald didn't like Alain, but trusted him with the checkbook.  Alain didn't like Donald, but thought he was an idiot and therefore didn't distrust him.  How did I know all this?  Because I was told by the various distrusting parties.  Whether or not I wanted to know.


	November 
	The first screening of the rough cut was scheduled for Friday, at the Ocean Avenue Screening Room in Santa Monica.  Steve and Peter and I recruited an audience of warm bodies that we thought would give us helpful comments.
	I was nervous because in a sense it was opening night: the first public screening of the film.  I wrote up a questionnaire.  Steve sharpened dozens of pencils.
	Alain was there, and Rando, but Donald was in Florida for the weekend, and Andrew didn't come down from Santa Barbara.
	The movie seemed totally different with an audience.  But it was also different seeing it on a movie screen, away from the editing room, in a more formal context.
	In the discussion that Peter led after the screening, and in the questionnaires, we got a wide gamut of responses, from love to hate, with all the shades in between.  It was elating and depressing.  What worked, and what didn't.  What to believe, and what not.  


	"Have you heard from Sundance?"  Donald called to ask.
	"No."
	"Why don't you call them?"
	"At the appropriate time, I will.  It doesn't help to bug them."  Like you're bugging me, I thought.
	"It's probably bad that we haven't heard from them."
	"I'm not so sure."
	"Well, it's not good."
	It went on like that for a while.


	We scheduled our second screening for the following Friday night.  Again, it was a mad rush to finish all the recutting and get a videotape to the screening room by seven p.m.  How could a week go by so quickly?
	I wrote a prologue to try at the beginning of the movie, a title crawl explaining how Lucien and Allen and Bill had all become friends.  I removed the William Tell teaser, because cutting from a title crawl to a teaser and then back to the main story felt too choppy.
	There were hundreds of edits, from big to small, that Peter and Steve made, that I watched, that we discussed.  They were now doing most of the editing and I was mostly commenting.  We were refining the internal narrative rhythm of the entire film, from micro to macro.
	And I didn't just have to make a good film.  I had to make a good film that was at least ninety-two minutes long because I had a contractual obligation to deliver a cut at least that length to Avi.  Our current running time was in the high eighties.  Alain said that we could make up the length with the opening and closing credits.  
	I felt like a fighter trying to make his weight.  There were limits to how long the credits could run.  We kept careful tabs of the running time as we cut, like a baseball player monitoring his batting average.
	My first two films had been under ninety minutes.  Maybe I was an under ninety minute kind of guy.
	Running time.  Yet another in a long line of absurd pressures.
	Suddenly it was Friday night again.  Alain came again, bringing his mother.  Donald and Wende arrived separately, she with a gaggle of girlfriends.  From their body language--not speaking--it seemed that they were no longer an item, that the producer and his associate producer were no longer one.  The room was filled with friends and acquaintances, this weeks' usual suspects.
	With a different audience it was a different film.  And it was a different film anyway, after seven more days of non-stop alterations.
	During the film: a state of heightened awareness, both utterly alone with the images and simultaneously sensitive to every twitch or cough or laugh coming from the audience.
	After: conflicting compliments, faint praise, strangeness.  I felt separate from everything and everyone and my muscles were tight.  The praise didn't seem to matter and the criticism could confuse.  I felt an intense longing for closure, and exhaustion, a weariness based not strictly on hours.


	Donald called.  "I missed the opening, man."
	"The opening?"
	"The shot glass on Courtney's head.  That new thing that we saw the cutting room.  Why did you take it out?"
	"I didn't think it worked with the title crawl."
	"I liked the title crawl," Donald said.
	"I thought it explained too much."
	"Maybe because it was badly written."
	"Seeing it screened, I didn't like it as a concept."
	"I missed the opening," Donald circled back.  His thoughts were always circling.
	"I'll give it another look."
	"Have you heard from Sundance?"
	"You'll be the first to know."


	On Saturday, Steve and Peter and I went through our notes from the screening, agreed on things to try, and then divided the work.  Mostly it was divided between Steve and Peter.  Neither Steve or Peter was there for the money.  There wasn't any.  We were having our own tense kind of fun.  Mostly it felt like just the three of us making the movie.  And for that span of days, in my small office, it was just us.


	Another screening was scheduled for Friday.  But Donald and Andrew wanted to come to see the current cut in the editing room on Thursday.  
	So we stopped work.  Steve took the afternoon off to deal with the rest of his life.  Donald and Andrew arrived, pleasantries were exchanged and, as before, I started the editing machine and then went off to have coffee rather than watch the film with an audience of two.  
	I timed my return to coincide with the end of the screening.
	"We both really missed the teaser.  Why did you take it out?"
	"I decided that I liked it better when the film unfolded in a linear fashion--New York, then Mexico."
	"But the teaser really energizes the opening.  I was shocked the first time I saw it, because I wasn't expecting it, but for someone who's coming to the film cold, I think it really plays," Andrew said.
	"It's a really cool opening," Donald said.
	"I think you're really missing an opportunity if you don't use it."
	I nodded thoughtfully.  And I really was being thoughtful.
	It was all very amicable.  They had a number of small comments, here and there, suggestions, questions.  But as we were chit-chatting about the movie I wondered: where was the script they had promised to give me?  Why had nothing more been said about the film they wanted me to direct?  Not that the film would come to pass--they rarely did--but why had they made such a point chatting me up and then done nothing?  Was it simply that they were unfocused and disorganized, or was it something more sinister?


	I decided to put the teaser back in for the Friday night screening.  Maybe Andrew was right.  I would give it another chance.
	Then Andrew surprised me by showing up for the screening.  He made a special trip down from Santa Barbara to see the film again.  I guess having over a half of million of his own cash into it was motivational.  Donald, who lived in Hollywood, and had over a hundred thousand dollars of movie-related credit card debt, didn't come.
	Andrew could see for himself how open-minded I was--the teaser sequence was back in.
	The movie screened.  My life flashed in front of my eyes--that part of my life.
	I was sitting next to the console with the volume control.  Andrew was sitting further down the same aisle.  He had a pen with a flashlight built in.  The teaser was only twenty-three seconds long, but his flashlight clicked on during it and he began writing notes.
	That little flashlight was enormously distracting.  Sometimes ten minutes or so went by without it clicking on, but it kept me tense and guessing--how long until the next flashlight note?  And what would those notes be?  Oh how that little flashlight of his compromised by sense of the darkness in the screening room.  
	The movie ended and the lights came back up.	
	"What did you do to the opening?" he asked.
	"After we talked yesterday, I decided to try putting it back in."
	"No, that's not what I mean.  It's different.  It's longer, there are more cuts."
	"No, the teaser sequence is exactly the same as what you saw in the Sundance cut."
	"No, it's not," he said with unshakable certainty.
	"Andrew, I cut the sequence myself.  I simply re-inserted the sequence back into the movie."
	"It's different now.  It's longer," he insisted.
	"I don't think so."
	He looked unconvinced.
	I was unsettled by his insistence on being right.  I had cut the sequence.  I had voluntarily put the sequence back in the film--following his suggestion.  Why was he so determined to not believe me, to contradict me?  Then I thought of something.
	"I think I know what happened.  When you first saw the teaser sequence, you weren't expecting it, and it threw you off.  By the time you figured out what was going on, it was already half over.  That's why it seems shorter to you, seeing it a second time, because the element of surprise is gone."
	He still looked skeptical.


	The next day, Saturday, Steve and Peter and I convened in the editing room to review our notes from last night.  Andrew had emailed me five single space pages of notes that we also reviewed. 
	Andrew's notes were intelligent.  A lot of his suggestions we had already tried and rejected.  His other suggestions we discussed, and we put on our to-do list.   
	Next week was Thanksgiving.  I had promised Alain that I would lock the picture by Thanksgiving.  
	"I'd like to have a final screening right after Thanksgiving, on Monday or Tuesday night."
	"Fine," Alain said.
	"And I'd like to have the rest of that week to make final changes."
\	"I've been at all the screenings.  I've seen the film evolve.  And I think that you're done.  It's all there now."
	"I just need a little more time to live with it, and to try some different things.  I promise that we will be absolutely, absolutely locked the weekend after Thanksgiving."
	"You better be--"
	"We will be."


	John Cooper, one of the programming directors of Sundance, called on Monday.  I carried the portable phone out of the office, and went outside on the lawn that surrounded the office building.
	"I've got mixed news," Cooper said.  "We want the film at the festival, but in the American Spectrum."
	This wasn't mixed news--I was thrilled that the film had gotten into the festival after such an abbreviated editing period.  "The American Spectrum sounds great."  
	There were three major categories for dramatic features at the festival: the Dramatic Competition, Premieres, and the American Spectrum.  The Dramatic Competition films had the chance to win many different prizes.  The Premieres were typically bigger budgeted independent films that had distributors.  The American Spectrum was a mix of dramatic and documentary films that didn't comfortably fit in the other categories.
	My first film, The Trouble With Dick, had been in the Dramatic Competition, and had won the Grand Prize.
	My second film, Notes from Underground, had been a Premiere.
	Over a thousand films had applied for the sixty slots available in the three sections.  If a miracle was the unexpected, then this was a miracle because I had stopped expecting to get into Sundance.  Certainly it was a miracle getting the DATs back in the nick of time to do the whirlwind rough cut.
	I walked back in the office and told Steve.  We shook hands.  It was a happy moment.  We had done something big together.  Nothing mitigated that brief moment of happiness.
	I called Peter, I called Alain, I called Rando.
	Now it was time to call Donald.
	"That's great man.  This is going to be so cool being at Sundance."  He went on like that for a while.  Then some doubt creeped in.  "It's too bad we're not in the Competition...we can't win any prizes..."
	"Donald, just being in Sundance is great."
	"Yeah, man, you're right, it's great.  We'll get Courtney there and the press'll go nuts.  It'll be perfect, having Courtney at Sundance..."  Etcetera.
	Then Andrew called.  "Congratulations," he said.
	"Congratulations to you," I said.
	"I know how little time you had and how little there was to work with.  This is really something."
	Everybody loved everybody.  Happy days can be like that.
	Now I somehow had to get the film completely finished: music, looping, sound mix, negative cutting, main titles, end titles, color timing.  And in two months.  During the holiday season.  
	The pressure was back on.  But--had it ever gone away?

	Sundance needed stills for the catalog.  Immediately.  The first of many requests.  I spent Tuesday and Wednesday pouring through the proof sheets of production stills and making selections.
	The Wednesday night before Thanksgiving, as the rest of the world was going away for the holiday weekend, I drove to the photo lab in Hollywood to drop off the negatives and place the print order.
	Then I went to Musso's, sat at the counter and had an open-faced turkey sandwich, and contemplated a conclusion:  
	January.  Park City.  
	The knife edge of before and after.
	

	Thanksgiving.
	The family had convened in Galveston, Texas.  I talked to the family on the phone and gave them the Sundance news.  Everyone was exited and wanted to come to the festival--Janet, Dad, even Mom. 
	Then I went downtown, to Clifton's Cafeteria for Thanksgiving dinner.  I didn't talk to another soul all day.  Not a vow of silence.  Not talking was a vacation, of a sort.

  
	December
	Monday morning, back from Thanksgiving in Florida, Donald called to lobby again for an opening title crawl explaining the Beats.
	We had a difference of opinion.  Donald told me what he thought, three or four times, figuring if he kept saying the same thing, with increasing agitation, then I would eventually agree.
	That night was the final screening to lock picture.  Donald was there with what looked like a new girlfriend prospect.  Andrew showed up with his wife.  And Stephen Zeller, who had been recommended to me as a potential publicist.  We needed a publicist to help get ready for Sundance.
	After the screening, as the lights came up, I saw Donald and Andrew huddling.
	"Donald agrees with me.  You changed the opening teaser since the first time I saw it."
	"No, I didn't."
	"You left the room after you started the editing machine.  You probably started the editing machine a little late, that's why the sequence was shorter when we first saw it.  It definitely plays better shorter."
	"No, the sequence was always been twenty-three seconds long.  I stayed in the editing room for the first couple of minutes when I screened the Sundance Cut for you."
	"This is definitely different that what we saw that first day," Donald said.  Andrew nodded in agreement.  Beavis and Butthead.  Two minds that acted as one.
	"What, is this medieval guys?  Do you want to me to confess that you're right?  Do I have to alter history and create something that conforms with your memory?  I cut the original sequence. It has not been re-cut.  I took the sequence out, and then at your suggestion I put it back in."
	They said nothing.  They were truculent.  Unconvinced. 
	Stephen Zeller shook my hand.  He had a sweaty palm but a pleasant smile.  "I liked the film," he said.  Just what a publicist was expected to say.  I introduced Stephen to Donald and Andrew, who were standing right there.  Just what a director was expected to do.
	As I talked with Steve and Peter, I saw that Donald and Andrew had cornered Zeller, and were asking him: do you know who the Beats were?  And: don't you think we need opening titles to explain the Beats?  Questions that Zeller had to answer affirmatively if he wanted the job.  And he was a publicist who wanted a job.
	Was I watching a car wreck?  A film wreck?  
	Exactly one week ago, we had gotten into Sundance.  That had been a happy day.  
	Shouldn't happiness last a week?  Couldn't it?


	Cooper called to tell me our Sundance screening times.  Our first screening in Park City would be on Thursday, January 27th at 8:30 p.m. at the Prospector Square Theater.  There would be a screening in Salt Lake City the night before, on Wednesday the 26th.
	"You've got to get them to change the Salt Lake Screening," Donald said.  "The buyers will go to that screening instead of the premiere in Park City."
	"I can't tell Sundance what to do.  It'll be fine."
	"We should be screening at the very beginning of the festival.  That's when everyone says is the best time.  But you didn't ask me.  No, you had to be the one to deal with Sundance.  You just did whatever you wanted to do."
	"And we got in the festival."
	"With bad screening times."
	"We won't have the film finished in time for the beginning of the festival.  We'll barely make it, as is.  We won't finish the sound mix until January 19th.  We're going to be making the optical track on the 20th, the day the festival starts, and we won't see the first composite answer print until Friday.  We're just barely going to have a color-corrected print in time for the Wednesday screening in Salt Lake."


	I was now working with Ernest Troost, who was composing the music.  That meant driving over to Ernest's house, in the flatlands just south of Beverly Hills, and sitting behind his bank of synthesizers to listen to electronic mock-ups of music cues.  Ernest planned to record the final score with real instruments.
	We could record the music no later than the first week of January, because we were beginning the sound mix the following week.  Which meant that Ernest had to finish composing the music no later than the middle of December, because the copyists had to write out the sheet music for the session players.  The music, like every aspect of the movie, had a complex, interlocking schedule.  Time was tight.  There was no margin for error.


	The picture was now officially and irrevocably locked.  The William Tell teaser would stay in.  
	I had final cut, but with the contractual requirement of providing a ninety-two minute version to Avi.  The running time of the film itself was under eighty four minutes.  The opening credits, a series of still lifes that we filmed in my living room, ran a minute and forty-five seconds.  The end credits would take us up to ninety-two minutes.  I was careful not to deliver a film that was too short and thereby forfeit my right of final cut.


	Donald and Andrew called, together.
	"We really, really think that you need an opening title crawl to explain who the Beats were."
	"I tried it at a screening and it didn't work."
	"I wasn't at that screening," Andrew said.
	"Neither was I," Donald said.
	"And that doesn't matter anyway," Andrew said.  "Stephen Zeller--who you recommended, and who we've hired to be the publicist--thinks that we need it."
	"Who is this title crawl for?" I asked.
	"For people who see the film."
	"Basically, two kinds of people will go see this film.  Either people who want to see a Courtney Love movie, or people who are interested in the Beats.  The Courtney Love fans don't give a shit about the Beats and don't want to be lectured to.  The people who are into the Beats will already know what the film is about by the title and the publicity surrounding the film."
	"Yeah, but what about the people going to see the film at Sundance?" Donald asked truculently.
	"It's the same situation.  They'll have either heard about the film or read about it in the program guide.  They'll either want to see it because of Courtney, or because of the Beats.  And neither of those groups will want to be lectured to with a long title crawl."
	"Steven Zeller is the publicist and he thinks we need a title crawl."
	"Stephen Zeller needs to be preparing publicity materials to make sure that buyers or whoever know what we want them to know about the Beats before they step into the movie theater, because the movie theater isn't the right place for a history lesson."
	I hung up thinking: I'm glad I have final cut.  So I'm not forced to agree with ideas that I don't agree with.


	Alone at the editing machine, I watched footage and made notes on the sound design.
	Looking past the editing monitor, I saw Donald park his green Lexus.  Then Andrew parked his black Dodge pickup truck. 
	It was their first surprise visit to the editing room, and they had brought along a surprise.
	Donald handed me a videotape.
	"We went into an editing room, and did a little work on the picture."
	I held the tape in my hand.  I hoped that my face was pleasantly expressionless.  Act pleasant, I told myself.  I've got final cut.
	"We thought it was the easiest way to show you some of the ideas that we had, to tighten the pacing and give the movie more snap."
	"More snap," Donald echoed.  
	"Okay," I said.  Act pleasant.
	"So take a look and let us know what you think," Andrew said.
	"I'll take a look and let you know what I think," I said in a cheery manner.  I've got final cut.
	"More snap," Donald said again in what he thought was a cheerful manner.
	They left.  Had it been a hallucination?  An evil visitation?
	No, I held the videotape in my hand.
	I started watching it.
	The opening teaser wasn't the seven shots it had always been.  It was now three shots long.  Not only had they misremembered, and then stubbornly argued with me that their memory was correct, now they had re-edited the film to conform with their faulty memory.  They had stopped trying to persuade me that they were right and re-ordered the world to conform to their perceptions.
	I stopped the tape after watching those first eleven seconds and called Alain and Steve.  We met at Alain's house and watched the tape together.  
	There were lots of trims.  To me the movie didn't seem to play any faster.  It was more like a song with every third or fourth or fifth beat missing.  The rhythm felt off.
	At the end of the Guatemala bus scene, they had trimmed the last beat where Burroughs "accidentally" touches Lee's hand, and Lee abruptly moves his hand away, embarrassing and shaming Burroughs.  
	Alain abruptly stood up and started pacing.  "Stop the tape.  I don't need to see anymore.  Most of their changes range between the stupid and the pointless, but that cut is ridiculous.  The interplay with their hands is the climax of the scene, it's the whole point.  Andrew did this re-edit.  Donald doesn't have the attention span.  Andrew wants this to be a snap movie, and it's never going to be a snap movie.  It's a doomed romance movie."
	"But why are they doing this now?" I asked.
	"They're nervous."
	"You told me they thought the movie was going to be a disaster until they saw the rough cut.  We got the film into Sundance for chrissakes."
	"And now they have expectations.  Expectations can be a dangerous thing."
	We watched the rest of the tape.  The Federales scene was longer.  The Guatemala scenes were in a different order.  The end title cards had been re-arranged; Andrew and Donald couldn't leave any part of the deck unshuffled.
	"According to the contract, you need to properly consult with them on creative issues," Alain said.
	"Which means?"
	"Make a dozen of their trims that don't harm the picture and they'll think that you've listened to them."
	"But I have listened to them.  We tried everything that Andrew suggested in his memo."
	"He doesn't think so."
	"I'm sorry if I've done such a lousy job of paying lip service to those guys but it's been insane.  Take this week.  I might lose my composer because they can't negotiate the contract.  And now the producers have unlocked the picture five weeks before the sound mix."
	Alain smiled.  "You've dissed them in the one way they couldn't stand.  You've ignored them.  Dote or die"
	"But I haven't ignored them!"
	"They think you have."
	"And what do they think I'm doing?  I'm just trying to finish the fucking movie!"
	"Just make some of their changes, send them a memo, and that'll be that.  You've got final cut."


	The next day I met Steve in the editing room.  
	"I took another look at that memo that Andrew sent us.  We made about forty percent of the changes he suggested.  That's a higher batting average than you and I and Peter have," Steve said.
	"In other words we listened to him, he just doesn't realize it."
	"Yes, but you need to work on your fawning skills."
	We went back to work, carefully examining the Andrew re-edit.
	On closer inspection their were over a hundred edits.  There was one fairly substantial change that we both liked.  It was in that damnable dock scene, where Lucien flirts with Joan, the one that we had spent that listless first five weeks editing and re-editing.  Andrew had found a way of improving it.  In his re-edit, Allen appeared earlier and silently watched Joan and Lucien kiss, instead of interrupting the kiss, as we had edited it.  By the act of watching, Allen's romantic longing and isolation were heightened.
	We found a dozen additional trims that we could make, ranging from two frames to one second, that were consistent with the cutting rhythm that we had worked so hard to establish.


	Saturday.  Andrew was in Santa Barbara.  Donald was in Donaldland.  I was directing the main title shoot, in my living room.  The hallmark of a true independent film was shooting part of it in your house.  
	I had a camera again, a noisy old Arriflex.  And light--three of them.  Peter Jensen, an old buddy of Alain's was the cameraman.
	Steve and Rando and I were the crew.  Rando laid out the props, rented and borrowed, on the green linoleum hallway of the Tiki.
	I had two four hundred foot rolls of film--eight minutes of raw stock--to film the sequence of eighteen credits, close-up still lifes that incorporated the titles on typing paper.  There was little margin for error or indecisiveness.
	Just like making the movie down in Mexico.
	And just when I was sick of the whole thing, I had the joy again of creating images, this time on my coffee table.  I forgot about Donald and Andrew and all the idiocy of trimming or not trimming a frame here or there.
	I said action and I said cut and I decided whether or not I had a good take.
	I was directing again.  I liked directing.
	The camera and lights went away.  And the props, and Rando and Steve and Peter, my crew.  They helped me push my furniture back in place.  My living room was restored.  Back to normal.  But: was I still a film director?  Or had that been pushed back to normal to?  Could being a director simply be a state of mind?  And weren't these directorial questions that I was asking myself?  Didn't these very doubts confirm my identity as a director?

	Then it was Monday again.
	The good news was Alain calling to say that the deal with Ernest had been resolved, so I still had a composer.
	The bad news was Donald calling.
	"We're very unhappy with the final cut."
	"Well, I'm sorry about that," I said.
	"And we want a title crawl at the beginning of the movie.  No one knows what the movie is about without it."
	As in a repeat performance of a play, I felt doomed to perform the same dialogue.  "I tried a title crawl at a screening and it didn't work.  If someone already knows about the Beats, they don't need a title crawl.  And if they don't know about the Beats--"
	"You're going to recut the movie!" Donald yelled, jumping my line.  "If you don't we are.  We can make you!  Avi likes our cut better than your cut, everyone likes our cut better than your cut," Donald said.
	"You showed your cut to Avi?"  Now my anger had a focus.
	"Of course.  We're the producers, man."
	"And I'm the director, and I've got final cut."
	"We can make you recut the movie!"
	"Good-bye, Donald."
	I hung up.
	What was I supposed to do next?  Work on the movie?  Was it still going to Sundance?  It was now the middle of December and the picture wasn't locked.  It was very, very unlocked.  Could Donald and Andrew pull the film from Sundance?  Should I pull it if they persisted with trying to force their cut on me?  The program books were already printed.  Withdrawing the film was unthinkable--a professional embarrassment of the highest magnitude.
	I called my lawyer.  Yes, he said, I had final cut in my DGA contract, but Donald and Andrew could still take the picture away from me, since they had access to the negative.  They could lock me out.  It was a big mess.  A big mess with an absolute deadline--January 26th--the first screening of the film in Utah.
	Alain called.  "I just talked to Donald.  He was ranting about you."
	"He used to rant about you."
	"Now I'm the good guy.  The voice of reason," Alain said.
	"Hey, I made a dozen of their changes.  They're going to be pissed at me no matter what I do."
	"You got it."
	"So what should I do?"
	"Keep acting reasonably."
	"Even though they don't think I'm reasonable?"
	"Yes.  They want to meet with you tomorrow.  At the editing room on Pico where they did their re-edit."
	The rest of the day was a fog of attempted forgetfulness.  I tried to sustain the illusion that I was peaceably making my movie.


	The next morning I went to the office and went through the motions.  But always before me was the specter of Beavis and Butthead.
	My stomach started hurting.  Any symptom can  be blamed on stress.  I blamed it on espresso. 
	I went home and drank some milk and tried lying down.  The pain got a lot worse.
	I called my doctor, left a message, and waited for him to return my call.
	I paced.  
	I hurt.  
	I clutched my stomach.  I called his office again; he was still with a patient.  It was approaching the noon hour.  I decided to leave immediately, to drive over to his office at UCLA before the office closed for lunch.
	My stomach hurt so bad--could it be appendicitis?  My consciousness had dropped down to my belly.  The movie didn't matter, compared to this pain.
	I parked in the gray underground garage and walked painfully to his office.  The nurse was just closing for the lunch hour; Dennis would be back in an hour.
	The nurse was locking up and go to lunch.  I could come back in forty-five minutes, or I could go to the UCLA Hospital emergency room, she suggested.
	I left the waiting room.
	And went down to the lobby to wait.
	The minutes crawled.
	I went into the pharmacy and paid six bucks for a little box of Pepto-Bismal tablets.  Never had I been so grateful to chew those chalky pink tablets.  It was something to do.
	The minutes crawled.  Finally, thirty were gone and I went back up his office.  
	And was immediately shown into an examining room.
	The pain was subsiding, like a wave that had crashed on the beach and was retreating.  I didn't think that it was the comfort of finally being in the doctor's office, but if that was the reason, so be it--anything to be rid of the pain.  Being alive without hurting--physically hurting--that was enough to make me happy.
	Dennis, my doctor, came into the examining room.  "Gary, how are you?" he said and shook my hand.
	Fine, I was tempted to say, the platitude of habit.  I described in detail the debilitating pain I had felt in my abdomen and how the pain had subsided.  Was, in fact, gone now.  I lowered my pants and as he felt my abdomen, I told him what was going on with the movie, how I was rushing to finish it for Sundance and the producers were re-cutting it.
	"Could it be stress?  Well, anything could be stress  But this kind of pain could be a colon spasm or it could be appendicitis.  The fact that you were able to drink milk earlier and water just now is a very good sign that it's not appendicitis.  I want to take a urine and a stool sample."
	I lowered my pants.  Dennis put on a latex glove.
	"Sorry, but I've going to do to you what those producers are trying to do to your movie."
	He inserted his finger up my ass.  To take a sample.


	At six o'clock I met Donald and Andrew and Alain at an editing room on Pico where Andrew had stuck his editing finger up the ass of the film.  I still had the cotton ball taped to the inside of elbow where the nurse had taken a blood sample. It was my badge of courage.  I brought along the re-edit that Steve and I had done in response to Andrew's re-edit.  I was ready for a long night of going through the film cut by cut.
	Andrew asked the editor that he had worked with to leave the room.  "These last few days have been very unpleasant or all of us.  I really feel like you've treated Donald and I as a pair of suits."
	"That's not true.  I invited you to all the screenings and--"
	"You excluded us from the editing process."
	"I listened to all your comments, and tried everything that you suggested."
	"No you didn't!  You think I'm an idiot!" Donald said.
	I was determined not to start arguing with them.  I could not win an argument with them, and I would just demean myself by becoming an arguer.
	"...I made over a hundred cuts and you only did twelve of them?  You call that listening?  Take the dock scene for example.  The way I recut it, now you have Allen watching them kiss.  That has so much more tension, it builds up Allen's character, and it gives a hell of a lot more drama to the scene."  Andrew went on like this for a while, building a brief in his lawyerly fashion for the superiority of his version of the scene.  "You can't tell me that my version isn't better than your version," Andrew concluded.
	"Andrew, the way you recut the scene was a good idea.  A very good idea.  And that's one of the changes that I made.  Play the tape that I brought, it's in my cut now."
	Stunned silence.  He looked angry with me for agreeing with him.  
	"We can make you change the film.  We can enforce all our changes," Donald said.  He was daring me to knock the chip of his shoulder.  I didn't.
	"And we should be showing the film at the beginning of the festival, not toward the end. But you wouldn't listen to anybody, you had to book it for the second half."
	"We couldn't get the film ready for the beginning of the festival," Alain said.  It was the first thing he'd said in the meeting.  "It's going to be extremely tight having a print ready for the second half."
	Donald looked unconvinced.
	"We're going to let you show your version at Sundance," Andrew said with the skillful, guilt-inducing modulations of a Jewish mother.
	And I did feel guilty.  That I might have finessed them to avoid this crisis.  But when--in my spare time?  After the extortion for the DATs?  Before the editing machine broke down?  While we rushed to lock picture?  
	So we left the editing room without looking at either videotape, theirs or mine.
	"They caved," Alain said with a smile.
	Donald and Andrew got into their car.  I imagined them talking darkly, about me, as they drove off into the night.


	The next morning I was scheduled to record Ron Livingston's ADR at Brasher at eleven. 	
	The sturm and drang started all over again when Donald called at nine.  "Avi needs some narration for the Japanese version.  Andrew has written some narration for Ron to record.  I'm going to fax it over to you.  We want you to record it during the ADR session."
	"Fax it over."
	Donald couldn't resist adding, "Avi likes our cut of the film better. And he needs this narration for the Japanese audience."
	"Why not just use some Japanese subtitles?"
	There was a pause.  "Because he wants this narration."  
	What Avi wanted was suspiciously similar to what Donald and Andrew wanted.  
	Was Sartre thinking about Donald and Andrew when he said that hell is other people?  Alain was French; maybe he would know.  I faxed the proposed "Japanese" narration to Alain.
	"My advice is to record the narration, and pocket the DAT," Alain said.
	"I think he's lying about Avi."  
	"Hey, they might not be lying.  But if you don't go through the motions of recording it, then they're going to go ballistic."
	"Last night you said that they caved."
	"That was last night."


	Alain met me at Brasher Sound.  Ron would be arriving any minute.
	"Do you want me to call Avi and see where he stands?" Alain volunteered.
	"Sure."  I tried to figure out the conversation from listening to Alain's side of things.  "...Gary's standing right here.  Do you want to tell him yourself?"
	I took the phone.
	"I watch their version of the film and your version of the film and they are about the same.  You've made a good film.  You're the filmmaker, and I like to leave the filmmaker alone."
	"Did you ask for narration for the Japanese version?"
	"No, but Andrew called me to tell me that he wants to do it, and I say okay, it's never bad to explain.  But do whatever you want."
	"Avi is basically happy," Alain said after I hung up.
	"But Donald and Andrew talked Avi into wanting narration."
	"They like to be right.  Just record it and pocket the DAT.  Avoid a crisis."
	Ron came into the studio with a smile.  The happy life of the actor.  Or, at least, the happy life of Ron.
	We recorded the ADR as scheduled and the new, unscheduled narration.  I thought about all those DATs that I had been desperate to get back from Mexico.  And now I had a DAT in my pocket that I was desperate to get rid of.


	Norman's ADR was the next day.  On the ADR stage, it was the movie all over again, one actor at a time, line by line.  As on the set, at first blush Norman was happy go lucky, but got moody.  
	"Shit, do we really have to re-record that line?"
	"Do I really suck in this scene?"
	"Fuck, I sound like shit."
	But he sounded fine.  He did a good job at looping.

	Kiefer came next.  Mutual smiles and a mutually good time our few hours together in the studio.  


	The Diva was scheduled.  
	And canceled.
	And scheduled again. 
	And canceled again.
	Finally, on Monday she was scheduled for one o'clock.  A car and driver were arranged because the Diva never learned to drive. 
	The fail safe point of twelve o'clock, when I had to get in my car to drive to the studio in Glendale, she still had not canceled.
	By the time I to Brasher Sound, the one o'clock start time had slipped to two o'clock.  Donald called to report, in detail, on the travails of getting a Lincoln Towncar for Courtney, and the travails are getting her to get into the Towncar to come to the sound studio.  For the moment, he had slipped back into the role of dealing with the Diva.  His old foe made him forget--for the moment--our battles and bickers about the cut.
	Sarah, the dialogue supervisor and a veteran of Benzedrine days in Beat Mexico, had dealt with high-strung talent before but had never had to wait quite so long.  I had been to Mexico with the Diva, and had brought a book along to read.
	The Diva arrived at four o'clock.  Exactly three hours late, remarkably consistent with her daily tardiness in Mexico.
	I greeted her in the parking lot. 
	"See?" she said, and patted her cheeks.  "I had my face done--I got my labial folds fixed.  So I'm much easier to work with--I just did this press junket and I barely checked the lights.  The doctor said I was too young to have such deep labial folds--he said smoking did it."  She then used the butt of one cigarette to light the next one.
	There was no smoking in the studio, but I wasn't going to tell the Diva that.  Luckily, I would be in the control room, separated from her and her smoke by a plate of thick glass.
	Before recording the dialogue for the first scene, she wanted to watch that scene, and the one that came after.  At three hundred dollars an hour it was an expensive way to watch a videotape.  But unlike the shoot, where shots were compromised or left undone forever, I knew that all the dialogue lines would eventually be re-recorded.  I would do what little I could to hurry things along, but it I wouldn't lose any sleep over today's wastage.  It was Donald and Andrew's money.  I'd already lost plenty of sleep on their account.
	"I was dreading seeing the film," she said. "But it's very good.  Very, very good."
	Nothing like a happy Diva.  But:
	"I wish I had my face fixed before the movie.  I'll pay for the CGI to have my labial folds fixed."
	"CGI?" 
	"Meg Ryan paid eighty thousand bucks for CGI on City of Angels to get her wrinkles fixed.  It shouldn't cost nearly so much to get me fixed in this.  I said I'd pay for it."
	That was a terrifying logistical nightmare to contemplate: CGI to digitally enhance the Diva.
	Courtney was good at looping.  It only took five hours--three times longer than anyone else.  	
	I walked her out to her black Towncar.  I had to say something.  "I've missed you," I said.  And in a crazy way I did miss her craziness.
	She laughed.  "No, you haven't."
	She was right.
	The black car drove off into the black night.

	
	The next night was Christmas Eve.  I expected a lump of black coal in my Christmas stocking.
	Except that I was Jewish.


	January
	The rest of the world came back from vacation. 
	It three weeks the film had to be utterly and completely finished.  I had to sort out the end titles, supervise the sound editing and preview the tracks before next week's sound mix, attend the music scoring session, and do the color timing of the first answer print.
	Ciro was flown up from Mexico City for the color timing.    It had been a four months since I had said good-bye to him on Orizaba Street; we hugged like long lost friends.
	We drove out to the lab in Burbank to screen the first print.  It was a revelation to finally see the film as film, not as video.  Ciro and I made our comments to Dave, the color timer.  Make it darker, make it lighter, make it bluer, make it greener.  We discussed things.
	I liked having Ciro as a house guest.  He was smart and funny and considerate and fun to talk to.  He constantly thumbed through his paperback Spanish-American dictionary to make sense of something I had said.
	Having someone in the house made me realize how lonely I had otherwise been.
	I thought about the unthinkable--a life beyond the film, a life after the film.  I thought of the scene in Apocalypse Now where Robert Duvall looks nostalgically at the napalm fires and says, "You know, someday this war will end."  He was in hell and he regretted that he would someday have to leave.
	I guess that you can have nostalgia for anything.


	The next day I took Ciro along with me to Hollywood, to Capital Records on Vine Street.  It was my first time inside the building shaped like a stack of records.  Ernest had booked Studio A for our recording session.
	Walking down the hall, I was saw a photograph of Frank Sinatra doing his thing in Studio A.  Inside the teak-paneled studio was a powerful sense of classic Rat Pack Hollywood.  Ernest was at the podium, conducting the session men who were performing the music for the movie.  It was a glorious moment.
	Then the phone rang, for me.
	"There will be a title crawl at the beginning of the movie," Donald said without preamble.  The inner coke demon had stirred--had stormed--was raging.  "We will record narration on Monday, with or without you."
	"We're starting the sound mix on Monday."
	"There will be no sound mix without new narration."
	I was still in Studio A.  The architecture was unchanged.  But my good mood had irretrievably vanished.
	What was the lesson here?  Could I learn a lesson?  How about: it's not over until it's over.  Or: rust never sleeps.  Or: assume the worst.
	I promised myself to finally learn that no matter what the outcome of any given conversation with Donald and Andrew, that the conflict would never end, that they were driven to get their way.
	As I was driven to get mine.
	I called Alain and told him what had happened.  He said that he wasn't surprised.
	I called Frank.  He was dismayed.  Frank said he would talk to Alain to suss out a strategy.
	There were lots of phone calls back and forth between the three of us.
	Meanwhile, the music recording continued.  My stomach ache had returned--not the dire pain of that bad day in December--rather, a gnawing in my gut.  I was especially angry that Donald had ruined a glorious day.
	Frank drafted a written response, again asserting my rights of final cut.  But both Frank and Alain agreed that pragmatically Donald and Andrew could do whatever they wanted to.
	I was faxed a copy of the narration that Andrew had written.  It was along the lines of remember the good old days, we were like the Impressionist painters in Paris, etc. 
	A meeting was proposed for tomorrow afternoon at Donald and Andrew's office.
	"I don't want to go to their office and get yelled at."
	"Donald has promised that there will be no yelling," Alain said.
	   

	The next day I went through the motions--hassling over the end titles (which seemed irredeemably riddled with factual and typographical errors), reviewing music cues, listening to sound effects.
	I drove with Alain to the meeting.  I felt very tired.  My first impulse was to drink a cup of coffee to get up for the meeting.  But wouldn't it be better to be a little sleepy?  If I wanted to stay calm then I shouldn't be drinking caffeine.
	Alain and I sat on a couch, across from Donald and Andrew.  If air could be described as bristling, then he air in Donald's office was bristling with tension.  I was glad I'd had no coffee.  There was little danger of falling asleep in this room.
	Once again, Donald and Andrew said that the film needed narration.  Everyone they knew in the whole world except me thought it was a great idea.
	I knew the folly of trying to argue with them.  They were immune to persuasion.  I had learned that much.  Another approach occurred to me as I sat in Donald's office, a room that I didn't think I would ever be returning to in this lifetime.
	"What exactly do you want the narration to say?"
	"What do you mean?" Donald asked suspiciously.
	"What are you trying to accomplish?  What information are you trying to convey?"
	Donald stared at me blankly.  Andrew stared with more malice than blankness.
	"Who is this narration for?  The distributors?  Or for the rest of the audience?"
	"Why are you asking us this?" Donald asked.
	"Because I want to be clear on who exactly this narration is for, and what you want this narration to achieve."
	Donald and Andrew looked at each other.
	"This is bullshit!" Andrew yelled.  He jumped up from his chair and lunged toward me.  "This is bullshit!" he yelled again, a foot from my face.  I sensed that he wanted to hit me.  No--he wanted me to take a swing at him so that he could hit me with impunity.  He might have been enraged, but he was an enraged lawyer.  "You have no intention of adding narration!  You're just being an asshole!"
	I looked at Alain.  Was this really happening?  Alain looked both startled and impassive.
	Andrew stormed out of the room.  I noticed belatedly that Donald was also yelling, in the manner of one dog responding to another dog's barks.  "You're just fucking with us!  We're going to put some fucking narration in the movie!"
	Eventually it was quiet.  My heart was beating faster than if I'd drunk a double latte.
	"Gary came here to reasonably discuss narration, and so far that's what he has been doing," Alain said.
    "Instead of hunting around in the dark, I want to know what you think is missing," I said in my anointed role as the voice of reason.  "Is your goal to establish their names?  Burroughs, Ginsberg, Kerouac?"
	"Yes," Donald said tensely, as if squirming under cross-examination.
	"And you want it established that this story is about the Beat Generation?"
	"Yes."
	"Anything else?"
	Donald hesitated.  Andrew came back into the room.  He looked very embarrassed.  I felt very much in control.  
	"Let me see what I can come up with, now that it's a bit clearer what exactly we're trying to accomplish."
	Alain and I said our good-byes.  They didn't show us to the door.  
	We walked along Ocean Avenue, back to the car.
	"Andrew looked really, really sorry that he lost it," Alain said.  But you won.  You took the high road."
	"So what now?"
	"You've got to add something to the beginning."
	"But I've got final cut."  
	"Technically, you've got final cut, but they can still fuck things up.  You've got to find something innocuous to mollify them.  
	Donald and Andrew wanted a definition of the Beats.  I got out my American Heritage Dictionary and looked up the word beat.  Of, pertaining to, or being a beatnik: the Beat Generation.  
	I called Alain.  "Instead of narration, why don't we create a title card that defines the word "beat" at the very beginning of the film?"
	"I like that idea.  Get it over and done with while people are settling into their seats with their popcorn.  That'll mollify Donald and Andrew." 
	Maybe.


	Later, Ciro and I were enjoying a quiet evening.  He was reading the DGA Magazine; I was re-reading The Sun Also Rises.  The phone rang.  It was Courtney.
	"I'm being rolfed and then I've got to get on a jet to go to someone's funeral.  But I just watched the film. I liked it."
	Courtney had insisted on seeing the rough cut of the film to decide whether or not she would go to Sundance.  If we could get her to Utah, it would generate a buzz for the film.  A buzz that would help us get a distribution deal.  
	"I only have one note about the film.  The campfire scene should have more hot sex.
	"You're beautiful in the firelight.  And the kiss is so romantic," I said.  Dote or die.
	"No, there's a better take where he really throws be down on the blanket.  I've still got the dailies from Mexico."
	I was amazed that she still had the Mexican dailies--and that she was still watching them.  I promised to take a look at the scene and trust to the vagaries of her attention span.  That was easier than explaining the picture was negative had already been cut.
	She had to get back to the rolfing.  The phone call was over.


	Courtney called back at eleven thirty.  I was in the kitchen, in my pajamas, fixing a snack.
	"Why does Norman have more close-ups than me?" she asked, without preamble, without even saying hello.  "Was that a conscious style?"
	"He doesn't have more close-ups than you.  It's your film, it's from your point of view."  Was this a late night test of dote or die?
	"Yes, he does.  I don't want to get out a pencil and count them up like Norma Desmond."
	"I don't think he does, but I'll take another look at it."
	I re-assured her like that for a while and then she was getting on the jet to go to the funeral and the phone call was over.  It was again just me and my pajamas any my midnight snack.
	Was she obsessing over the rough cut?  Watching it over and over again?  Not inconceivable, considering that she was still watching the Mexican dailies, four months later.  Her own image held for her an inexhaustible fascination.
	Would she call again?  Tonight?  I unplugged the phone and went to sleep.  


	The next day, Alain emailed our proposed title card defining "beat" to Andrew.
	Andrew email reply was, verbatim: "Okay."


	Ciro and I went back to the lab to screen the first color corrected print.  Then I drove him to the airport.  We hugged good-bye.
	I was alone again.  With the movie.

	Monday the sound mix began.  
	Eight days spent in a dark room watching the film again and again and again, tweaking the sound into as much perfection at eighty hours allowed.
	Steve signed on for the duration, as my companion in the darkness.  Watching a scene thirty or forty or fifty times to tweak dialogue and sound effects and music, the mind started to wander.  We would rescue each others flagging attention.
	Eric, the lead mixer, and Jerry, the second mixer, sat at the mixing board.  Steve and I sat at a raised console behind them where we could spread out our papers and our drinks and our snack food.  There was also a couch and a telephone.
	The work was too slow to fully engage my attention, but too fast to allow for any secondary task, like reading or writing.  
	I made and received phone calls about: the end titles, the opticals, the final color correction, and the Sundance plans.  There were lots of Sundance plans.
	There was to be a dinner for the actors and selected members of the press on January 26th, the night before the Park City premiere.  
	After the premiere, there would be a party, co-sponsored by Sky Vodka and Nylon, the fashion magazine that Helena Christiansen, Norman's super-model girlfriend, edited.

	
	Courtney called.  "That fucking Donald Zuckerman was at some party and he told this gossip columnist that I'm insane and now it's in his column on the internet.  You don't fucking call your lead actress insane, maybe in rock and roll, but not in Hollywood, and I'm not going to fucking Sundance."
	"Did this columnist mention Donald by name?"
	"No, but it fucking had to be him."
	It was believable that he would shoot his mouth off at a party; I erased the image I had of Courtney in a ski parka and called Donald.  
	"No, I didn't do that," he said, his voice ashen.  "We really, really need her there to sell the movie.  I'll get to the bottom of this."


	He called back the next day.  "The gossip columnist is going to print a retraction.  I've called Courtney's agent and her manager to tell them that I'm innocent.  I hope that's enough.  I'll eat her smelly pussy if that'll get her to come to Sundance."
	Dote or die.


	The console where Steve and I sat was cluttered with faxes, notebooks, editing logs, coffee cups, water bottles, and bananas.  Our corner of the  mixing stage looked like a dorm room at the end of finals week.
	At the end of which we watched the final mix, our final opportunity for final tweaks.
	Tonight, a thousand miles to the east, it was the opening night of the Sundance Film Festival.  Barring some technical disaster, we would have a final composite print just in time for our first festival screening next Wednesday.  
	What did I think of the film?  It had been like a long chess game: a series of irreversible moves, complex decisions leading to a final outcome.
	The film was different from what I had imagined.  And now it was hard to accurately remember what I had imagined, now that reality had so forcefully supplanted my dreams and visions.  Back in the script days and the storyboard days, I could hold the whole film in my head; I had an abstract sense of the totality of the film.  I didn't feel that any more.  
	Maybe because I was worn out.  Maybe because I was sick of watching the film.  I was most certainly tried of wrangling with Courtney and Donald and Andrew.
	On that last drive home from mixing in Glendale, I drifted into a what if lane of thought.  What is Allison Elliott had played Joan?  What if Courtney had behaved reasonably?  What if I had been able to shoot the whole script without cutting scenes?  What if I had made the film on a tiny budget in the California desert?  What if we had had dailies, and DATs, and extra six weeks of editing?
	When I blinked my way back to normal consciousness, I was home.
	No answers tonight.  Only questions.  Yes, there was Naked Lunch.  But was there also Naked Dinner?

	On Friday I went to the lab with Steve and Peter and Alain to look at the final print.  Donald was there and we said a civil hello.
	Two of the five reels needed more color correction.  So we still did not have a complete print of the film that was acceptable for public screening.  I made plans to screen the corrected reels at nine a.m. Monday morning.  My flight to Salt Lake City left at twelve thirty.  If the print was good, then I could leave for Utah as scheduled. 

		
	Courtney called me the next day.  "I guess I'll come to Sundance.  But I don't want that fucking Donald Zuckerman anywhere near me."  Donald who had been her great protector back in Patzcuaro, when she wanted him at the rehearsals.  
	"I'm afraid that they'll talk about Kurt & Courtney.  My husband didn't tell me was going to become a super-junkie and die in his prime.  Maybe I'll get Michael Stipe to go with me.  They love him at Sundance.  He'll protect me."
	Kiefer had been her gun expert on the set.  Why shouldn't Michael Stipe be her bodyguard in the snow?  
	"What kind of clothes should I wear?"
	"Ski resort casual.  A high altitude indy film look."


	Monday morning.  At the lab in Burbank, I watched and approved the final two reels.
	And then got on the freeway and raced toward LAX.  I prayed that there would be no traffic.  That was my last prayer before leaving.


	Park City, Utah
	January 25th
	Deja vu.  
	A decade's worth of deja vu. 
	And then some.
	I had first come to Sundance over a decade ago with my first film.  It was my first film festival.  And I won the Grand Prize.
	My second film also had its American premiere at Sundance.  By then Sundance was Sundance.  That was a year of blizzards.  I felt like Napoleon driving deep into Russia.  And losing.
	Looking out the window of my rental car, Park City was a lot bigger and a lot uglier than a decade ago.  Strip malls had been thrown up willy-nilly in anticipation of next year's Winter Olympics.  It was no longer a small, charming mountain town.  It was no longer a small, charming mountain film festival.
	Driving down Main Street, the sidewalks were lousy with dirty snow.  So, was this the fulfillment of my dreams?  These streets?  That snow?  Those movie theaters?    
	The festival had provided me with housing in a Deer Park condo.  It was three bedrooms and I shared it with two other filmmakers.  I saw some evidence of habitation--a container of orange juice, a torn ticket stub--but no other filmmakers.  The air was dry and the altitude and anticipation made me sleepless.


	January 26th
	Donald and Andrew and I had breakfast with John Sloss, the hot-shot sales agent who they had hired to rep the film.  We met in the coffee shop of the Yarrow Hotel.
	I got to the restaurant a few minutes early, but Donald and Andrew were already seated.  They were civil.  I was civil.  We made chit-chat.  It was the closest thing to civility these past two months.
	There were familiar Industry faces at other tables.  The coffee shop was temporarily a snow-bound Polo Lounge, without the polo.
	John Sloss arrived with Sophia, an "associate", in tow.  "You guys look grim.  I deal with grim faces all day long."
	Did we really look that grim?  Yes.  That's how warped my perceptions had become.  Anything other than yelling now seemed like a good thing.  Sloss' lifted my spirits: I was determined to be upbeat.
	The point of this breakfast was to talk about strategy.  How to position the film to the buyers.  Sloss talked about Girlfight and Other Voices and a couple of other films that he was handling.
	"How many films are you representing at the festival?" I asked.
	"A number," he said evasively.  This was the man who was supposed to be our salesman, our confidant.  "There will be buyers at this afternoon's screening in Salt Lake.  Sophia will be at the screening to see who is there.  Then we'll hear what they think."
	That was the plan, if it could be called such.
	"The problem this year is that Harvey isn't here, Miramax isn't buying, so a lot of the key buyers are leaving early."
	"If the buyers are leaving early, why aren't we trying to get them to the screening today?"
	"Because tomorrow Courtney's going to be at the Park City premiere--that's the one with all the excitement," Donald said.
	Another argument, that I could not win.
	I told myself that I was hopeful.  But everything felt over and done with before it had even happened.  Pre-emptive deja vu.
	Doom for breakfast.


	After breakfast, I drove over to the festival headquarters at the Silver King Mountain Resort, to see if the my extra ticket request had come through, and to hang out in the filmmakers lounge.  I saw Andrew and Donald in the parking lot, Beavis leaning toward Butthead, both talking simultaneously and furiously--about me? about Sloss?  They radiated bad vibes.  Proximity would micro-wave my soul.  They didn't see me and I just kept driving.  
	One of the four questions of Passover was: what made this night different from all other nights?  
	What made this Sundance different from all other Sundances? 
	There were always people to avoid--in life--in Hollywood--but I had never avoided guys that I had made a film with.  And not on the eve of the film's first public screening.  At the most famous film festival in America.
  

	I had been hired by the UCLA Alumni Magazine to take a photograph of five UCLA students with films at the festival.  I scouted out a couple of promising locations on Main Street for the shoot.  The filmmakers were young and hopeful.  I was getting paid to use my eye, and I was directing again--one frame at a time.
	When the photo shoot was over, I drove into Salt Lake City, to the Sugar House Ten, a multiplex on the Eastern edge of town.  Gary Gilmore's town.  I had brought along Executioner's Song as bedside reading.
	I got to the theater early.  Tony Safford from Fox was there.  For the next fifteen minutes he was my best friend.  That's how it worked with acquisition guys.  They were chummy until they saw our film, and then you didn't hear from them again, unless they were rabid to buy your film.  My plan was to introduce the film, watch a few minutes, and then drive back to Park City for the cocktail/dinner party with the cast and the press, which was starting at six thirty.
	Rando was there for the screening, the one familiar face.  He introduced me to someone he had just met, Richard, a guy who was very interested in the Beats.  
	I stood up in front of the audience to introduce the film.  
	And then the movie started.
	Became a matter of public record.
	It was exciting to watch it with an audience, but I had to leave.
	Outside, It was twilight.
	"Excuse me, excuse me."  Richard had followed me outside.  "William Burroughs didn't like your script?"
	"What?"  William Burroughs was dead.
	"He didn't like your script."
	"I don't think that he ever read my script.  I don't see how he could have."
	"I'm friends with all of Bill's friends, and I don't think your movie is a†fair portrait."
	I was wondering if this guy had a gun.  He certainly had the wrong kind of gleam in his eye.  And a sheen of hat might be schizophrenic sweat.  "How would you know?  You haven't even seen the film."
	"It's not an accurate portrait of Bill," he insisted.
	"But you haven't seen my portrait of Bill.  You followed me out of the theater before Kiefer came on screen."
	"It's unfairly tarnishing his image."
	Was their a cadre of misguided Burroughs acolytes now targeting me?  The Beats were all about irreverence and freedom of expression, but try explaining that to their reverent followers.  "Why don't you go back and watch the film and decide?"
	"Nice meeting you," he said, and stuck out his hand.  His statement was a non-sequitur, as was the handshake.  "Nice meeting you," he repeated.
	I decided to shake his hand.  But he didn't seem like the kind of guy who washed his hand after peeing.  I shook hands, and came away from the exchange with the unseen germs of an acolyte.
	He went back into the movie theater.  There were no other beatniks lurking in the parking lot.  
	I drove in the twilight back to Park City, thinking about my movie playing back in that darkened theater, wondering what was on the screen this very second, hoping to telepathically, clairvoyantly resonate with those images that I had created but was not now watching.  I did what I could to project good vibes back to the Sugar Town Ten.  And forward to the Lakota restaurant.


	The dinner party was in the back room of a Southwesterny restaurant in a new mall at the new end of Main Street.  Mom and Dad and Janet and Irl (her husband) were already at the restaurant when I arrived.  As were Donald and Andrew.  And Ron, Norman, Christine (Norman's super-model girlfriend), Mingus Lucien (their new baby), Kiefer, and Stephen Zeller, our publicist.  And what looked like agents and managers and publicists.  It was a whole scene.  My scene, invoked, provoked, by my screenplay, and my movie.
	First, the family.  Hugs and kisses.  It was my Dad's birthday.  That should be a good omen, a blessing, to have my first screening on his birthday.  I had framed the license plate, number 12628, that had been fabricated for the Mercury--he had been born on 1/26/28.  
	Then the rest of the hellos.  I re-introduced by sister to Kiefer.  I introduced him to the rest of the family.  And I introduced the family to the rest of the actors.  I tried to introduce everyone to everyone.  
	Donald pulled me aside.  "I want you to meet Curt Honeycutt.  He's the senior reviewer for Hollywood Reporter and he's guaranteed to give us a good review."
	I shook hands with Curt.  And his Indian wife, Mira.  I was determined to be charming without seeming to be determined.  He didn't seem interested in talking about cinema, either mine or the cinema of others.
	Then Courtney arrived.  With her bodyguards, with her manager.  And with Michael Stipe, her anointed Sundance protector.
	"This is really cool, Michael Stipe is at our party," Donald said, thrilled.  His was a lifetime quest to be cool, and in that moment (the light shining on Stipe's bald/shaved head) he felt he had made it.
	Courtney gave me her lost little girl smile and a kiss hello.  I introduced her to the family.  She smiled and shook hands politely and totally forget them as her eyes flicked to the other side of the room where the actors were hanging.
	There were booths around the outer perimeter of the dining room forming a big U, with two long tables between.  Staff was strategically stationed to keep outsiders out of this back room.  The actors segregated into the corner booth and one adjoining.  The agents and managers took one of the long tables.  Donald and Andrew and their buddies and the mini press corps took the other long table.  
	Alain and his wife Linda took had a booth to themselves.   		 
	My family took a booth.  I joined them, but kept my eye on the rest of the party.  I knew that I should be working the room.  Janet encouraged me too.
	I said hello to Michael Stipe.  He deigned to say hello back to me.  He didn't seem like a nice guy.  He seemed like an appropriate choice as Courtney's friend.
	There was a place for me at the actor's corner table.  Courtney, Kiefer, Ron and Norman.  Together again.  Drinking again.  Tequila, again.  We were joined by a reporter from Entertainment Weekly.  A photographer took pictures.  I would probably get cropped out of the frame.
	"If I'd stayed down there another month it would have turned into Heart of Darkness.  God, was I a bitch!" Courtney told the reporter.
	"No, you weren't.  It was a very difficult shoot," Kiefer said deliberately, his voice thick with drink.
	"No, I was doing a full Faye Dunaway.  I was horrible.  I will never, ever be that horrible again."
	She sounded believable; the madness had been down there, And the madness was over.
	"Courtney, would you sing happy birthday to my dad?"
	In my mind I had some image of Marilyn singing happy birthday to JFK.  She didn't hear the question.  I repeated it.  She nodded vaguely, and looked away.  She wasn't in the business of pleasing me.  
	I looked around at the world I could see from my seat:   the actors all drinking; a thick-necked bodyguard posted beside Courtney; Donald and Andrew and agents at the center table, Mom/Dad/Janet/Irl in a booth; Alain, my comrade, in the next booth.  All that in the sweep on my eyes.
	I went back to sit with the family.  I'd only had one beer but I was feeling it.  Maybe it was the altitude.  Maybe it was the last six non-stop months.  Maybe it was wondering what had happened back at the Sugar House Ten, if I had finally caught lightening in a bottle.
	"Whew, you were hobnobbing," Mom said, impressed.  The family was glowing, enjoying the dose of show biz.
	As the party was breaking up, the Love Entourage moved en mass toward the door.  A camera flashed.
	There was a shriek, a Courtney shriek, followed by a string of fuck yous.  Bodyguards lunged.  Chairs fell over.  More screams. 
	"Fuck, you give me that!"
	"You fucking asshole!" a man screamed back.  "Let go of me, you motherfucking asshole!"
	Kiefer jumped into the fray.  The crush of bodies surged.  Was an assassin being disarmed?  I waited to hear the fatal gun shot.
	The crowd parted.  Two of Courtney's bodyguards were restraining Curt Honeycutt.  "You can't treat my wife like that!" the film critic screamed.
	"No one takes a picture of me without authorization!" Courtney screamed back.
	Mira, Kurt's wife, stood off to the side, looking stricken.  She had unwittingly snapped a picture of a viper.  Wildlife photography, complete with fangs, high up in the Wasatch Mountains.
	"Give me back the camera!  Give me back my wife's camera!" Curt yelled at the bodyguard.  The bodyguard looked to Courtney for approval.  Curt grabbed for the camera and was restrained.  "You cannot treat my wife like that!" he said.  
	"You can have the camera but you can't have the fucking film."  The bodyguard gave Curt the broken camera.  
	Courtney's camp--her manager, her bodyguards, Michael Stipe--broke away into the clump.  Curt Honeycutt comforted his crying wife.
	I had just watched the prospects for my film blow away, like the gold dust blowing away at the end of The Treasure of the Sierra Madre.  And like Walter Huston in Treasure, I laughed, or tried to laugh, at the sly trick that fate had just played.
	I looked at the family.  They looked at me.  Mom was stunned.  Dad and Janet had been to Mexico; they had seen Courtney in action before.  "Well, Mom, you just saw the most exciting thing that'll happen at Sundance."
	Through the restaurant window I saw her black Towncar pull away, patinaed with a dusting of late night snow.  The Diva was off to the next party.  With her, there was always a next party.
	Our party was over.


	January 27th
	The Park City premiere was tonight.
	Press interviews had been scheduled for today.  These would all happen in the condo where Stephen Zeller was staying.
	The press was most interested in interviewing Courtney.  Courtney decided that she didn't want to do any interviews.  She was staying in another condo in the same complex, but she might as well have been on the moon.
	That left Kiefer, Norman, Ron, and me.  It was like shooting the film in Mexico: Courtney was nearby, but unavailable.  Everyone but me had a manager and a publicist in attendance.
	So I was interviewed.  With Kiefer.  Alone.  With Ron and Norman.  Alone.  I got to hear myself speak.  I got to hear myself answer questions.  One of the interviewers had studs in her tongue.
	And, as on the set, there was a lot of waiting between interviews.  Kiefer had brought his chess board along, and I finally got to play him.  
	From the upstairs bedroom, I called Andrew for an update on last night's screening.  Paramount Classics passed, Fox passed, but Trimark was interested.  
	I went downstairs and tried to seem upbeat.  Here we were, together in snow country, as we had been together in Mexico.  Would we ever be together again like this?  I felt the sadness of transience as afternoon light cut through the condo windows.  
	The talk turned to Courtney.  Last night.  Even when she wasn't there, she was there.
	"Can we please for once talk about something other than Courtney?" Lisa, Ron's girlfriend, said in exasperation.
	I was chagrined into silence.  I was disgusted with Courtney and I was disgusted with myself for talking about her.  Yes, banish her from conversation, banish her from thought.

	Night fell.  It got very cold.  What had been distant was here and now.  It was the night of the Park City premiere. 
	Plans had been made for an informal dinner at a brew pub: Steve and his wife, Cindy, Ernest and his wife, Mom, Dad, Janet, Irl, me.
	The memory lane stuff started early tonight.  I remembered having dinner with Dad before the first public screening of the my first film.  We'd gone out to dinner at Musso's.  He had salmon, and gotten a small fish bone caught in his throat.  He said it was okay, we went to the screening, but afterwards I took him to the emergency room.  They couldn't get the bone out.  It was small and painful, not life threatening.  After a sleepless night, he flew back to Houston the next morning, and where doctors at the Medical Center got rid of the bad bone.  When the stress of it all hit me--the screening plus Dad's stoic discomfort--I cried.  Private tears.
	Luckily, there was no salmon on the menu of pub fare.
	At Prospector Square, there was a long queue waiting to get into the theater.  Another dose of deja vu.  On my other two trips to Sundance, I'd had screenings at Prospector Square.
	In the lobby, Donald was frantic about tickets.  A crowd of paparazzi and press had gathered at the side entrance, anticipating the Diva's arrival.  Andrew stood at the theater door looking fretful, not talking to me.  
	Quickly, the theater was filled.  Parkas and gloves and scarves clogged the aisles.  I saved a seat for myself next to Mom and Dad.  
	John Sloss leaned against the theater wall, insouciantly surveying the audience.
	Avi, in mountain casual, stood nearby, watching the crowd.  I went over to say hello and shake his hand.
	"You have made a good picture," he said.
	"Thank you.  We just need a domestic distributor."
	"Artisan has passed," he said, not maliciously, but factually.
	Kiefer had returned to L.A. for a movie shoot, but I saw Ron and Norman and their girlfriends and managers and publicists.
	Everyone was waiting for Courtney.
	Just like on the movie set.
	I resented having to wait for her yet again.  "Let's just start the movie without her," I told Alain.  
	"Relax."
	Eventually she showed up.  She often did.  Cameras flashed.  Many heads were turned toward the back of the theater.
	The Diva had arrived; we could finally start the film.
	As the film started, I was sensitive to any movement in the audience--were they caught up in the story?  Were they restless?  
	"Who is he?  Is he supposed to be her boyfriend?" I heard Mom, sitting next to me, ask my Dad.  "Is he a homosexual?"
	"Mom," I whispered, "not so loud."
	"Is he a queer?" she asked me.
	"Yes," I whispered quickly.  
	Mom's questions tapered off.  I wasn't watching the movie--I was watching a projection of my hopes an dreams.  Some of the film I recognized as moments that I had written and directed, that came from me.  Other scenes, other moments, felt alien--where had they come from?  Sometimes I was in harmony with what was up on the screen.  Sometimes I was dissociated from it.  Sometimes I wondered what did I really like and not like about the film? 
	And sometimes all those questions went away and I forgot myself and was just sitting in a movie theater watching a movie.  
	Then the movie ended and I walked up to the stage to answer questions.
	The usual stuff--what inspired you, how much did it cost--until a man from the side spoke up.  "This film is an affront to the spirit of Bill Burroughs.  You have raped the dead..."  Was there a Beat lunatic in every audience?  Do I need a bodyguard?  
	"I made a film about what I believe in.  If you don't like it, you're welcome to go out and make your own film.  It's called freedom of speech."
	As the Q & A continued, Donald sidled along the wall, up to the front.  Between questions he said to me, "If you don't call Courtney up to the stage, she's not going to go to the party."
	Based on her behavior at last night's party, was her presence at tonight's party a desirable thing?  I had planned to call the actors up on stage, but only after I had my own moment in the sun.  I answered a few more questions, building the tension in Donald and the Diva, and then called my talented thespians to join me up on stage.  
	As Courtney walked toward the front, I saw that she had decided upon a pious hippie look, wearing what looked like an embroidered doily on top of her head.  Norman and Ron followed after her.  Courtney stepped on stage, flashed her humble little girl smile, and gave my arm an affectionate squeeze.
	Then she sweetly and humbly answered questions.  
	A last bit of applause and it was over: the bodyguards led the Diva's body away.
	The aprÈs screening party was at Mediterraneo, a trendy new restaurant on Main Street that would be under different name and different management next year.  Nouveau Park City.  Pretentiously woodsy.  The kind of indoors that made you hate the outdoors.
	I watched the crudities being deployed.  And the finger food.  The wait staff looked unhappy.  
	It didn't feel like my night.
	The doors were open.  The room filled.  A room full of strangers.  It got loud with conversations I wasn't a part of.
	Donald passed by, drinks in hand, a tall ship in a sea of ski parkas.
	"Any feedback on the screening?"
	"There were hardly any buyers there," he said.  "They've all left," he added.  See, we should have shown the film at the beginning, he ached to say.  He looked vindicated by the failure that he was moment by moment helping to create.  "We've got an offer from Trimark."
	"That's a good start."
	"A port in any storm," he said.  "I've dealt with them before.  Amir's at the party.  We can get him to up the offer."
	Then Donald was gone.  I felt better in his absence.
	I talked with the family.  They were wide-eyed at the crush of Hollywood types.  I had seen it before and never wanted to see it again.
	I saw that Courtney was sitting at a table with Michael Stipe and Norman and Helena, and a pair courtiers.  They huddled together.  Like Englishmen of the high empire, they liked to go to foreign climes and then stick together.  Except for Helena, who was nursing, they all chain-smoked cigarettes.
	If I had learned anything in the journey from Mexico to here, it was that I didn't want to be sitting at that table.  
	I drank a beer.  I talked to the family and a scattering of friends.  I should probably be networking.  So I could secure another chance to make another film.  To go through all of this again.  
	I watched a dark-complexioned man in an expensive silk shirt approached the A-table.  The Diva's bodyguards let him pass.
	I drank another beer.  I looked at the faces.  Why wasn't I feeling something better?  Shouldn't there be a moment of triumph, however illusory?  Maybe outside in the night under the freezing stars, if I had a moment alone I could enjoy, momentarily, my place in the universe, as someone who had with good intention gone into the jungle to make a film.  Maybe.  Outdoors.
	I saw the man in the dark silk shirt walk up to Andrew, exchange words and quickly leave.  Andrew looked even unhappier.  He pulled on his ski parka and head for the door.  I saw him talk to Alain as he left.  Then Alain came over to me.
	"The president of Trimark went over to talk to Courtney about his plans to release the movie and she said "I'm not doing publicity for a fucking rug merchant."  So he's withdrawn his offer to buy the film."  Alain smiled at this latest confirmation of human folly, as if the car wreck were happening to someone else.  
	I'd travelled from Mexico City in 1951 to Park City in 2000.  Just as Bill Burroughs had shot Joan in the head, Courtney shot the movie in the head, with equally fatal results.  Dote and die.  There would be more death rattles and bangs and whimpers in the days and months ahead.  Like any loved one, movies had the right to assisted death.
	Mom and Dad were ready to go.  I was more than ready.  I glanced at the Diva's table in passing.  She was smoking, huddled, muddled.  Miss Jekyll and Hyde.  Miss Shrewd and Miss Clueless.  She'd blown off our distribution deal five minutes ago, between sips, between puffs.  Was this the last time I would see the Diva, in the flesh--her corruptible, cosmetically enhanced flesh?
	But I didn't dare look backward.  I might turn into a pillar of salt.  To be sprinkled in the snow.  So the Range Rovers and Cherokees could drive up and down Main Street without slipping or skidding.
	At the door Zeller and the restaurant manager were now allies in the ruthless business of keeping the uninvited out of the party.
	Outside, there was a crush of hopefuls.  Young faces, and older ones, with a touching, absurd hopefulness that it was terribly important to get into the party, that this party would make all the difference.  My party.  That hadn't made any difference.  Other than to hear a second hand report of our distribution deal had gone up in smoke.
	So I walked out the door.  And was by myself, in the night.  I had made a movie.  And now I would do something else.  Make a another movie.  Perhaps.  Sometime.  Hopefully sometime soon.  And I would do other things.  No matter what happened to the movie.  Even if the movie was dead, I was still alive.


	post mortem

	January 29th
	The family flew home.  It snowed.  I felt like an orphan in the storm as I struggled to appear festive.  
	I ran into Donald on Main Street.  I had to say something; the illusion of civility demanded it.  "I guess the party was a bad idea," was all I could think to say.  
	"No, the party was cool," Donald said.  "Goldie Hawn and Kurt Russell were there."
	I hadn't seen Goldie; that lost opportunity didn't haunt me.
	"And Michael Stipe," Donald added proudly.
	"But Courtney called the president of Trimark a rug merchant and we lost our distribution deal."
	"Oh.  Yeah."  He frowned as the idea hit him that the night of cool had cost him dearly.
	The rest of the day was dirty snow and dry skin and joyless cocktails parties.  The day broke down into the minutes leading to the next screening, the next bite at the apple.
	The film screened again at Prospector Square.  Only Alain and myself were there representing the movie.  Andrew had flown back to L.A.  Donald was somewhere in Park City being Donald.  There was no sign of John Sloss or his underlings.  The theater was full, but there weren't any film buyers.
	The audience liked the film.  I thought of the tired question of whether a tree falling in a forest made a sound.  Because I was tired, on every level, of everything.  My film was playing to a full house, at the most important festival for independent film in the world, and it didn't make any difference.    
	During the Q & A, there were on hecklers, no outraged Beat aficionados.  I didn't share the stage with the Diva.  Courtney had left the building.
	That night was the closing night party.  It was in a cavernous indoor tennis club.  The nets had been removed, to give the crowd the illusion of freedom.  As a veteran of Sundance, I took Alain on a circular tour of the room.
	I saw Geoff Gilmore, the festival director, and thanked him for his hospitality.
	"There's a great buzz on your film.  People are talking about it."
	"Great," I said.  I put everything I had into that word.


	Santa Monica
	January 31st
	The Monday morning after.  I called Donald.
	"Every distributor has passed.  Miramax, Fine Line, USA Films.  And not even the top people.  The underlings.  We're dead, man."
	I heard a dare in his voice.  Daring me to ask him more.  Daring me to speculate or blame.
	I daringly said good-bye.
	I called Avi.  "Donald and Andy did an amateurish sales job.  They didn't get the buyers to the screening.  I like the film, Gary, but it's a hard sell.  It's neither commercial nor artistic."
	I think I understood what he meant: Beat wasn't a genre movie, and it wasn't out and out arty.
	I called Alain.  "There weren't many bids for the domestic rights because Avi had all the foreign rights.  With Courtney and Kiefer, there were a lot of companies who would have ponied up for worldwide rights.  But not for domestic alone.  We were screwed by the deal that Donald and Andrew had to make with Avi to get the film made."   
	I was awed by the radically accelerated life and death cycle of the movie.  I had finished the film exactly a week ago.  Last Monday I had first seen a good print of the film.  This Monday the film's chances of domestic distribution were dead.
	Unless we got great reviews, and could then turn things around.

	February 3rd
	I went to my office early.  To write.  To move on.
	Mitchell, who ran a documentary film company across the hall, poked his head in.  "Did you piss off someone at Hollywood Reporter?"
	"Why?" I asked, filled with dread.
	He held out ht paper for me.  "This review is one of the most scathing things I've ever read.  Someone really had it in for you."
	He handed the paper to me.  There was the title of my film.  And my name.  Virtriolic negatives swam out of the print.  I stopped reading.  It was like looking at the corpse of a loved one--the image of the corpse might supplant all those images and memories of the living person.  No, I didn't like to look at dead people and I didn't want to read this review.  I told Mitchell all about Courtney punching out the wife of the film reviewer.
	"That explains it," Mitchell said.
	"It's like in The Maltese Falcon," I theorized.  "Sam Spade was driven to find the murderer of his partner because if one private detective anywhere got killed it made life dangerous for all private detectives.  When Courtney attacked the film reviewer's wife they closed ranks against her to protect their own." 
	Alain called, with his theories.  "Courtney alienated the press, but so did Donald and Andrew with all their posturing.  And the trade press is hostile to begin with, particularly at a place like Sundance."
	And I had my theories.  And lots of time for my theories.  
	Yes, there was lots that I could blame Donald and Andrew for.  But I had made the decision to work with them.  I had assented to Courtney.  And maybe I could have done finessed the situation to avoid all the conflict over the editing.  
	Was the film good?  
	What had I learned?
	I was desperate for some inner conclusion.  To hold against the conclusion that outer the world had reached.
	I wanted to tell the underlying story of the Beats--how they became the Beats--what these people were like before they were famous.  But people brought expectations to a Beat movie.  They wanted bongos.  They wanted the famous, fun-loving Beats.  I wanted to play against expectations, but I had done so at my own peril.
	The casting process had sealed my fate.  Casting Courtney instead of Allison Elliott.  Casting Courtney and Norman without seeing them in a room together, without being able to evaluate their chemistry.  Courtney's chemistry was confined to herself, and the chemicals that she put into herself.  The Joan-Lucien chemistry was at the center of the movie and their mis-pairing threw the whole movie off.  
	Yes, there was lots of second-guessing I could do.  Was failure to sell the film effecting my aesthetic judgment?    But we'd had a distribution deal--that Courtney had kissed off.
	I was trying to reach some conclusions. 
	I liked directing films.  It made me feel alive.
	Well, I still felt alive.

	APRIL
	Without consulting me, Andrew recut the film for Los Angeles Independent Film Festival.  It had a prologue and an epilogue and lots of changes in between.
	Although I could have forced a Director's Guild arbitration to prevent them from screening their cut of the movie, it was better to let them show their version, otherwise they would believe that I had again blocked their chances of success.
	They showed their version.  They didn't make a domestic film sale.


	august
	Background Productions sued Donald and Andrew in Los Angeles Superior Court for money they were owed.  They also sued Courtney Love for slander.  In the filing, Alejandra claimed that she suffered health problems after what the affidavit called "the hamburger incident."
	I was not named in the lawsuit. 
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